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CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES: BEGINNING
THE ASSESSMENT

THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FA.MILLIELS,

Washingtoo, D.C.
The committee met., pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in morn 210,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. George Miller (chair man of
the committee) presiding._ _

Members present Representatives Miller, Lehman, Schroeder,
McHugh, Patterson,- Mikulski, Weiss, Leland, Boxer, Levin, Morri-
son, Rowland, Sikorski, Wheat, Marriott, Fish, Coats, Bliley, Wolf,
Burton, Johnson, McKernan, and Vucanovich.

Staff present: Alan J. Stone,' staff director and counsel; Ann
Rosewater, deputy staff director; Christine Elliott-Groves, minority
staff director; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order.

It is with great pleasure that I call to order the first hearing of
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families..

I am proud to participate in this historic event. Never before has'
Congress takn upon itself the responsibility and initiative to con-
front comprehensively the issues affecting this constituency.

Many pzople have joined together to help create what we believe
to be a vitally important forum in Congress_

I share that view, and I am sure each member of this committee,
ori6oth sides of the aisle, shares that view. For each.of us has come
to see the need for this committee and for the work we hope it will
accomplish.

But each of us also may have a different observation, a different
perspective, a different agenda in mind when we look at the cur-
rent status of children, youth, and families in America.

One would get many, answers if one were to ask even the mem-
bers of this committee, "Why do we need this committee?"

And, contrary to the conventional 'wisdom, I think that diversity
will be one of our greatest strengths. Although none by itself pre-
sents the entire truth, each pOint 3f view la legitimate, and each is
reason enough for this comniittee. Taken together, they -surely
answer the question, "Why this committee?"

We need this committee because:
First, we are impressed with the dramatic and permanent

changes in the living situations of families and children: More chil-
dren born into poverty, more raised in single-parent families, more

(1)



destined to grow up in, and be shaped by environments veanly dif-
ferent than our own.

Second. we are deeply concerned about what we see out there
the increased stress, the family violence, the abuse, the unaccept-
ably high level of infant mortality_

Third, a committee like this can go after the best possible
I believe there is value in new knowledge itself and we must keep
up with it. At times elected officials must step outside the pres-
surc-s of our agendas and our ideologies to use Congress to gather
information ani test ideas without necessarily having a precon-
ceived leg,islativ: purpose.

Fourth, we know from experience that we have the potential for
succes:3 From WIC and foster care, to name a few, we know success
can be reached by a Congress willing to combine pragmatism with
compassion, workability with equity.

Under the committee's jurisdiction, there already exists a host of
issues which cut across ideological linesthe concern for stronger
comrnw_u-ties, for healthier children, for better access to and better
results from the educational system, for the continued recognition
that families are America's fundamental institution.

Such a coalition of concern is a necessary, but not a sufficient
ingredient for success.

To develop that consensus, we must be inclusive of all points of
views and experiences.

We absolutely must draw heavily on the talenti, resources, and
experience, and look to the needs of churches and religious groups,
corporations and foundations, nonprofit organizations, service agen-
cies, and the others who see people as people, not as problems or as.
policies.

We must learn from a range of experienceslocal as well as na-
tional, private as well as public.

Those experiences, from the publically funded Head Start and
compensatory educaticn programs, to the privately funded shelters
for abused children and homeless families, could teach us a great
deal about how to do things right.

On the other hand, we must not hesitate to learn from those pro-
grams which have not met our goals.

This committee must and will set early priorities.
Although we cannot now predict what every area of interest will

be, we already know what some of the early critical themes must
be.

One important theme will be to prevent failures throUgh early
investment.

All too often, both the Government and the private sector end up
trying to remedy human problems after they have occurred.

We know we can oprevent some of those problems before they
,Ippen, cially if we can understand in advance what chilf-17,Ni

and don c need to flourish.
If we don't, more families will be torn apart by events beyond

their control, and remain unable to cope, or gain the necessary
skills and resources to carry on.

A second early and constant theme has to be education, of our-
selves and of the public.
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We must learn how, taken together, the recent changes in work-
place, and family affect and are affected by virtually all if our
socialcultural, and economic arrangements, and most importantly,
how they affect the environments in which children are reared.

begin that educational process, we will release very soon our
first.cdnnittee print entitled, "U.S. Children and Their Families:
CUrient Conditions and Recent Trends."

Finally,there is the summarizing theme, the one that iuns
throukhduf the history of America and of Congress, and which I'm
sure ixo.iriemain in the forefront of our vision.

EqUity, equality of opportunity, the chance to make it, regardless
of color or class, gender or disability.

This is especially important now that we have begun a long over-
due debate in Congress over priorities. It is my hope that, whatever
the outcome of that debate, those with the weakest voices will-not
become those with the weakest claims, simply because they have
no champion, no forum to make their case.

We, this committee, can, be that forum.
I would like at this point to introduce the ranking minority

member of this committee, Congressman Dan Marriott. I was de-
lighted to learn that Dan had agreed to take this position knowing
that he was giving up other important assignments to lend himself
to the task before us.

Dan.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is an honor to serve

on this committee with you. This is a very important committee. It
is a bipartisan effort, under your direction, to cut across party phi-
losophies and address the real problems of children and families.

I have great confidence in this committee and its members, many
of whom have come from other committees where they have had
jurisdiction over some of these areas. I believe we are going to be a
very effective committee and I hope we can become a permanent
committee. I hope we will be a part of the answer to the problems;
not a part of the problems. .

Mr. Chairman, I am hopeful that this committee can use the first
6 months of its life in efforts to develop a believable, acceptable
data base. That is one thing lacking in this country. The budget
never gets off first base in this Congress because we do not agree
on baseline information. It seems to me that we have to make sure
that same pattern does not develop on the important matters of
family and children.

I am not prepared to start finding solutions or suggesting policies
until -all of the facts are in, until we have found the data we
to make proper decisions. I hope that we can analyze the data we
collect, evaluate' ,,1.1 policies to determine how well they work, and

Nether or not they are compatible with the new data.
Mr. Chairman, I fiope also that vie can begin in this committee

to address the root causes of our problems and not just treat sv
toms. Although treating symptoms is important. we must ;11-:,ac at
the roots and not simply spend our time micing- th,.:o, leaves.

I am concerned about why 50 percent of invariages end in di-'
vorce; And the impact of divorce and parental absence on children.
I am concerned about the special problems of the one in eight
white children, and the one in two black children that live with



only one parent. I am concerned that by 1995 this group coldd
make up 100 percent of the people in this country living in poverty.

I am concerned about the widespread pornography and its effect
on children. I am concerned about the estimated 500,000 children
who grow up in foster homes and the many thousands of special-
needs children who desperately need adoptive homes.

I am concerned about the alarming rate 7of child abuse and
incest, that leads to runaway kids, drugs, crime, and suicide. I am
concerned also, Mr. Chairman, about whether Our tax dollars are
all bottled-up in the network of bureaucracy or whether they are
really getting down to the grass roots where they can do the most
good.

I am concerned about employee benefits. Maybe it is time in this
country that we began to offer choices like day care centers as em-
ployee benefits for working mothers, as well as simply pensions,
group insurance and other long established choices of benefits.

I am also concerned, Mr. Chairman, about our tax policy and
whether or not the interests of families are being adequately ad-
dressed. The $600 exemption per child of 1950, would need to be
about $4,000 today, not simply $1,000, to have kept pace with infla-
tion and bracket creep.

And finally, I am very concerned about getting the private sector
more involved with solving some of the social problems that affect
families and children.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the other
members on this committee. We have an awesome responsibility.
This could be, and I think is, the most important committee operat-
ing in Congress today.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. It is an honor and a privilege to be on this commit-

tee. I would just like to say that I think it is time for us to get this
show on the road.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Just a brief comment, Mr (lair-Tian. First, com-

mend you for your efforts in asserr' 'i" t.,..mmittee on a sub-
ject that I think is of great importai, an of us. I am honored to
be part of this process and look forwi. to contributing to mean-
ingful debate and constructive recommendations for the children,
youth, and families of our nation.

I am particularly interested in the subject of-the family. In my
opinion, the family is one of the most impor- ant, if not the most
important, social ur,it in our society. The strength of the family
and the stability of family determines the viability, vitality,
and moral life of any society.

One of he family's most important functions is to shape the
values and character of children,'a function that it is uniquely situ-
ated and suited to perform and for which no remotely adequate
substitute has yet been found. The family is truly the best and
most efficient '.'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare."
Our laws and policies should encourage and strengthen the family
unit and not discourage it.

All of us are acutely aware that many factors are adversely af-
fecting the family' unit today. As a result, countless efforts have
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been directed toward treating the symptoms of the problem
through the proliferation of various programs_ However, I do not
feel that this is always the best way or approach_

We also should examine the cause of the problem and not just
the symptoms: What are the factors that are Pulling the family
apart today? Are they economic demands, social conditions, or a
combination of these and other elements? By understanding the
cause of the disintegration, we can more effectivey treat the prob-
lem.

It is also important that we look to the future to determine the
effect on the family if individual members continue to be so isolat-
ed from each other that attachments, loyalties, and dependencies
are further assaulted.

In my opinion, another important function of the committee will
be to examine the healthy families and see why they are strong
and interrelate so well. Many of the principles and values of these
families could serve as examples to help strengthen other family
units which are experiencing difficulties.

Of course, we cannot ignore those who are not privileged or for-
tunate enough tobe part of a family unit. Countless thousands of
children have no parents, or perhaps, only one. We need to be sen-
sitive to and address the problems, the unique problems that these'
children face.

The health and strength of society can be measured by the
health and strength of its families. We must do all we can to pre-
serve, protect, and nurture the family as well as be sensitive to in-
dividuals who are not so fortunate to be part of a healthy unit.

So I again commend the chairman for the meeting and hope we
will achieve policy recommendations which will truly help this spe-
cial constituency.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congresswoman Mikulski.
Ms. MIKUzSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be part of this historic committee, and this his-

toric meeting_of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families.

When Congress held its first congressional hearing, there were
no founding mothers at that meeting, only founding fathers. And
now I am pleased that when we take a look at an assessment of
American families, the committee representation has both found-
ing fathers and founding mothers.

I am a professionally trained social worker. One of the reasons
that I came into politics was to be sure that we had the programs
and policies that took our' values that we explicitly stated and
turned them into programs and policies that would aid and
strengthen the American family.

The lives of children today are different than when I was a social
worker. Times are changed. There are more single parent house-
holds and not every home is a Norman Rockwell painting. Child
abuse, spousal abuse, is on the rise. There are more, teenage preg-
nancies, more latchkey children, and more suicides among young
people.
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Through this committee, I know we can assess the problems and
suggest ways to solve them. I look forward to participating in this
process and to making it a truly historic committee.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you..
Mr. Bliley.
MC. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to see that

the select committee is beginning its work with a comprehensive
look at the status of children and families in our society. I know
that this would be an inappropriate time to offer conclusions, but I
do want to suggest to the other members of the committee some
areas into which I think we should look.

We are all aware generally of the problems that face children
todaypoverty, teenage pregnancy, juvenile crime, decline in the
educational standards, drug abuse, increased mental stress. In look-
ing at these and similar problems, we must not fall into the trap of
thinking of them simply in financial terms. There are some, possi-
bly some on this committee, who would examine each of these
problems and in turn recommend a new Federal program or more
Federal dollars.

In some cases such recommendations may be useful. In no case,
however, will Federal_ programs and dollars alone solve the entire
problem. We ought to know by now that money cannot make a
broken child whole, and we should have learned that money spent
indiscriminately can sometimes create new problems or worsen the
very problem it tries to solve.

The money solutions, my colleagues, even when they are appro-
priate and successful, only treat symptoms of the ma- ss of problems
affecting children and families today. Increased day care funding is
of marginal use if the real problem is parents ignoring their chil-
dren. Spouse abuse shelters will not serve their true purpose unless
the cause of family violence is addressed.

In looking for the root causes, of the problems we will be examin-
ing today, I believe we would do ourselves and our children a great
disservice if we ignore the moral dimensions and the ethical issues,
that confront us. This society faces striking moral and ethical
changes that I believe are prime, contributors to many of the prob-
lems we observe.

Divorce alone has caused many of these problems, as has been
pointed out by a witness we will hear later today, and the increas-
ing divorce rate is a direct result of the declining respect for the
sanctity of marriage, and that ultimately is a moral question.

If we avoid these questions, if we reject the moral underpinnings
of our society, these problems will never be solved. If tearing down
the false, wall of separation between religion and civil society jwill
help our children and our families, then we had better look in that
direction.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairmaq MIIIER. Thank you.
Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have very much important work to do. We ought to get on

with it.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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I have a statement which I will be submitting for the record in
its entirety and I will just read parts of it.

I am concerned that Congress and our Government have neglect-
ed the needs of the American family and we may have forgotten
the important role that the family plays in shaping America. In
contrast to what may be perceived as America's lonptanding disre-
gard for the family institution, the tradition around the world has
been to place great emphasis on the family.

The Constitution of the Republic of Ireland, for example, pro-
claims the family as the basic unit of society. Novthei-e the U.S.
Constitution, the Declaration of Independence, or even the Federal-
ist Papers, however, has any reference been made to this most im-
portant and basic relationship.

The family is a Collection of individuals, people who share an in-
timate and complex connection with one another, being related by
marriage, birth, or adoption. Regrettably, the trend in American
policies has been to focus laws on individuals; thereby discouraging
cooperation in the family, to undermine the family foundation
through the regulatory process, and to erode parental authority by
limiting the very rights of parents in raising their children and the
choices of where their children will attend school.

In my opinion, the select committee which bears "Family" in its
title is to study the problem of family units. It should take heed to
the fact that it is important for families to stay together, such as
encourage fathers to put their families first on their list of prior-
ities and maybe not their careers.

I would like to suggest today, as we begin to address our agenda
to resolve complex and, far-reaching problems, that we do not en-
slave Ourselves to narrowing to a single approach. As we study the
problems of child abuse, alcoholism, and crime, we must give equal
scrutiny to "ideal" situations and problem-free examples where
families have not broken up, where children have not turned to
drugs, where students do excel to their highest potential, and pro-
ductivity is a choracteristic in which we take pride.

We should study the families that stay together and try to make
this known to all. By outlining a data base on the healthy and in-
dependently functioning families, we will better be able -to arrive at
a constructive and verifiable conclusion.

Further, the problems the committee faces today are unique and
involve all levels of society, across all levels of income, and have no
social, economic or physical barriers. Wives that are wealthy are
beaten by their spouses, just as those who are poor. Children are
neglected and abused in families of high and low income. The
growth of nontherapeutic drug users is prevalent among the elite
as well as the disadvantaged.

We should not discriminate against any group. This suggests that
the answer to our dilemmas will not always be to pump more
money into the system. Obviously more money will not help those
who are well to do.

I hope the committee's solutions to these problems will not
always be to spend more money or to make judgments about other
areas of our national budget. Therefore, I believe, in closing, it is
essential that the select committee investigate the common de-
nominator of these problems and compare it with mechanisms that
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have proved to work fOr individuals and societies in the past. I urge
my colleagues to apply this strategy to proceedings and delibera- /
tions in working together in a bipartisan manner as we embark ail
a difficult and complex task.

Again, I look forward to working with'committee members as we
strive to make America a better place for all through sound and,
workable policies.

Thank you,,,Mr. Chairman. . -
[The prepared statement of Congressman Wolf follows:
PREPARED STATEMENT BY HON. FRANK R. WOLF, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to serve on this newly cteated Select
Committee on Children, Youth and Families. I have been deeply alarmed for some
tine now Ocout the attitudes and trends in our society regarding the family, the
same concerns which gave impetus to creating this committee.

Through the establishment by the House c this Committee, we have been giveti
th opportunity to make recommendations to influence or change the direction in
.w ich our society is headed, I believe we must not lose sight of our objectives. It is
im dant that we adhere to the policy areas to which we have been assigned and ..;
approach our task in a bipartisan manner,'not Jetting our goals be obscured bylpar-
tisan!debates which will not solve critical problems 9f today. By working together
we have the opportunity to make constructive changes and to establish this commit-
tee as a cr&lible resource to-the-American public in addressing-problems and recom-
mending policies that will truly make a difference.

I am concerned that the Congress and our government have neglected the,needs
of American families and that we may have forgotten the important role the family
plays in shaping America.

In contrast to what-may be perceived as America's long-standing disregard for the'
family institution, the tradition around the world has been to place great emphasis
on the family. The Constitution for the Republic of Ireland; for example, proclaims
the family as the basic unit oPsociety, Nowhere in the U.S. Coristitution, the Declara-
tion of Independence or even in the Federalist Papers, however, has any reference
been made to this most important and basic of relationships. , .

A 'family is a collection of individuals, people who share an intimate and complex
connection with one another, being related by marriage, bitkh or adoption. Regretta-
bly, the trend in Americana policies has been to focus laws on individuals,1thereby
discouraging cooperation in the family, to undermine the family foundations
through the regulatory process and to erode parental authority by limiting the very
rights of parents in raising their children and the choices of where their children +

will, attend school. , 1 i;
I

In my, opinion thr. Select Committee which bears "family'z in its Title should study
and address the problems of family units. We should take heed of the fact that it is /
important. for i'arnilies to stay together and encourage fathers to put their families
first on the list of priorities. ,

I would like to suggest that as webegin today to tiddress our agenda to resolve
complex and far-reaching problems that we do not enslave ourselves to a narrow,
and single approach, As we study the problems orChild abue, alcoholism and crime,
we must give equal' scrutiny to "ideal" situations. problem-free examples, where
families have not broken up, children haVe not turned to drugs, students excel 'to
their 'highest pot .'.-Aial and proauctivity is a characteristic in which to take price.
We

ow
s ould study the way families stay together and try to make these reason,

kn
ns

By- uilding a data base which outlines the strength of healthy and independently
fUnctioning families, we. will be better reble to arrive at constructive and verifiable,
conclusions. We should evaluate independent support systems of...fainilies and indi-'.
viduals.
-Further, the problems which the committee faces today are unique and involve all

elements of society, Cross-all levels of income and have no social, economic .or physi-
cal harriers. Wives of the wealthy are. beaten by their spouses just as those of the
poor.' Children are neglected and\ abused in families of high and low incomes. The
growth of nontherapeutic drug use\ among teenagers is prevalent among the elite as
well as the disadzantaged. We should not discriminate 4gainst any groui).This sug-
gests that the answer to our dilemmas will not always be to.pump more money into
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the system. Obviously, more money will not help those who are well-to-do. I hope
the committee's solutions to these problems will not always be to spend more money

\ or to make judgments-about other areas of our national budget.
Therefore, I believe i ntial that the Select Committee- investigate the

common denominator of these pr le s and compare data with mechanisms that
have proven to work for individuals an societies of the past and in other cultures.

I urge my colleugues to apply this stra gy to proceedings and deliberations work-
ing together in a bipartisan manner as we embark on a difficult and complex task.
Again, I look forward' to working with Committee members as we strive to make
America a bet er place for all through'soubd and workable policies.

Chairman &LER. If we could continue this quickly, because Dr.
.Rivlin has a time problem.

Mrs. .Boxer.
Mrs. BOXER. Thahk you, Mr--. ChairmarN, am greatly honored to

be on your committee. ' .

We know that children are our future.. It ...s time that we focused ,
attention on our children and families, not simply to idealize or
moralize or criticize, but to first leafn the real problems facing our
children and our families and thela to move toward solutions.-

And I look forward to working'with you and the members.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Levin. ,./
Mr. LEVIN. Thank you:
I am so pleased Ito/be on this committee that I pass. [Laughter.]
Chairman MILLER! Congresgman Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. ,Mr. Chairman, first I would like ,to commend you

on the hard work that you have done, to bring this committee to
reality. I think" we all share the view that ant orientation to the
future is something that we need to refocus on in this country and-
there is no more irnporOnt elemerti, of our future than our chil-
dren. And with that fad's, I think this committee can make a very
substantial contribution to the Congress and to the country.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to

have the opportunity to serve on this committee, and I look for-
ward with' considerable anticipation to us becoming more actively
involved in these areas.

1

Chairman' MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Sikorski. 1

Mr. SIKORSKI. No statement.
[The prepared statement of Congresswoman Nancy L. Johnson

follows:]
I

,..,
P PAREWSTATET;IENT OF HON. NANCY L. JOHNSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN l...ONGRESS i/ FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

chil development, Maria Montessori once said, "If help and salvation are to come,
Mi . Chairman and members of the committee, a notable expert in lie field of

they anonly come &aim the children, for the children are the makers of men."
As a. parent; wife, and family member, I would like to say, here today that I fully

share this viewthat children are our only hope and the only "makers of then and
_women" in the future. As adults and lawmakers, I believe we have a responsibility

to our Nation's children'to see that they have every opportunity to succeed, to mike
a better world, and to forge a better future for their dhildren than rr---, 'have for
them.

While I cling to this optimistic outlook for our children and for our future, I am
sorry this 'view is not shared by man}.? Americans. Recent polls indicate that most.
Americans have begun to lose. faith in their children's future, and 'more parents
than ever before have lowered their expectations for the n t generation.
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Our children and their families face problems ofenormous consequence. Not only
do they face a future in a world of declining resources, a world of increasing poverty
and scarcity of wealth, but a future with increased international tensions. The
family structure, battered by increasing divorce rates and internal pressures, is no
longer the bulwark of support it once was.

Ottr world is changing, and so too is the family. In 1982; according to the U.S
Department of Labor, only 5 percent of all households were headed by men who
were the sole wage earners and women who were full-time homemakers. Nearly 40
percent of all children under age 18 were living in something other than a two-
parent family. Other statistics show that even among children who live with both
biological parents, a substiintial proportion of children live with parents experienc-
ing moderate to high marital Conflict.
/Even more disturbing, children are more likely than any other age group to be

living in poverty. While theproportion of children who are poor declined sharply in
the 1960's, it rose toward the end of the last decade. Barely a third of women with
minor children whose fathers are absent receive child support payments from the
abSent fathers. The avernge amounts .received are small among all groups. In addi-
tion, children living in two-parent families enjoy nearly three times the family
income of children in mother-only families.

Nevertheless, we live in 'a world of exciting accomplishmentsincreasing techno-
logical advancements, phenomenal medical breakthroughs and tremendous global
concern and awareness. I believe we must use all of our resources in every possible
way, for this and the next generation.

The reason for the dramatic decline in hope for our children's future will long be
debated by experts in all professional fields. There can be no doubt that we will be
exploring this trend in this committee as well. Our task will be enormous. As we do
'so, I hope we will remember the words of another individual, who noted "children
have more need of models than of critics."

This will be our greatest challengeto be models. I believe we have a responsibili-
ty in this committee to explore these models, and to lead the next generation in a
constructive positive direction. I look forward to the challenges and responsibilities
of this committee, and as working as a member on the task forces on economic, secu-
rity and crisis intervention. I commend the chairman, Mr. Miller, and the ranking
minority member, Mr.. Marriott,. for their efforts in setting up this hearing and for
inviting-such a ,distinguished panel of witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Congresswoman Barbara Vucanovich
follows:I fy

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA F. VuckNovicn, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
----CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA------

qvie. Chairman. First of all, I am honored to have this opportunity to serve.on -the
first House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and. Families. Asa mother of 5.
and grandmother rf 15, I closely identify with the realities and dreams of our Na-.
tion's. families, and I am very pleased that the Congress has had the wisdom to es-
tablish this committee. .

I am optimistic that, with the help of knowledgeable groups and individuals such
as those assembled here today, we can make great strides toward improving the
quality of rife for children, youth, and families all across the Nation. Our responsi-
bility is great and I am pleased that the committee's work is now underway.

It is my hope that this committee will be able to look objectively at the best avail-
able data, research, and other supportive information in studying the problems of
ch.:Idren, youth, and families, as well as at policies and programs in this regard.

. Furthermore, it is my strong belief that during the course of this committee's work,
we sboAd not lose site of the fundamental and unique principles which underlying
the ver:I/- structure of the family. I believe it is the existence of these principles
Which have in the past and will in the.future determine the success or failure of the
farnii:, unit, which I believe to be' the foundation of our society.

l'hu.lk you again', Mr, Chairman, and I look forward to hearing the testimony to
be presented' here today and to working with you and our fellow colleagues on the
select committee during the 98th Congress.

[The ,prepared statement of Congressman Chrisiopher bodd fol-.

lows:I,'
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF I ION. CHRISTOPHER J. Dona, A SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Chairman, I congratulate you on holding your first hearing today..The Save
the Children witnesses You have called to testify are the most expert witne-Sses.,you
Could have before you. They represent one-third of the American .public, the on
third that is going to determine this Nation's future. Yet despite their overwhelm,..
ing numbers, we here in Congres4 know very little about the conditions in which
they live.

It was to lied out how young people like these ate gowing up in America today
that you formed this Committee and that I applaud you. Along with Senator
Specter, 1 have been attempting to establish a Children's Caucus in the Senate and
hope that we will be able to join you very soon.

I understand that , the.. foremost concerns of the younger witnesses appearing
before you today are unemployment and violence. Tragically, those are not unrelat-
ed topics. Recent studies indicate that children who live in families where the
breadwinner is unemployed are three times more likely to be abused than other ,

children. We must listen closely and carefully to these and the other concers of your
witnesses. They have a great deal to tell us.i.

Thank you again for Inviting-me.
Chairman MILLER. Dr. Rivlin,' welcome to the committee. It is

rather fitting thatour first hearing is in the Budget Committee
room, where you probably have spent more hours than.:anyone else:

We look forward to your testimony, and it will be placed in: he
record in its entirety and you may proceed in the manner .whiCh
you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF ALICE M. RIVLIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL
BUDGET OFFICE'

Ms. RIVLIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I, too, am de-
lighted that this committee exists, and I am honored to be the first.
witness in what I know will be an important and constructive
series of hearings and events.

I am particularly glad that you are not just hearing from bureau-
crats and budgeteers, that you are hearing from doctors and teach-
ers and mothers and fathers, and especially that we are going to be
hearing from children.
Nevertheless, my assignment this morning was to look at the

-numbers, and so I will try briefly to start you off with a look at
what has happened to numbers of children, particularly numbers
of children in poverty, and to what the Federal Government is
doing for families and children..

The number of children living in low-income households has
risen sharply in the last few years and is likely to remain high for
the rest of the decade. This rise has been fueled by such factors as
an increase in the number of single-parent households and high
rates of. unemployment. At the same time, Federal spending on
children and families, especially those .ith low incomes, has re-
cently declined in real terms, and under current policies it will con-
tinue to fall.

Because of these reductions in total spending during a period
when the low-income population has increased, average benefits re-
ceived by families have- fallen by an even larger proportion than
total spending levels, and will continue to fall.

My remarks today will cover three topics: the demographic and
economic trends that have influenced family composition and in-
comes in the recent past; the trends in Federal spending on chil-
dren and their families; and the outlook fel- the future.



The age structure of the Arne, population has undergone
major changes in the last 30 years, resulting from the postwar baby
boom and the period of relatively low birth rates that followed it.
The proportion of the population below 18 years of age rose from
31 percent in 1950 to a peak of over 36 percent in the sixties, and
since then the under-18 group has fallen to a new low of now less
than 28 percent today.

Between the late fifties and 1979, the proportion of the popula-
tion under age 5 fell comparatively more, but there has been a
slight upturn since then, as the baby boom generation entered its
child-bearing years.

These fluctuations in the age structure of the population have
had a major impact on American life. As the baby-boom generation
grew up, its size necessitated increased public spending, first on
schools, then on colleges and ,universities. More recently, the entry
of this generation into the labor force contributed to the high un-
employment rates _of the late 1970's, and its formation of new
households may have helped fuel the housing boom of the same
period.

The maturing of the baby boom generation into its most produc-
tive work years and the relatively small size of the following gen-
eration could free many social resources formerly devoted to chil-
dren for other purposes, without a decline in the relative level of
services going to today's children.

On the other hand, although children are declining as a propor-
tion of the population, other social and economic trends have
caused the number of low-income children to_grow, which may in-
crease the need for public spending targeted toward them.

The recent growth in the number of children under 18-in poverty
followed a period of major decline. Over the 1960'i, poverty rates
for, children fell from almost 27 percent to 14- percent, as may be
seen in figure 2. The proportion of children who were poor rose
slightly over the seventies, however, and in the last 3 years has
risen dramatically, from 16 percent to almost 20 percent. More
than one-fourth of all children now live in households with incomes
below 125 percent of the poverty level an income equivalent to
about $9,000 for a family of three, for example.

Two major factors account for much of this recent increase in the
number of children in poverty: A rise in the proportion of children

.living with only one parent, and the current recession. Since 1970,
the, proportion of children in single-parent families has grown from
about 13 percent to about 21 percent. About 90 percent of the chil-
dren in single-parent families live with their,mothers, and over
half of all children in households with female heads were in pover-
ty in 1981.

Rising unemployment rates have been even more important in
increasing the number of children in poverty during the past 3
years. The unemployment rate peaked at over 10 percent this year,
compared with average rates of less than 5 percent in the 1960's
and just over 6 percent in the .1970's.

Families with an unemployed parent, are three times as likely to
be in poverty as those with no unemployed adults-18 percent of
the first group are poor, compared with only & percent of the
latter. In addition, slow economic growth has held down incomes
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even for those who are employedfor eNam1,ie, through reduced
..,. hours of work.

The Federal Governinent funds benefits for children through two
types of programs: Entitlement programs which provide benefits to
all-applicants who meet the program's eligibility rules; and appro-
priated programs, whose spending levels depend ',.)rimarily on the
funds allocated by the Congress. .

First, on the entitlement programs, what has happened to them.
The Federal Government spent about $38 billion on families with
children through entitlement programs in 1982. The largeSt single
program aiding children is social security, which provided almost
$11 billion in benefits in 1982 to children and families with a de-
ceased or disabled parent.

Unlike social security, most other major entitlement' programs
aiding families with children are means-testedthat is, they pay
benefits only to those with incomes and assets below specified
levels. Examples 'include Aid to Families with Dependent Children,
which in 1982 paid about $8 billion in penefits to families with
single or unemployed parents; food stamps, which provided be-
tween 8 billion and 9 billion dollars' worth of food coupons to fami-
lieS\with children; and medicaid, which paid for about $5 billion in
meth* services for those families. -

Spending on these programs increased rapidly in the 1960's and
early 19.70's, When medicaid and food stamps were started anpl
when. the AFDC program was expanded substantially. Between
1970, and 1975, spending for all entitlements serving children rose
by more than 40 percent in, real terms and outlays for means-tested
progr s more than clo;bled. Between 1975 and 1979, however,
combin d outlays for these programs stayed almost constant in real
terms.

In the last 3 years, benefits have declined significantly relative, to
the number of potentially eligible fciiiiilies, and in 1982 alone
spending levels fell by aboet 5 percent in real terms. Two offsetting
factors have affected outlays in this period. On the

Two
hand, the

number of low-income families has increased considerably since
1F.,';"1, causing both eligibility and applications for benefits to rise.

1:.}i the other hand, major.cuts in these programs would have re-
duc.,:d outlays on them' substantially had the recession not in
creased the number of beneficiaries. Even so, between 1981 and
1982 nominal expenditures for AFDC and food stamps for families
with children each dropped about $200 million.

Many of the major appropriated programs-for children and their
families were intiated in the sixties and seventies, and funding ac-
cordingly increased rapidly during that period. For example, chap-
te--.z.- , which uses to be known as title I, the Federal program sup-
7.1:1 3.1g r:ompensataty education for poor and underachieving stu-
dent,. . w.t. established in 1965 and reached a peak funding level of
$:-1 "` !'.--iiliun ';:-. 1979:

t7!:,=-Aar:-2,/, :?eeeral support for the education of handicapped chil-
dren .,.e.'-' ":.-Pley. 'r.fVer the 1970's, from $85 million'in 1970 to $1
,-!i!:e,. ixt :,;-;,i, in :.;,11)..4antial part because of the Education for All
1.-iandie::;.1., Act- of 1975. The special supplement4 food program
for -vo.:Aera. ]:-Xants, and children, started in 1973 to` rovido nutri-
tioet loOds to fowl-income women before and after childbirth and to

22-192
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their infants and young children, reached a funding level of $740
million, in 1980. Funding for services for children and their families
in the areas of housing, education, social services, nutrition, and
health totaled roughly $15 billion in 1980.

Since 1980, trends in the funding of appropriated programs for
children save varied greatly from program to program. Nominal
funding for these programs taken together changed relatively little
between 1980 and 1982, but that constancy masks a variety of in-
creasing, decreasing, and level-funded programs.

In two budget subfunctionshealth and social servicestotal ap-
propriations remained roughly constant, but in each increases in
some programs compensated for decreases in others. In social serv-
ices, fon.example, increase: in Head Start tended to offset decreases
in the human services block grant:

Total funding for\ elementary and secondary education, on the
other hand, decreased by more than $1 billionabout 15 percent in
nominal terms. Funding for WIC increased by over $150 million be-
cause of congressiondI action during the 1980,-82 period, While Fed-
eral housing expenditures for families with children rose by almost
$1.5 billion, largely reflecting subsidy commitments, made,before
1980.

The effects of these increases and reductions in appropriated pro-
grams cannot be estimated fully because the information on the of
festiveness of the diverse programs is sometimes incompleteit is
usually incompleteand because the impact of many of the cuts
will depend on the responses of. States and localities.

Nonetheless, the impact of some of the programs on children and
their familiesand accordingly, the effects of changes in funding
levelsis reasonably clear. Research has indicated, for example,
that chapter I services have improved the academic performance of
low-achieving students, so cuts in this program could impede-con-
tinued improvement in the educational achievement of disadvan-
taged students.

Similarly, a growing body of medical research links the WIC nu-
trition program with reduced infant mortality, reduced incidence of
low birth weight,. and ,avoidance of abnormal infant development.
The expansion of the/ WIC program over the past 3 years might
therefore be expected to extend these benefits to additional chit .
dren.and families. ,

Now, as for the futute. The number of children living in poverty
will probably remain high in the near future and may continue to
increase, in part because of demographic factors. The Bureau of the
Census projects that the number of births per year will continue to
rise, resulting in an increase in the number of young children. In
addition, 'the proportion of children living in single-parent house-
holds is projected to rise to about one-fourth in 1990.

The performance of the economy in the next few years will also
be crucial in determining the number of poor children. The CB0
currently projects that unemployment will decline only slowly, and
will still average 7.5 percent in 1988.

If this occurs, the proportion of children in poverty will remain
high. On the other hand, if there is a stronger recovery; the faster
decline in unemployment and higher growth in re 1 incomes could
somewhat offset the effects of the demographic fact rs.
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Higher real Federal spending on children and families could help
to alleviate some of the hardships that would be caused by a con-
tinuing increase in family poverty; if current policies are main-
tained, however, spending not only will not increase significantly,
but may even decline. Under current CBO projections, total spend-
ing on entitlement program will not increase in real terms over
the next 5 years, despite the rise of about a rot' rth in nominal
terms.

Most of the decline will occur in the next 2 to years as a result
of the reductions legislated in 1981 and 1982. Moreover, since, the
means-tested entitlements aie projected to de-line somewhat more
than the nonmeans-tested programs, low-income families will be
particularly affected.

For appropriated programs, maintaining current service levels
would require increases in their real funding, given the projected
rise in the numbers of very young children and children low-
income families, two groups served by many of these programs. On
the other hand, many appropriated programs serving children have
been cut substantially in the recent past, and there is no guarantee
that current levels of services will be maintained in the future.

The impact that these trends will have on children and families
is hard to forecast in any detail, given the lack of dataon Federal
spending for children. For many programs, reliable information on
the proportion of total spending going it° children and families is
not available In addition, it is difficult to gauge the impact of pro-
gram changes on particular families, since there is little infortha-
tion on the number of families served by more than one program
and hence on the number that are affected by several different
cuts.

The lack of information on the income status of children and
families and on the benefits they receive is particularly marked
when one compares with the extensive data now collected, on the
elderly population. One goal nn which this committee might want
to focus, therefore, would be the improvement of data collection
and dissemination efforts.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the number of children iiYinf*,
low-income households has increased significantly in the past 3
Years Lel will remain high unless the economy recovers faster
than is nov, projected. This growth results from several different
factors, including a rising number of births per year and a higher
proportion of children in single-parent families, but the most im-
portant cause is,the current recession and the slowness of the pro-
jected recovery.

Total Federal spending in the last 3 years has increased more
slowly than the number of low-income families,with children, and
in the last year it has actually fallen in nominal terms, even for
entitlement programs. Future spending levels are difficult to
project, especially for appropriated programs, but if current trends
continue there will be little- real growth and possibly further, de-
clines. Since the eligible population will remain high and may
grow,. benefits for each eligible family may also fall further in,
coming years.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Alice M. Rivlin follows:]
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PREPARED S ENT Or ALICE M. BIVLIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

The number of children living ih, low-income households has risen

sharply in the last few years and is likely to remain, high for the rest of, the

decade. This rise has'been fueled by such factors as an Increase in the

number of single-parent households and high rates of unemployment. At the

same time, federal spending on children and families--especially those with

low incomeshas recently declined in real terms, and under current policies

it will continue to fall. Because of these reductions in total spending during,

a period when the low-income population has increased, the average benefits

received by families have fallen by an even larger proportion than to-al

spending levels, and will continue to fall.

My remarks today will cover three major topics:

o Demographic and economic trends that have influenced family
composition and incomes over the recent past;

o Trends in federal spending on children and their families; and

o The outlook for the future.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC TRENDS
AFFECTING CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

The age structure of the American population has undergone' major

changes in the last 30 years, resulting from the postwar baby boom and the,

period of relatively low birthrates that followed it. The proportion of the

population below 18 years of age rose from about 31 percent in 1950 to a
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peak of over 36 percent in the early 1960s; since then, the under-18 group

has fallen to a new low of less than 28 percent today (see Figure 1).

Between the late 1950s and 1979, the proportion of the population under age

5 fell comparatively more, but there has been a, slight upturn since then, as

the baby-boom generation entered its child-bearing years.

These fluctuations in the age structure of the population have had a

major impact on American life. As the baby-boom generation grew up, its

size necessitated increased public spending, first on schools and then on

colleges and universities. More recently, the entry of this generation into

the labor force contributed to the high unemployment stf the

19V0s, and its formation of new hou.sel-K

housing boom of the same period.

may have helped to fuel, the

The maturing of the baby-boom generation into its most productive

work years, and the relatively small size of the following generation, could

free many social resources formerly devoted to children for other purposes,

without a decline in the relative level of services going to today's children.

On the other hand, although children are declining as a proportion of the

population, other social and economic trends have caused the number of

olow-income children to grow, which may increase the need for public

spending targeted toward them.
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The recent growth in the number of children under 18 in pover

followk:d a period of major decline. 1/ Over the 1960s, poverty rates for

children fell from almost 27 percent to 14 percent ;see Figure 2). The

proportion of children who were poor rose slightly over the 1970s, however,

and in the last three years it hPs risen dramatically--from 16 percent to

almost 20 percent. More than one-fourth of all children now live in

households with incomes below 125 percent of the poverty levelan income

equivalent to about $9,000 for a family of three, for example.

Two major factors account for much of this recent increase in the

number of children in poverty: a rise in the proportion of 'children living

with only one parent, and the current recession. Since 1970, the proportion

of children in single-parent families has grown from about 13 percent to

about 21 percent. About 90 percent of children In single-parent families

live with their mothers, and over half of all children in households with

female heads were in poverty in 1981.

Rising unemployment' rates have been even more important in in

creasing the number of children in poverty during the past three years. The

1. Official poverty rates are determined by comparing families' cash
incomes with thresholds that vary by family composition and other
factors. Consequently, they do not reflect the value of in-kind
benefits such as food stamps.
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Percent of U.S. Population under 18 Living in
Families Below the Poverty Line
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unemployment rate peaked at over 10 percent this year, compared with

average rates of less than 5 percent in the 1960s and just over 6 percent in

the 1970s. Families with an unemployed parent are three times as likely to

be in poverty as those with no unemployed adultsI8 percent of the first

group are pear, compared with 6 percent of the latter. In addition, slow

economic growth has held down incomes even for those whc are employed,

for example, through reduced hours of work.

TRENDS IN FEDERAL SPENDING ON,
CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES

The federal government funds benefits for children through two types

of programs: entitlement programs, which provide benefits to all applicants

who meet the program's eligibility rules; and appropriated programs, whose

spending levels depend primarily on the funds allocated by the Congress:

Entitlement Programs

The federal! government spent about $38 billion on families with

children through entitlement programs in 1982 (see Table 1). 2/ The largest

single program aiding children is Social Security, which providedalMost.$1.1
.

billion in benefits in 1982 to children and families with a deceased or -

Only programs providing benefits specifically for children and their
families have been included in this estimate and in the subsequent
discussion.
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TABLE I. EXPENDITURE LEVELS FOR SELECTED ENTITLEMENT
# PROGRAMS PROVIDING BENEFITS FOR CHILDREN AND

FAMILIES IN 1982 (In billions of dollars)

Total
Expenditure

Level

Outlays for
Families with
Children a/

Percent to
Families with

Children

Mears-Tested

AFDC 8 8 100

*Food Stamps 11 8-9 75-80

Child Nutritici 3 3 100

-Medicaid 17 4-6 25-35

Supplemental Security Income 8 1 8

Veterans' Pensions 4 b/ b/

Non-Means-Tested

Social Security (OASDI) 154 11

Veterans Compensation 9 IV b/

Civil Service RetireMent 19 c/ d/

Railroad Retirement 6 c/ d/

a. Except for food stamps, estimates of total benefit; for families given
here include only benefits for children and for adults who qualify
because of the presence- of one or more children in the household:
Benefits received by other adults in the family who themselves qualify
for benefits (because of disability, for example) are excluded. In the
ease of food stamps,, total benefits going to fan Hies with children
nave been included.

b. Most veterans' benefits are paid to living veterans and their families,
with the majority being paid to veterans rather than ether family
members; for- these families, the data do not allow benefits for
children under 18 to be identified. For survivors of veterans,
approximately 15-20 percent of benefits are paid to families With
children.

c. Less than $500 million.

d. Less than 5 percent.
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disabled parent. 3/ Unlike Social Security, most other major entitlement

programs aiding families with children are means- tested --that tliey pay

benefits only to those with incomes and assets below specifid
7

'levels.

ex3rnples include Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), which in

197 paid ,about $8, billion to families with single or unemployed parents;

food stamps, which provided between $8 billion and $9 billion worth of food

calsoorls to families with children; and Medicaid, which paid for about $5

billion in medical services for these families. 4i

Spending on zheSe programs increased rapidly in the 1960s and early

when MediCaid and food stamps were started/and when the -AFDC

program was expanded substantially. Between 1970 and 1975, spending for

all entitlements serving children rose by more than 40 percent in real terms,

and outlays for means-tested programs more than doubled (see Figure 3).

Between 1975 and 1979, however, combined outlays for these programs

stayed almost vinstant in real terms.

3. Except for food stamps, estimates of total benefits for families given
here include only benefits for children and for adults who qualify
because of the presence of one or more children in the household.
Benefits received by other adults in the family who themselves qualify
for benefits (because of disability, for example) ate excluded. In the
case of food stamps, total benefits going to families with children
have been included.

4.. These figures represent the federal share of spending.
contribute almost as much to AFDC and Medicaid.

States also
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FIGURE 3

Federal Spending' on Selected Entitlement 1
Programs for Children and Families: 1970-19821
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In the las: three years, benefits have declined significantly relative to

the number of potentially eligible families, and in 1982 alone spending levels

fell by about 5 percent in real terms. Two offsetting factors have affected

outlay levels in this period. On the one hand, the number of low-income

families has increased considerably since 1979, causing both eligibility and

applications for benefits to rise. On the other hand, major cuts in these

programs would have reduced outlays on them substantially had the

recession not increased the number of beneficiaries. even so, between 1981

and 1982, nominal expenditures for AFDC and food stamps for families with

children each dropped by about3200 million.

Appropriated Programs

Many of the major apprapriated programs for children and their

families were initiated in the 1960s and 1970s, and funding accordingly

increased rapidly during that period. For example, Chi, ter I (formerly Title

I), the federal program supporting compensatory education for poor and

underachieving students, was established in 1965 and reached a peak funding

level of $3.2 billion in 1979. Similarly, federal support for the education of

handicapped children grew rapidly over the 1970s, from $85 million in 1970

to $1 bijlion in 1980, in substantial part because of =rie Education for All

Handicapped Act of 1975. The Special Supplemental Food Program for

Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), started in 1973 to provide nutritious

foods to low-income women before and after childbirth and to their infants
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and young children, reached a funding level of $740 million in 1980. Funding

for services- for children and* their families in the areas of housing,

education. social, services, nutrition, and health totaled roughly $15 billion in

1980.

Since 1980, trends in the funding of appropriate J programs for children

have varied greatly from program to program. Nominal funding for these'

programs taken together changed relatively little between 19W and 1982,

but that constancy masks a variety of increasing, decreasing, and level -

funded programs. In two budget subfunctionshealth and social services- -

total appropriations remained roughly constant, but in each, increases in

some programs compensated for decreases in others. In social services, for

example, increases in Head Start tended to offset decreases in the Human

Services Block Grant (Title XX). Total funding for elementary and

secondary education, on the other hand, decreased by more than $1 billion

about 13 Percent, in nominal terms. Funding for WIC increased by over $130

million because of Congressional action during the 1980 -1932 period, while

federal housing expenditures for families with children rose by almost $1.5

billion, Largely reflecting subsidy commitments made before 1980.

The effects of these increases and reductions in appropriated programs

cannot be estimated fully, because information on the effectiveness of the

diverse programs is sometimes incomplete and because the impact of many
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of the cuts will depend on the responses of states and localities. Nonethe-

less, the impact of some of the programs on children and their. families

and, accordingly, the effects of changes in funding levels--is reasonably

clear. Research 'las indicated, for example, that Chapter I services have

improved the academic performance of low-achieving students, so cuts in

this program could impede continued improvement in the educational

achievement of disadvantaged students. Similarly, a growing body of

medical research links the WIC nutrition program with reduced infant

mortality, reduced incidence of low birth weight, and avoidance of abnormal

infant development. The expansion of the WIC program over the past three

years might therefore be expected to extend these benefits to additional

children and families.

PROJECTED DEMOGRAPHIC, ECONOMIC.
AND EXPENDITURE TRENDS

The number of children living in poverty will probably remain high ,n

the near future and may continue to increase, in part because of demo-

graphic factors. The Bureau of the Census projects that the number of

births per year will continue to rise, resulting in an increase in the number

of young children. In addition, the proportion of children living in single-

parent households is projected to rise to about one-fourth by 1990.

The performance of the economy in the next few years will also be

crucial in determining the number of poor children. The CEO currently



projects that unemployment will decline only slowly, and will still average

7.5 percent in 1988. If this occurs, the proportion of children in poverty will

remain high. On the other hand, if there is a stronger recovery, the faster

decline in unemployment and higher growth in real incomes could somewhat

offset the effects of the demographic factors.

Higher real federal spending on children and families could help to

alleviate some of the hardships that would be caused by a continuing

increase in family poverty; if current policies are maintained, however,

spending not only will not increase significantly, but may even decline.

Under current CBO projections, total spending on entitlement programs will

not increase in real terms over the next five years, despite a rise of about

one-fourth in nominal terms (see Figure 4). Most of the decline will occur in

the next two to three years, as a result of the reductions legislated in 1981

and 1982. Moreover, since the means-tested entitlements are projected to

decline somewhat more than the non-means-tested programs, low-income'

families will be particularly affected.

For appropriated programs, maintaining current services levels would

require increases in their real funding, given the projected rise in the

numbers of very young children and children in low-income families, two

groups served by many of these programs. On the other hand, many appro-

priated programs serving children have been.cut substantially in the recent
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FIGURE 4.

Federal Spending on Selected Entitlement
Programs for Children and Families: 1981-1988
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past, and there is no guarantee that current levels of services will be

maintained in the future.

The impact these trends -will have on children and families is hard to

forecast in any detail, given the lack of data on federal spending for

children. For many programs, ,reliable information on the proportion of

total spending going to children and families is not available. In addition, it

is difficult to gauge the impact of program changes on particular families,

since there is little information on the number of families served by more

than one program and hence on the number that are- affected by several

different cuts. The lack of information on the income status of children and

families and on the benefits they receive is particularly marked when one

compares it with the extensive data now collected 'on the elderly population.

One goal on which this Committee may wish to focus, therefore, would be

the improtement of data collection and dissemiriation efforts.

CONCLUSION

The number of children living in low-income households has increased

significantly in the past three years, and will remain high unless the

economy recovers faster than is now projected. This growth resul:s from

several different factors, including a rising number of births per year and a

higher proportion of children in single-parent families, but the most

important cause is the current recession and the slowness of the projected

recovery.
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Total federal spending in the last three years has increased more

slowly than the number of low-income families with children, and in the last

year it has actually fallen in nominal terms even for entitlement programs.

Future spending levels are difficult to project, especially for appropriated

programs, but if current trends continue there will be little real growth and

possibly further declines. Since the eligible population will remain high and

may grow, benefits for each - eligible family may also fall further in coming

years.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin. And it is
my understanding that you are going to have to leave about 10:30,
so we will try to keep our questions to aminimum.

The purpose of this opening hearing is to get the information ,
from that table to this dais, and to achieve that, we are going to
have a rather tight schedule.

Let me just ask one question very quickly. On page 9 of your=
statement you project that 25 percent of the children may be living
in single-parent households, as a trend that you see increasing
from the 21 percent earlier in your testimony. Would it also be fair
to suggest that the earlier statistic of 9t) percent of those headed by
female heads of hi..useholds would be living in poverty, that that
trend would air.: likely to continue?

. is aMs. RIVL1N. liot 90 percent. But, in any case, it s very
Chairman MILLER. Are you saying that 90 percent of children in

single-parent families Pre with their mothers?
Ms. RIVLIN. Yes, I think there is hope for improvement, in that

as the economy improves, women's wage levels, as well as others,
will rise. But the point is that the proportion of single-parent fami-
lies who are in poverty is extremely high, and an increase in that
prcportion is likely to increase the number of children in poverty.
And some increasenot a vast increase but some increasein that
proportion seems likely.

Chairman MILLER. Could CBO provide the committee with a
breakdown of the distribution of Government benefits, including
program benefits and tax benefits, by income distribution and
family income? Is that available?

Ms. RIVLIN. Only partially. It is possible to do that for some pro-
grams where the information exists, but there are many programs
for which it is hard to figure out how much of the spending is for
children, let alone how much goes to various income levels. We
could give you some estimates, but we, would also point to the gaps
in the data.

[The following was received for the record:] /

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL BENEFITS TO FAMILIES

Calculating the distribution of total benefits going to families is extremely com-
plex. About 20 percent of all direct benefitsbenefits provided directly to families
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or individuals in the form of cash or goods and servicesare provided through
means-tested programs. These pogiarns. which include, for example, Aid to Fami-
lies with Dependent Children (AFDC). food stamps, and Medicaid, serve primarily
low-income families. Other, non-means-tested programs like Social Security and
Medicare also provide relatively large amounts of benefits to low-income individonls
and families, however; in fact, because these programs are so much bigger than the
means-tested programs, they may provide a larger share of the benefits received by
low-income families than do the means-tested programs. According to the Bureau of
the Census Current Population Survey (CPS) of March 1982, for example, more
than twice as many households With incomes below $15,000 receive Social Security
benefits as receive public assistance. Table 1, which is based on the March 1982
CPS. shows the proportion cf all families and the proportion of poor families receiv-
ing benefits from selected programs.

The CPS is the major source of information on the current incomes of families
within the population as a whole. The 198.3 CPS, which reports on 1982 income, is
not yet available, however, and recent changes in income support programs may not
be er.tirely reflected in the incomes reported in the-1982 CPS. In addition, the unad-
justed CPS has more serious problems -as a source of information about the distribu-
tion of program benefits. The CPS is designed primarily to report information on
family composition. earnings. and other variables that apply to very broad segments
of the population, and it is extremely useful for those purposes. It does not, howev-
er. do as good a job of collecting information on benefits received by families, both
because the individuals interviewed are sometimes reluctant to talk about the
public assistance and other benefits they receive, and because families receiving
some kinds of benefits may move around more and be harder to locate than other
families.

In, addition to the CPS, other sources of information on the distribution of benefits
include records of the individual programs and the recent test panels of the Survey
of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). (The SIPP itself is scheduled to begin
in fiscal year 1984.) Reconciling all of this information and using it to produce a
consistent set of estimates of the distribution of benefits by income for all of the
different federal benefit programs is a major task, however.

Although the CBO does not have estimates of the distribution of all benefits by
income category, we have estimated the impact of the recently enacted changes in
direct benefits and taxes. Tables 2 and 3 summarize those impacts for the 1981 and
1982 changes respectively. It should be noted that these estimates are not strictly
additive, because they are based on slightly different economic assumptions and
income categories. For details on how these estimates were calculated and addition-
al information on the impact of these reductions and reductions in other areas, see
"Effects of Tax and Benefit Reductions Enacted in 1981 for Households in Different
Income Categories" tCB0 S,,ecial Study. February, 19821, and "Effects of Changes in
Taxes and Benefit Payments Enacted in Fiscal Year 1982 for Households in Differ-
ent Income Categories" (CBO Staff Memorandum, November 1982).

TABLE 1. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FAMILIES WITH INCOME FROM VARIOUS SOURCES IN 1981,

BY POVERTY STATUS

Income sora.

AP fannies

Pmeno

Famdizy twIcrw potty

number
sot

;11tail.rdi)

6.851 100

4,112 61

1,407 21

2,357 34

608 9
888 13

1.638 24'
1.117 16

146 2

Wolter
(thcusands1

Total, all sources '
Earnings

Social security
Public ass,,tarra
Supplemental se...urity intone

Other transfer payments'
Dividends, interest, and rent
Employee pensions. alimony, annuities, etc

No income

1

61,019

52,491

14,248

3,567

1,600
10,316

41.084
14,875

146

100

86

23
6

1

11

67

24

Includes only families; does not include unrelated individuals.
Details do not add to total because some familes move bore than one type el income_
Includes unemployment and workers compensation and payments to veterans.

Source. March 1962 Current Population survey, reported in Current Population Reports, series P-60, No. 138, table 34, p 132.
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TABLE 2.-TOTAL NET CHANGE !N BENEFITS AND TAXES ENACTED IR 1981 BY INCOME CATEGORY,

CALENDAR YEARS 1982-85

On onions of COLO COWS]

AA

tiousetads

Household ACZIME 102 donors)

less tan
10000

17130 to
20,000

20.000 to
4030

40,000 to
80.000

80,30 and
Cker

1982

-9,040 -3,960 -2,140 -1.980 -840 -110
Tax reductions 38,080 1.240 4.500 13,460 10.250 8.630

Set 29.040 -2,720 2.360 11.480 9,410 8,520
In kind benefits - -3950 -1.140 -1,250 -1.040 -080 -40

Net. ricludtng in-kind benefits 25,090 -3,860 1.110 10,440 8,930' 8.480

1983

Cash benefits.. ............. ... ....... _... -11,950 -5,190 -UN -2,740 -990 -80
Tax reductions 82.130 2,340 9,290 28,720 25,780 16,000

Net 70,180 -2.850 6,330 25,980 24,790 15,920
In-kind benefits _ ...... ...___.._._.. -5,560 -1,680 -1,610 -1,430 -790 -50

Net, including in-kind benefits_ 64,620 -4,530 4,720 24,550 24,000 15,870

1984

Cash benefits -11.460 -5,610 -2.780 -2,180 -760 -70
Tax reductions__ 112,980 3,320 12.950 39,650 36.260 20,800

Net 101,520 -2,350 10.170 37,470 35.500 20,730
In-kind benefits -6.480 .-1.980 -1,890 -1,620 -950 -60

Net, including in-kind benefits......_ ............ 95,040 -4,330 8,280 35,850 34,550 20.670

1985

Cash benefits -10,580 -5,850 -2,500 -1.620 -560. -60
Tax reducrons 144,120 5,000 .17,060 52,340 45,620 24,100

Net 133,040 -850 14,560 50,720 45,060 24,040
In-kind benefits.. -6,840 -2,020 -2,040 -1,760 -970 -50

Net, including in-kind benefits. 126,700 -2,870 12,529 48,960 44.00 23.990

Sol -Details may not sum to totals because of rounchng. lax and benefit ',mounts include cr,iy those changes drectly affecting haneholds.
source Congressional Budget Office.

TABLE 3.-TOTAL CHANGE IN TAXES AND BENEFITS ENACTED IN 1982, BY INCOME CATEGORY,

CALENDAR YEAR 1983-85

fin foam of current Oars]

households

Household income (in 1982.dollars)

less than
10,000

10.000 to
20,000

20,000 to
40,000

40,000 to
80,000

80,000 and
OM

1983

Benefit reductions 1,10q. 950 100 330 290 30
_ 7ax inaeases__ 5,340 310 700 1,940 950 1,440

Total'... 1,050 1.260 810 2,270 1,250 1,470

1984

Benefit reductions ..... _ ....... ...................... 3,060 1,270 510 790 460 40

Tax increases 6,560 440 930 2,440 1,120 1,630

Total 9,630' 1,720 1,440 3,230 1,580 1.670

3t8
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TABLE 3. TOTAL CHANGE IN TAXES AND BENEFITS ENACTED IN 1982, BY INCOME CATEGORY,

CALENDAR YEAR 1983 -85- Continued r
its maims d tweet Wears]

Al
totnetoits Lc Zan 10.74 b 20,770 M 40,30 to $0.000 lad

10.000 20.000 40,030 80,000 au

Ifousatit vtoone (.s 1382 mgrs)

1965

6enet Tetheons 3,460 1.470 600 870 480 40

Tax infuses 6,990 MO 1.020 2.590 1.140 1.730

10,450 1.980 1.620 3,460 1,620 1.770

wow ---Detalh ray oaf sum lo !Nato teca.se of room:hog Tax axe tenet amounts include way those tholes attactog tozseiolds

Scow Carresso21 Owe Once

Chairman MILLER- Also, with respect to the changes in the Fed-
eral budgetary practices over the last couple of years, has the CBO
started to do any assessment about whether or not state and local
governments have the wherewithal to fill in behind or to increase
their level of participation as we withdraw? Would that be availa-
ble if we requested it?

Ms. RIVLIN. We could give you some indications on that. As you
know, State and local governments are not in terrific fiscal shape
these days, either. They vary a lot, but we could certainly give you
some information on that.

[The following was received for the record:]
CURRENT FISCAL CONDITION OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

The current fiscal condition of state and local governments varies widely. Some
states have experienced great financial difficulties as the recession has reduced
their revenue-raising capacity and raised their expenses, while others have re-
mained relatively unaffected. Further, federal aid -reductions have had varying
impact across jurisdictions. At this time, it is difficult to asbess, on net, the extent to
which states and localities are able or willing to offset federal budget cuts.

One commonly used measure of the fiscal condition is the ending balances record-
ed by governments. This information is collected each year for state governments.
although comparable data are not available for localities. At the close of fiscal year
19P.42 (which ended on ,,kine 39, 1982, for 46 states), 5 states showed negative balances
in their general funds, 14 states had balances under 1 percent of expenditures
during the year, 9 had balances under 3 percent, while 5 had balances between 3
and 5 percent and 17 had balances over 5 percent (see Table 1). Year-end balanmi
are not, however, a complete measure of a government's fiscal condition. They rep-
resent the outcome of choices made by jurisdictions about the level of services de-
sired and the level of taxes residents are willing to pay. Further, they may be con-
founded by budget practices such as interfund borrowing, whereby funds are trans-
ferred from a highway fund in surplus, for example, to the general fund to avoid a
deficit.

Another means of examining the fiscal condition of state and local governments is
to examine both their capacity to raise revenues and the extent to which they uti-
lize this capacity. While this provides a more complete assessment, such data are
available only after a considerable lag, making it unclear at this time whether areas
that have experienced the greatest loss in federal aid are those with the greatest
capacity to offset such reductions through their own resources.

A commonly used measure of capacity is the representative tax system (RTS),
which determines the resources that would be available to a state if it taxed each of
eight tax bases at the average rate levied ty states and localities.1 Using this mesa-

For details on the RTS, see Advisory 'Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, "Tax Ca.
pacity of the Fifty States: Methodology and Estimates," M-134 (March 1982).
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tire. displayed in Table 1. states' 19.!41 tax capacities varied from a 1 of 72 in Mis-
sissippi to a high of 324 in Alaska on a scale indexed so that the average capacity
equals 1_t)0. Against these measures of tax capacity can be overiaid the tax effort
that states and localities exertthat is, the amount of revenues that each state to-
gether with its localities raises relative to its capacity. In 1981. tax effort ranged
from 61 in Nevada to 184 in Alaska (also indexed so that the average tax effort
equals 1001.

The estimates of tax capacity and effort can be used both to assess the variation
between states and the extent to which individual stat es are willing to make use of
the resources available to them. For example, :although the state governments in
New Hampshire and Nebraska reported general fund deficits in 1982, their com-
bined state and local tax efforts in 1981 were short of their capacity. On the other
hand, Minnesota and Oregon, which also reported 1982 state government deficits,
Were exercising above-average tax effort applied to average or below-average tax
bases that year.

Considerable variation also exists in the extent to which reductions in federal
grants affected state and local governments and in their response to these cutbacks,
but at this point much of the evidence is anecdotaL State governments appear to
have been more affected than local governments because they have primary respon-
sibility for programs that were the focus of relatively large reductionsAid to Fam-
ilies with Dependent Children, Medicaid. Localities, especiall y small and rural gov-
ernments that receive little federal aid, were less affected. While some governments
have replaced a share of funding losses with their own resources, the net effect has
been a reduction in government spending, rather than simply a transfer of activity
from the federal to the state and local levels When further information is available
on state and local Overnments' tax capacity t,id tax effort and on the precise
nature of the cuts, more complete analysis will be possible on the capability and the
efforts of state and local governments to offset federal reductions in spending.

!ABLE 1.-MEASURES OF THE FISCAL CONDITION OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, BY REGION

suit, (by census region)

State goternnent end.
of -year balance. fiscal

Year 1t2 a
relund

Tait capacity. of
sutfid

pernments, 1961
(JS. average .100)

Tax effort of State
and WI

perements. 1981,
NI Aerate = 100)

New England:
Cnnnecticut 1.3 110 103
Mora 2.9 79 113
Massachucetts .1 96 134
New Hampshire 10.9 95 74
Rhode Island... .4 80 130
Vermont 0 84 105

Middle Atlantic.

New Jersey 2.3 105 112
New York 4 89 171
Pennsylvania 1 90 105

East North Central:
Illinois 2.4 104 105
Indiana ........ 0 91 88
Michigan .1 96 116
Ohio .8 94 89
Wisconsin 2.1 91 120

West South Central-.
Arkansas..., 0 82 79
Louisiana 6.9 117 77
Oklahoma 23.3 127 73
Texas 28.6 132 65

West North Central:
Iowa 1.2 102 98
Kansas 6.9 109 87
Minnesota 13.8 100. 109
Missouri 3.0 92 81

2 For further detail, see Richard P: Nathan and Fred C. Doolittle, "The Consequence of Cuts,"
Princeton Urban and Regional Research Center (forthcoming).
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TABLE 1.MEASURES OF THE FISCAL CONDITION OF STATE AND LOCAL.GOVERNMENTS, BY

REGIONContinued

Tax effort of State
and local

governments, 1981
(U.S. average.--,100)

95

74

93

Stale pornrnent
nf.year balance, fiscal

State (by census region) year 1982 (as a
percent of general
fund expenditures)

Ta capacity' of
State and local

governments, 1981
(LIS. average=100)

Nebraska

North Dakota

South Dakota

South Atlantic:

-,

2.1
26.2

7.4

,

-

97

123
86

Delaware 7.9 Ill 87

Florida 54 j01 73

Georgia 0 gi 97,

Maryland

North Carolina
.,,

5.3

3.3

8

19
101

95

South Carolina 0 15 95

Virginia 8.4 94 89

West Virginia 6.3 90 83

East South Central:

Alabama 1.3 74 91

Kentucky . 2.0 82 84

Mississippi 3.2 72 - 94

Tennessee 1.9 79 81

Mountain:

Art .6 89 106

'Colorado 1.0 113 84

Idaho 0 87 87

Montana 9..8 113 92

Nevada 0 12.7 148 62

New Mexico 18.5 114 89

Utah 3.4 86 97

Wyoming 52.0 216

Pacific:

Alaska 6.2 .- q 324

11782462

California .5 115 I

Hawaii 17.1 105 i

Oregon ., .9.7 . ,99 101

Washington 7.8 99 92

' Tax capacity is measured by the representative tax system. See text for details.

Source: General fund balance data from National Govemois' Association and National Association of State Budget Officers' "fiscal Survey of the

States 1983" (June 1983). Tax capacity and tax effort data from "Tax Capacity of the 50 States 1981"
(unpublished .documeot from the mimeo

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations).

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MAartrorr. Dr. Rivlin, I thought you gave 'excellent testini0-

4. It was very concise, and I hope to go back and read it again so I
can understand more what you have said. One question that I have
is this We are appropriating dollars for children and
either through entitlement programs or_through direct aPproPri-
atarrs-.. Do you have any w f-meagiihrg the cost effectiveness of
the dollars s e 9

I air in my opening staterpent a concern about how many dol--
lars get caught up in the network and how many really get down
to where they do good for the kids. Do you have any -way of meas
uring the cost effectiveness of the dollars that we spend?

Ms. RIYLIN. Only on some programs, and it is...a real problem. It
is very hard. I Lave been involved in the evaluation for most of my
career, and it is very hard to sort these things out.
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There are programs for which `there is reasonably good evidence
that the program really dioep something, that it improves the
health of dr child or the educational level, as measured by tests or
as measured, by future continuation in education. I mentioned a
couple of thc..z.n. There really is quite impressive data showing that
the chapt:o I programs really work. Such data were not available
for a long time, but they are beginning to come in.

-nth for many others, there are very limited data; and for sortie,
we are probably never going to be able to sort out exactly what
:theY do do.

Mr. MAnntorr. Could you make available to this committee What/
-ever accurate information' you have along those lines?

Ms. BivtaN. Yes, we can. And we will also point out the aresS
where it is not adequate.

Mr. MAnntorr. Thank you very much.
[The following was received for the record:]

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE STUDY OF TILE INTERGOVERNMENT GRANTS SYSTEM

The Congressional Budget Office is currently concluding a major study of the in'
tergovernment grants system, The Federal Government in a Federal System. The
report compiles descriptions of a wide variety of federal programs and assessments
of their effectiveness in meeting their intended objectives. Many of the programs of
primary importance to familiesfor example, the Social Services Block Grant,
Heodstart, and Title 1, Chapter I of the Education. Consolidation and Improvement
Act (funding for compensatory education)--have been included in the study. We
Would be happy to make available copies of the report as soon as it is released,
Which is expected to be later this summer.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Lehman.
Mr. LEHMA4. I Want. to thank Dr. Rivlin ;tir her testimony. I

think it is exactly on target, especially in regards to the task force
I am chairman. of, which is the Prevention Strategies Task Force,
and I believe that the other colleagues on littitask force and the
ranking minority 'Member will be working you as time goeS
on; because we need your input.

And I hope that the committee that is seeking your successor iS
not working too hard, because we need your help for a long timer
And if the occasion, should be that you do go back to. Brookings, I

ovoulcl like to feel that we could -call on ydur help and the help of
that institution in-regards to what we are seeking in this partiew
lariconimittee and in our particular task force.

Thank you.
Ms; RIVLIN. Absolutely.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Fish.
Mr, Flan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And my congratulations

also
Thank you, Doctor, very much. Just one issue. Just before your

conclusion, you talk about tine data base and the lack of informs'
tion on income status of children and families and the benefits
they receive, and you suggest the committee may wish to focus on
the improvement ofdata collection efforts._'

And I wonder at this point if you had any recommendationsor
do You think we are on the track in terms of the witnesses that we
have today and will have in the future. Is there any special course
that we should follow to accumulate the proper data?
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Ms. RIVLIN. No; it seems to me you are on the right track. Out
we would be very happy to sit down with the staff of the committee
and share 'our thoughts about areas in which the data were par-
ticularly inadequate or might be Collected without too much diffi-
culty to improve the situation.

Mr. Fisx. Thank you very ranch.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman

. Ms. MIKUISKI. Thank you.
Dr. Rivlin, I have two questions. One, on figure. 2, pertaining to

fem1e- headed households and male-headed households, according
to figure 2 an enormous amount of the children living in poverty
live in female-headed households, and, though it dropped in, the
seventies, it seems to be rising in the 1980's.

Could you share with the committee, why it is that female-I-leaded
households are more' poor than either intact or male-headed house-
holds?

Ms. RIVLIN. I think there are basically two reasons. One is that,
on the average, a female-headed house old has fewer earners. Our
so-called male-headed householdg--ple e forgive the expression--
are predominantly husband-wife hou olds, and in many of them
there are two adult earners, not jus one.

But lritides that, of course, the earnings of women are just less.
Women often have a shorter work history. They have not been in
the labor force as long. But even when they have, on the average
women are in less desirable jobs and their earnings are less.

Ms. Muumsxx. Thank you.
The last question I have goes to the issue of data collection arid

the cost-benefit issues. I believe it was in the late sixties or early
seventies, then Senator Mondale recommended something called
the family impact statement, and' others suggested it, .which was
that when we formulate national policies there would be something
called a family impact statement to see what it meant exactly on
its impact on the families.

Are you familiar with that? Would that be a useful tool or Would
it' just be undue paperwork, additional,paperwork, that would Pot
then be able to tell us What we Want to do, which is to know the
impact on the families of what we are doing.

MS. RIVLIN. I remember that suggestion. I guess my own reaction-
to it would be that the Spirit of it is right, that when the ,Congress
enacts new legislation or fails to enact new legislation: it should
think very carefully and assemble as much information as possible
about what that legislation Will do to our society and what IS it
doing to families and children.

But I have the feeling that forMalizing it into something called a
family impact statement might not do much good. It might gener-
ate a -lot of gobbledygook and statistics that did 'not mean very
much and would not /:e1P very Much.

MS. MIKUISKI. Thank YOU.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions:I would like to Wish.

Dr. Rivlin well in whatever she does, and I happen to think she
would make a great 01V/B,Director one day. [Laughter.]

Ms. RIVLIN. The job is not open. [Laughter.]
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Coats.
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Mr. COATS. I was going to welcome you, Dr. Ely lin, as a Hoosier,
and I realized no one else in this room would probably know what
a Hoosier was. [Laughter.]

I am sorry, my colleague from Indiana has arrived. [Laughter.]
But welcome anyway, and thank you for your testimony here

this morning.
I would like to pursue just one area. You' have indicated that the

rise in one-parent families is due to a number of factors, including
social and economic trends. In your opinion how much of the in-
crease in one-parent families is due to economic trends and how
much might be due to other social trends?

I see us in a cycle with one-parent families. -There is only one
wage earner, that wage earner is probably female without ade-
quate work experience and therefore unable to qualify for high-
paying jobs. It is just a cycle.

Can you give me any guidance in that area? Am I specific
enough?

Ms. Rtvt.iN. As I read the data, and the observations, I am led to
believe that the increase in the number of divorces and separations
and single-parent families shows that something basic/is going on
in our society and that it is evolving over a long period independ-
ent of, the ups and downs of the economy. I would not lay this
change at the door of the recession, for instance. It.has been going

And, with respect to womeni(I think it is part, of a new role that
on much longer.

has both good and bad aspects. A part of the reason that we have
more women living alone and supporting themselves and their chil-
dren is that they can do that now. They cannot do it as well as.
men. but-they can do it a lot better than ,they used to be able to.
And so that is part of the price we pay, I think, for the increasing
independence of women.

Mr. COATS. Well, I appreciate that perspective, because I think
too often Congress is tempted to treat the symptoms rather than
looking at the/ cause. I recognize that we need to look at the types
of assistance which are available and determine in what form,
amount and manner they should be provided..

However, we also need to look at the causes of the problem: Oth-
erwise, we are always just treating the symptoms and playing
catchup. In my particular district, for instance, we had during the
decade of the seventies, a great growth in prosperity, yet our in-
crease in 'one-parent families was nearly twice the national aver-
age. We experienced a 130-percent 'increase in single-parent fami-
lies between 1970 and 1980 in the Fort Wayne metropolitan area
which as you know is not a wide open swinging town.'

This made me wonder just what caused that draMatic increase in
one-parent families. Obviously, it was not the economy, and >it was
not the recession. These figures were collector' by the Census
Bureau before the recession hit our area.-

And looking back, I suspect the increase in one-parent families
resulted from a change in.attitudes on the part of people in terms
of what the family unit should be: Additionally the passing in Indi-
ana of. a no-fault divorce law has been a major cause of some of our
problems with one-parent families.
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Ms. 12,11.milN,I. I would agree with that. Indeed, if you look at the
demographic statistics, divorce is positively correlated with eco-
nomic indicators, presumably because, when times are better,
people who might have stayed together can afford to get-a divorce.

Mr. COATS. You are not suggesting that we prolong the recession
in order to keep 4-.[Laughter.]

Chairman MILLER. It is the intent of the Chair to try to get two
more questions in, and then for the next panel we will start with .
those people who did not have an opportunity to question Dr.
Rivlin.

One of our panelists has a date at the White House later, and we
are trying to accommodate everyone the best we can.

Congressman McHughI am sorry. Congressman Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not going to ask a question. I really have just a brief com-

ment to make in regard to the last line of questioning. Some of us
heard Dr. Alvin Toffler yesterday, who pointed out that:the divorce
rate in Moscow is about equivalent to the divorce rate in Los Ange-
les. So that it isn't just what is happening in Indiana that is the
problem; if is a little bit broader than that.

And what I want to say about the testimony is that once again
you have demonstrated that numbers sometimes can be much more
eloquent than words, and the trouble that we have around here is
that we have a tendency to believe that two plus two equals three.
I welcome your testimony.

Thank you.
MS. RivpIN. Thank you.
Chairman. MILLER. Congressman Bliley.
Mr, BubEY, Dr. Rivlin, we appreciate your testimony and the sta-

tistics that You have brought: You indicated in your testimony that
the recession has a great bearing on poverty among young families
with yourig children. The best way to end the recession, of'course,
is to get more people back to work. Arid would you not agree that
lower interest rates would assist in that endeavor?

Ms. Ntvt,n1. I do, -and that gives me the opening for my unial
budget speech, that the way to get interest rates down is to get the

I \deficit down.
Mr, BLILEY. Thank you ve47\much.
Chairman MILLER. That is music to Mr. .431iley's ears.
Ms. Rivlin, thank you very Much for yot4 time and for, your tes-

timony. I think as the committee continues ill the months ahead to
look at your testimony, as well as that of future panelists, we will
have a. much better sense of 'how economic and budgetary trends
affect children, youth, and families.

Thank you very much.
Ms. Rivt,INT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And we stand ready to

assist the committee as you move ahead. And if anybody has a
burning question they did not get to ask, call me up.

Chairman MILLER. We will assume that members,with questions
may submit them to you, and that they will become a part of the
record.

The first panel that the committee will hear from will be madenp
of Dr. T. Berry Brazelton, who is the chief of the Child De 'yelopment
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Unit, Children's Hospital Medical Center, and associate professor of
pediatrics at Harvard Medical School; Dr. Harold Richman, who is
the director of the Social Policy Research Center and director of the
Children's Policy Research Project of the National Opinion Research
Center, and the Hermon Dunlop Smith professor, School of Social
Service Administration, University of Chicago; Dr. Gerald Holton,
who is the Mallinckrodt professor of physics and professor of history
and science at Harvard University and visiting professor at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.

I might add for the benefit of the committee, that Dr. Brazelton
was recently selected to be the keynote speaker at the Cabinet-wide
dinner to kick off the Year of Healthy Mothers, Healthy Children;
and that Dr. Holton was part of the Pre*Iont's Committee on Ex-

,6ellence which just made its report to the Consress.
Ms. RIVLIN. May I interject, Mr. Chairman, that Dr. Brazelton

was my first pediatrician and I have a very healthy 27-year-old
daughter. [Laughter.]

Chairman MILLER. If you would please come forward,. gentlemen.
Welcome to the committee. If you have a prepared statement, it

will be entered in the record in its entirety, and I would like you to
proceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable. We ap-
preciate you taking your time to come and to talk with, us this
morning.

Dr. Brazelton.

STATEMENT OF T. BERRY BRAZELTON, CHIEF, CHILD DEVELOP-
MENT UNIT, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, AND AS-
SOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, HARVARD MEDICAL
SCHOOL

Dr. BRAZELTON. Mr. Miller and Mr. Marriott and members of the
Congress, I am terribly impressed with how many of you are here,
considering what I have heard from other Congressmen, that chil-
dren do not vote, and.also their families do not vote, and aren't a
real constituency. This, unfortunately turns out to be true, that
young' families are too busy .with their children to get in and vote.
So I am impressed with how many of you are here in spite of that.

And I really think thi,, is an historical moment. It is a time, I
think, to raise .5ornf' queF4aons like Mr. Coats raised, about what. is
behind some or problemE that we are talking about. We have
made enormoo rogress in improving jobs, health, and medicine,.,
for example advances in obstetrics and neonatal care in mYarea. I
am a pediatrician interested in small babies and in families, I have
been in practice now for 30 years in Cambridge, Mass., with
middle-class and lower class families, I have been trying to under-
stand some of the dynamics in those families to try to keep them
together, as 'well as those that split them apart, and am trying to
understand. how the child can become the focus for some of.those
forces, if you will.

The improvements we have made, and many of those are due to
current Government programs which members of this committee
have fought very hard to preserve and are having to fight even
harder right now. So I commend you for the ones that we have pre-
served and I hope you will continue to fight for them.
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But let me point out that some of the improvements are destruc-
tive. Deficits in health care for subgroups of our population in child
health indices still exist and are widening. I would like to suggest
some new priorities for the coming years, in which a strategy of
prevention is supported.

We cannot afford therapeutic medicine any longer. It costs $365
/ a day to have a child in the_ward at the Children's Hospital in
I Boston. If you have a child admitted with the diagnosis of failure to

thrive, a disease due to a preventible &ilure in parent-child inter-
actionand we have three to four k; costs us $50,000
before we can get that child out of the hospital, and then it is into
rather second-rate solutions.

Again, if we have a premature infant born and it is admitted as
a healthy premature baby to the Children's Hospital or to the
Boston Hospital for Women, we know that with a healthy prema-
ture it is going to be $50,000 before we get him out on the average.
And it goes on from there.

We not only cannot afford the kind of expensive therapeutic
medicine we have got, but we are not reaching people for preven-
tion. Let me quote you s ething from Washington, D.C., which I
am sure all,of you are fa ih r with, but I want to use it as a take-
off. The national averag or mortality, infant mortalityand that
means dead children, Leh is just the tip of the icebergis now
12.8. It has dropped rom 16 in 1960 to 12.8 in 1980.

That is really fantastic in terms of improvements in medical
care. But in Washington, D.C., the average for District of Columbia
is 23.8. Blacks are 28, which is almost as high as any deVeloping
country in the world. If you go to the whites, they are 8.

What are we talking about? We are talking/about not reaching
target populations, because they are not getting prenatal care, they
are not getting proper nutrition in pregnancy. Their mothers are
depleted, exhausted, alcoholic, addictedrepresenting failures in
society and in our system of reaching them and preventing their
failure.. These children at birth are born with 60 percent of the
number of cells they might have had if they had had optimal intra-
uterine experiences. These children are already failures in our soci

We

-

ety.
e are now talking about fixed deficits, and if you want to know

why poverty reproduces itself. If you wonder why, I come from
Texas. We used to be scornful about how many of the blacks would
stand around on street corners looking lazy and decrepit and hope-
less. If you wonder, think about having 60 percent of your brain
cells and 60 percent of your thyroid and your adrenal to function
with, and you can see why the energy level is low, why the adapta-
tion to complex situations is not there for them to fall back on. Of
course they felt like failures in our society. Do we want that?

This is something we have got to face. The tragedy of this is that
we have good nutrition, good prenatal care, and adequate access to
health service now in supportive environments. For instance, the
WIC program which was just mentioned by Alice Rivlin has al-
ready proved itself cost effective in studies that I have read about.

The incidence of low birth rate has been cut down by 20 percent,
and the cost effectiveness studies in Mississippi have shown that
for every dollar spent on the program $1.42 was saved in reduced
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medicaid costs during the first 30 days of newborn life by giving
mothers nutritional supplements in pregnancy.

In addressing the issue of reaching peogie, if you examine the
WIC program it is not the food, it is the edAcation for mothers as
to why you take the food that has made the difference. In mothers
that I take care of tel me that: "I learned about nutrition, I
learned about why I needed to eat, while I was pregnant and that
made the. difference."

So if we can put over not only food programs but some concept of
why they are important, that this is important to you because you
are important, we may be able to reach people who need us. It
seems to me that we have also got to address another area in my
field, the new morbidity. By that I mean child abuse, failure to
thrive, school adjustment problems, learning disabilities, teenage
pregnancy and suicide, environmental hazards, accidents, drinking,
drug abuse.

All of those you will hear plenty about, and I do not want to talk
about them particularly, except that I think they are pointing to a
breakdown in' our society. I think we are having plenty of indica-
tions, that we should indeed examine the roots of this failure in
our society. I think we are adding to the expectatiOn for failure
that we are creating in our society. We are not creating an expec-
tation to succeed in recipients of our welfare programs.

If we have an increase in divorce in families and all the break-
downs we. are talking about, is there any way to change that? 'I
think there may be. Let me take you back to a study by Prof.
Robert Rosenthal in which he took first grade students, random-
ized them and handed them to two first grade teachers. He said to
one teacher, your children have an IQ of 90; and to the other teach-
er he said, these children have an IQ of 110.

At the end of first grade they indeed had 90 and 110. That is
called the Pygmalion effect. He told me the other day that you can
do this across species. The reason I am telling you this is that this
looks like what we are doing to our underprivileged population.

He said he.took a bunch of rats and labeled them dumb rats and
smart rats and then got his graduate students to put them through
a maze. All of the dumb rats could hot get thrOugh the maze; all of
the smart rats ran right through. But meanwhile, he had filmed
his graduate students. The dumb rats were picked up with an
abrupt gesture and dropped into the maze. They could stagger
through the maze. All of the smart rats got picked up gently, and
fondled and they ran right through.

Does this sound like the way we treat people in the admitting
ward of Our hospitals? If somebody comes into a hospital looking
dejected,' poor, black, Chicano, they get a dumb rat .treatment.
Nobody knows how it comes about. It is an expectation that gets
set from the first.

And the other side of the Rosenthal effect is that people who get
treated thot way begin to expect_that of themselves. They begin to
expect to be failures or dumb rats. I think with all the program
changes you are thinking about, maybe you ought to think about
that side of every program: Are we fostering a dumb rat syndrome?
Are we really thinking about creating smart rats by our. Govern-
ment handouts?
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Because we must do it. Let me tell you in my own field, some
areas that I think we could approach, and then you ought to get
people from other fields to supplement what I can offer you.

My bwn' field is the area of newborn babies. I'd like for you to
think about some of the forces that make parents' nd babies reach-
able to become smart rats, in pregnancy and at the time of the new
baby. Let me mention a few and then just show you how we can
work, because these are opportunities for us to reach out and per-
haps reinforce forces in people that are available around the new
baby and are available in pregnancy.

Because all young parentsnot some, but allgo through a kind
of inner turmoil about having, a new baby: "Will I ever get to be a
,parent? If I get to bp a parent, will I have to be like my parent?-I
sure do not want to be like that." Or "if I do not think I will ever
get to be a parent, do I want this baby at all? Have I damaged this
baby?"

All young parents dream about the kinds of damaged babies they
might have. These forces are getting brought to the surface, and I
see them as coping mechanisms for readying a parent to make it
with that new baby when it comes. Even with a damaged infant,
we can help them to prevent disability.

Because these forces are being made available in pregnancy, in
10 minutes in my officeand this is a cost-effective 10 minutesif
I have a chance to have two questions with the mother and one
question with the father, it nets me 12 to 15 hours of work later on
in terms of reaching those people.

This is cost effective. If I have one question to the father in that
10 minutes, 50 percent of my fathers never miss an appointment in
the first year and 80 percent of 'them come in for four times
through the first year.

This is the kind of capturing of fathers that I.am talking about
and it is not just middle class. This pertains to lower classes also,
particularly people who have never gotten anything from the
system.

When you come to the newborn baby, let me tell you about that
because this is my field of, research. A newborn baby right out of
the uterus does things that capture people for him. These beha -.
viors capture the adults around him that are important, but they
also capture us, and they capture us for the family unit.
The newborn baby right out of the uterus will look in your face

and start following your, face, and go' back and forth and up and
down, for 90 seconds without losing your face. And as he does he
gets more excited. As. he does it, your heart begins to race, you
begin to breathe faster, and you realize that he has made you at-
tached t\o\him.

Well then, you take that, same baby and put his head in one
ihand and his bottom in the other and, talk to him, and he stops

moving and his face knits and he turns to your face and looks at
you. -At the paint where he-looks at you, you feel reaction in your-
self.

If, -I put a mother one one side and I stand on the other and we
both talk, he always turns to the female voice. Babies are pro-,
gramed for this. As he, reaches her face, looks for it and finds it. I
have never had a mother yet who did not automatically reach for

49



45 \ '\her baby. And if I gave him up, which I do not always do, they say,
"You know me already." They are "hooked" yen the baby.

Now, this is black, white, teenage, any kin of mother; any kind
of female is going to be captured by that baby. Here is another re--
action. If you put a baby up hereon your sho 'der after cuddling
him he will pick his head up and look around t e room and then
shove his soft little fuzzy scalp right in to the cor er of your neck.

As he gets his little .scalp in the corner of our ck, you feel it
and automatically yOu pull him in closer. Then he ocks his legs
around .you and then he shoves in even harder. I be = n to realize
that at that point I got sort of a clutch in my chest en I fel'_ a
soft little scalp there. I watched breast feeding mother and they
let milk down and wet their gowns at that point.

So the baby is programed to capture the mother, brin p her to
him, and keep her there. We must reinforce her to be avai ble at
that pointwe have done an experiment at the Boston City ospi-
tal with 60 ghetto teenage black mothers. They were all, and 16.
We took 60 of these young women and randomized them in 3
groups.

For the first group, my researcher a pediatrician said to the
young women, "I have just seen your baby .and, I am a pediatri
cian. Do you have any questions?" None of these young women had
a question. They have never., had a question z.tet answered by the .
system. Why should they have one then?

So he told them what you usually tell them as a pediatrician,
how to feed your baby, what to look for in illnesses all of the usual
stuff, for 10 minutes.

For the second group, he described their babies to them and told
them how he played with them and what they did, these behaviors
I was just describing. Then he said, do you have questions?,Half of
these teenage mothers had questions and he spent 10 minutes with
them answering their questions.

For the third group, he spent 10 minutes showing them their
babies and describing the significance of behavior to them and
sharing it with them. All of them had questions.

And the next day they were scored on the ward for two things:
One, how they behaved as people on am optimal, average, poor
rating; and how sensitive they were to the-11'13,111,4os.

All 20 of these young women who had 10 minutes of shared be-
havior with the pediatricianor a professionals-cored optimal,
not only en how they behaved toward their babies but how they
behaved as people on the ward. Only 5 of the other 40 scored even
average. ,

Now, Tiffany Fields in Florida has done a piece of research
which shows 12 to 15 IQ points gained by this same kind of shared
interaction in the important period around birth. If we want to
reach people, there are ways we can do it. These are instances in
my own field where we can reach them.

I could give you four or five more opportunities in infancy when
parents can be reached, this is the way I think we have got to
think. If we do not start trying to reach people, we can keep on
bemoaning the money we are spending and cry about how people
feel about themselves and the breakdown in our society, but I do
not think we are doing our job yet.

22-192 0-S3-4
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Chairman MA,LER. Thank you very much, Dr. Braileton. Just
looking at this committee while you were talking, I do not think
you were boring anyone. It is the quietest a committee room has
been in a long time.;

Dr. Holton, I saw you nodding your head a conple of times, talk-.
ing about expectations of our children, and I think you have some-
thing to say about that.

STATEMENT OF GERALD HOLTON, MALLINCKRODT PROFESSOR
OF PHYSICS AND PROFESSOR OF HISTORY OF SCIENCE, HAR-
VARD UNIVERSITY, AND VISITING PROFESSOR, MASSACHU-
SETTS INSTITUTE ,,W TECHNOLOGY
Mr. HOL-roN. Mr, (.11.,,ti,-rman, ladies, rind gentlemen, I first Want

to congrattAate you on the establishment of this tommittco. And
next, I have an urgent scientific question:.Since two of the people
sitting in thi..4 chair today have had Dr. T. Berry Brazelton as their
pediatrician, I wonder if this happens in all of your hearings.
[Laughter.]

If so, we have a new scientific law.
I limit myself today to observations on the role of education, and

I 'will speak from my own perspective of having been sent through
an educational system. in Vienna, guaranteed by the Ministry of
Education to be a terrible experience, and then teaching, and I
hope somewhat better than I was taught, ,r the next r. trite- 40
years, and also most rocently as a n lember of <n< National Commis-
sion on Excellence Education.

Coming from very different directions, the 18 members of this
Commission were pushed by the datn a unanirri-ms conclusion.
Much of what has nn found --. abo " 1Vcatiom li. '',.!en heard
during these wcAs, a) perhaps you nave becornc deaf to the Cen-
tral point.

The ,tentral point is that history and the American educational
system are marching off in precisely opposite directions; and that
the gap between them has every indication of widening. On the one
hand, the world awaiting. every student out there who is now in
school is driven by ever more sophisticated knowledge and technol-
ogy, and has become the battleground between us and well deter-.
mined, well educated, strongly motivated competitors for our mar-
kets.*

The main defense and opportunity for every young person and
for the_Nation itself lies in the ability and commitment for lifelong
learning, building on sound achievement in the early years. The
time is Jong past when the rate of change was so slow that most
people could coast through life on what they learned in the early
years, staying in the same kind of job, doing it more or less in the
same way to the end, and perhaps having their sons and daughter
do iethe same way, too.

Today, a high school diploma or -a college degree means nothing
unless it is a certification of readiness for more learning, more
training, more retraining, for t e next four or five decades. Wheth-
er they will be managers or chers, blue-collar workers or doc-
tors, each of the 1% million n w recruits entering our economy
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every year will be, rapidly Obsolete if they cannot be part of a con-
stantly learning society:-

We cannot allow any substantial group to be cut off froni partici-
pating in this new national task, to sink down through negligence
or the belief that social darwinisrp still can work. We cannot afford
it, because at the very least we must fear that this policy would
create, is even now creating, an underclass whose fate is not only
an immediate tragedy for the person and family concerned, but a
time bomb for the Nation as a whole.

Thus, the imperative of today and for the foreseeaole future is an
ascending level of quality education for all our young people. But
what did our commission find? What. is happening out there to
assure that young Americans through sound preparation become
not the victims of history but the beneficiaries of its opportunities?

Our findings were ominous in practically every detail. Although
there are heroic exceptions which are documented in our report;
the schools are being outrun by events. The situation is one which
has been characterized in the following phrases that you heard per-
haps on television yesterday:

Our nation is at risk. If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on
America the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well
have viewed it a: an act of war.

Moreover, we 'rove dismantled the essential suppOrt systems which have mode
some gains possible, and have squandered the gains in student achievement in the
wake of Sputnik achievements. In effect, we have committed an act of unthinking
educational disarmament.

For example, although the National Science Foundation Act of
1950 directs the NSF to strengthen science education at all levels,
the NSF last year terminated its Science Education Directorate
and practically zeroed out its activities.

Now, there are lots of indicators of the risks that we found, and I
recommend you take a look at the report of our bipartisan Commis-
sion, just released, called "A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for
Edticational Reform." I can tell you in a nutshell a few of the sta-
tistics.

The functional illiteracy among youth runs as high as 40 percent
among minorities. Nearly 40 percent of our youth across the board
cannot draiv inferences from written material; one-third cannot
solve a mathematics problem requiring more than two or three
steps.

A recent study by Educational Products Information Exchange
revealed that a majority of students are able to master 80 percent
of the material in the subject matter text before they even open
the book, the reason being that the textbooks are boring, overlap,
and do not take' seriously the ta!ents and ingenuity of our students
to start with.

Perhaps, as a result, the level of spending for textbooks in our '
"lools, which should be on the order of 5 to 10 percent of school
'dget, is now down to 0.7 percent.
What is need to serve the children and youth to which your

committee will attend? Our recommendations, again, are in our
report. I hope that you will look at it, and at the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund report to be published next week.
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Here are some points on which I hope you will hold hearings,
commission studies, and eventually make appropriate legislation.
The first concerns the so-called educational-syitem.i. All children
have to passthrough it willy-nilly. What is it? 1

It is a $21E billion a year effort across the board, from kindergar-
ten to graduate school, involving 30 percent of the population full
time as student or educator. Each of the roughly 20,000 public
schools, of the colleges and additional private schools and church
schools has its own treasured degree of autonomy. There is, thank
God, no Federal system of education. We have escaped that danger.

But now we are in an equally intolerable bind. The incoherence_
and lack of articulation between all these different schools, be;
tween the leVels from primary grades up within each school com-
bined with a complete dispersal of responsibility for every aspect
funding, monitoring of achievement, defining what has to be
taught in classeshave made it practically impossible for high-
quality education to exist without extraordinary effort. You must
look at how the "system" can be made to work.

Second, the teacher. Every child has to pass through the hands of
many teachers. The working life of a large fraction of schoolteach-
ers in this country has become unacceptable. It is no longer a voca-
tion or a profession for most of them. An increasing portion of
those who stay on in teaching is' being drawn from the bottom
quarter of the high school or college class.

The average s=alary after 12 years of teaching is only $17;000 per
year, part of which goes to pay off the debts of the graduate school
years. Most of them have little influence on critical professional de-
cisions, such as selection of books, promotion, tenure, and reten-
tion.

Half of the newly employed teachers in science, English, and
math do not have the qualifications to teach these subjects, let
alone identifying and challenging gifted and talented students in
their classes. If access to quality education for every child capable
of benefiting is the name of the game from now on, your committee
will have the charge to find out what is.wrong with schoolteaching
in this country, and why it is that States and localities by them-
selves seem now helpless to correct it. .

Third, the textboOk industry. Every child going through school
spends endless hours with those textbooks. Take a look at that in-
dustry. We have of course, avoided a national curriculum imposed
from Washington, but instead of Federal control we have in es-
sence commercial control through the indlistry.

Again with a few glorious exceptions, it is not too much to say
that the large majority of textbooks at the precollege level is pro-
duced very much like entertainment on TV, geared to high volume,
standardized manufacture by profit centers, and big conglomerates
employing in-house labor and catering to the lowest common de-
nominator. No wonder that the most frequently encountered word
characterizing school today is boredom.

If you care for the minds of children and youth, promise yourself
to look into the educational industry, which now includes also the
computer industry; which may capture a lion's share of school
funds before they have even tested out the software.
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Funding.This is in many ways the most complex puzzle, the
general inadequacy of funds from State, local, and Federal sources.

The public is enormously confused about what it takes to fund
education and who should do it. The Gallup Poll of 1982 on public
attitudes toward the public schools records the overwhelming re-
sponse that education is extremely important and that public edu
cation should be the top priority for additional Federal funds.

Education occupies first, place for allocating additional Federal
funds, way above such alternatives as health care, welfare, and
military defense.

Moreover, the public tells the pollsters it wants a harder subject-
matter curriculum for the schools. But when they come to vote for
proposition 13 or 21/2, these ambitions o not translate into enthusi-
asm for local taxes. Evidently the publ wants State and local offi-
cials to have primary control and respo sibility, for governing the
schools, but when it comes to financing hey believe, by a large
margin, that the Federal Government has enter too. 2

In the unanimous report of our Commissf n, we say: "The Feder-
al Government has the primary responsibility to identify the na-
tional interest in education. It should also help fund and support
efforts to protect and promote that interest. It must provide the na-
tional leadership to insure that the Nation's public and private re-
sources are marshaled to address the issues."

As we have seen in the discussions in the Congress in the last
few months, the public is indeed ready for this leadership and is I
think not enchanted with the phaseout of programs that have
worked, which is happening now. I hope your committee will take
a hard look at this. A learning society means investment in educa-
tion, not a quick fix, and it will be investment on a considerable
scale.

Fifth and last, jobs. And here I merely want to say that you have
a great deal of talent at your disposal to look at the future jobs for
which our schools should be preparing our youths.

Will high tech industries increase or decrease jobs? What will be
the likely mix of technology-based and service-baSed employment?
Such information will help the schools do their jobs.

The industrial revolution made the plow and the hammer obso-
lete, but the current revolution may be making, sooner or later
most labor obsolete in which' part of the intelligence processes can
be. incorporated in a machine. Therefore, whether it is printing, or
routine assembly, or many other kinds of manufacture, wheneer a
job requires not very complex tasks, the machine is probably going
to. take it over within the lifetime of those now joining the work
force. For them, and for all the rest, the salvation will lie in having
wide enough competence in the academic basics to fit in ever new
ways into the ever more sophisticated jobs that will remain or be
newly created.

I finally turn to what I believe to be your most difficult task. The
five structural defects which I have enumerated above, may not be
the worst. Is there perhaps a deeper explanation why we are in
this disarray in education of our young, particularly this proud and
rich Nation?

We' do not lack, cleverness, and we love our children. But in one
certain respect, it is not too much to say that our young people are
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the most neglected fraction of the population, and that they are, or
at -least were until this committee was formed, no better than or-
phans. My point is that our country's basic laws are so structured
that the attention Congress gives from time to time to the young
and their needs flows from good impulses or sudden excitements,
from the challenge of Sputnik or Honda, so to speakbut not from
the continuing necessity of law.

For our elected officials, the young do not have the power of
either vote or money or lobbies of their own, and if one interprets
the Constitution and the 10th amendment narrowly, and as I have
heard it done repeatedly in this town, one can even speak of the
phasing out most Federal responsibility for education, the privati-
zation of our educational system. There, the central interest of
child and youth is at stake.

In other advanced democracies where the young also have no
votes and no lobbies, there is Lorierally at least a national mandate
for education in the basic law. I, therefore, suggest to youand I
know some of you will not be ready to consider it for a time, and
perhaps for yearsthat as you hold the kind of hearings I have
outlined, you also study the effect of-the omission of a Federal role
for education in our Constitution. This omission was quite under-
standable 194 years ago, with education on everybody's lips today,
was not of the same urgency If you look at the Federalist Papers
and the-Constitution, 'education was not mentioned.

It was notseen as central .) the life and destiny of our people
then, though.-we should remember each of our early Presidents
asked Congress for an amendment that would include education.
Perhaps We should be thankful that they did not blirden us with a
solution then that would now be outdated information. But as this
Nation goes, to the 21st century, the time has come to think again,
as we have done some two dozen times, including giving votes to
18-year-olds, whether the development of history has not uncovered
another orphan group that needs protectiorihi the Constitutic7:.

The preamble of the Constitution says that the Constitution's
purpose is "to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, ensure
domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our prosperity." All of this is now at risk if our young do not have
an education appropriate to the challenge before us. Dependiug or
the whim or good will of executive agencies in each administration
after.the other, without finding guidance in the Constitution to this
effect. I believe you will find we need a right to education amend-
ment.

I am fully aware that Alexander Hamilton, in the last of the
Federalist Papers warned. against amendments; that all such pro-
posals have a danger of unintended consequences; and that -the
effort would be immense. Nevertheless, to focus your minds on the's-
peculiarly orphaned status of the American child and youth when
it comes to constitutional responsibility, I hope you accept the chal-
lenge to think through, without resorting to the obvious bugaboos
of state-directed thought control, central bureaucracies, and the
like, how to bring the continuing needs of the young in education
and the language of the Constitution together. What is needed is
language to the effect that "the Federal Government has the pri-
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mary responsibility for identifying the national interest in educa-
tion, and to help fund and support efforts to protect and promote
that interest." We must have specific warrant in the basic law, a
compass for aiding navigation, to insure that the Nation's public
and private resources are marshaled to offer each child an educa-
tion directed to the fun development'of mind, character, and oppor-
tunity.

NothIng in this interferes with the prerogative of parents to
choose the kind of education their childrea shall be given. And
nothing in this interferes with the most precious outcome of any
education; which is the love of liberty. On the contrary, as John
Stuart Mill wrote in his very last paragraph of the great essay "On
Liberty": "The worth of a State, in the long run, is the worth of the
individuals comOsing it; and a State which postpones the interests
of their mental aoansion and elevation * * * will find that with
small men no greet thing can really be accomplished." Ladies and
gentlemen, thank you for your attention.

[Prepared statement of Gerald Holton follows:]
PREPAR.D STA1ENIENT OF GERALD HOLTON, MALLINCKRODT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND

PPOVESSOR OF HISTORY. OF SCIENCE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

I welcome the establishment of this Select Committee, and am honored to have
be ,n asked -to address you in this historic first hearing. Your agenda is immense,
ana perhaps more challenging than you yet know.

1 shall limit myself to observations in the role of educator, the hope of helping
you in your task of framing some of the chief educational issues affecting young
people today and likely to do so in the next few years. I snail speak from my own
perspective of some four decades in classrooms in the United States and on occasion-
al leaves in other countries, culminating in the intensive study during the last 18
months of the state of American education, as a member of the National Commis-
sion on Excellence in Education.

Much of what has been found out about the current state of education in this
country, particularly at the precollege level, is quite startling, and during the past 2
months you must have heard some of the statistics so often that there: is a danger of
becoming deaf to the central point.

In a nutshell, the central point is that history and the American educational
system are marching off in precisely opposite directions, and that the gap between
them has every indication of widening.

On the one hand, the world awaiting every student now in school is driven by
ever more sophisticated Itnowledge and technology, and has become the battle-
ground of determined, well educated, and strongly motivated foreign competitors for
our markets. The main defense, hope, and opportunity for a young person, and for
the nation itself, now lies in the ability and commitment to lifelong learning, build.
ing, on sound achievement in the fundamentals in the early years.

The time'is long passed when the nation could hope to thrive through the brain-
power of a few and the brawn of the rest, when the picture changed so slowly that
most people could coast through life on what they learned in the early years, stay-
ing in the same kind of job and doing it more or less the same way to the end.
Today, a high school diploni or a college degree means little unless they are certifi-
cation not only of achievement but of readiness for more learning, more training,
more retraining for the four or five decades that follow, as history puts ever new
and ever unexpected chal enges before us. Whether they will be manag'rs or teach-
ers, blue collar workers o doctors, each of the million and a half new recruits enter-
ing our economy every y will be a rapidly obsolete if they cannot'be part of a
constantly learning society,Owh to his or her own best ability.
' We cannot allow any substUtial group to be cut of from participating in this
new national task, or to sink down through negligence and the belief that Social
Darwinism still can work. We cannot afford it because at the very least we must
fear that such a policy will create, is even now creating, an underclass that is not
only an immediate tragedy for the person and family concerned, but a time-bomb
for the nation as a whole.

. G
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Thus the imperative of today and the foreseeable future is an ascending level of
quality education for all our young people. But what is it that we find? What is hap-
pening to assure that young Americans through sound preparatory education,
become not the victims of history but the beneficiaries of its opportunities? Our
findings were ominous in practically every detail.

Although there are individual, heroic examples to the contrary, the educational
situation in which more and more of our young people find themselves can be best
characterized by the image of a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens their very-
future. The first page of our Commission Report' tarries these sentences: "Our
nation is at risk if an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on
America the medioCre educational performance that exists today, we' might well
have viewed it as a act of war. AS---it stands, we have allowed this to happen to our-
selves_ We have even squandered the gains in student achievement made in the
wake of the Sputnik challenge. Moreover, we have dismantled essential suppoit sys-
tems which helped make those gains possible. We have, in effect, been commiting an
act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament."

Here are a few indicators of the risk that we found:
About 13 percent of all 17-year-olds in the United States can be considered func-

tionally illiterate. And functional illiteracy among minority youth may run as high
as 40 percent.

Many 17-year-olds do not possess the "higher order" intellectual skills we should
expect of them. Nearly 40 percent cannot draw inferences from written material;
only 1/& cae write a persuasive essay; and only 1/3 can solve a mathematics problem
requiring several steps.

Average achievement of high school students on most standardized tests is now
lower than 26 years ago, when Sputnik was launched.

The College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test results (SAT) demonstrate a virtually
unbroken decline from 1963 to 1980. So do College Board Achievement tests.

Both the number and the proportion of students demonstrating superior achieve-
ment on the SATs have also declined. A larger and larger fraction of the education-
al effort in colleges, business, and the military is going to costly remedial education
and training programs in basic skills such as reading, writing, spelling, and compu-
tation. Ore- quarter of the Navy's recent recruits cannot read at tho 9th-grade level,
the minimum needed simply to understand written safety instructions.

Students have migrated from vocation and college preparatory programs in high
schools to general track in larger numbers, their proportion increasing from 12 per-
cent in 1964 to 42 percent in-1979.

In many other industrial nations, courses in mathematics, biology, chemistry,
physics, and geography start early and are required of all students; the time spent
on these subjects, in terms of class hours, is about three times that of even the most
science-oriented U.S. studel;';,.. '.e., those relatively few who select four years of sci-
ence and mathematics in sec ::nary school.

The pre-college textbooks during the past decade have been "written-down" or
"dumbed-down" by their publishers to ever-lower reading levels.

A recent study by Education Products Information Exchange revealed that a ma-
jority of students was able to master 80 percent of the material in ,their subject
matter texts before they had even opened the book.

Expenditures for texts and other instructional materials have declined by 50 per-
cent over the past 17 years. The level of spending is now down to 0.7 percent of the
operating costs of schools, roughly IA o the recommended level for quality education.

What is needed to serve the children and youth to which your Select Committee
attends? I shall not go over our Commission recommendations concerning increased
time, expectations, standards, logistics, and financial support. These recommenda-
tions are available in the Report published, two days ago. Other report of this sort
will reinforce it, including the Twentieth Century.Fund Report to be released next
week. Your purposes today will be served better if t attempt at least a sketch of the c,
main outlines of the tasks that I think are before your Committee. I urge you to
look carefully at the structural defects that are the Major cause of our present pre-
dicament. I propose that you start with five topics fOr hearings end Commission
studies, leading eventually to appropriate legislation:

2A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for .'educational Reform, a report to the Nation and the
Secretary of Education, U.S. Department. of Education by the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education, April 1983, available from Superintendent of DceuMents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, stock #065-000-00177-2. hhaae used the language of
the report for the indicators and in other passages of this presentation.
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1. The so- coiled educational system.Every chile passes through it, and quality
or lack of it is impressed on every child for life. What is this system? Eighty thou-
sand primary and secondary schools and 3,500 colleges, each proud of its degree of
automony, even if this automony is hemmed in by largely ad hoc rules of state and
federal government. It does have the advantage that it doesn't saddle us with a fed-
eral Ministry of Education which would impose its bureaucratic ideas on the whole
country. Having escaped this danger, we now find ourselves, however, in an equ.ly
intolerable bind. The Incoherence and inarticulation between different schooling
levels, from primary grades up, and between different schools even in neighboring
localities, combined with the oispersal of responsibility for every aspect (from fund-
ing to defining and monitoring achievement) have made it practically impossible for

'high-quality education to exist without extraordinary effort. You must look at the
"system" on which we so depend, for in operational terms it may well be said that it
no longer exists.

2. The teacher.Every child has to pass through the hands of many teachers. But
the professional working life of teachers in this country is on the whole unaccepta-
ble. A larger and larger proportion are being drawn from the bottom quarter of the
graduating high school and college classes. The average salary after 12 years of
teaching is only $17,000/yr. Most of them have little influence on such critical pro-
fessional decisions as textbook selection, promotion, tenure, and retention policies.
Half of the newly employed mathematics, science, and English teachers do not have
the academic qualifications to teach these subjects, not to speak of discovering and
challenging the gifted and talented among their students.

if access to quality education for everyone capable of benefiting is the name of the
game from now on, for the children and youths to whose needs your Select Commit-
tee is attentive, you must take the trouble to discover what is wrong with teaching
in this,country.

3. The textbook industry.Every child going throUgh school spends about a dozen
years with school books. Take a look at that industry. We have avoided like the
plague a national curriculum imposed from Washington, but instead of federal con-
trol have, in essence, c.,mmercial control through the textbook industry. Again, with
a few glorious exceptions, it is not too much to say_that the larger majority of text-
books at the pre-college level is produced very much like entertainment on televi-
sion: geared to high volume, standardized manufacture by profit centers in big con-
glomerates, employing in-house labor and catering to the lowest common denomina-
tor. No wonder that the most frequently encountered word characterizing schools
today is "boredom."

If you care for the mind of the children and youth to which your committee is
attentive, take a long, hard look at the textbook industry and, for that matter, the
promises versus educational performance of the computer industry which may cap-
ture a lion's share of the schools' funds.

4. Funding.This is in many ways the most complex puzzle. The public is enor-
mously confused on what it takes to fund education, and who should do it. In a 1982
Gallup poll of "Public Attitudes toward the Public Schools," the overwhelming re-
sponse was that education is "extremely important" to one's future success, and
that public education should be the top priority for additional federal funds. Educa-
tion occupied first place among 12 funding categories considered in the survey--way
above healthcare, welfare; and military defense, with 55 percent selecting public
education as one of their first three choices. Moreover, the public by a large margin
wants far more attention to sound courses in mathematics. English, history, U.S.
government, science, and foreign language than is now available in most schools.
But as Propositions 13 and 31/2 have shown, these ambitions do not translate into
enthusiasm for local taxes. Evidently the public wants state and local officials to
continue to haveprimary responsibility for governing the schools. When it comes to
financing, the public, by large margin believes, as does the unanimous Report of our
Ccmmission, that The Federal government has the primary responsibility to identi-
fy the national interest in education. It should also help fund and support efforts to
protect and promote that interest. It must provide the national leadership to ensure
that the Nation's public and private resources are marshaled to address the issues."

As we have seen in the discussion in the Congress in the past few months, the
public Ls indeed ready for national leadership on that score. One of your tasks will
be to se( how these sound impulses- can be channeled to benefit the schooling of
young people across the boardyes, in science,, mathematics, and computer literacy,
but yes also in English, social studies, foreign languages, and the arts. What is
wanted is a learning society, not a quick fix to get more engineers.to design space-
war weapons.
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5. Jobs.An essential aspect of your Committee's work is to gain some clarity in
the current debate what the future workplace is likely to be, for on it many of the
details of the curriculum and of funding will depend. We know that the future
worker is more likely to handle an information processer than a plow or a hammer.
But will "hi tech" increase or decrease jobs? What will be the likely mix of technol-
ogy-based and service-based employment?

Finally, I turn to what I believe to be your most difficulty task. The structural
defe-ts which I have enumerated above may not be the worst- Is there perhaps a
deeper explanation why we are in this disarray, and particularly this proud and
rich nation? Surely we do not lack cleverness for solving problems, r love for our
children. But in one certain respect it is nlit too much to say that our young people
are the most neglected fraction of the population, that they aree- at least were
until the formation of your Select Committeeno better than orphans.

My point is that our country's basic laws are so structured that the attention Con-
gress gives from time to time to the young and their needs flows from good impulses
or sudden excitements, but not from necessity of law. The young do not have the
power either of the vote or of money and lobbies of their own. And if one wishes to
interpret the Constitution and its Tenth Amendment narrowly, one can even speak
of "phasing out" most federal responsibility for education, which is the central ac-
tivity of childhood and youth.

In other advanced democracies where the young also have neither votes not lob-
bies. there is generally at least a national mandate for education in the law. and it
is less necessary- to wait until a crisis has built up because of years of none -too-
benign neglect.

I end therefore with a suggestion that, I know, some of you will not be ready to
consider until you have held the kind of hearing and made the kind of studies that I
have outlined. The omission of a federal role for education was quite understandable
194 years ago. Education, on everyone's lips these days, and an utter necessity for
our national, survival, was barely mentioned in any of the American state papers.
The Federalist authors hardly alluded to it in any of their 85 chapters. It was not
seen as central to the life and destiny of our People. And perhaps we should be
thankful that they did not burden us with an outdated national mandate in the
Constitution.

But as this nation goes toward the 21st century, the time has come to think again,
as we have done in the past some 2 dozen timesincluding giving the vote to 18-
year oldswhether the tifevelopment of history has uncovered another orphan group
that needs such protection. The Preamble of the Constitution said that the Constitu-
tion's purpose is "to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, ensure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.' We now know what
could not have been guessed thenthat in thiS modern, fast-changing world, all
these hopes may be in danger if we do not have adequate education for the young;
and that the dismal experience with out present "system" shows that State and
local efforts are not enough and waiting for Sputniks is not enough.

I am fully aware that Ale=7inder Hamilton, in the last of the Federalist Papers.
warned against Amendments, that ali such proposals have the danger of unintended
consequences; and that the effort would be immense. Nevertheless, to focus your
minds on the peculiarly orphaned status of the American child and youth when it
comes to Constitutional responsibility, I hope you accept the challenge of thinking
through, without resorting to the obvious bugaboos of state-directed thought control,
central buracracies, and the like, hoW to bring the continuing needs of the young in
education and the language of the Constitution together. What is needed in lan-
guage to the effect that "the Federal government has the primary responsibility for
identifying the national interest in education, and to help fund and support efforts
to protect and promote that interest." It must provide the national leadership to
insure that the nation's public and private resources are marshalled to offer each
child an education directed to the full development of minds character and opportu-
nity,

Nothing in this interferes with the perogative of parents to chose the kind of edu-
cation there children shall be given. And nothing in this interferes with the most
precious outcome of any education, which is the love of liberty. On the contrary, as
John Stuart Mill wrote in his very last paragraph of the great essay On Liberty:
"The worth of a State, in the long run, is the worth of the individuals composing it;
and a State which postpones the interest of their mental expansion and
elevation . will find that with small men no great thing can really be accom-
plished; and the perfection of machinery to which it has sacrificed everything will
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in the end avail it nothing, for want of the vital power which, in order that the
machine might work more smoothly, it has prefered to banish."

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for having given me your attention.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Holton, thankyou very much for your tes-
timony. You have recommended a very full agenda for the commit-
tee. As we proceed, you can be certain that we will consult with
you with respect to the needs of our educational system.

Dr. Richman, if you would like to proceed.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD RICHMAN, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL POLICY
RESEARCH CENTER, AND DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S PO: ICY RE-
SEARCH PROJECT, NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER;
AND HERMON DUNLOP SMITH PROFESSOR, -SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL SERVICE ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Mr. RICHMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it

is an honor and a privilege to appear before you at this inaugural
hearing. It would perhaps be most appropriate to celebrate the
strengths of America's families and children. Family strengths
such as resourcefulness, resilience, and adaptability are certainly
there to celebrate.

Chairman MILLER. Excuse me. Ti I could just interrrupt you for a
minute. We have to vote now. It is my intention to stay here and
continue the hearing. Members may want to vote and return quick-
ly for a short round of questions.

The noise you hear coming from the corridor comes from the 100
young children who are about to join us before delivering 20,000 or
30,000 letters to the White House.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Will the gentleman yield?
I find the testimony really of great importance and high quality.

And while I appreciate the need to move deliberately, I would ask
that we at least suspend for 7 minutes so that those of us who are
very fast can get over and back.

Chairman MILLER. Fine, if the members are willing. If you would
do that, vote and come right back, that would be the best of all. I'm
always worried that when members go vote, they somehow disap-
pear. If we all can come right back, lets proceed iihat way.

[Recess.]
Chairman MILLER. Dr. Richman, we are going to test your ability

to testify here in a rather difficult environment, since the room is
now overflowing with children. Since you are going to be talking
about pc,-w...!-,?e trends with ngard to families and young people, it
is rather that you testify at this point.

For those of you who might not know, these children are from
the Save the Children Foundation. They will be going from here to
the White House. We will introduce them a little bit later, but we
would like to finish with the first panel. And, Dr. Richman, we
look forward to your testimony.

Mr. RICHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; members of the com-
mittee.

Dr. Brazelton was' not my pediatrician, but Professor Holton was
my physics professor. [Laughter.]

It is an honor to appear before you at this inaugural hearing. It
would perhaps be most appropriate on this occasion, particularly
with this audience, to celebrate the strengths of America's families
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and children. Family strengths such as resourcefulness, resilience,
and adaptability are certainly there to celebrate.

But I suspect that to do right by your new constituency, the chil-
dren, youth, and families of this country, you will soon become
more occupied with their vulnerabilities than you will with their
strengths.

a is my cant( ition th- it your constituency is especially vulner-
able today because it is undergoing profound changes, changes
which are exceeding the ability of our basic institutions to respond.
My statement, therefore, will be about these changes and the chal-
lenges they present for your response.

What are the important things to know about today's families?
Perhaps the single most important fact about American families
and children is that poverty is increasing, holding in its grip fami-
lies who have been poor for some time and adding new families
each year, many never having dreamt that this might be their lot;
9.7 percent of American families were in poverty at the height of
the recession in 1975, and 11.2 percent are in poverty today. That
represents 1,400,000 more families in poverty today, than in 1975.

Children and minorities are especially hard hit. One child in five-
in this country is living below the poverty line. For black children
the figure is almost one in two. For Hispanics it is a little over one
in three. That adds up to over 12 million chit," an, and that is too
many, especially when research findings continue to document the
wide variety of handicaps which growing up without adequate fi-
.nancial resources will place on their life chances.

Since economic status is perhaps the single most powerful predic-
tor of a child's opportunity for success, for well being, and for self-
sufficiency, we cannot ignore the ominous signs of increasing child
and family poverty.

A second crucial fact and' major change is that more families
than ever before are now headed by women, women who have been
separated, or divorced, or women who have never been married.

Again, let us look in particular at the children. One out of three
white children and three out of four black children can expect to
spend at least some of their childhood in a single parent family.
Single parents are especially vulnerable to poverty. One-half of all
children living with their mothers only are living in poverty, and
this despite the astounding 'fact that almost 70 percent of single
mothers are employed. -

Single parenthood is now a fact of life for all classes and for all
races. It is an important example for us of a social reality that has
come upon us faster than we have been able to agree upon the ap-
propriate social responses. The reality is there. We will have to re-
spond.

A third major change in the committee's constituency is the sub-
stantial increase in the proportion of mothers who work, both in
single-parent and two-parent families and for all ages of children.
It is now the exception rather than the rule for a child in school to .

have his or her mother at home during the day, and even for pie-
schoolchildren the proportion of working mothers is well over half.

Clearly, when a single parent or both parents in a two-parent
family work outside of the home, at least some arrangements must
be made for the care of their children. This is accomplished in
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many cases through a patchwork of provisions of varying quality
and dependability. Our social institutions are not set up for work-
ing parents. If what was the exception is now the rule, all of our
schools, rich and poor, all of our workplaces and all of our neigh-
borhoods will have to make significant adjustments.

The last set of facts I would cite relates to youth. These facts are
perhaps the most troubling, and again they touch all of us. Consid-
er the following: approximately 22 percent of white youth and 44
2ercent of black youth were unemployed last year. On any single
day in my State of IPinois some 80,000 students are truant from
school, and in my city of Chicago somewhere between 25 and 50
percent of the students who begin high school do not finisha per-
centage which has been getting larger, not smaller, wk-en more
education, not less, is almost a necessity. About 50 percent of those
minority students who drop out of high school before graduation do
not even count themselves in the labor force.

We used to be able to say these young people are the parents of
tomorrow, so we must do better by them today. Too often we must
now say they are the parents of today.

Each year approximately one-half million teenage women in the
United States give birth and take on the responsibilities of parent-
hood. This also represents one-half a million new fathers, more
than half of whom do not or cannot provide a home and family for
their children.

Talk with.them, as.my colleagues and I have done, and you will
find them sorrietimes confused, sometimes discouraged, but they
are hopeful for themselves and for their children. They want to be
good parents, but they are fighting enormous oddslow and unsta-
ble incomes, poor education, and little experience. Their children
are perhaps the most vulnerable of all.

These are some of the realities of life for children, youth, and
families today. Children who are poor need food, and clothing, and
shelter. Their needs and their hopes are those of your children and
mine. Children in single-parent families with working mothers
need adequate child care and 'supervision. Adolescents need ti e
kind of education which prepares them for productive and mean-
ingful participation in our society-and in our economy. They need a
fair shot at employment, but also opportunities for safe and con-
structive leisure and experiences which teach them to be responsi-
ble and caring adults, and parents, and citizens.

Conditions of inequality between whites and nonwhites, which
make it twice as likely that a nonwhite infant will die within the
first year of life, almost twice as likely that a nonwhite youth will
drop out of school without receiving a high school diploma, and
more than twice as likely that a nonwhite child will live in pover-
ty', these conditions require special attention and bear tragic testi-
m.my to the continuing costs of persistent deprivation.

The successful functioning of all of our families and the success-
ful development of all of our children today cannot depend only on
parents who are responsive to their children. They depend as well
on teachers who have the resources and the will to provide first-
rate education. They depend on employers who are sensitive to the
familial responsibilities of their employees, on religious organiza-

..
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tions, on neighborhoods and communities, on clubs, on phila_nthro-
pists, on professionals, and on friends.

Now perhaps they can also depend on the leadership of this com-
mittee. As we are now witnessing, when rapid changes occur in our
local communities and when local and State governments fall short
in their response because the problems are too big or the resources
are too small, we look to a Federal perspective for direction and
leadership and action.

it is the c Tortunity of this committee to respond, and I would
urge you to do so in at least three ways. First, you can bring to-
gether for all of us to see and understand those organized efforts
working on behalf of children, youth and their families. They range
from tax deductions for dependent children to tax credits for child
care to Federal grants for maternal and child health,"job training
for youth, privately sponsored family service agencies and others.

They are a lot, but somehow they have not proven equal to the
challenge. If we could view them together on a large and detailed
canvas, we could understand better the fit or lack of fit between
what is provided and whdt is needed, where it is provided and
where it is needed, and for whom it is provided and by whom it is
needed. We could also better understand the balance or imbalance
between public and private provisions for children, youth, and fam-
ilies.

So, first, you can tell completely what we are doing now. That
is essential to clear thinking and strategic planning for the future,
and it has not been done.

Second, you can show us how well or how poorly we are doing
what we are already committed to do. Important new legislation di-
rected toward bringing more stability and permanence into the
lives of America's foster children was passed several years ago. It
marked an important step toward assuring those all-but-forgotten
children a real place in a family that they might finally call their
own.

What happened? Are our children actually better off today, or
did we succeed in generating only more procedures cnd more re-,
ports? We do not know, but we should.

Aid for Families with Dependent Children is the agency of last
resort for single mothers and their children. Does it, in concert
with food stamps, medicaid, Head Start, school nutrition programs,
private-sector job training and vocational education, make up a co-
herent system of supports for mothers, and fathers, and .their chil-
dren to make it as independent, productive families, or dbes it spell
fragmentation, chaos, and bureaucracy which catch and hold young
parents and their children in a web of poverty and hopelessness?

We all have our preconceptions, but surprisingly, we do not
really know, and we should.

And what of our successes? What can we learn from the improve-
ments in children's health, from the achievements of Head Start,
from our advances in education for handicapped children and
youth? There is a great deal you can show us about how well or
how poorly we are doing and where we can do better.

And, finally, you can go beyond mapping our current efforts and
assessing their effects. You can challenge governments, and com-
munities, and families to do better. There is no scarcity of ideas to
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try. Some are expensive, and some are not. Some are new, and
some are controversial. But they should be heard and sifted, and
their values and priorities debated as you provide a greatly needed
forum for, ideas, and criticism, and proposals for change. In thiF,
way you will give effective voice to the strengths and stresses of
your new constituency.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Harold A. Richman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HAROLD A RICHMAN, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, DIRECTOR,
CHILDREN'S POLICY RESEARCH PROJECT, NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER, AND
HER.MON DUNLAP SMITH PROFESSOR, SCHOOr OF SOCIAL SERVICE ADMINISTRATION

It is an hanor to appear before you at this inaugural hearing. I would perhaps be
most appropr:ate on this occasion to celebrate the strengths of America's families
and children; family strengths such as resourcefulness, resilience and adaptability
are certainly there to celebrate. But I suspect that to do right by your new constitu-
ency, the children, youth, and families of this country, you will soon become more
occupied with their vulnerabilities than you will with their strengths.

It is my contention that your constituency is especially vulnerable today because
it is undergoing profound changes, changes which are exceeding the ability of our
basic institutions to respond. My statement, therefore, will be about these changes
and the challenges they present for your response.

Your constituency is growing, and I assume you consider that good sign. An earli-
er "baby boom" has now grown up and is inning to produce its own "echo
boom:" The last 20 years have seen almost a oubling of women in their prime
child-being years, a trend which will continue over the remainder of this decade.
Even with a declining fertility rate we will see the formation of many new families,
anti the n.),,J-,uring of those begun in the last ten years. New and old, these families
will be diverse in their style, their organization and their functioning.

What are the importing things to know about these families?
Perhaps the single most important fact about American families and children is

that poverty is increasing, holding in its grip families who have been poor for some
time, and adding new families each year, many never having dreamt that this
might be their lot. 9.7 percent of American families were in poverty at the height of
the recession in 1975, and 11.2 percent are in poverty today. That represents
1,400,000 more families in poverty today than in 1975. Children and minorities are
especially hard hit. One child in five in this country is living below the poverty line;
for black children the figure is almost one in two; for Hispanics it is a little over one
in three. That adds up to over twelve million children, and that is too many espe-
cially when research findings continue to document the wide variety of handicaps
which growing up without adequate financial resources will place on their life
chances. Since economic status is perhaps the single most powerful' predictor of a
child's opportunity for success, for well-being and for self-sufficiency, we can not
ignore the ominous sigr 3 of increasing child and family poverty.

A second crucial fat , and major change, is that more families than ever before
are now headed by wamen, women who have been separated or divorced or women
who have never been married. Again, let us look in particular at the children. One
out of three white children and three out of four black children can expect to spend
at least some of their childhood in a single parent family. Single parents are espe-
cially vulnerable to poverty. One-half of all children living with their mothers only
are living in poverty. And this despite the astounding fact that almost 70 percent of
single mothers are employed. Single parenthood is now a fact of life for all classes
and for all races. It is an important example for us of a social reality that has come
upon us faster than we have been able to agree upon the appropriate social re-
sponses. The reality is there. We will have to respond.

A third major change in the committee's constituency is the substantial increase
in the proportion of mothers who work, both in single parent and two parent fami-
lies, and for all ages of children. It is now the exception rather than the rule for a
child in school to have his or her mother at home during the day. And even for
preschool children, the proportion of working mothers is well over half. Clearly,
when a single parent, or both parents in a two parent family work outside of that
home, fit the least some arrangements must be made for the care of their children.
This is accomplished in many cases through a patchwork, of provisions of varied
quality and dependability. Our social institutions are not set up for working par-
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If what the exception is now the rule_ all of our schools, rich and poor, all
of our workplaces, and all of our neighborhoods will hese to make significant
adjustments.

The last set of facts I would cite relates to youth. These facts are perhaps the
most troubling. And again. they -touch all of us_ Consider the following: Approxi-
mately 22 percent of white youth and 44 percent of black youth were unemployed
last year. On any single day in my state of Illinois some 'C.0.000 students are truant
from school, and in my city of Chicago, somewhere between 25 and 50 percent of the
students who begin high school do not finish, a percentage which has been getting
larger, not smaller, when more education, not less. is almost a necessity. About 50
percent of those minority students who drop out of high school before graduation do
not even count themselves in the labor force.

We used to be able to say these young people are the parents of tomorrow, so we
must do better by them today. Too often we must now say, they are the parents of
today. Each year approximately one-half million teenage women in the United
States give birth and take on the responsibilities of parenthood. This also represents
half a million new fathers, more than half of whom do not or can not provide a
home and family for their children. Talk with them, as my colleagues and I have
done, and you will find them sometimes confused and sometimes discouraged, but.
they are hopeful for themselves and for their children. They want to be good par-
ents. but they are fighting enormous odds, low and unstable incomes, poor educa-
tion, and little experience. Their children are perhaps the most vulnerable of all.

These are some of the realities of life for children, youth and families today. Chil-
dren who are poor need food and clothing and shelter. Their needs and their hopes
are those of your children and mine.

Children in single parent families and families with working mothers need ade-
quate child care and supervision.

Adolescents need the kind of education which prepares them for productive and
meaningful participation in our society and our economy. They need a fair shot at
employment, but also opportunities for safe and constructive leisure, and experi-
ences which teach them to be responsible and caring adults and parents and citi-
zersa.

Conditions of inequality between whites and non-whiteswhich make it twice as
likely that a non-white infant will die within the first year of life: almost twice as
likely that a nonwhite youth will drop out of school without receiving a high school
diploma; and more than twice as likely that a non-white child will live in poverty
these conditions require special attention and bear tragic testimony to the continu-
ing costs of persistent deprivation.

The successful functioning of all of our families and the successful development of
all of our children today can 'not depend only on parents who are responsive to their
children. They depend as well on teachers who have the reNutres and the will to
provide first rate ethsration. They depend on employers who are sensitive to the fa-
milial responsibilities of their employees.'on religious organizations, on neighbor-
hoods and communities, on clubs, on philanthropists, on professionals, and on
friends.,

Now perhaps they can also depend upon the leadership of this committee. As we
are now witnessing, when rapid changes occur in our local communities and when
local and state governments fall short in this response. because the problems are too.
big and their resources are too small, we look to a federal perspective for direction
and leadership and action. It is the opportunity and perhaps the obligation of this
committee to respond, and I would urge you to do so in at least three ways.

First. you can bring together for all of us to see and understand those organized
efforts working on behalf of children, youth and families. They range from tax de-
ductions for dependent children to tax credits for child care to federal grants for
maternal and child health, family planning clinics, private sector job training for
youth, privately sponsored family service and child welfare agencies and others.
They are a lot. But somehow they have not proven equal to the challenge. Iti. we can
view them together on a large and detailed canvas, we could understand better the
fit, or lack of fit,-between what is provided and what is needed, where it is provided
and where it is needed, and for whom it is provided and by whom it is needed. We
could also understand better the balance, or imbalance, between public and private
provisions for children, youth and families. So first you can tell us completely what
we are doing now. That is essential to clear thinking and strategic planning for the
future and it has not been done.

Second you can show us bow well or poorly we are doing what we are already
committed to do. Important new legislation directed toward bringing more stability
and pertnanence into the lives of America's foster children was passed =several years
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ago. It narked an important step toward assuring these all but forgotten children a
real place in a family they might finally call their own. What happened? Are our
children actually better off today, or did we succeed in generating only more proce-
dures and more reports? We don't know. but we should.

Aid for Families with Dependent Children is the agency of last resort for single
mothers and their children. Does it, in concert with food stamps, Medicaid, head-
start. school nutrition programs, private sector job training and vocational educa-
tion make up a coherent system of supports for young mothers, and fathers, and
their children to make it as independent; productive families, or does it speil frag-
mentation. chaos, and bureaucracy which catch and hold young parents and their
children in a web of poverty and hopelessness? We all have our preconceptions, but
surprisingly we don't really know, and we should. And what of our successes? What
can we learn from the improvements in our children's health, from the achieve-
ments of headstart. from our advances in education for handicapped children and
youth? There is a great deal you can show us about how well or how poorly we are
doing and where we can do better.

And finally. you can go beyond mapping our current efforts and assessing their
effects. You can challenge governments and communities ate families to do better.
There is no scarcity of ideas to try, some are expensive and some are not. Some are
new. some are controversial. But they should be heard and sifted and their value;
and priorities debated as you provide a greatly needed forum for ideas and criti-
cisms and proposab, for change. In this way you will give effective voice the
strengths and stre:., s of your new constituency.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
I wart to thank all members of the panel. IL. was the intent of

myself and Congressman Marriott to use today's various panels to
give the members of this committee a taste, if you will, of some of
the problems that confront us because of the changing character of
the family and the workplace. We also are happy to have heard
about the many opportunities that exist for our society. As it was
pointed out by Dr. Brazelton, we have the knowledge now to better
than ever launch a healthy life, a healthy child.

And as Dr. Holton has pointed out, there is a phenomenal oppor-
tunity with respect to the adult life if a person's e4-ly educational
experience is positive. This panel of witnesses has succeeded in ex-
panding our horizons, encouraging the members; all of whom vol-
unteered to serve on this committee, to proceed quickly to the work
ahead.

Again, recognizing our time situation, I will ask peoplt, to be re-
strained in their questions, but I do want to give an opportunity to
those members who have not yet had an opportunity. Congress-
woman BOxer?

Mrs. BOXER. Thank you very much.
I have a question, Dr, Brazelton, for you, as a parent who had

two preemie babies. In tSse days never got to even hold them for 1
month, I am glad to see that that is no longer the practice. But I
am really taken with your idea that when we have mothers and
fathers who have just had their children, that is the moment in
timefrom the very startto reach them.

Do the hospitals, in your opinion, today have the resources to do
some kind of limited program like the model you described?

Dr. BRAZELTON. Yes; this is not a matter of time spent. It is a
matter of attitude. We are all beautifully trained in medicine for
the negative model, for a pathological model of failure of illness.
We have not even started looking it what we can do if we change
that model to try and reach out to people and get where they are
at that time. But once you start, you can see in their faces that it

.2-192 0-401--5
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means something entirely different to them, if you adopt an atti-
tude of trying to reach and respect them.

Now we get mothers and fathers in to get to understand their
preemies before they take them home. They told me at Boston Hos-
pital for Women, which is one of the busiest and most over-
whelmed nurseries I have ever seen. They have preemies that do
not even weigh 1 pound that they are saving now.

But they have been getting mothers and fathers in. They expect
mothers and fathers to take a month or two to get used to these
preemies. It is not a simple job. But they told me the other day
that they compared their preemies to preemies of another institu-
tion, and their babies had 2 months advanced IQ's over the others
at the age of 9 months. I cannot even believe it, but still the nurses
feel this is what their commitment to parents can mean. If you ask
them why do they think that, they say because we captured the
parents for that baby.

Well, I think we captured the parents for themselves, too, and
that is probably where the action really is in trying to get some of
these parents reorganized as families.

Mrs. BOXER. And you think that could be done right now without
any expenditure of Federal dollars? You think we could do it now?

Dr. BRAZELTON. I think we are spending a lot of money on all of
our present programs, but without self-competence as our goal. The
present goal is to deliver services or hand them out on a silver plat-
ter and expect people to reach for them. The trouble is it is only
the highly motivated or the middle-class that can reach for them.
It, is not people who need for you to reach them first and let them
see that they are important. And when you do that, then they can
reach for these services that we have, available already.

Mrs. BOXER. Thank you very muc}f Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you.
I have two questions, and I will be very quick and I hope we can

submit additional ones for the record.
Chairman MILLER. It is quite likely that these panelists will be

back before this committee as we break down this subject matter
into more detail.

Mr. WOLF. Dr. Brazelton, would you comment on the self-esteem
or the lack of self-esteem of a new mother and how that impacts on
the new child?

Dr. BRAZELTON. We have some research I would love to show you
sometime. Mr..Miller, I think, has seen some of itin which we see
how a mother passes on her values about herself as well as about
society to the child. In the first 4 months there are four stages of
development of maternal feeling and of the baby's feeling about
himself, of competence, in other words, that need to have time to
develop. If the mother feels good about herself and is reinforced to
feel good about herself, she in turn passes those feelings very diy,
rectly on to the new baby; you can see the baby begin to take fire.

If she does not, on the other handand this is what used to
happen with mothers of prematuresif she feels inadequate' and
gets a baby that is not giving her proper feedback, not all that
beautiful stuff I was describing, then, of course, those compound
themselves for failurenot maybe but of course.



And it may be a matter of degree depending upon what class and
what your resources are, but it is an expectancy. So if we want to
capture these resources, in people and for people they are there to
be captured. 7- would love to show you this research sometime, if
Mr. Miller wiii ask me back.

Mr. WOLF. I would like to see it, and I invite you to come by my
office the next time vou are in town.

But a second question for Dr. Holton. Two comments on edura-
tion, and you have raised several questions. I have five children in
public schools and 1 understand what you are saying about the
quality of textbooks.

First, would you comment on merit pay for teacluers and whether
or not it is a good I know this is resisted by some teacher
groups.

Second, would you c,-;,7nnient on the need to modify or change the
tenure system that we

Mr. HOLTON'. In schooic9
Mr. 'Wot.F. Yes; with regard to teachers.
Mr. HOLTON. They are related, I think.
The main question really is what kind of vocation or profession

the teachers have. Where there is no merit pay, it is likely the by-
product of a lockstep kind of a situation in which merit is not the
ruling consideration for a advancement, where it becomes at best
the teachers' own personal sense of vocation that pushes them for-
ward. And thank God we have just such teachers, and we have
seen them even in the worst slum situations in our travels through
the.country as part of this Commission report. We are not without
thein.

But a profession does not function properly unless merit does get
recognized. Pay is only one part of such recognition. Control over
your own day is another. Control over your textbooks is another.
The question of whether you want to deal with your classes in
large groups or, for some teaching, student by student: This is the
kind of thing that characterizes the life of a professional, as Dr.
Brazelton could describe his life and as I can describe mine.
"-This is what is now lacking for most teachers. Merit pay in my

view is just a byproduct of the upgrading of the profession as a
whole. Tenure is another byproduct. I believe that a true profession
of teachers, modeled on the college and university, for example,
would allow tenure for those who have gone through this hard road
of 8 years of trial, which is usually what happens to a college
teacher before he or she gets tenure.

Mr. WOLF. Are you saying then that you would favor merit pay
as a part of upgrading the profession? Could you clarify what you
mean with regard to tenure'?

Mr. HOLTON. What I am saying is tenure by itself should not
merely be by seniority. Tenure as I understand it, and the way it is
administered in most colleges and universities, is something you
earn after a long period of examination of your performance in the
classroom and in research. After 8 years of that- scrutiny, some
may be able to get tenure, and many do not. It is again a matter of
merit. Tenure is earned, and not gotten automatically.

Mr. WOLF. How is tenure treated in the average high schools in
this country? Is there a training period.

. 68
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Mr. liouroN. I think that it is usually a matter of budget. That is
to say, as long as there is budget to pay for those that have been in
the system longest; they are going to be kept on the staff of, the
school. They have sort of a de facto tenure.

Mr. WOLF. I thank the chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I compliment all

of the testimony that was given here this morning. In particular
Dr. Braielton who paints such excellent word pictures. I was look-
ing around the room when you were talking, and I could see that
you had actually placed a newborn in the arms of many of these
women around here. There 'were a lot of smiles on their faces.

I think you are more of an environmentalist than you are a here-
ditarian, listening to what you have said there and-Iern really de-
lighted to see that you were talking about the art of the practice of
medicine now rather than so many technicians that we have pro-
duced over the years.

I do have one question that I wish to ask, and there are many
areas that affect the children in our society and the people in our
society; but I want to ask you a question with reference to the
medical care which you mentioned.

As you said or indicated second-class medical care tends to propa-
gate or keep going what we have had over the years. Medicaid has
been in existence now for some 15 years, and it has, been my expe-
rience that people who receive medicaid get excellent care because
they are so concerned about the cost of the care.

I would like you to relate that to the statement that you made
earlier.

Dr. BRAZELTON. I agree with you. I think the health of the poorer
group of people who need medicaid has' improved considerably
since medicaid came into effect, the opportunity for receiving care
at a time when they need it is unquestionably a boost to their
morale.

I guess it is a good instance, though, of a resource that we are
not using as well as we might. Medicare, if it were, given to people
in a way that made them feel important, and that is why they
were getting medicare, not because they are poor and poverty -
stricken' could give them a feeling of contfol over their destiny.
Then we could turn medicare into a cost,effective way of delivering
medicine because'we could turn it into a preventive scheme rather
than a therapeutic one.

At this point therapeutic medicine costs at least four times as
much as a preventive system would if it was as equivalently effec-
tive. I know this in pediatrics=I do not know it in adult medi-
cinebuf it is time for us to think about how could we do the same
"thing we .have done for people with medicaid in,a preventive way,
because we are not.

Mr. ROWLA ND. Money is certainly not the answer to all of the
problems we have.

One other question, Mr. Chairman, if I may, quickly.
You mentioned that there was an anatomical difference in the

makeup of people who had been deprived as compared -t( 'others,
did you not?
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Dr. BRAZELTON. They ay well be affected at birthnot neces-
sarily in permanent ways but in temporary ones, at least. This
comes from animal literature. It certainly seems to be being borne
out in more complex behavior and complex reactions in infants, in
human infants as well as in animals. The guess that it is 60 per-
cent of DNAthat is, cellular ,replicationcomes from Myron
Winick at Columbia and from various people who have looked at
animal models.

Whether it is as much of a deficit in humans or not we are not
yet sure. We did do some work in Guatemala with an undernour-
ished' group of people in which we offered them supplementary nu-
trition in pregnancy, but because they had been chronically under-\
nourished, these pregnant women had anorexiawhich means a
lack of caring about food. They did not take the nutrients offered
during pregnancy and remained undernourished. At birth their
babies predicted, with a 90-percent prediction, to 11/2 years later de-
veloping kwashiorkor or marasmus, and they also had educational
deficits, at the age of 7 years.

These babies at birth showed_a_deficit-in-their-behavior because
of the intrauterine condition of undernutrition. You could go down
here .to D.C. General and do exactly the same study. It is right
there to be done. These are unresponsive newborns who do not
elicit maternal nurturing at birth in mothers who are already de-
pleted themselves. Even if their mothers might have generated the
energy to want to be elicited, but the babies\do not do it:

And so she is likely to feed them three or four times a day at a
time when a normal newborn needs eight feedings a day, she adds
postnatal nutrition to prenatal nutrition, so of coursenot
maybebut of course those kids are likely to fail later. The fail-
ures are likely to be learning disabilities, lack of motivation, activa-
tionthese sorts of things which Dr. Holton was talking about
which are critical to their future adaptation to our complex envi-
ronment.

Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I do want to thank the panel for. the very fine duality /of

their testimony before us today, and I am very glad, Mr. Chaim/ n,
that we will have access to them in the future.

I thought,. Dr. Holton, that the phrase in your testimony that we
need to find a deeper explanation as to why we are in disarray is
one that I very much share. And while I appreciate the fac that
you have laid before us, I believe that we-have a long road a ead of
us to find an explanation that really addresses the profoun disar-
ray not only in education, but in our relationships within o r fami-
lies and communities. And I thought, Dr. Brazelton, that y ur com-'
ments were particularly useful to me in that regard.

Your ability to help us to see what makes quality is o impor-
tant. Having long been involved in Government oversight and
knowing what it is for a legislator involved in 45 different arenas
to try to determinein fact evaluate program-s on this level is ex-
tremely difficult. And I would ask your help, since all of you talk
about the Federal role in evaluating the quality and impact of pro-
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grains. How do we make that one program work so that it changes
people's lives, and what principles should we be seeking?

And clearly, Dr. Brazelton, the principle that you cite in your
work of eliciting relationships is why, a program like Head Start
has worked. Parents are involved. Their relationship to their chil-
dren and to learning ,has changed through the quality, of that in-
volvement, and it works.

I do not know how many of you have in your States parent aid
programs, but they work for very much the same reason that your
approach to newborns works. And we need help in finding out
where they work and how we can accomplish that work.

But there are two things that concern me very much.
Chairman MILLER. Very quickly, if you will.
Mrs. JOHNSON. One is why is it in our societyand is there a re-

lationship and the profoundness of our disarraywhy is it that we
do not value quality? Why is it that we are not able to teach or to
share or to elicit excellence? And I leave it at that since the time is
short.

The other thing I would ask you to come back to at some future
date is what is the real impadt of divorce? This is not a value issue,
but the fact -is single-headed families, poverty, low income employ-
ment for women, and divorce are all very intimately related. And I
would ask you what research is being done on the human aspect of
divorce, and how are we going to manage poverty, low income debt
and jobs for women? What are we saying to all our children? What
are we saying to our children in our inability to deal with this very
human problem which is just as important as that initial bonding
of parent and child? And we have not addressed that today, and I
really urge you to help us do so.

Mr. HOLTON. If I could give a 1-minute response because I know
you have to move on, and say something which I believe all of us at ,

this table would share, it is this: The questions that you asked are
questions for research. You are asking for research in the field of
the social sciences.

I am frightened as I look at these wonderful children before us
today that they are being launched into a world on which we are
doing less and less on social science research of just the kind that
you are asking, and which Dr. Brazelton so eloquently described,
too. I think that is one thing that we probably can all agree on.

Chairman MILLER. Finally, Congressman Levin fora very short
question.

Mr. LEVIN. rhave just a couple of short ones.
Chairman MILLER. You get one of them. [Laughter.]
Mr. LEVIN. I am not sure whiCh one to ask. Let me then ask Dr.

Brazelton, because I think it follows up. I was going to ask Dr.
Holton if the same was true in Western Europe as in the United
States, that the history and educations are marching in different
directions, but maybe you can tell me that afterwards.

But let me, ask Dr. Brazelton, from your experience of following
up the comment of Dr. Holton's about social science research and
the underfunding of it, give us, if you will, briefly, practically why
is it so difficult, in your judgment for us to put resources into and
give attention to prevention? What is it that makes it so different?
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Dr. BIt AZELTON. I really just do not think we have thought about
it. I think we come at itI can only speak from medicinebut we
were trained beautifully in the pathological model, in the therapeu-
tic model, but not in a preventive model. It is just coming on the
horizon in medicine now, and I suspect, that is true in other fields.
Dr. Holton could answer in the educational field.

What has made it possible for it to come on the horizon is that
we have virtually conquered therapeutic medicine. We have the
luxury of looking beyond that to the quality of life; and we also are
being forced by our distintegrating society to look for this quality
of life. I think these two forces are making it absolutely necessary ,
and mandating that we begin to look for preventive ways of often/

king people help.
) /'The other side is that we cannot afford therapeutic medicine any

longer. I do not know about therapeutic education, but I thinlyvVe
are spending more money than we need to at a therapeutic level.
We must address these issues earlier looking for people's stre gths
and the forces that are there to be captured. And we have t it.o
We have got it in research with divorced kids, divorced parparent . We
know what we can do to back them up. We just have notdone it.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. We are going to stop the questior4g here,

and resume where we left off. The people who have not had a
chance to question will be the first to question the children's panel:-

These panelists, and I assume the panelists from this 'af oon, '
most likely will be back before our task forces, as we break these
areas down into more specific topics. I think Ms. Johnson and
,others have raised the kinds of questions that will be in the task
forces.

Mrs. SCHROEDER.- Mr. Chairman, I just want to say I am sorry I
was not here for the panel this morning. The children's committee
had its first victory this morning. I just want to announce that we
got through the armed services personnel committee this morning
a provision that will treat military children the same as Foreign
Service children abroad. From now on students will have a trip to
visit their families abroad per year. I think that) is a phenomenal
victory for the committee. However I am sorry I could not be here.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Pat Schroeder is the chairman of
the Task Eorce on Economic Strat,-gies. k

I would like to thank the panel for its timeand for coming down
here on Short notice. I assure you, as you have probably already
guessed, that you are going to be called upon again by this commit-
tee to that we may avail ourselves of your expertise.

Thank you so very much.
All right, kids. Now you have seen how Congress works.iWhat do

you think about this committee system? It is pretty warm. That is
one thing, right? [Laughterl

We will now hear from a panel made up of children who have
been brought to Washington by Save the Children; and they will be
introduced by Marjorie Benton from Save the Children.

Last year Save .the Children came to Washingtonto mark their
50th .anniversaryand the honorary host and hostess were the
President and the First Lady.
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The children will be delivering later in the day to the White
House-20,000 letters, to which have been written by children from
all over the country. Today they are going to give us a synopsis of
some of the concerns that were expressed in those letters.

Marjorie, would you like to go ahead and introduce the panel?

STATEMENT OF MARJORIE BENTON, CHAIRWOMAN, SAVE THE
CHILDREN

Mrs. BENTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I introduce the children, I want to say a few things to this

new committee,
First of all, thank you for allowing us to appear today in front of

this first official hearing of this new Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families. We at Save the Children applaud the forma-
tion of this select committee. We feel that children's voices are not
heard often enough in the halls of power. Because kids do not vote
or pay taxes or protest, they have not been considered an impor-
tant constituency. They make up 40 percent of the population and
100 percent of our future.

Children today are buffeted by so -many more forces than you
and I were when we were kids: Epidemic divorce rates, rampant
child abuse, escalating arms race. The concerns that the children
bring this committee todayconcerns about unemployment, high
prices, taxes, crime, pollution may seem like adult problems, but
they torch the lives of children and in a very real way.

One of my favorite quotes is one by Abraham Lincoln, he. said:
A child' is a person who is going to carry on what you have started. He is going to

sit where you are sitting, and when you are gone attend to those things that you
think are important. The fate of humanity isn his hands.

Mr. Chairman, if we really believe that, then Why don't we make
children our highest priority? Why don't we give children the time
and the resources, the care and love they deserve?

We at Save the Children believe that the voices of children have
been silent too long. We believe they can and should speak for
themselves. They have a lot to teach us.

And, in closing, I would just like to thank you, Congressman
Miller and Congressman Marriott, again for allowing the children
to come here today and testify. And I would like to introduce our
first witness, who is Heidi Bowman.Heidi is 12 years old, and she
comes from Wilmington, Del.

[Prepared statement of Marjorie Benton-follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARJORIE BENTON, SAVE THE CHILDREN

I am Marjorie Craig BentonChair of Save the Children Federation. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman, for allowing us to testify before this first offiCial hearing of the
House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. -----_

We at Save the Children applaud the formation of this select committee. Chil-
dren's voices are not often heard here in the halls of power. Because they do not
vote, or pay taxes. or protest, children have not been considered an important con-
stituency. Yet, they make up 40 percent of our population today and 100 percent of
our future' tomorrow.

Children today are buffeted by so many more forces than you and I were when we
were kidsepidemic divorce rates, rampanchild abuse, an, escalated (arms race.
The concerns the children bring this Committee todayunemployment, high prices,
taxes, crime, polutlon may seem like adult' problems, but they touch the lives of
children in a very real way.
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Abraham Lincoln said, "a child is a person who is going to carry on what you
have started. Ile is going to sit where you are sitting, and when you are gone,
attend to those things which you think are important . . . the fate of humanity is in
his hands." .

Mr. Chairman, if we really believe then why don't we give children the time,
the resources, the care and love they need? Why don't we make them our highest
priority? We at Save the Children Federation believe that the voices of children
have been silent too long. We believe they can and should speak for themselves.
And they have a lot to teach us.

CHILDREN'S AGENDA FOR ACTION-1983

Letters were received by Save the Children from approximately 20,000 school chile
dren all across the country. A tally was made of the issues they discussed and he
are the five leading topics of greatest c3ncern to children in America today. 7

WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE ECONOMY

This was the topic mentioned most frequently. Unemployment may seem like a
problem only to adults but it affects children, too. Many 'of our mothers and fathers
Eire out of work. For those of us who live with only one parent, this is a special
problem. Also, in many families, mothers have had to go to work for the first time
to support everyone and that leaves many children alone and unhappy.

Many of us think it would be helpful if more people bought" Aineriteri4Prodilets7---
Then there would be more jobs for our parents.

We are concerned about high prices, too. This really hurts because it makes it
hard for some of our parents to buy enough food or clothes.

WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT VIOLENCE

We hear on the news about all kinds of crimes. There is stealing and mugging
and murder. Sometimes it touches our own families. The'father of one of the girls
who wrote a letter had been shot and killed in a robbery a few months ago. She is
only eight and needs a father.

We are afraid of kidnappingeither by criminals or by a parent who tries to take
a.child away from the other parent.

We are also deeply concerned about child abuse. A number of children wrote that
they had friends or neighbors who have been abused. And a few said they had been
victims themselves. There should be more hot lines or counseling programs for par-
ents. All of us feel that no child should ever be hurt.

WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT

We want there to be clean air to breathe when we grow up and clear water to
drink. We want there to be all the wild animals and birds and fish so we can show
them to our children. We are worried about the factories and chemicals that pollute
the air and rivers and lakes. And about hunters and commercial fishermen who are
killing nice animals, like moose or dolphins, and endangering many species. We
want good laws so there will be a clean, safe world for us and for our children.

WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT ALL THE POOR AND DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IN THE
UNITED STATES AND AROUND THE WORLD

We know there are children in the United States who are hungry or whose par-
ents cannot take care of them adequately or whose schools arenot giving them the
same kind of educational opportunities that others have.

In other countries, particularly in the developing world, there are children who
suffer because they live in real poverty. They, face hunger and starvation, or terrible
health problems every day. Some of them never go to school at all so they grow up
without knowing how to read or write.

We think everyone in the world could work .together to help solve some of these
problems. We'd'like to help but we need your help too.

WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT WAR AND NUCLEAR ARMS

We want the world to continueto continue to be a nice place to live. We don't
want anyone to blow up the world and kill everyone. We don't understand why all
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countries can't sit down and talk and agree to be friends. The money spent on arms
could then he spent on school programs or medical research.

If children are the next generation and the hope for this country's futurewe
Want n future!'

SAVE: THE

Save the Children is a voluntary, non-profit, nonsectarian organization that has
been working with impoverished children and their families for over 50 years.
Founded during the Depression to aid the poor but fiercely proud people of Appala-
chia, Save the Children has grown into a worldwide organization that works in 33
countries abroad and in five major regions of the United States.

Their mission is to improve the quality of life for children through innovative,
community-based self-help programs. They are constantly on the lookout for new
ways that the voices of children can be heard.

Save the Children WeekApril. 25-May 1 is one such way. It provides an oppo.r-
tunity for Americans to call special attention to the nLeds and, rights of children
everywhere. Almost.every state governor has issued a proclamation declaring Save
the Children Week. Over the past five years, it has been observed not only here in
the United States, but in Greece, Honduras, Australia, Bangladesh and other coun-
tries mound the world.

In the United States, an annual "children's letters to the President" campaign
has been the central focus for Save the Children Week. The children's concerns are
tallied and summarized into their own Agenda for Action. This document, along
with theusands of letters, has been-presented each year at a special children's hear-
ing'before the United States Senate Subcommittee.

This year, over 70 children representing nearly 20 states have been hard at work,
discussing this year's theme for the letters"Dear Mr. President, this is the biggest
problem facing children today and here's what we can do about it . . ." They have
held their own minicongresses, forming committees, debating issues, resolving prob-
lems, formulating solutions. Their are coming to Washington from all over the coun-
try to present their ideas, their concerns and to be the first witnesses at the first
official hearing 'of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families. They
want to tell us not only what thousands of children across the country consider the
biggest problems facing them today but they want to share with us their own per -
sonal views,'

The major concerns identified in the children's letters sound like a laundry list
current adult problems: the economy, crime, child abuse, the nuclear arms race, the
environfnent, the poor and disadvantaged of the world. Obviously these problems
not only touch but deeply affect the lives of children too.

After they testify before the Committee, they are boarding school buses for.the
White House where they will present the thousands of letters to a representative of
the President.

STATEMENT OF HEIDI BOWMAN, WILMINGTON, DEL.
Miss Bowman. My name is Heidi. Bowman, and I am 12 years

old, and I live in Wilmington, Del. And I have a speech to read you
which is called "The Children's Agenda for Action 1983."

Letters were received by Save the Children from approximately
20,000 elementary schoolchildren all.across the country, from every
socioeconomic and ethnic sector. A tally was made of the issues
they discussed, and here are the five leading topics of the greatest
concern to children in America today.

We are concerned about the economy. This was the topic men-
tioned most frequently. Unemployment may seem like a problem.
only to adults, but it affects children, too. Many of our, mothers and
fathers are out of work. For those; of us who live with only one
parent, this is a special problem. ,Also, in many families. mothers
have had to work for the first time to support everyone, and that
leaves many children alone and unhappy.

Many of us think it would be more helpful if more people bought
American products. Then there would be more jobs for our parents.
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We are concerned about high prices, too. This really hurts us, be-
cause it makes it hard for some of our parents to hay enough food
or clothes.

We are concerned about violence. We hear on the news about all
kinds of crimes. They are stealing, and mugging and Murder,
Sometimes it touches our own families. The father of one of the
girls who wrote a letter had been shot and killed in a robbery a few
months ago. She is only 8 and needs a father. They are afraid of
kidnaping, either by criminals or by a parent who tries to take a
child away from another parent.

We are also deeply concerned about child abuse. A number of
children had wrote that said they had friends or neighbors who
had been abused, and a few said they had been victims themselves.
Thereshould be more hotlines or counseling programs for parents.
All of us feel that no child should ever be hurt.

We are concerned about the environment. We want there to be
clean air to breathe when we grow up and clean water to drink.
We want there to be all the wild animals and birds and fish so we
can show them to our children. We are worried about the factories
and chemicals that pollute the air, rivers, and lakes, and about
hunters and commercial fishermen who are killing nice animals
like moose and dolphins, and endangering many species. We want
good laws so that there will be a clean, safe world for us and our
children.

We are concerned about all of the poor and disadvantaged chil-
dren in the United States and around the world. We know that
there are children in the United States who are hungry, or whose
parents cannot take care of them adequately, or whose schools are
not giving them the same kind of educational opportunities that
'have. In other countries, particularly, in the developing world,
there are children who suffer because they live in real poverty.
They face hunger and starvation, or terrible health problems every
day. Some of them never go to school at all, so they grow up with-
out knowing how to read or write.

We think everyone in the world should work together to solve
some of these problems. We would like to help, but we need your
help, too.

We are ccacerned about war and nuclear arms. We want the
world to continue, to continue to be a nice place to live. We do not
want anybody to blow up the world and kill everyone. We do not
uhderstand why all countries cannot sit down, and talk, and agree
to be friends. The money spent on arms could then be spent on
school programs or medical research. If children are the next gen-
eration and the hope for this country's future, we want a future.

And now, Mr. Chairman. some of the children who have come to
attend this hearing will give you their own personal statements
about these issues.

\ STATEMENT OF TIFFINI JONES, KONA, KY.
Miss JdfsIES. Hello.' My name is Tiffini Jones, and I am 11, and I

come from\KOna, Ky.; and today I am going to be talking about un-
employment. And even though my father is ,employed, I am, very
concerned about this.
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Unemployment is indeed one of the most serious problems people
face today. The unemployment lines arc growing rapidly, and the
worst part is that there are no jobs to be found. America has been
always known as the land of opportunity, but unemployment has
taken much of this opportunity out. of America.

live in the rural community of Kona, Ky., and in I.etcher
County in the southeastern portion of Kentucky our largest indus-
try is coal mining, and with about 60 percent of' our population de-
pending upon the mines. In fact, everything in our county,depends
on mines except for Government-funded programs and the educa-
tional system.

Since December 1982 our unemployment rate has grown from 39
percent to its present 51 percent. Every day there is news of mine
layoffs, or worse still, a mine closing. Presently in my school, 325
students, 61 percent of the student body is either on free or re-
duced lunch programs.

This is having serious effects on family life today. Here are some
of the very serious ones. Rent and :louse payments cannot be met.
There is not enough money to meet even the basic necessities. In-
surances are having to be dropped, and there is no money for little
luxuries like eating out or going to the movies. Home repairs and
improvements cannot be made. New clothing required to stay in
style cannot be bought.

This stressful condition causes families to quarrel and fight fre-
quently. The crime rate is up. There is a sharp increase in the
number of cases of reported theft.

My class conducted a children's congress, and we discussed this
problem. We came up with these recommended solutions.

The Government should start immediately a program which pays
workers on a national basis to repair pipes, bridges, roads, schools,
and public buildings. Stores should reduce their items to 50-percent
for unemployed consumers. The Government or industry should
conduct workshops which teach new skills in today's job fields, and
more educational scholarships should be awarded. Companies
should split shifts as to put more workers into the schedule.
,,yes, America and my community have been hit hard by the de-
pression, but surely if we can come out of this, out of this great
depressioncould have come out of the Great Depression of the
1930's, we can overcome this.

The children of today must have a future and something to pre-
pare us for. If not, why put us through the long and sometimes tor-
turing process known as education. Let us put jobs back into our
future.

Chairman MILER. Thank you.
Would you pass the mike do wn to our next witness?

STATEMENT OF CARCA McCOY, ALIQUIPPA, PA.

Miss McCoy. Hi. My name is Carla McCoy. I am 8 years old,
from Aliquippa, Pa.

Mr. Congressman and delegates, inflation is one of the biggest
problems facing children today. Prices are always changing on
foods and goods and are getting higher and higher. The prices on
utility bills keep going up. America has many senior citizens and
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retired people. Because of huge unemployment and plants closing
down, things are critical.

Many people are on welfare or with low incomes. These people
are really hurt by inflation. Even people who have jobs are having
a hard time .making ends meet. Here is what can be done about
inflation.

There must be an immediate freeze on prices. Laws must be
made to keep businesses and companies from raising their prices
whenever they feel like it. Inflation must be stopped. The Govern-
ment can do this.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. That is a modest agenda for the members of

this panel. [Laughter.]
We will see if we can get that enacted by nightfall.
Thank you very much. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF MAURA CONNIFF, SOUTII PLAINFIELD, N.J.
Miss CONNIFF. My name is Maura Conniff. I am 12 years old. ,T

am from South Plainfield, N.J.
Dear Congressmen, ladies, and gentlemen: I have been asked to

talk to you about our fear of crime and violence. Is our world full
of violence and crime? That is all we see on TV or in the newspa-
pers. Our streets are not safe. The threat of mugging, kidnapping,
or rape is constantly there. We cannot walk the streets alone any
more. When we are walking to school we have to walk with some-
one or in a group. Schools are not ,even safe. Drug pushers wait on
or near the school property and try to sell us into addictionIf we
say no, they will come back again and try to persuade ,us.

It seems that there is no place safe any more, even the. home
where most murders and robberies are committed. We are afraid to
be alone at home because of this constant fear., Some children are
even afraid of their parents. 'The divorced parOnt might kidnap
their child or a sick parent might abuse them. If streets, schools,
and homes are unsafe, where can we go? Does our world have to be
like this? Can you not please chage it?

STATEMENT OF HOBBY DINTAMAN, MANSFIELD, OHIO
Mr. DINTAMAN. My name is Robby Dintaman. I am 10 years

old. I live in Mansfield,. Ohio.
Dear President Reagan: I think child abuse is the biggest prob-

lem facing children today. These were the number of cases report-
ed in-Richland County in 1982: 115 cases of regular abuse, 6 cases
of sexual abuse, and 226" cases of negligence; 50 percent' of .the regu-
lar cases, 60 percent of the sexual abuse, and 90 percent of the neg-
ligence cases were proven.

The solutions of the county is: (1) counseling classes for parents;
(2) removal of children to foster homes; (3) adoption is used as a
last resort.

About 10 percent of Richland County families are involved.-Here
is what I think we can do about it.

One, have the parents go to a school that teaches them to try not
to abuse their children.
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Two, take the child away from the parents until they learn not
to abuse their children

Three, to make bettcr lawS to protect, children,
Four, pass out information to people so they can recognize child

abuse.
Five, neighborhood watch programs.
Six, have places or special help in schools for children.
Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
I hope the members of the committee are taking notes, given

what we have been charged by these children. [Laughter.] ;

STATEMENT OF DANIEL RUMEN, NIAHOPAC, N.Y.
Mr. BULLEN. Hi. My name is Daniel Bullen. I am, 10 years

old. I am from. IVIahopac, N.Y.
Dear Members of Congress: I think air pollution is a problem be-

cause all people have a right to clean air which they are not get-
ting. Air pollution can make people sick: It can also temporarily
block sunlight, killing the plants and leaves on trees.

I would-also-like something to-be done about- water- pollutionI
feel this way because all life is dependent on water, If all of our
water should become polluted, some of these things could happen.

No. 1, fish could die off, causing famine. Infected fish could harm
many people, if eaten.

No. 2, there would be no clean water to drink. Desperate' people .
would drink polluted water and get sicker.

No. 3, there would be no clean water to bathe in, so geniis could
make people sick. This may eventually contribute to the human
race slowly dying off.

Please do something about this by:
No. 1, acknowledging antipollution rules; and
No. 2, passing laws against pollution with stiff penalties and en-

forcing them.
Thank you for your attention.
Chairman MILLER. Daniel, thank you for your testimony. Your

Member of Congress is on this panel. Congressman Fish is from
your area of New York.

Mr. Fist'. I heard you. [Laughter.]
Chairman MILLER. Dan, we expect you to become the head of his

advisory committee on children, youth, and families.
Next.

STATEMENT OF COLLETTE LOCKWOOD, SCHURZ, NEV.
Miss LocKw000: Hi, I am going to be talking about the environ-

ment.
My name is Collette Lockwood. I am 12 years old. I was born and

raised in Schurz, Nev., and I am a member of the Paiute Tribes
The most serious problem on our reservation is pollution. Up-

tream users like farmers use pesticides, and the alkalai from their
fills drains back into our river. There used to be a large copper
mine upstream, and since it is no longer in use, waste may be seep-
ing into the river and drinking water. Plans are being proposed to
bring the old mining to a waste dump. This could add pollution to
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the water. Since we are the last users on the river, we need the
government's to test wells on the river for pollution. This might be
harming me, my people, and the livestock.

Also, our reservation is located near a naval bombing range. The
jets fly low over our homes. With all of the land around, why do
they have to go over the reservation? The sonic booms have an
effect on the people and the livestock.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF NIRMALAN NAGULENDRAN, CUMBERLAND, MI).
Mr. NAGULENDRAN. I am Nirmalan Nagulendran. I am 11 years

old, and I am from Cumberland, Md.
Ladies and gentlemen, Members of Congress, we are gathered

here to talk about the biggest problems facing children today in
this country and overseas4

Even though America is one of the world's richest countries, it
still has its share of poor people. These people are concentrated in
certain areas of the country such as the inner cities, Appalachia,
and American Indian Reservations;

Inner cities have problems such as drug addiction and 'unemploy-
ment. When parents are unemployed, they will not have enough
money to raise their children properly. In Appalachia, the major
problem seems to be a lack of shelter. Here, many people live in
abandoned buildings and one-room homes.

On the Pima Indian Reservations of Arizona, lack of water is the
main prol One can imagine the amount of difficulties these
children undergo every day.

Poverty in Third World countries is far different from poverty in
the United States. In developing countries, society as a wnole is
poor, and here children suffer from problems such as malnutrition,
inadequate health care, and a lack of. education.

I come from Sri Lanka, an island nation off the coast of India,
and I was there recently to visit my relatives. Here I saw many
shanties that were made of cardboard and .,had thatched roofs.
Many children were sleeping on the streets without adequate cloth-
ing. But Sri Lanka is getting better because of Save the Childre .

Thank you for listening to my presentation.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF GINA MORFINO, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF..
AND BONN, WEST GERMANY

Miss MORFINO. My name is Gina Morfino. I am 9 years old, and I
go to the Bonn American School in Bonn, Germany. I have been
asked to speak about Third World countries.

Since I lived in India for 3 years, I would like to mainly talk
about it. But before I do, I would like to mention the contents of
some of my classmates' letters. Honduras has a food shortage.
Often there is rice that cannot be delivered because of a lack of
truck parts and tires. Peru badly needs farm advisers, to teach
farMers how to better produce their- own products. And Somalia's
children lack school materials such as paper and pencils. Many
families in Ethiopia flood their homes because of droughts. They
live in straw huts and need blankets. Since English is taught in
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many Third World countries, discarded government schoolbooks
should be sent to schools who want, them there.

The children in India that I remember were poor and did not
look healthy. Most did not have any school at all, and when they
did, they were only for a couple of years. The mother of a class-
mate of mine from India wrote down some real needs of people in
New Delhi. Some of them are: money for basic school materials, as
well as schools and day care centers, medicine, used toys, and
clothing.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ALISON RATTISTELLA, MOUNT UNION, PA.
Miss BArrISTELLA. My name is Alison Battistella. I am 11 years

old, and I am representing Mount Union, Pa.
War frightens children because they feel helpless to do anything

about it. It interrupts our lives and our educations. War can also
take the lives of children. This is the worst of all. These children
that are killed have not had the opportunity to contribute to the
world yet. How many would-be great lives were snuffed out in con-
centration camps the world will never know. Although we c be
frightened and even killed by war, I think the world is the big loser
in war because of the talents of our children that may ne er be
used.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF-REED CLAXTON, WEST COVINA. C
Mr. CLAXTO1V. Members of the Select Committee o Children,

Youth, and Families, my name is 'Reed Claxton. I am 11 years- old
and from West Covina, Calif.

Children all over the country watch! the news on television. We
see and hear what is going on in our country and world. Some of
the things we see and hear-scare us. One of the five things that
concerns us most is atomic weapons. All of our lives we have had
to live in the atomic age. When we were little, we did not under-
stand what it was all about. Now we have learned what a nuclear
war would do to our world. I have seen the pictures of what a small
atomic bomb did in Japan in 1945. Today the world has many more
bombs' and much bigger ones. We need them just because we
cannot get along. We do not trust each other. We do not have
Christian love.

All of us children know an atomic war would be terrible. The ex-
plosion and the radiation would bring unbelievable suffering to
humans and animals. No one wants a nuclear war, and we children
want the world to beat these nuclear swords into plowshares.

We are worried a nuclear war might just happen. We know our
President and you Members of Congress are working hard to
reduce and do away with these terrible weapons. This is so very
important tr, us, first, because the world will be a safer place to
live; and second, because we would save lots and lots of money. --

I saw a, television program put on by World Vision that showed
how many people all over the world need food and health care.'
Jutt think how much we could help these people if we did not,have
to spend so much money on nuclear arms.
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So, please, please, for the sake of children all over the world keep
working on nuclear disarmament so that people all over the world
will find this a better place to live.

Yours in Christian love, Reed Claxton.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you,
Before proceeding further, -doyou Gerry or the members of the

committeehave a question of any member of the panel that you
would like to ask? Other panelists will speak to us soon and give us
their thoughts, but do you have.a question at this point.

Mr. SIKOSK. Are they going to have the same opportunity to
make the same presentation at the White House? Are you going to
be able to testify?

Mrs. BENTON. There is one young woman who is going to sort of
summarize what is in the letters, and then the letters will be pre-
sented at the White House, but not all of the children will be talk-
ing.

Mr. SKORSKI. I would encourage as many of them as possible to
read their letters.

Chairman MILLER, Congressman McKernan.
Mr..McKEer.im.r. Thank you.
Before we trove on I. wanted to make a couple of comments.
One, I ant pleased to see so many young people involved in, and

interested in, an issue so important to this country. I try to talk
about these issues, as some of you parents may do, with my son. He
norrwilly,says to me, Dad, that is more than i want to know about
the is Sue, Maybe if I learn from your presentation, to be as brief
and tq'the point as you have been, 1 will have better luck.

Two, I just want to make sure that all of you realize the reason .

that we are in Congress is because we are concerned abtiut the.
same issues. We are especially concerned about issues-that affect
chr .2ren and families. That is why we are on this committee.-

And, three, to leave you with one thoUght, and that is that you
can make a dfference, and you should stay involved in these
issues, and you should stay involved and interested in government
because there is going to come a time when you arP going to be
called upon to take our places in order to further have an impact
on these issues that you are talking about here today.

So consider today's hearing to be the beginning of your involve-
ment in these issues, because if you do not take an active and on-
going interest in these issues, in your later :,vears.,some of these
problems might not be solved.

Thank you.
Chairman M/LLER, Congressman Leland.
Mr. LELAND. I would like to thank you for your leadership on

this matter, Mr. Chairman., This-has probably been the most mind=
opening kind of hearing that I have been in since elected to Con-
gress. I am deeply moved by these young people, and I appreciate
the messages they have shared with us today. I thank them for re-
minding the Congress the reasons for ow' being here.

I am particularly interested in' the comments made by the young,
people who thought-we ought to be concerned, about young people
in the Third World. Though-outside the realm of this country, the
children indicated how much the Congress and our Nation can do
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to help other people. f think that this is absolutely incredible of
you, Mr. Chairman,-to bring these young people here today.

Chairman 'MILLER. Thank you.
Congresswoman Schroeder.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, I want all of you,-to-go home and run for

Congress. You are terrific. [Laughter.]
First of all, can I ask how many of you have both parents work-

ing? Could you just raise your hand?
[A show of hands.]
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Quite a few of you do. Are there any of you who

have a single parent family'?
A show of hands.]

Mrs., SCHROEDER. I want to know what 'happens to you after
-school. If both parents. are working what c do after school?

VOICE. Well, you can just wait for your parents. watch TV, or get
bored.

Mrs. SCHROEDER.- But it is quite a .long wait that everyone has -
before their parents get home?

VOICE. About 2 to i,-;ours.
Mrs. ScutonnEit. And there are a lot of kids in your neighbor-

hood that have the same problem?
VOICE. Most, of them only have one parent and they are working

because they have to work very long hours, so they have to make
their own dinners, maybe even go to bed before their parents even
get home. -

NIrs. Sciiomr.a. Maybe that is why you have such adult feelings
about these adult problems because you are having to act like .

adults.
Just another general question and you can just raise your hands.

Do you think the ideas you have heard reflect the views of other
kids that you know? Or is it that you are just terribly bright and
that is why you are here? How many think it reflects the other
kids dews? Are these the kind of things that you talk about among
your friends?:

]A show of hands.]
Mrs. SeintoEnkit. ri:.Ty. goods Well, I just want to commend you

aria I ±tank it has been marvelous. You are showing us how life has
change:.'- for children in America and that-you have some very pro,.
found thoughts. We all ought to listen to you a whole lot more.

Chairman .Mii.trat. Marge, as I understand it, some of the chil-
dren. who have not had a chance to testify would like to have a
chance to express ther,thoughts to the committee at the mike over
hero to their left, and we would certainly welcome that.

First of all, let me thank the two panels that did testify. I think
the concerns and statements you have made today have helped
bring about what was my fondest desire for today's hearing that is
to help make our first hearing a celebration of opportuOtyi,HThe
fact that you are thinking about these issues, some of theiTv.which
do not affect- you but-affect-other- children ..in_ Other. _parts or -the
world z-,nd other parts of the country and their families and their
fathers and mothers shoud help us focus on our job, expanding the
opportunities for America's childre:2.

If you would like to go over to the mike. I know some of you have
statements. Where is Dorothy? She was my companion earlier this

1.0
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morning. Dorothy has an ingenious plan for how we might rid the
world of war with a different kind of exchange with the Soviet
Union. Perhaps as we consider the freeze e.Lti arms reductions pro-
posals Dorothy's exchange proposal should be considered as well.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY ROYLE
Miss Rovi.E. My name is Dorothy Roy le and I am 11 years old,

and this morning I was on the Good Morning America Show, but I
consider the biggest problem facing the world's children today is
the threat of war.

And my solution would be to have a massive exchange program
between the United States and Russia so that we would be able to
get to know these people_- better because that is the only way that
we are going to stop this war. I mean, we cannot go and get these
people together and say OK, we will reduce our arms if you reduce
your arms. That does not work.

We have to get our people understanding each other and that is
how we are going to solve this problem. So I figure that people
would stay in each country fbr about 3 months so they get to know
these people. But the biggest point all would be that no country
would declare war on another countr::- where its own children were
living, [Applause.]

Mr. LELANo. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
Chairman MILLER. Sure.
Mr. LELAND. How old are you?
Miss Rovt.E. Eleven.
Mr. LELAND. You were on Good Morning America?
Miss RoYI.E. Yes.
Mr. LELAND. I understand Mr. Andropov invited you to .o

Russia this summer. Are you going?.-I'm sorry, I have mistaken you
for another yoking person.

Would you go to Russia?
Miss Royt.E. Would I go to Russia?
MI". LELAND. Yes, if you were invited.
Miss ROYCE. I would go to Russia. Well, because another thing

about this .1.--ould that your parentsdifferent schools would ex-
change and ye. darants would get to know the parents in the
other countries, .111Ce 1,4.e have these phones that you pay $9.49 and
you can call long distahce to Russia or something.

You would be able to call these families and keep in touch with
theSe families, so that the Russian child that was coming to iivc in
your family would really know your parents very well and you
would really know theparents. of the other country very Well. So
yes,- if I really knew the parents very well, yes, I would go over to
Russia.

.Mr. LELAND. Well, I hope you tell the President that.
Chairman MILLER. Who is next?'

STATEMENT .OF TARA HOVERMALE, BERKELEY SPRINGS, W. VA.
Miss IiovElimALE. My name Tara overmale. I am 10 years

old and I came from Berkeley Springs, W. Va.
I think that divorce is also a big proble facing children today,

because in my class alone 10 of our 21 stu ents come from broken
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homes, 6 children with their mother and stepfather. Two children
live with both parents but have stepbrothers 'living and sisters
living with them.

Grie child 'ives with grandparents. One child lives with their
father who adopted her while he was married to her natural
mother and a stepmother.

I think that this problem could be solved if parents would try to
work-out -their-problems-or-think of the children instead of them-
selves.

Chairman MILLER. Who is next?
VOICE. I think the worst problem is child abuse because it is the

root of other problems like street gangs and crimes'becatise they
have nowhere else to turn, so they go into the streets, and my solu-
tion would be to have shelters where children could go for counsel-
ing and parents, because the parents are the ones who really need
the help, because they are beating their own kids.

They have to have some basic problern and we ought to have,
more foster home programs for kids and places where parents
could go to recuperate.

Chairman MILLER. Your Congressman is right here.
VolcF. Well, why do we need bombs because what do you use

bombs for but violence, and if you want a peaceful world, why do
you make, bombs? If you kill everybody, then there is not going to
be anybody left. So if we want a peaceful world, why don't we
maybe put all the bombs in an empty attic and lock the door, or do
something that makes it so that the bombs, so you do not have the
feeling that you want to use the bombs.

Like if you could put the President or the leaders of the coun-
tries that disagree in front of a chess table and they could play a
game of,ciiess and whoever wins, wins, instead of having everybody
killed. Maybe the people who disagree on the subject, if they are
wanting to have a war over it, and then those people are going to.
be killed because somebody else wants towell, not wants to,but
disagrees with somebody else and then they want to have a war.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Is she from Hubert Humplicey's Minnesota or not?
[Laughter.)

STATEMENT OF NOEL GREEN, WASHINGTON, D.c.
Mr. GF.E.,N. My name is Noel Green and I represent Washington,

D.C. My )1 committee" studied the problem of poor health care
of child! In the United States and undeveloped countries. We
learned mat poor health is a product of many causesunsanitary

conditions such as the absence of waste Ad sewage disposal
systems, too few doCtors, hospitals and medicines, and ,7.i.:111 infant

rnertality.----..
For example, in some poor countries, percent of all children

born today live less th,, 60 years; 16 percent are undernourished,
4 I percent are without ',..(iei:;;Iii-S'areWate.r; 12 -percenthave inef-.
fective medical care.

My school hag-proposed some solutions to these problemsmone-
tary and technical assistance and proper waste and sewage disposal
systems, medical care facilities, medical schools and medicines, pre-
natal and preventive health care.
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Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Someone must be here from Maryland. Which

one of yo- wants to speak?
VOICE eading]. I think the biggest problem facing :children is

hunger. 1 also have some solutions he.-e with me. One is to teach
them how to donate food. We need send volunteers to other
countries to teach them how to grow crops and show then: how to
build shelters.

Chairman MILLER. Did we have some students from Virginia?
Mrs. BENTON. Yes. Here is young man who wants to read a

poem.
Chairman MILLER. Here is a -,young man who is going to read the

committee a poem and I think because of time this will end it up. I
understand it is also your birthday, is that correct?

Mrs. BENToN. Yes, that is correct. He is my neighbor from Illi-
nois.

Chairman MILLER. OK, go ahead.
VOICE.

I -Nottld like to live for a long, long time.
'That I might sf...e the world open wide,
Full of advantages for every child to enjoy.
There are so many.problems,
Not so many facing us but facing other children
Hunger, war, poverty, prejudice, divorce,
Pollution, drugs, poor health care, child abuse

- And poor education. These problems did not start today.
They will not go away tomorrow.
I feel sad for children everywhere, but there is hope.
It would not hurt to say -111 help a child today."
I'd like to live for a long, long time,
That I might see the world open wide,
Full of advantages for every child to enjoy.

[Applause.]
Chairman MILLER Well, thank you very much. Will the young

lady seated at the table please proceed. . .

-'VoicE. 1 think the biggest problem facing the world's children .,

today is education. Education, I believe, is the problem because it is .."
the key to all other problems, like unemployment and poor food !
and water and poor health care and lack of medical supplies.

If-we could educate people, they would learn how to recogniie .

water and how not to drink polluted water. They could grow theii
own food, fish, hunt, and build traps, if we educay6d them, and we
could send teachers down there to teach thepf how to do these
things. and then they could tel:ch other peopy in the villages, and
tiley could teach even moil! people. . .

We could raise the money'by, like taking $1- off from everybody's
income tax and then make it tax deductible, and that would give
enough money. [Laughter.]

.

That would give enough moneytohave_enough money and- teach-- ---
ers, for 'the supplies, .and people needed in other countries as well
as in ours.

Chairman _MILLER. Thank you. There's one more young person
I'd like to hear from.
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STATEMENT (IF' ANGELA BLOCKER. ALIQUIPPA. PA.
Miss BLOiKER. Hello. My name is Angela Blocker, and.I am 9

years old and I live in Aliquippa, Pa.
In our` town over 65 percent of the steel mill workers have been

laid off and in o.ir section of western Pennsylvania dozens of fac-
tories and mills have been ltdown. We have to have food banks
and free meals served.

Health problems are developing because people have lost their
hospital hmiefits or do not have money to go to the doctor. Child
abuse and other family problems are increasing because people are
laid off and they have a lot of anger inside. Parent§ are worried
and upset, so when they cannot pay their bills they take it out on
their children.

'Here is what can be done about unemployment. One, try to get
milfkand plants working again. Two, set up job retraining pro
gram t. Three, make laws to cut down on the use of foreign prod-
ucts to give Americans more jobs. Things are really critical. If we
did not have free lunches and free breakfasts, many of the children -.
in my school would go to,bed hungry at night.

The problem of .unemployment must be tackled immediately.
Thank you. [Applause.]

Chairman Mu.t.Ett. For those of you 11.3 could not see, that was
not being read. That statement was coming from the heart.

Congressman Marriott.
Mr. Mmuuorr. George, we have two people here who have come

all the way from Guam and maybe they could stand up and take a
1 Av.

Chairman-MtEEEk. You came from Guam?
VOICE. Yes.
Chairrrian-MmEEE. Do-you- have anything-you-would-like-to--sayT '-

You came all this distance. You came further than the sun santq,
this morning. [Laughter.)

VorcE. Really. I do not have much to say.
Chairman MILLER. I understand.
Thank you very much for coming all that way. One more state-

ment.
Miss MortiNo. I think you should think of teaching as a' high

profession because most people want to be teachers. if you encour-
age them to, and that is all I have to say.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. The Congress just started down
that road, finally recognizing the importance at least of math and.
science teachers.

Anything else?
Mr. Mionuorr. George, 'whenever Congressmen start feeling im-.

portant .grid know they cannot be replaced. I know of about' 100
kids-who could step in nicely today. Each of you are w-ry impor-
tant, and each of you have good reason to be very proud.: You have
a lot to offer.

We as a committee are very proud of you. We salute We.
salute your organization. Good luck -lo all of you. [Applaut,e1

Ch iirrnan MILLER. Thank you very much all of and thank
you fa sitting here so long. You were great. You were wonderful.
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The committee will stand in adjournment until 1:30, when we
will have the next panel.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 1:30 p.m., the same day.] .

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman MILLER. The committee will reconvene and our first
witness this afternoon will be Mr. Bruce Chapman, who is the Di-
rector of the U.S. Census Bureau. Please identify for the reporter
the other people at the table. Your statement, if you have a written
statement, will be put in the record in its entirety and feel free to
proceed as you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE CHAPMAN. DIRECTOR, U.S. CENSUS
BUREAU. ACCOMPANIED CY GORDON GIZEEN, ASSISTANT
CHIEF. POPULATION DIVISION. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU AND
JAMES WEED. CHIEF, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY STATISTICS
BRANCII, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
Mr. CI-1AolAN. Thank you. I would like to introduce at this time

Mr. Gordon Green, who is the Assistant Chief of our, Population Di-
vision the Census dureau, and M. James Weed, ,'ho is the
Chief our Marriage and FP,mily Statistics Branch a. .ne Census
Burea.L.

We have written testimony that gill submit for the record. At
this 'time, Mr. Chau-;san, we have some grap. l do not knOw if
you can see them frog:, where you are sittin-4., but -,ve also have in-
dividual copiecs of the graphs, I believe, in fro!:`..- of you. I might say
there are copies for other people who might be 21.1terested and I will
just put them up here. Mr. Green will go through the charts with
us.

What we would like to do here before you, Mr. Chairman,,-is ex-
amine the consequences of the changing family composition in this
country. I think one could say in summary of it that there has
been a lot of talk about social issues and a lot, of talk about eco-
.nomic issues in our time, and the place where they meet is this
matter of family compositon and the subject of poverty.

We are seeing. as you know, a very steep rise over the past dozen
years in the rate of mat riage dissolutions from divorce and from
separation. We are also seeing a prediction now from the Census
Bureau that half of all current marriages will likely end in divorce
if present rates,of marital dissolution continue.

We also see that in the past number of years there has been a
decline in the remar .4age rate. That is to say, after people get di-
vorced they are less .3liely now to get remarried than they were in
the past. There has been a decline of 30 .percent in, those remar-
riage to.tclivorzej women aged 25 to 44 years.

. Anothe: know about, he sitlation is that the number of
births has gone up _.L least in terms of the propor-
tion of all in this chart, we see that the proportion of chil-
dren born Wedlock,wh:ch is very different but rising in both
black .and white categories, has gone from 2' percent in 1960 to 9
percent in i979 for whites, and from 22 percent in 1960 to 55 per-
cent in 1979 for the blacks.
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As I say. this is not a numerical trend because it plays against a
decline generally in births in this country, but-it is a proportional
trend, a rising proportion pf all births in this country.

Four out of ten out-of-wedlock births are to teenagers in Amer-
ica. There are a great many consequences which you can speculate
about as well as I, but one of them that, according to Dr. -Marvin
Wolfgang of the University of Pennsylvania, this may influence the
crime rate in years to come.

Taking these factorsincreased divorce rate, increased separa-
tion, increased proportion of births out of wedlockwe see, not sur-
prisingly. a huge ,increase in the families maintained by women
with no husband present. you notice, again there is a disparity
between the races. but it is up in both categories, from 9 percent in
1960 to 12 percent in 1980 for whites, and from 22 percent in 1960
to 40 percent of all families among the

When we look at these families, what do we know antitiL their
lives? We know that for all farnilies, of course, the raising
children is high and it is rising. A Bureau of Labor Statistics study
recently showed that 67 percent more income is needed to raise
two children than none and, of course, when.you are talking about
that kind of increased burden, it is especially hard for the -.:ngle
parent.

Another thing we know abort these particular families that ,,Ire
maintained by females, only about 35 percent of them are getting
child support '-rom the father. It is no wonder, then, that some 50
percent of such families get one form or-another of public assist-
ance.

in this particular chart you can see that participation in Govern-
ment transfer programs varies by sex. It is much higher for female

-maintained families than for male maintained families. Collective-
ly, over 50 percent of families maintained by worr-n are, in one
forrn or another, on Putlic assistance.

So the high rate of female. family householder participation does
lead, in fact, larger expenditures for poverty programs as the
number of these families maintained by women increases.

I might say that this phenomenon seems to operate somewhat
apart from economic conditions generally, and this,. of course, .as
tremendous conse,.ater-es because it says that even as the economy
improves we do 1,-;.cessarily see an improvement for these fami-
lies, that their con,tion operates somewhat outside of other eco--
nomic conditions.

This is a proto.-r time, then, to move into the murky but very im-
portant question of t4 measurement of poverty. What do we mean
by poverty?-We th, '- the size of the official poverty popula-
tion increa: d fr -to 1980 by some million; and yet this
was the same, pe. of time in which spending on poverty in-
creased sharply a- Federal level.

At the bottom o: chart you see the increase in of pover-
ty: It ends -in 1980 on that chart, but we know that in 1981 it alSo

. increased in totz,.-.1 numbers, and -a-the top, as, you see, for the
same period there was a sharp increase in the amount of spending.

However, during the past few decades the natatre of Government
transfer benefits haj changed. Whereas, la 1:%. two-.hirdS. of all
the dollars that we're spent on trarts;- paymeni. were in the 'form
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of cash payments of various kinds, by 1980 two-thirds of all the dol-
lars spent were in noncash payments such as food stamps, public
-hoUsirg. and supplements, and so firth. Moreover, the total volume

. of benefits was much larger in 1980 than in 1965:
Now what is interesting here is that the official poverty figures

do not count in-kind payments, so that the entire red category
shown at the top of the chart, which has increased most rapidly, is
not included in the official er':imates of poverty in this country.
Yet, of course, these official poverty figures are what matter in
many people's eyes.

Recently the Census Bureau did a study which .Thowed the result
of including noncash or in-kind benefits in measuring po---erty in
this country. As you see, if only cash income is included in ..-he de-
termination of poverty, the poverty rate was 11.1 percent in 1979.
If, however, food, housing, and medical benefits were also counted
at their full market value, t.1-e poverty rate-would be reduced to 6.4
percent.

There is a lot of controversy, of course, over how one might
measure those benefits, w: ether they should be at the market
value or some other value. So we 'need to look at the question cf
the measurement of poverty when we think about this subject.

By the same token, we need to look at the role of family stability
if we want to understand the changing dynamics of the poverty
population and, for that matter, the composition of poverty itself.
There has been a huge increase, as I said, in female - maintained
families, which in turn has changed the basic composition of the
poverty population.

As au see, the percent of families in poverty maintained by a
woman has gone up very steeply, from 24 percent in 1960 to 48 per-
cent in 19 o. As a matter of fact, the change has been so dramatic
that if you look at full-time workers in poverty there was a very
low poverty rate and, in fact, the (1111-time workers that are 'listed
in poverty are largely a function of large family size.

And it is safe to say that if it were not for the large increase in
single-parent families, poverty would be a smaller problem,than it
is now in America: Flow much difference the family composition
makes in poverty levels is shown in this next chart.

In this next chart yd'u see that in 1970 we published a povertoy
rat's for whites OLS....percent. In 1980, it was also 8 percent. But if

. we ,,,,ere to use the same demographic profile in terms of family
composition that existd in 1970the same proportion of families
maintained by woman and so forth, and held everything else con-
stant- -then the poVerty rate f,;r, w.ites would have been 5.9 per-
cent in 1980,

The change is also very dramatic when you look at the black
population in the same way. The poverty rate for blacks was 29:5
percent in 1970, whereas in 1930, it was 28.9 percentactually a
small &ine in the, adjust.official rate. But if you were to adjusfor

.. changes in family composition that have taken place in that decade
it would have been only, about 19.9 percent in 1980.

Well, one of the things that this tells us iS that the official rates
aml the official picture which pulls all families together ,changes
or, rather, 'masks the real progress that was made during that
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decade by intact families. Families that had two parents 'Id much
better financially.

What conclusion can we draw from this? Well, poverty is increas-
ingly a function of family composition rather than economic condi-
tions alone. And obviously the data that we presented here today
raise the question of the future of children in our society and how
their interests are haadled.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
;The prepared statement of Bruce Chapman follows:]

PREPARI- to STATEMENT OF BRUCE CHAPMAN. thitem-ott, BettEatt OF THE CENSUS

INTRODUCTION

the la-st two deCades it has become increasingly common for both husbands and
wives to be employed outside the home: Wives typical!y work before bearing chil-
dren, and increasing numbeis also continue to work during and after their pregnan-
cies. Their work may be prompted by their own emerging career interests as a
result of increased education. or by rising wages and expanding job opportunities for
women, :Ls they seek to maintain or increase the family's standard of living in the
face of inflation or economic uncertainty. During the last 20' years more and more
couples have also been ending their marriages in divorce, with each person main-
taining a separate household. Deorced women who -maintain their own households
are vmv likely to work outside the home. Even if they work, their household income
is usually onsidetably reduced from the level that they experienced as-married
women. and consequentlyemany divorced women may qualify for public benefits de-
signed to assist the needy.

These recent trends have given rise to frequent expressions of cefteern for th;,
demise of the family its.the fundamental institutKin in American society. Almost as
frequently. one may hear counterclaims exprfasing satisfaction with certain social
changes that may be producing more equitable or more enlightened family relation-
ships. it is very difficult to weigh the pros and cons of all the changes taking place
in society, but for a variety of policy and program reasons. both public and private,
the:, idThrt to qualitatively evaluate the impact of change' continues to be made. An
important element of this enterprise-is the gathering and analysis of relevant data
regarding as mei.y faceti of family life as possible. The topics selected for discussion
me intended To tIrt her this effort.

MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND FAMILY STRUCTURE

In the last ten to twenty years, dramatic changes have taken place in the specific
kinds of s&xial behavior that demogreOlically contribute to the process :at family for-
mation. Fertility has declined to historically low levels. During the mid-1970's, the
fertility. of American women was at a rate that vould result in about la." children by
7he end of their childbearing years. a level approximately one-half that recorded

-inn; the peek of the baby boom in the 1950's. In :iddition, marriage: rates, have
en. while out-of wedlock births and divorce have risen.' These trends have pro-

.. ed significant eh:mays ie family structure. The following; summarizes recent
clianees Iii marriAge. divorce, and family structure. as a basis for the discussion of
ti., ',hanging sta.-as of families.

MARRIAGE Mili7NDS AND PIFFERENTIALS

In 1979 there were more marriages performed in the United States (2.331,3:371
than in ;my previous year. In fact, the 1975! total exceeded fte the first time the
Kier all -time record of 2,291,01, marriages performed in l',.146 at close of World
War II. The 11:111011:11 marriage tatals for 1980. 19s,l, and 1982 Were even higher, pro-
visionally estimated at 2,-I1:1,000, 2,438,000, and 2,495.000, respectively.

Although the United States is now experiencing record numbers of marriages,
this does not necessarily mean that Americans are any more inclined to be the
marrying I-.ind" today than they have been in the past, despite suggestions el.ong.

'hese 'Plea in the press. The inarrlage total may very well be at record levels.. but
increasirig proportions of these marriage :3 are remarriages for the brides or groom];

Although recent statistic suggest that the cl:-Yorre rate may have dipped, it remain--; to
h urn whet!: thIK IS the beeiriHng of a rem trend.
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or both, as a result of high rates. According to the latest data published by
the National Center for Health Statistics NCHS) for the Marriage Registration
Area 2 I only about 68 percent of the brides in the MRA in 1979 were marry-
ing for the first tizee as compared with 77 percent in 1969. In other words, the na-
tional marriage total i' now larger than i- would be if the divorce rate were 1- Per
and there were fewer n!marriages. in additien, the national marriage total fop
;mutable would have been larger by more than a half million marriages the un-
married population in 1979 had married at the same rates (that. is, with the sane
propensity) that occurred in 1969.

Indeed, the marriage rate for 1979 was lower than the rate' for any other year
since 1940. During the last four decades, the highest rate was recorded in the very
atypical year of 1946: 11Si marriages per 1,04_)() unmarried women IS years and
over, In the last 21' years the highest rate occurred in 1969_ Since that time the f ate
declined y year_ dropping by 20 percent from S0.0 marriages per 1,000 unmar-
ried women in 1969 to 63.6 in 1979. the most recent year for which such rates are
aveileble -om NCIIS.

Figures eitblished for the MRA demonstrate tiie changes that have occurred over
the last decade in 3 he- propensity to marry among certain subgroups of the popula-
tion Most striking are the declines in first-marriage rates for young men and
women,. Specificellv, the first-marriage rate for women aged 18 and 19 declined 43
percent between 1969 and 1979. In the same 10-year period the rate for women aged
20 to 24 years declined 48 percent and the rate for women 25 to 29 years declined 29
percent Figure it Firstmarriage rates for men in these same three age groups de-
clined 44 percent. 17 percent, and 39 percent, respectively, between 194,19 and 1979.

The effect of these recently declining marriage ratea can be seen in the percent of
the population in various age groups that have never been married. Table 1 shows
for women the percent never married in 1960, 1970, and 1981. In the two periods of
1960-70 and 1970-S1, similar increases occurred in the percent never married for.
women ag&I 18 and 19 years. However. for the age group 25 to 29 years, the percent
never married did not change between 1960 and 1970, and then more than dcubled
between 1970 and 1981. In 1960, 1 out of 10 women aged 25 to 29 years had never
been married; today that figure is I out of 5.

In general, Black women have significantly higher proportions never married
than do White women. For example, in 1981 the proportion of Black women aged 30
to 34 Years who had never married was more than double the corresponding prapor-
tion for White women. Indeed, the differential between White and Black women
seems to be increasing in most age groups showy: in Table 1.

Cloeely retatte1 to this postponement or foregoing of marriage is the phenomenon
of nonmarital fertility. In general, the longer a woman remains single during her
fecund years, the greater is the probability of her ever having an -out-of-wedlock
hint); Of the ,.5 million ...hildren born in 1979, 17 percent (approximately 601000)
were ?morn to unmarried women, up from 11 percent (or 400,0(."-)i in 1970. Among
-White children the proportion increased from 6 percent born me .of-wedlock in 1970
f 9 percent in 1979, whil among Black children the proportie :, increased from 38
teecent in 197e ei 55 percept in 1979. Four out of every ten out-of-wedlock births in
1979 were to teenage womie. a group whisk is unlikely to have adequate incomes or
job prospects. The increase) it, out-of-wedlock births, from 400.0(10 in 1970 to 600.000
in 1979. is not the result of an increased rate of child bearing among unmarried
-women. but rather. an increase in the number of unmarried women who could po-
tentially have an eut-of-wedlock birth

DIVVRCE TRENDS ANI) DIFFERENTIMS

The increase in the divorce ran over the last 15 years is probably more widely
kno" e than the decline in marriage. Between 1965 and 1979 the divorce rate in-
cree-ed by 115 percent, from 10.6 per 1,000 married women aged 15 and over te 22.8
per 1,1)00. A rate of 22.8 per 1,000 may appear to be not particularity large, but when
the annual rirt: is "compounded- over time;the impact of today s period (annual)
divorce rates can be' most striking. Figure 2 demiinstrates the rising tide of divorce
from the perspective of annual marriage cohorts (that is, all marriages performed in
a giv.Pn year) from 19511 to 1977 For example, by the end of 1977, when the 1.5 mil-
lion ma- riages in the cohort or 1952 would have celebrated their 25th wedding anni-
versar. fully 29 percent of the couples in the cohort had dissolved their marriages
by divorce,

In 1979. the marriage registration a -.11 included 42 Stati?s: plus the Dist rii-t of Columbia.
Each of these reporting areas provided copies of marriage certificates to NCHS annually.
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Wita ;mi-,-;:tt. that rn.,,re. rtLvnt ha-ie
fared flo ktt.-)r. and mast kilt will end up firing wurs than earlier cohorts Of
the rn.irriages performed in 1957. about 29 1..krceriZ. had ended in divor,...e by 1977,
their 'would-be annive.<ery. By. 1977, divorce had disrupted ab:nit 30 percent of
the 'L'.));2 c.,,,h,:rt and 2s) percent of the 1957 cohort. before their 15th and Birth anni-

Th)..s almost eclual proportionsroughly :3 out of
1f377 each of the-se cohorts. That is, each s,:cceeding cjhori.

had :}7,..d the proportion at a shorter dune i.;rt of marrih...)..:4.
on the divorce experience of these coboris will not known for

marry But if 'a. 4,,attern of divorce rates should continue into the
fillUre. an m,li .)i)t..tif of the cohort WOU/d experience divorce, for a total of

per:.eni The cohorts of 19-7,7, 1902. and 1967 would have, resp::ctively. another 6,
1)'. and '7 percent of their mar-aages ended by divorce. If th rrent pattern of
duratfon divcr;.e rates in the future, it is ; dfle that hAfof.
in-r re, -of m arriage cohorts could end in divorce.

A t of marital disru,.)tion is the divorce ratio. wht eh.: relate, ';;.e number
)1vr-,.esi persons to the number of currently rtvirried per!,-,.;os tWi7'

present, Table 2 shows differentials ;n the divorce ratio by ,:ex. race. at.
Spay),h far points of time ,, he last two decades. For exampl,
271,31g 13'.ick vv.),nen ail there weie 2s9 o were divorced fat every 1.000 who
.ser wt:,h husband pre...sent. The dh.gce ratio for Black women was ri:lore

&A./4,- the ratio for White women. Moreover. the race differential has widened
-4oics oier the iast 21) years.'

mar ,rity couples that experience marital disruption go on 'o terminate their
r...irrhig 171 .1 legal divorce. In some cases, however. the coupli, may not seek an

divrt-e. but choose instead remain separated for ;i.n indefinite period.
.111, i-,1-Carie there has been a -,7!ramatic increase in the 1..rcent of ever-mar.

ged 27, to 11 who are orced or separated. Spe)..itically. for White
wOMen 14,cvnt divorced cr separi.ed incread only from 5 to 7 percent be-
tv.t-!1 and 1!)711. and then .)y!") percent in 1941 14 percent were sepa-
ratit ;loci 11 per,-nt a. (By, -red) The lc-ye' of divorce and s,pata4iiin is much

itla-rk women. for )Ahern the percentage increased from 1111 percent in 1949)
2.", }!: H.-. and -19 pt dent in 19s1 ) 21 per cent were separates! and IS

percent were de,or:,:ed,

Ilf".;!;(:ES IN FAMILY

Dormg the period fr .q11 1970 1.(: 1`": the number of families' in the United States
fn.:teased by 17 percent. ris.)g front 51 6 million to 693 million !Table :3). Married-
couple honilies accounted ter a little rnore than half of the i4.7 million increase in
f'annhes. although the nmhr-of married- couple familie-) with own children under

1.,,,;irs ,)f age actually delired n 6 million. This change reflects the low levels
,1 fertility erotarrint in the 1970's Compared with married-couple f:iroilis,. proper

larger train' occurred for farrHios maintained by a man or woman with no
spom.$) present. and even Mt-gel i.):)ins were vtverienced by singleliarvot farmle)s
gererallv reflecting' high levels of separetion and divorce)'

a r. -rill such trends in family composition, married-couple families corn-
pr.d percent of .13 families in 19s1 (compared m t 7 prcent in 19704, while mar-
ried c,)iple families with own children comprised only .1'. per-rot (vs. 7.41 percent in
i47)). Meanwhile. single)-parnt families ma:ntar nod by a w.m. m comprised about'.!
per,erh 19s1, compared teli per' ent ir, 1970.

Of the three, rare -limn groups shown in :I, only the famila ..ith a house-
iltdr .(4 Spanish ..higin experienced an incre,)se between 1970 and 19;'q in the
m.mb;- ntarriedomple families with own children. in 1111 more than half of all
families ,)1. Spanish origin were married couples with own children. Such families
cempned about :t1 percent of all Black families and -12 percent of all fami-
lies In -.Isl. tanoli.' maintained by a female householder with no husband present,
comprised 1 (All of 10 White families. 4 out of Ill Black families. and 2 out of 1(f
families of Spanish origin

`Th.- divorc.- ratio is affected by cbange.4 in remarriage :L.4 well 4...4 in divorce. because the pc*
III:wan if persons irwreass iii, couples di..orce and declines pet persons remarry. Hence,
race difloe,-icos ro the divorce ratio also reflect rare differentiak in remarriaFe

A
-

group of two or ifriri. pcn.onti ,pne of whim rnairlairrs the hots -hold. i is the
related by birth. marriage. or adoption and residit,... '''-'r Single parent fami

h.ive Itch:i tree pre,ent
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"ernang ibere was cerveateral-Ast increase between 1/470 and 1381 in
tie percent of families with own children maintained by a men with no wife
present.

FAMILY INCOME AND P( ",'FRTYTRENDS AND DIFFERENTLALS IN FAMILY INCOM.:

The trend in median fan. :ly income since 1947 Es shown in Table 4. In current
dollars. the median inceane of all families has increased every year, in the last
decade. including a 7 percent increase between 1979 and 1980. However, as a result
of inflation, there has been very little change since 1970 in median family income_
w:ien ,ea-re esed in constant A1980) dollars (Table 5). Indeed, there was less than I
dollars difference) between the real median family incomes of 1970 and 1980. Be-
tween 11(79 and nei).0 the average American family experienced 3 significant decline
of 5 -percent :n real income- as the result of a 14.2 percent increase in consurner.
price, According to a recent Census Bureau report, -This represent, the first stane-
fically significant annual decline in real median familY income since 1974-75 and
the largest decline recorded in the poet-World War II per al" In 19ad the median
income for White fan-ailed was $21,94)4, compared with .1.1-2.674 for Black families
and $13.716 for Spanish-origin families All three groups experienced significant. de-
clime; in i9g0, but the rates ef change were not significantly different. among the
three groups

Fart of the difference between the median incomes of Black and White families
can Is traced to income differentials by family type and to the race differential in
fanicly corroxeatinn Among all families, the 1980 median income of families with a

householuer trio husband present) was $10,468, about 45 percent of the
rimilian income for all married-couple families and 39 percent of the median income
for onarried-couple families with the iife ire, the paid labor force (Table 6). Among
faniclies with householders working year .round full time, families with a female,
householder Eno husband present) had a median income that was 58 percent of the
median income for married-couple families. In conjunction with these facts. Table fi .

shows that in i981, families maintained by a female householder with no husband
present reercdented a much heater proportion of Black families (42 percent) than of
White families 412 percent). Thus, one could expect considerable difference in over-
all median family income between the two race groups on the basis of differentials
in family composition.

Family cenmosition differentials cannot account for the total income difference
between races however. To :11ustrate, compare the raedian incomes for White and
Blact married-couple families with wife.- in the paid labor force ($27,238 and $22,795.
reseetively). In fact, there is more than $6,000 d fference between the median in-
come's of Black and White married-couple families with the wife riot in t. paid
labor force, whe her or not the householder works year round full time Other fac-
n;rs such as education, occupation, and residence may also contribute to differences
in income haiween races.

TRFN rIS AND DIFFELIENTIALS IN FAMILY POVERTY

thm way to make tr_ erne-type conmar .:tons among various subgroups is to use the
pea erty !low ariaanto ei dication, according to which families (and unrelated indi-
sada ds) are classified , being above or below the poverty level Using poverty
thrl-,,totcl,. that is, ooveri., cutoff levels Based olely on money income. the) poverty
clasac!icateal in effect controls fer family size and composition; also. the 'thresholds
are adjusted for inflation each year using the Consumer Price Index. Thus, in 1980
the average- poverty threshold for a nonfarm family of four was $8.41-1, about 13.5
percent higher than the 1979 threshold of $7,412.

Figure :1 shows the time series for families, below the fieverty level seice 1959. Be-
!--evi 11;59 and 19)0 there was relatively little change in the nonaal number of
tserilles with female householder Ino husband present) below the poverty level. But
since I:)69, there has been a distinctly upward trend in the number of poor families
,naintained by women. On contrast, the number of all other families below the pov-
erty level declined rapidly lined about 1969. and then flocturted for a decade. P-oils
married-coupied families are familien with a female householder (no husband
present) experience' ll significant increases in the number below the poverty level be-
tween 1979 and 19au. In recent yearsabout -awe-half of a41 families-below-the pover-
ty level were maintained by women with no husband preseral. This is in sharp con-
trast with the early 1960'. when 1 out of 4 families below the poverty level were
maintained by women with no husband present.

Table 7 pros-ides further detaile on changes in the dis tribution of families below
the poveity level by race and Spanish origin of the householder. In 1959, families
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with . hu.skind present I trade up DJ percent of all White
families below the poverty level and :.10 percent of all Black families below the pov-
erty level- By 19e0 this difference widened, as poor families rrei:ntained by women
Brew to comprise :h percent of a:I peter White families and 71 percent of all poor
Black beinilies. Moreover. 44 percent or all poor families tneintained by female
with re) husband present had a Black ieeuseholder in both 1.973 and 19;0. fei7e.iom-
pared 'l9 percent in 1959. Among all poor families with a householder of Spans
ieh orig.:. less than half were maintained by a woman with no hasband present in
the years 1973-S02the period for which data are availab:

Family poverty rates are shown in Table 8 race and Spanish origin. The pover-
ty rate is the prcent:4. i(( of families for persores) in- e2 given group that is classified as
beieg below the puvertv tie!. Thus. in 1959. almost 43 percent of all families with
female householders no husband present) were below the povc-rty level established
fer that y';!r. The poverty rate v.-as 35 percent of such families with a White house-
holder anti (.:( eercen: for those with a Black householder. In comparison, the 193t
poverty rate for all other families was 1:i percent for famil:es with a White hoeee-
aeiger and -1:1 eercent fur those with a Black householder.

It can be seen in Table e that H '"-.1 the poverty rate }lee' dropped considerably
for each race and family group' tied above. Although the decline generally
has been much slower in the la,. ee the poverty rate of families maintained by
women, no husband present) did 1 a its lowest point over ea 20-year period in 1979
for White :eel Black families, and he lowest point since 1973- for Spanish-origin.
farrelies (the earliest year for which data are available'. In 1980, however there was

eignificant incretee the poverty rate for meet groups shown in Table 8; this
increase accompanied he 1980 drop in real median income discussed in the last sec-
tion.

Some rather strikinet poverty-rate differentials are shown in Table 9. Among all
types of farmia. the .poverty rate in 1950 was lowest for White families with no
related children untie:- iS if percent) and highest for Black lam: with five or
mere related children 70 -percent). In each race or ethnic group, zee novertv rate
rose rapidly with each additional -child present in the family. As expected, poverty
rates were censiderabLv higher in each subgroup foe families maintained by a
,eornan with no husband present; indeed. 9 out of 10 each families maintained by a
Black woman with five or more related children were "(doe: the poverty level.

There is also a tendency for families below the pc rty level to have a somewhat
Berger ;Lverag, sire than the total of all families combined. In 1950, the largest aver-
age silt, among the groups shown in Table 10 occurred for Spanish-origin families
below the poverty ;eeel-

Till.: EFFECTS OF CIIANGINC FAMILY COMPOSITION ON INCO!%1F POVERTY

The increasing proportion of families maintained by wome 'las undoubtedly af-
fected overall income ard poverty levels. since such families tend to be a relatively
low-income group. The Burt-au of the Census conducted a special study to measure
the leer. of changes in family composition on income and poverty levels. 3 This
irealysis de{ not male.' adjustments for other factors thatare correlated with income,
such occupation, education. and residence. in this study, income and poverty sta-
tistics were re-calculated for 19Sft assuming that family composition and age struc-
ture had remained the same as in 1970. These statistics livere then compared to pub-
lished statistics for 19ser to measure the effect of changes in family composition
durine the 1:2st decade ,ti income and poverty levels.

As wined be expectet the analysis suggested a significant correlation between
composition changes aid income and poverty levels. Moreover, the effect was

r fur Black families that.: for White families, since the former group experi-
nced mue lareee changes in family composition during the last decade. As shown
in Table le eojustunif fer'changes in family composition raises -.he growth of real
median income for White families from i to 3 percent during tie last decade. For
Black families, however, adjusting for family composition changes converts a 5 per-.
cent decline in real median family income during he decade to an 11-percent gain.
Tliese data suggest that. in the absence of chargers in family composition. the aver
age income of Black families would have increased-inure rapidly than the averaer
income of White families Changes in family composition have also had a significant
effect On poverty rates der Hg the last decade. As shown in Table, the adjusted poi
erty rate for Black familise is 19,9 in 1980, or 9 percentage points lower than the

U.S. Bureau of Census, Special Demographic Analyses. (3)1-3-80-7, "ChanOng Family Compo-
satior and Income Differentials.- t I,S. Government Printing Office, Wes;tington, D.C. 1982.
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PUbiiShed Jet:esti-4i petrty rote for White families is 5.-i' in 19k)).
f=4. r;:.,,, lower there the eeniisleed estimate. Thus, the relate...Ay

ai frequent eplittieg up of families through divorce and separation and the cre-
..a of more female householders in geneel have been closely associated with the

n.aintenarce of high official poverty rates for these groups.

HI11D-SUPPORT PAYMENTS

With the rapid rise in separation and divorce. the increase in the number of fami-
lies maintained by women with no husband present, and the relatively- low income

Gf such families, there ha ween growing inter-es:, an concern regarding the
adequacy or availobliiity of alternative resources for families with a female houe,e-
holder. in this section and the next, consideration will be given to several types
resources, some of which are of special importance to female family householders.
Claideupport payments, for example, constitute a potentially significant source of
income fie --i.parated or divorced women.

Of (be million ever-divorced, separted, or never-married American women who
in 1' nod children under 21 years of from an absent father, almost half Is
per=cent: were supposed to have received :support payments in 197S. while :lie
other -n percent had neither been awards- or had agreements for i.och payments
(Table 1:1(. (See below for percent which actually received payment Amot..., the
subgroup of these women who h. al incomes below the poverty level in 197S, less
than one third (30 percent) were supposed to receive child support payments in 1971 ,
and 62 percent had not been awarded payments.

There are important differences by race and ethnicity in the award of child sop-

!' port payments. Thus.. in 1978, 59 percent of ever-divorced, separated, or never-mar-
ried White women with children under 21 were se posed to receive payments, as
compared.with 22 percent of Black women- Among those women below the poverty
level, the percent of White woolen who were supposed to receive payments rtropped
to 42 percent. as compared with a much smaiier drop to 18 percent of Black women.
The comparable figures for women 4 Spanish origin fell Is twee::: those for White
and Black women.

Among those Women who were supposed to receive child. support payments in
197S. a somewhat larger proportion of White women (73 pert:tint! than Black women
(63 percent) actually received payments, but among women beiloW the poverty level.
the propeation of White women who actually received payments (58 percent/ was a
little smaller than for Black women 161 percent). Almost two-thirds of Spanish
orisein women who were supposed tp receive payments actually did so.

7.1 million -women who had children ender 21 years of age from an absent
fat/ .Te million 115 percent) acIuaity received some payments in 1978, and only
1,7 .. ..irn 124 perctnO received full payments. Of course, child support payments
were of considerable importance to those who received them. As table 14 shows,
income from child support represented about-one-fifth of the total -nean money
income for women who received payments in 1978.- regardless of rice or Spanish
origin In comparison with the $ S.9-1-0 mean total money income of women who re-
ceived payments. those women who were awardtitfbut did not receive payments in
1975 had a mean total income of il:6,2211; even lower was the mean income of women
who were not awarded payments 4$4,5 -10/. Among women with incomes he low the
pewerty level who rteeived child support payments in 197(i such payments t istitit-
ed about ors thin/ of their tout! income n 1978.

in summary, of the 7.1 wor-,9-1 with children present from an :lbw
father. about i.el million de; not receive child support payments in 1978. That
about 6.5 percent of these (;;others had to rely entirely on sources other than the
father for their children's support. About ti's percent of these 4.6 million wo,nen had,
incomes below the poverty level, and about one-third of them received some forte
()ohne assistano income. ,

NONCASH BENEFITS TO HOUSEHOLDS

Several government programs provide assistance to ousenolds in the form of non-
cash benefits. ,three types of such benefits will be discussed here, including food
stanips, medicaid coverage, and public or other oubsidized housing.

Stamp Recipienry. According to the Food Stamp Act of 1977, this Federally
funded program wit::: intended to permit low-income households to obtain a r--re nu-,.-
tritious diet. Food 'purchasing power is increase=d by providing eligible househeldS
with coupons whie can be used to purchase food..taiministered by the U.S. Departo
ment of Agricultere through state add local wt nffires, the ;Food Stamp Pro-
gram constitute- major national income suppoi system that provides benefits to

9 6



all low-income.. and hou-.holds regardless of household characteristics
sex. age. disabilit

Table 15 provides a brief profile of all American households as of March 1981
with income for and households receiving food stamps in 1980. Overall, there

were 4 million households receiving food stamps in 1980. representing 'S percent of
the total '2.4 million househo:ds. Arnonj households receiving food stamps. 25 per-
cent had-a Black householder and 63 percent a White householder whereas among
all households, these proportions were 11 percent and 87 percent. respectively. In
addition..it may be noted that households maintained by a woman with no husband
present accounted for 41 percent of all households receieing food stamps. but only
11 percent of all households regardless of recipiency status. The povertY rate for
households receiving food stamps was 65 percent. cz'mpared with 13 percent for all
households. and the median income for recipient households ($5,540) was less than
,re-third as large as for all households 1:S17.710).

Among all households below the poverty level, only ..40 percent received food
stamps: this figure was 7,4 percent for poor White househoIds, 59 percent for poor
Black households, and 52 percent for poor Spanish-origin households. About 7 out of
10 poor households maintained by a woman with no husband present received food
stamps, as did 6 out of 10 poor households with members under 19 years old.

-Medicaid Cocerage.According to the 1965 Amendments to the Social Security
Act iPublic Law 59-97i. the Medicaid Program is intended "to furnish medical as-
sistance on behalf of needy families with dependent children, and of aged, blind, or
permanently and totally disabled individuals whose incomes and resources are in-
sufficic-nt to meet the costs of necessary medical services." Basically a categorical
program. medicaid has complex eligibility rules that vary from state to state. Eligi-
ble individuals include the categorically eligible (including all recipients of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, most recipients of Supplemental Security
Income, and other needy persons who -meet basic state cash assistan:e or other eligi-
bility rulesi and the medically needy (persons meeting categorical age, sex, or dis-
ability criteria whose money incomes and assets exceed eligibility levels for cash as-
sistance but are not sufficient to meet the Cost of medical care). In the data to be
reported below for 1980, a household was defined as "covered by medicaid" if one or
more adult persons.were "enrolled" in medicaid, that is, had a medicaid medical
assistance card or incurred medical bills which were paid by medicaid.

Data in Table l5 show that about 1 in 10 households was covered by medicaid in
1980. Among the 8.3 million households covered by medicaid, 67 percent had a
White householder and 30 percent a Black householder, a distribution not too dis-
similar to that for households receiving food stamps. Moreover, 37 percent were
households maintained by a woman with no husband present and 53 percent had
members under 19 years old. The poverty rate for medicaid households was 53 per-
cent, somewhat lower than that for households receiving fend stamps (65 percent),
but considerably higher than that for all households regardlesrs-of recipiency status
(13 percent). Among all households below the .poverty level, the percent covered by
medicaid was about the same as the percent receiving food stamps in each of the

.race or ethnic groups shown in Table 15.
Public or Other Subsidized Housing Recipiency Under the U.S. Act of

1937 (PublicALaw 75-412), housing assistance is provided to families of Is' tome
through either low-rent public housing projects or other subsidized housit-4 pro-
grams. Under the Low Rent Public Housing Program, public housing projects are
owned, managed and administered by a local housing authority, and participation is
determined by program eligibility and availability of housing. Several other pro-
grams, provide subsidized housing to low-income families either by providinF rent
supplements 0 the government pays the difference between "fair market rent
and the rent paid by the tenant) or by an interest reduction plan (i.e., interest paid
on mortgage by an owner is reduced so that subsequent savings may be passed on to
tenants in form of lower rent charges).

for 1980 shown in Table 16. about 1 out of 10 renterLoccupied
households were residing in publicly owned or other subsidized housing: Of the 2.8
million renter households in public or subsidized housing, 37 percent were family
households maintained by a woman with no husband present. The poverty rate for
all households in public or subsidized housing was 51 percent, more than twice the
rate for all renter households. Among the 6.1 million renter households below the
poverty level, only 1.4 million (24 percent) were in public or subsidized housing; this
percentage was 19 percent for White. households, 33 percent for Black households,
and 18 percent for Spanish-origin households. Almost one-third of poor family
renter-occupied households maintained by a woman with no husband present re-
sided in public or subsidized housing. In general the participation rate of poor
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households was lower for public or subsidized housing than for the food stamp or
medicaid programs.

NONCASH BENE7TTS AND 1HE MEASUREMENT 07 POVERTY

The market value of major means-tested noncash benefits distributed to the low-
income population has increased dramatically over the past few decades. As shown
in Table 17, the market value of food stamps, free or reduced price school lunches,
public housing, and medicaid amounted to 842.4 billion in 1980. By :980, these non -
cash benefits outweighed cash public assistance (such as Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children) by a margin of more than two-to-one.

The official definition of poverty is based on money income alone, and does not
take into account the numerous in-kind benefits received by the low-income popula-
tion. As a result. many analysts feel that the official poverty statistics overstate the
true extent of poverty. Noncash benefits have not been incorporated into the official
definition of poverty because there has been much disagreement as to haw they
should be valued. In response to a request from the U.S. Senate, the Census Bureau
prepared a research report that presents several alternative methodologies for valu-
ing noncash benefits and measure's the effects of these valuations on estimates of
the size and composition of the poverty population.6

The Census report examined three approaches for measuring noncash benefits (1)
market value, 12) recipient or cash equivalent value, and (3) poverty budget share
value.

1. The market value is equal to the purchase price in the private market of the
goods recei-ed by the recipient, e.g., the face value of food stamps.

2. The recipient or cash equivalent value is the amount of cash that would make
the recipient just as well off as the in-kind transfer; it, therefore, reflects the recipi-
ent's own valuation of the benefit. The recipient or cash equivalent value is usually
less than and never more than the market value. Even though cash equivalent
value is the theoretically preferred measure, it is quite difficult to estimate, espe-
cially for medical care.

3. The poverty budget share value which is tied to the current poverty concept,
limits the value of food, housing, cr medical transfers to the proportions spent on
these items by persons at or near the poverty line in 1960-61, when in-kind trans
fers were minimal. It assumes that in-kind transfers in excess of these amounts are
not relevant for determining poverty status because an excess of one type of good
(e.g., housing) does not compensate for a deficiency in another good (e.g., medical
care). Because the value of in-kind transfers are limited in this way, the poverty
budget share approach assigns the lowest average values to in-kind transfers of the
three methods used.

This research indicated that valuing noncash benefits has a significant effect on
the estimated number of poor. Table 18 indicates that the market value approach
for valuing food, housing, and medical benefits would lower the estimated number
of poor by about 42 percent in 1979, or from 11.1 to 6.4 percent of the total popula-
tion. Valuing these benefits using cash equivalent value or poverty budget share
value lowers the estimated number of poor by a smaller amount. As noted earlier,
families maintained by a woman with no husband present have much higher pover-
ty, rates than other families and are also more likely to receive noncash benefits.
Table 19 indicates that valuing these benefits at market value would halve the pov-
erty rate for female householdersfrom 35 to 18 percent for 1979.

The official method used to measure the poverty population is sal! based on
money income alone. The Census Bureau has not endorsed any particular valuation
method, and moreover, is not empowered to change the concept or measurement, of
poverty. The Census Bureau study has presented the various methods for valuing
means-tested noncash benefits and discussed their strengths and weaknesses. More
work needs to be done in the area on nonnvJans-tested noncash benefits, such as
employer fringe benefits, the advantages of owner-occupied hcwsing, and so forth.
The value of these benefits is act anger than means-tested benefits, and must
be taken into account if we are teKfinrt-a..., tter understanding of the distribution of
income in our society. 0,

6 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper No.50, "Alternative Methods for Valuing Se-
lected InKind Transfer Benefits and Measuring Th'eir. Effect on Poverty," U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1982.
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N111.1Y-`, A I; EM NJ) YMENT -EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN

One c.f the more impressive changes in the American civilian labor force over the
last half century has been the increasing participation of women in the work force.
A. Table 20 shows, the labor force participation rate for all women of working age
has more than doubled since 1930, rising from 24 percent to 52 in 1981. Thus, more
than half of working-age women are now in the civilian labor force. As a result of
this movement it is not surprising that, as a proportion of the total labor force,
women now comprise 43 percent, almost double the percentage recorded in 1930.
The labor force participation of women has risen concurrently with an increase in
the number of young unmarried women and in the number of families maintained
by women with no husband present.

There is another feature of the rising labor force participation of women that is of
considerable importance in terms of changing social .end economic behavior, even
though its motivation may not be quite so apparent as that of the female family
householder. The feature referred to is the rising number of multi-earner families, a
trend :whore major component has been the growing propensity for wives to partici-
pate in the labor force. According to data for 1981, 3 out of every 5 married-couple
families reported having 2 or more wage earners in the year 1980. Indeed. both the
husband and wife reported being wage earners in 1980 in more than half (that is, 52
percent) of all married-couple families surveyed in March 19S1. This compares with
4t oercent of married-couple families having both hauband and wife as earners in

9(31-4.
The impact of wives' earnings on family income is demonstrated in Table 21. In

19:749, the median family income of married-couple families with both husband and
wife as earners was $27,745, which was 36 percent higher than the $20,472 median
income of married-couple families with only the husband as earner. Part of the mo-
ti--ation for increased participation of wives may derive from the slowdown in
growth of real family income during the last decade as compared with prior decades
(see the discussion of Tables 5 and 8 in prior sections of this paPer), and perhaps
also from the declining real value of federal income tax deductions for dependents.
To some extent, the American family has probably avoided an actual deterioration
of its economic status by the increased participation of wives in the labor force, but
their entry could also have affected wage rates.

The labor force participation rates of women in 1981 are shown in Table 22 ac-
cording to martial status and presence of children. More than half of all married
women, spouse present, were in the labor force in 1981. The rate for Black wives
was somewhat higher than this (59 percent), he rates for White and Spanish-
':;rigin wives were close to the one-half mark (50 percent and 47 percent, respective-

Among White wives the labor force participation rate was about one-third larger
Coose with own children 6 to 17 years, none younger, than for those with 1 or

:-)1471 children under 6 years (62 percent and 46 percent, respectively). For di-
ro women the Corresponding rates rose dramatically to 85 percent with

chiidr,yn 6 to 17 years old on:y and 66 percent with children under 6. Even with no
children under IS years, divorced White womenhas a '73 percent participation rate.

Black wives and divorced won to had the siPme pattern of a greater participation
rate for those with children 6 t...) 17 only tharifor those with children under 6 years.
However, the rate. for divorced Black women with preschool children was slightly
lower than the rate for married Black women, spouse present, with such children,
contrary to the pattern for White women.

In general, Table 22 indicates that participation rates were uniformily greater f
Black woinen than for White women only in the category of married, spouse
present. gates for never-married and divorced Black women tended to somewhat
lower than for White women in these two categories. The rates for Spanish-origin
wives were in almost all cases lower than for White wives, irrespective of the pres-
ence of children in the age categories shown in Table 22.

EMPLOYMENT AND CHILDBEARING

As described in the last section, a remarkable pattern of labor force activity has
emerged for American women, with participation rates ranging from almost half of
all wives with preschool children to more than 4 out of 5 divorced women with
school-age children. These figures are essential in studying the national pattern of
labor force participation, but they do not give a clear indication of the interaction
between labor force activity and childbearing. In recent years there has been a tend-
ency for employment and childbearing to become more intermingled in the lives of
women. Further insight into the concomitance of such activities comes from analy-
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ses of data (Tables and '21( front Cycle I of the National Survey of Family
Growth. This survey wa...s conducted by the National (enter for Health Statistics,
and it yielded data bad on interviews with a national -ample of women aged 15 to
44 Years in 1973.

For the three cohorts of women first married in 1955-59, 1960-64, and 1965-69,
the upper panel of Table -23 shows the percent who worked between marriage and
first birth. while the lower panel shows the percent who worked between first and
second births. As the -figures for all wornen'clemomtrate, each suc-cesSive cohort has
had a larger proportion who worked during these two periods of family f-rmation.
In the latest cohort (1965-691. 4 out of 5 worked between marriage and first birth,
and over half, worked between first and second births. White women had a little
greater tendency than Black women to work between marriage and first birth, but
the opposite was the case for the percent who worked between first and second
births. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting these statistics, because dif-
ferences between race groups could be related to other uncontrolled variables, such

education or employment experience. In particular, the proportion of wer-^n
working between marriage and first birth increased considerably with educat
attainment at marriage. However, there was no clear pattern across cohorts in the
/elation between education at marriage and the proportion who worked between
first and second births.

Table 24 provides a more detailed analysis of the relationship between employ-
ment and childbearing. The data in this analysis focus on American women 15 to 44
years old in 1973 who had their latest pregnancy (ending in a live birth) in the
pv-iod 1970-73. The percentages in the first column of Table 24 indicate that a siz-
able proportion of women worked during their latest pregnancies, although the per-
cent who did so declined with parity (number of children born). Moreover, a higher
proportion (50 percent) of Black women worked during their pregnancies in 1970-73
than was the case for White (42 percent) or Hispanic (37 percent) women.

The second column of Table 24 gives the results of a statistical analysis, in which
the percent who worked during their latest pregnancy was adjusted by controlling
for selected variables, including religious denomination. religious participation, edu-
cation. husband's income, age at birth of latest child, occupation, region and place of.
residence. year of latest birth, and either race or parity results indicate that
race differentials remained aftv- adjusting for the effects these other variables,
although the adjusted percent: were somewhat greater that., the unadjusted for His-
panic women and women of other races. By parity, the adjusted and unadjusted per-
cents are essentially the same, indicating a significant effect associated with parity
beyond the effects of the other variables.

The third column of Table24 shows the percent of women employed during their
latest pregnancy in the period 1970-71*, who returned to work by 1973 following the
latest birth. Black women had a greater tendency to return to work than did White
and Hispanic women: after adjusting for other selected variables, White women re-
tained a lower rate of return to work (60 percent), while the rates for Hispanic and
Black women became not significantly different (69 percent and 68 percent. respec-
tivelp. Data '3.y parity indicate that the rate of return to work is lower after first
births than after higher order births. In short, women in their second or higher
order pregnancies are less likely than lower parity women to work during preg-
nancy, but if they do they are more likely to return to work after pregnancy.

CHILD-CARE ARRANGEMENTS

The statistics presented in previous parts of this section indicate that large and
increasing proportions of American women with children participate in the civilian
labor force, regardless of whether they maintain their own household with no
spouse present or are married with £pouse present. For many of these women, espe-
cially those with preschool-age children; arrangements for child care are of special
concern. Table 25 presents information on the trend in child care arrangements for
children under 6 years according to the employment status of the mother. For those
preschool children whose mother is employed full time, the proportion who received
care in their own home has declined over time, from 57 percent in 1958 to 29 per-
cent in 1977. There has been a significant increase in the proportion cared for in
gicup .are centers, but by 1977 this arrangement accounted for just 15 percent of
the children. A sizable portion of the difference has been taken up by growth in the
proportion cared for in another hoMe, especially by a nonrelative.

Among those children whose mother worked part time, a fairly large proportion
received care in their own home, especially by their father. A comparatively large
proportion of children whnse mother worked part time were cared for by the mother
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while workmg. although this percentage declined considerably between
19G5 and 1977: meanwhile, the proportion cared for in another home. increased.

SUMMARY

Information on recent changes in marriage, divorce, ant'. family strurture pro-
vided the background for a discussion of the economic condition of the family and
the en.plovment status of women. Incorporated in the discussion were several spe-
cial topics, including child support payments, noncash benel..fl to I...-Juseholds flood
stamps. medicaid, and public or other subsidized housing). rhiidtearing during and
after pregnancy, and child care arrangements.

The following highlights summarize this discussion:
During the mid-1970's. the fertility of American women was at a raw that would

result in about 1.5 children by the end of their childbearing years. a level approxi-
mately one -half that recorded during the peak of the baby boom in the 1950's.

Morriage rates declined in the 1...?-70's to the lowest level since 1940, so that-by
1951 about 1 out of 5 women aged 25 to 29 years was still never married.

Firths out-of-wedlock rose from 400.000 in 1970 to 600,000 in 1979. Among all
white children born in 1979, 9 percent were born to unmarried mothers. compared
3A-4+1 55 percent of black children born out-of-wedlock in the same year.

Divorce is at record high levels. and if current rates persist almost half of all mar-
riages would end in divorce.

Single-parent families increased by more than three-fourths during the 1970's, ))

while married-couple families with our children present actually declined.
Median family i come increased by 7 percent to $21,020 in 1-98.0(but after adjust-

ment for inflati n t a rate of-14.2 percent, the 1980 real median family income rep-
resented a net decline of 5 percent from 1979, the largest decline recorded since the
Second World War.

The poverty rate for families rose significantly in 1980 to 10.3 percent, the highest
level since 1967.

Changes in family composition are an important factor that is significantly corre-
lated with measured changes in income and poverty levels.

Among all ever-divorced, currently separated, or never-married women with chil-
dren under 21 from an absent father, less than half were supposed to have received
child support payments in 1978, and less than half of these women actually did re-
ceive full payments.

Among households that were below the poverty level in 1980 and were main-
tained by women with no husband present, 46 percent were receiving food stamps
and 46 percent were covered by medicaid in 1980. Accounting for these noncash
benefits significantly lowers the estimated number of poor.

In 1981, more than half of all women of working age were in the civilian labor
force; 56 percent of all wives with children under 18 were in the labor force coin-
pared with 78 percent of all divorced women with children.

Among women who work full time. arrangements for child care are increasingly
being made outside the home, especially in the home of a nonrelative or in group
care centers.

In general, this country possesses several excellent statistical programs which
continually monitor the status of the American family. There are well developed
time series that facilitate comparisons with the past as well as provide the basis for
making projections into the future. Of special note are time series from decennial
censuses and vital statistics that extend back more than a hundred years and de-

tailed annual survey data developed after the Second World War. As changes have
occurred, however, it has become apparent that there now exist areas that should be
much more extensively investigated in order to enable the Nation's policy makers to
better.understand the condition of families. For example, very little data are now
available concerning adoption, and the reporting system for abortion should be ex-
panded. In addition. statistics relating to marriage and divorce should be enhanced,
in order to determine changes in the likelihood of divorce and remarriage, with
their implications for the status of stepfamilies. This country must strive to main-
tain and improve the full range of statistics that give a continual reading of the
social and economic situation in which the Nation's families exist.
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Te 111 1. tisilitt nd liedlan Fully Income in 1947$ 1950, 1960, and 1970 to 1980, in errent

17 ha Sat Swish, Origin of ilooutolder

(Tellies u of Kara of the folloving year)

Tear, Total

Nutter

this

Xedian Ircose

Black
?

Swish Origir
/

Nut* 14edim boom kVatler Nedian Inc= fliber Mita Incou

1/

(eon.) (f.cllars) (thws.) (kIlsrs) (tiloga,) (11 1ug) (thous,) (toiles)

60,307 21,023 52,710 21,904 4,317 12,674 3,235 14,717

197S- 59.550 19,517 52,243 20.439 6,184 11,574 3,023 14,169

57,804 17,640 50,910 16,368 5,906 10,e79 2,741 12,564

197/ 57,215 18,009 50,530 15,740 5,806 9,563 2,764 11,421

1976 56,710 14,958 50,083 15,537 5,804 9,242 2,583 10,259

1975 ''''' 50,245 13,719 49,873 14,258 5,586 8,779 2,499 9,551

1974x.,,,, 55,658 121912 49,440 13,408 5,491 8,406 2,275 9,540

1973 55,0i3 12,051 48,939 12,595 5,440 7,269 2,355 8,715

1972 54,373 11,115 48,477 11;549 5,245 6,864 2,312 6,183

1971 1. 53,294 10,265 41,541 10,672 5,157 6A40 (NA) (KA)

197, 52,221 9,661 46,535 10,236 4,928 6,279 (NA) (NA)

45,539 5,820 41,123 5,835 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA)

39,929 3,319 (NA) 3,445 (NA) (0) (NA) (tiA)

1947 37,231 3,031 34,120 3,157 (NA) (NA) (MA) (NA)

mr111111111mpeMEM.1.041,61WMP'

r/
lased on revised ietiWoloo.

1/
Sued an householder concept. Restricted to prism /ulnas, 1977 end 1980 fives are adjusted to population

ait controls Wad on UR 1480 consul.

Persons of Spanish origin my be of any race,

50t1O Ilurviu of the COWL Noy Duo arid Poverty Stati of Punts at Pena la Its tiott4 Steteel 1980,

LuIrestalt .3erIse P.60, lio, 127 (itufst 1981), Tables 1 fid 3, pages 7 tod 13.
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104

lapis 5. Median family Imo.* in 1947, 1650. 1960. and 1970 Co 1980, in Constant

(1980) Dollars, by Pace and,50snish Origin of Householdsr

Year

Median (noose (Dollars)

All Recs. I White I 01eAtUsen191901

19807,
s
21,023 312,674 14.716

1979 '

1978

22.236
22.283

23.209
23.200

13,139
13.741

16.005
15.871

1977 21,769 22.763 13,004 1.530

1976 21.652 22,490 13,378 14.850

(975 21,004 21.845 13.441 14,623

1474- 21.559 22,464 13,378 .15,941

:373 22.346 23,35A 13,479 16.160

'172 21.895 22,748 13.520 -16.118

1971 20.026 21,714 13,103 (NA)

1970 20.939 21,722 13.325 (NA)

1960 15.537 16,235 (NA) (NA)

1950 11.541 11,792 (MA) (Ma)

1947 11.162 11,646 (NA) (NA)

MI Hosed on reyissd methodology,

ILI fused on 19.8.isWolder concept.
Rastrictad to prlowy faellies. 1979

2, snd 1980 figures are adJusted to population
controls based on In. ISSO:.say..

' Persons of Spanish origin say be of eny race.

SOURCI. Bureau of the Census. Mono InOws and 70votty
Status of Tesalles and Pars^ss

Is the Unitstl States 1980.
Currant ?ovulation 5.vorta, Series P-60, Xs. 127

(.uatist 1981), Table 4, p. 14.
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Table 6. Nmber of rtaili Old 14.41.-rl 1(0004. by Vork,beius of Householder. Type
'or ranily. Race, and 5Pani16 Origin or Honsenolde1T-4980

004.4.(1196 es or March 1683) ------"--,........

Sub 2 ass

Ift"1-ob::

Shadan .

Inca.*
Doi era

A11. SAGES

All ......... 60.300 21,023
Parried- couple 49.294 23,141

91p4 Sn paid labor 24.712 29,670
951. not in paid labor preco... 24.542 18,972

!Sal. hotounoldar, no wife nyenent.,, 41.937 3.7,619
renale nonaahold.r, no thasbah5. pe444n.t. 9.082 10,40.3

411 f.01.110. 92,710 23,904
KroJa-215-couple' r9611i.6. ..... -.-.. 44,560 23,601

VS(. in paid labor fore., ..... 22.1.38 27,235
Siff not in p.14 job..

Kale housaholiar, no wits preoena,,.
22.722
1.584

19,430
18,731

ranuala hoseiholddr. no 19%0015 prmen1. 6,266 ' 11,905

81405

All deni.lips.. 6.311 3.2,514.
:ferried-cool. faraillas........,. 3.3920 15,593

Lila in paid labor foroa,.-...,.-...
Sid. not in paid labor

Mel* housanolc!ar, no airs nelment.

2.022
1.370

295

22,795
13,619 ,

12,557
Teats la householder; no hoyeanel prasena. 2.834 7,425

574515H 06.1013111

All fanilia4. ... 1.216 14,717
Parried - couple ....

in paid lobo; fore., .....
2.366
1.092

' 17,361
21,640

Vita not Sn p114 labor payogi..
$.la hounaboldar. no wits preftent .....

1.273
164

- 14,060
13,502

Female householdar, no haiabanei prosera 706 3,031.

.....---'....-
rAn1.1.ia..1..3), neusaholders
vorkAng 15.1,.t, ef,- dad full tie

N"tnobo.:
Income

35,053
30,729
17,817
12,9913 --
1,038
3,249

26.354
27.567
29,627
26,054
22.650
16,547

31,459 26,565
26,251 27,701
16,143 29,542
12,117 25,287

855 23,641
2,952 16,588

2,799 20,037
5,825 24,059
1,256 26,432

559 59,799
150 11.425
824 13,214

1,726 20.022
1,458 21,045

735 24,106
725 17,602
93 17,669

177 13,337

- preens or spanish or1916 9a43 be of Mr Mo.
SOURCr. !lariat) Of the 0,01101. 00..17 Pens. azd heart? Statue of Teo11195. 865 Tapioca

16 the 1353.ied Buse,' 1980, Carrot yooeletionneerts, Soria* so. 12?
(August 1921). labi-to 1 Ltd 1..19y.

t:

,

09

fa



Table 7. iegillen Below the Poverty Level, by Type or Folly, Baca and Spanish Origint 1980, 1973, 1957, and 1957

(Nurnberg in thousands, hate es of Nerd of the following year,)

Race end really type

ALL RACES

Total

Faellicie with kala hoop

holder, no hatband profitnt...11

All other

6,217

2,972

3,245

100,0

47,8

52,2

4,820 ,

2,193

2,635

100,0

45,4

54,6

5,667

1,774

3,893

100.0

31,3

60,7

Total

regillee with hula ha use-

holder, no husband present,,, .,

4,105

1,603

100,0

38,4

3,219

1,190

100,0

3710

4,056

1,037

100,0

25,6

All other 2,586 61,6 2,029 63,0 3,019 74,4

BLACK

Total 4111106,#,', I I Of el I .11626 100,0 1,627 100.0 1,555 100,0

Fernlike with regale house-

holder, no husband presents.... 1,301 71,Z '974 6348 716 46,0

All other feellienuillim, 526 28,0 553 36i2 839 54,0

SPANISH 01110111-1

total

rialllealith foul, house-

holder, no husband present.....

751

362

100,0

48.2

468

211

100,0

45,1

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

ALI dim, J9 51,8 256 54,7 (NA) (NA)

Based on householder concept, Lloited to prlaary fallible, Blood on 1980 moue population contra,'

11, Persons of Opanlnh origin Rey be of any rue. 111

8,320 100,0

1,916 23,0

6,404 77,0

6,105 100,0

1,233 19,9

4,952 80,1

LB% 100,0

551 29,6

1,309 , 70,4

(NA) (NA)

(NA) (NA)"

(HA) (NA)

SOBRCII Bureau of the Como Honey Imo° and Poverty Status of Follies and Persons in the United Rated' 1960,

trzq.opuktkfterts, Series Pal No, 127 (boat 1901), Table 18, pp, 29-)11



Tahiti 0, Poverty Pate for FamIllee, by Type of Family, nh001 and Origin: 1950 to 1901

1

Year

All faillieo ' Yomilies with female fount) All other families

holder, no huabend preacnt

1901,4,,,,

19nok
rl

1975r

1979.,,,.,

1977.,..,,

1976

1975.1

1974

All

Mu to Black

Spool!

owl ltr

7.0 6.3 15.6 15,4

6.3 5,6 14,3 15.4

5.5 4.0 13.2 13.0

5,3 4,7 11,8 12.4

5,5 4.0 13,5 13.2

5.6 4,9 13,5 15.6

6.2 5,5 14.2 17.8

5.4 4.7 13,2 14,7

5.7 4.9 14,2 14.7

5,5 4.6 15.4 13.1

6.1 5,3 16,2 (NA)

6,8 6.9, 17.2 (NA)

7.2 6.2 10.6 (NA)

6.9 1.0 17.9 (NA)

7.3 6,3 19.9 (NA)

714 25.3 (NA)

9,3 7,7 27.6 (NA)

10.0 0.4 (NA) (NA)

11.1 9.2 (NA) (NA)

12.5 10,5 (NA) (NA)

13.1 11,0 (NA) (NA)

14.3 12,0 (NA) (NA)

15.4 13.1 (NA) (NA)

15.4 13.0 (NA) (NA)

15.0 13,3 43,3 (NA)

qiAll Sponleb, All Bpanl

roan White Bloch orl In- races White Block races

11.2 0.0 3069 24,9 34.6

10.3 NO 20.0 23;2 32,7

9.2 0.9 27.0 20,3 30,4

9.1 0.9 27.5 20.4 31.4

9.3 7.0 4.2 21,4 31.7

9.4 7,1 27.9 23.1 33.0

9,7 7.7 27,1 25.1 '32,5

9.0 6.0 26.9 21.2 32.1

9.2 7.0 27.8 21.3 32,5'

1913*.m,
An

6.6 2011 19,0 32,2

1972.,.,,, 9,3 7.1 .29.0 (NA) 32.7

1971.,..., 10.0 7,9 20,0 (NA) 33.9

1970,,..., 10.1 0,0 20.5 (NA) 32.5

1969...,.. 9.7 7.7 2749 (NA) 32.7

1968...1.1 10.0 8.0 29.4 (NA) 32.3

1967 11.4 9.0 33.9 (NA) 33.3

165-... I. 11.0 9,3 35,5 (NA) 33.1

1966.,.... 12.7 10,2 (NA) (HA) 35.1

1965...... 13,9 11,1 (HA) (NA) 30.4

1964..,... 15.0 124 (NA) (NA) 36.4

1963 15.9, 12,0 (HA) , (NA) 40.4

1962 17.2 13.9 (NA) (NA) 42.9

1061 10,1 14.0 (NA) (I61) 42.1

1960 104 _mg (NI (NA) 42.4

1959 10.5' 15.2 J40.1 (NA) 42,6

El. Nosed on revlaed methodology,

11 Porcine of Sponieh orlen may be of any race.

27.4

25,7

22.3

23,5

24.0

25.2

25.9

24.8

24.9

24.5

24.3

20.54

25.0

25.7

25.2

25.9

26.7

52.9

49,4

49,4

50,6

51.0

52.2

50.1

52.2

52.0

52.7

53.3

53,5

54.3

53,3

53,2

56.3

59.2

27.0 (NA)

31.0 (NA)

29.0 (NA)

31.4 (NA)

33.9 (HA)

33.5 /(NA)

34,0 (tm)

34,8 65.4

53.7

51.3

49.2

53.1

53.6

53,1

53,6

49.6

49.6

51.4

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

0(1110

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(HA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

MRCS! Bureau of the Como, Money Income and Poverty Niue of Rolle and Poona in the United States' 1990,

ututltozIbitiohrli brio ?-601 Nov127 (August .1981, Table 10, pp, 29.31,

Also,
P-60, No, 134 (July 1902).

112



Table 9. Poverty Statue in 1000 of All Families old Nellie Withlemele Householder, No
H

by Huber of Related Children Under'10 Years, and by Pace and SpeolehOrigin of litiur

(Humber In thousands.
Families as of March 1901)

lumber of related

'.hIltiren under

pure

W1tite Black
,Spanish Or g n-

below poverty evel

P

lielov poverty level Wow poverty eve

Total

e or power y OVO

`amen

of

ii L

eras

of

Or) Number

'amen

of

tole) Humber

'ercen

of

total

ILL MOM

; Totelmmi 63,309 6,217 10.3 62,710 4,195 8.0 8,317

if) children....,, 27,536 1,395 5.1 25,294 1,110 4.4 1,052

13,337 1,461 11.1 11,365 008 0.7 1,696

! children,.,,,,. 11,180 1,557 13,0 10,269 1,059 10.3 1,306

1 children.,.., 4,060 924 19.0 3,951 565 14.3 755

1 ohildren..,..*. 1,717 491 20,6 1,274 286 22.4 305

children.,,,,,. 049 305 435 668 100 32,2 243

lean Not of chil-

dren for Cruelly

with children,,, 1,91 2,35 (X) 1,87 2,20 (I) 2.09

?Malls WITH

!EMU 1100,1-

031,1311, NO

111150AND PRISM

Total.,,,,., 9,062 2,972 32,7 6,266 1,609 26,7 2,634

No children 2,783 268 9.0 2,271 176 7.8 463

1 child 2,920 910 31.2 014 557 27,7 043

2 children..,..,, 2,029 906 44,7 ,351 517 38.3 647

.3 children,,,,,,, 818 471 411 206 50,0 377

4 children,,,,,,, 340, 2 73.7 155 109 70,6 177

5 children,.,.,,. 192 0 83.3 64 441 (0) 127

1/
Persona of Spaniel' origin may be of any race,

113

1,026 20.0 3,235 751 23,2

243 13.1 020
11,6

445 26,2 051 100 21,1

454 32.7 707 100 24.2

325 43.0 423 115 27.1

190 49,4 109 52 43,9

170 09.7 139 79

2,49 (X) 2,18 2.65 (x)

11301. 49.4 706 362 51,3

84 10.2 110 24 21,6

334 39,7 252 103 40,9

379 58.6 103 118, 04,4

253 67.3 87 54 62,1

134 75.0 46 41 (0)

115 91.0 28 23 (0)

Bureau of the benne.. Money Inocao and Poverty Statue of Faille° and Persons in the Pated Staten! lip,

CurinitPoHjakz.illeria, Series P601 No. 127 (August 1901), Table 211 pp, 34-331



Teb It 10, Avow 01se of families by Poverty fltatuo, Type of really, Race and Spanish Origin of 110,4ehoirart 1980

Type of (sally

Whit.

e od

poverty

level

131sok

e out

All poverty

roolliou level'

8pirtlih (Herr-

on

All poverty

famIllen level
.111.1.111111101111110111

All fatilloeulmm'ocillem 3127 164 3,20 3,48 3,65 394 3,88 4,19

familiar with NO loga
holder, no huebrd present,,, 3.04 3,4k 2,82 3,07 3,55 3,83' 3.43 3,84

Persona of Open leh origin mmv be of env race,

SOOfiCil lases of the Cams, Honey 'nom, end Poverty Stator; of Puller end ?orlon:, in the United etatool 191101

Elrod Borles /0, No, 121 (August 1901),,Table 21p pp' Yis)51



Table% kledai Income In 1970 and 1980 foi rallies and Persons, by Race and Seletted

Characteristics

Ilatoss.14 1160 dollars)

foloctod chorootortat too

rwtllla

All lioilltso. 00000

Vs of holdinco

notropolitoi ottios14

1,000,000 or 000000 too

laoldo control ettloolm

Mold. control 104°141

Van 10001000.. 00000

Molds totoopolitis

folio

AorItt000t. 00000000 o mi
forintootrol.sivimi.i.u.
both

hot 0000000000000 ilm

rhtto

1910

Typo of fatly

flisbood;ollo todlioli,;
filo in yold labor tortim
lift not in poll, labor

fOrtilso 0000000 woo 00000 so

Volo hontsboldor, so self,

prosoot 0000000 0000 11/1114

rants borookotiori No

huibud prosoo6m

Poroolo

Mltl

iltilles00000000 tseoososolooto

Sam

13,113

13,191

'21,111

21,191

12,112

%PR

slack Istlai Slick to Otto

Arljuotoil

11,102

22,314

20,611

21,613

13,301

21,231

11,430

11,731

11,101

13,321

4,141

41,4)8

14 51i

23,115

21,8,1

11,351

12,110

11,110

1980 1910

191) Altillohod Adjuotod 1910 AMMO Adjutod

13,411

21;116

11,081

11,311

13;613

11;211

11,411

4,519

111,712, $12,614 $14,830 $13,321 .66

13,774 13,726 16,151 15,152 .9 .66

23,136 14,186 16,911 16,366 ,51 .15

22,770 13,150 13,842 OM .64 .12
21.151 11,246 '20,102 11,118 .61 .71

21,204 11,999 14,704 11,609 .54 .64

11,311 10,251 11,415 9,331 .55 .60

23,214 13,111 14,161 11,491 .51 , .61

22,219 11,00 11,121 16,311 .63 .14

11,101 . 11,121 13,421 11,090 .36 .14
22,0)2 11,135 19,133 16,913 .74 .85

22,155 11,593 19,141 11,311 JO 11
16,811 22,193 nom 10;619 .14 .83

10,226 12,419 12,953 11,130 .84 .63

20,211 11,357 11.417 14,321 .11 .60

12,111 7,425 11434 1,91 .40

14,111 8,009 8,111 1,112 .60 33
4,809 4,500 4,551 4,311 .15 1.01

.11

33

.69

.71

.61

.51

0
.71

.13

.51

.17

.51

.91



Table% Femillee Belovi the Poverty Level In 1970 imd 1900

(Maim lo tioiltodo,
MIN is of Moth of tit tollollol 100

01101011111ftwo Nommilemonsmorimmounrwerdermomannewromotoirmissuramormiorailohri

Illtoto1 tistiolttiltitt

1.11 /11110111

Pill k01141101411fltoommillIoll

1001601firommoultoltm

1141111,11W801,0111111111111

1110 1100101101iirsillili1010100$1001

MY1401416i01olii11,1$0101

KAI 01114116

411 1111100111r11001811fislfilolli

MIS 101110101dIrflioillliiIIIMI

1110

ARMIlliiMillowswomon jos owe

blot poorly 11,1I

4,111

1,411

1,611

.1,116

414

1,333

Adjuttd

4,100

111V4

1,14

1,011

11011

1,011

1,069

110

710

Nano

4,011

«140

1111

131

114

141

4Porpril foto

wooer ,..4.1110rWomivor.".

Itowirr% ralow 4graq l000rgentp

110

1910

4.0

1.1

4.6
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13 Ch124 Support Psynents Awarded and Received, for Women
with Children Present. by Poverty Statui.;kace and-tp.sash Ori83RT--f90---
(women with children vnder 21 years of as from an absent father as of Spring 1979.
Nuete=s in thoumands)

Ince and reelpioncy
1,Atuu of woman.

Child support payments

women

Number Percent

on w:.-th
income below
poverty level. in 1973
Number Percent

LL RACEn

Total.
orardmd
5,ippqne4 to rev:oily! payenntsin 1971
Not supposed to receive payments in 1973

,at awarded

Supposed to receive payments in 1978....
.i.tually received peyments
Received full payments
Received partial payments

714 not reoe1v6- payments

.41 LITZ

7.094
4,196
3,424

772
2.898

3,424
2.4,5
1,675
777
969

100.0
59.1
48.3
10.9
40.9

100.0
71.6
48.9
22.7
28.4

1.973
782
598
156

1,221

596
351
2d7
1-:_,-.t

2m5

100.0
38.1
30.2
7.g

in.:,

100.0
58.9
41.4
17.5
41.1

Total 5.085 100.0 1.007 100.0
Nwerded 3,596 70.7 535 53.1
Supposed to receive payments LA 1978 2,973 58.5 422 41-.9

Not e5Pposed to receive payments in 1978 623 12.3 113 11.2
Not swmrAAd 1.489 29.3 471 46.8

Supposed to receive payments in 1978 2.973 100.0 422 100.0
Actually received payments 2.168 72.9 246 58.3
Did not receive perments 805 27.1 176 41.7

100.0 944 100.0Total. 1,895
Awarded -. r --t.r.a-A..............a.....s,, 548 28.8 211 22.4r

Supposed to receiv. payments in 1978 . 413 21.8 171 18.1
Not supposed to receive payments in 1978 133 7.0 40, 4.2

Not -warded 1.348 71.1 734 77.8

8.3pPa648 t9..r!ociltY4...P4r12/=t-11-121,1978 100.0 171 100.0
:ActuallY recilivIOLPAZnIaX2==4.2-1.3.2s_w%ss. 260 63.0 lob 151.4

Did not receive payments ' -154 37.3 66 38.6
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ahl.. 13. Child Support Pertinent, Awarded and cived for woman
with Children Present. by Poverty S Race mnd SpamisnWr1IQ78(Con.)
(Women with children under 21 years of age from en absent father se of spring 1979.
Numbers is then:sands)

Child support payment*

sc* ar.4 recipiency
with

tatus of women All women income below
evel in 1278

PANISI1 1/

Total 521 130.0 213 100.0
..arded 220 43.8 60 28.2
Supposed to receive payments in 1978. 191 36.7 49 23.0
,:z. supposed to receive payments

at awarded
in 1978., 37

292
7.1

56.0
il

153
5.2
71,8

Supposed to receive pa:rents in 1978... 191 100.0 A9 100.0
actually received payments 125 65.4 29 (B)

)ld not receive payment* 66 34.45 20 (8),

Person* of Spanish origin nay be of any race.

:OURCIn Bureau of the Carew'. Child Suiep.at and Alimony, 1978 (AAvarce Report).
C_Arrent Pr.vulation Ret.orts, Serie* P-23, Km. 106 (September 1980), Tables 1
and 2. pp. 6-7.
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Table la. Child Support Paysent Awarded and necetved--Meen Income for Wermen With
Children Present. by, Poverty Status. Pace. and Spanish Oriaira 1975
(Women with child:71m 'under 21 years of age from an &been:. father as of
Spring 1979. Numbers in thousands)

Aecipiency status of women
01A.. I whit. Bleck

ALL WOMZif
1

Awarded peymenr in 1976.
Received payments in 1.4781

Mean ifICIIIMI from child support (Dollars) $ 1 .799 31.661 $1.294
Mean total money income (Dollars) . 8.1144 9.183 7.271

Did not receive payments in 1978g
Mean total money income (Dollar.)

mot awarded payments:
6.215 45.14:0 6.872

41.484Mean total money income (Dollars)

eeMEN WITH INCOMES BELOW

4.541 5.1S4

POVERTY LEVEL IN 1376

Awarded payments in 1975z.
Received g-ints in 1975:

Moen 104.-mW from child support (Dollars) 1.218 1.294 1.044
Mean tome/ money Income (Dollars) .316 3.408 -4,368

Did not receive payment& in 1078:
Mean Ts:?tal money Income (Donors) .1;.,7)413 2.765 (9)

Not awaroed payments:
Mean torsi, money income (Dollars) Z.7.4'-7. 2.581 2.654

I SPartlahli

$1.316
6.922

(9)

4.5S5

11 Persons of Spanish origin way be of any rime.

Purees' of the Census. Child Support and Alimony. 1978 (Advance Peport).
Current Poeulatioo Peecr-te. Seri.* P-2), No. 106 (Septaebar 1980). Table 1, p. 6.
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Table 15. ford Stun, Peciplency and Medicaid Coversbag.r__Howlehotcls_bt
Powerty Roca and-5Pailish Origin of

c
Householder' 1960

(Rushers in thousands. households of March Ion)

Selected characteristics
Total Se...ow poverty lev4.1

Mumbe;--1 Percent

IMadlan
Poverty income
rate 10011871

-.-
13.3 117.710

18.683
17:: 10.703
24.5 13.e5o

Huetbar Percent

HO-SEHOLGO

Total., ell races ....
White
Black 17''!Fpeni h crialnv

4cuseholds with -
Firmale family houasholderp
no husband present

Children under 12 years
old present

HC.-!StuCLOS RECEIVING FOOD STAmP5

Total. all races
whits
Black

7Spanish orisinv

Households with .--
Femaie really householder,
no husband present

Children order 19 year*
old present

HOUSEHOLDS COVERED BY MEDICAID

Total. all rodeo.
White
Black I/Spanish origtne

Households with -...
Female family householder.
no husband present

Children mod.-: 19 years
old present..

82.366
71.672
8.8.47
3.906

100.0

51.3
10.7
4.7

10.966

7.828
2.86A

956

100.0

71.4
20.1
6.7

9.082

34.329

0.769
4.236
2..76

'IQ

11.0

41.7

100.0
62.0
35.1
10.8

2.972

4.928

4.433
2.631
1.701
497

2.048

2.926

27.1

44.9

100.0
69.4
40.4
11.,

46.2

66.0

---,.

100.0
60.1
37.3
10.41

32.7

14.4

65.5
02.1
71.6
67.9

74.3

65.0
.

53.3
47.8
66.1
60.7 -. .

10.630

21.443

5.543
5.807
5.020
0.138

_ ....

5.115

6.706- -

6,097
6.499
5.198
6.255

5.645

t.ile

2.755

4.501

----- -
8.2017
5.561
2.495

.-
754

.-

.40.7

66.5

-
100.0
67.1
30.1
9.1_ -

4,421
2085e
1.649
056--

-.-----

. 3,038

4.349

-36.7

52.5

2.021

2.574

45,7

5t.2

66.3

69.2

1/ Persons of Spanish origin say ba of any race.

SOURCia Dur*au of the Coneys. Characterlstles of K9usoh016611drcelvtng Nonce/eh
Deoefltal 1980 (Advance data from FlArds 1901 C.7.0.) Current Poou'etionPePOViA,
Series No. 126 (October 1013/1. fsbla 1. PP. 8-9.
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16. Public or'Other Subsidised Houlnj Residence f Houmaholds, by Income and Poverty
Statue. Race and-31-5enieh Origin of-koussahoGGIFT.10110 -

(Numbers in thousands; Households as of march 1981)

Selected Characteristics
Total Below poverty level.

Poverty
rate

median
income
(Dollars)Number I Percent Number 1 Percent

ALL RENT1R-0CCUPILO HOUSEHOLDS

Total, ell races
Whlte
hlack

7Spanish origini

Households with ....-
Female family householder,
no husband present
Children under 19 roars old

213,4137 100.0 6,063 100.0
21,135 79.5 3.914 64.9
4,618 17.4 1,941 32.0
2.083 7.9 685 11.3

22.9
18.6
42.0.
12.0

512,043
12,9.22
8.227

10.466

4.529___ )-7,1 .2.112 1,44,15

3,1.7-5 51.6

1,430 1,--s.0

745 5-
643 45.0
121 5.5

48.6

31.1

51.3

59.5
54.3

.7,820

12,4.6e

:::::
5,444
8,752

5.461

6.557

present

i;OUSEHCLCS RESIDING rm,puaLmor
OWNED OR OTHER SUMGIDIZED
HaUSIma

Total. all feces
white
neck
Spanish orig tn17

Households with --
Female family householder.
no husband present
Children under 19 years
oId present

I/ Persons of Spanish origin say

SOURCE Bureau of the Census. Charikatardatics
Ilonr.aeh Benefit/Os 1980.
tOctobsr 1981), Table

.lo ;at-a -_
3---774

2,777 100.0
1.612 58.0
1,075 38.7

2.23 8.0
- -- -_

i,o29 .314 674_ 47;1

1.297 46.7 757 55.0

be of any racer.

of Moussaholmla
Current Postulation Pepotaj Series

.65.5 .

60.7

Mo. 145
1. pp. 6-9.
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Table 17. Major in-Kind Transfer Benefit's: 1965-80

(Current and constant (1965) dollar market value of benefits in billions)

Typo of benefit 1965 1970 1975 1980

A. MAJOR IN-KILO TRARSFERS (MEANS- TESTED and
NOMMEARS-TE5TED1

Total food, housing, and medical care $ 2.166 AS15.014 $38.685 $72.527
. In constant 1965 dollars 2.166 12.200 . 21 505 27.771

Food:
Total .446 1.650 6.412 12.580

Food stamps .033 1.619 4.386 9.247
School lunch .415 .537 2.026 3.333

Housing:
Public housing2 .. .351 1.640 2.263 1 5.402

Medical Care:
Total 1.367.. 11.718 28.010 54.545

Mrdicall 1.367J 3.606 14.555 26.154
Medicare (NA) 6.112 13.455 28.391

M. MAJOR FEARS - TESTED TRANSFER BENEFITS ONLY

Total .ears- tested benefits. 5.979 17.492 35.509 61.299
In constant-MS-dollars 5.979 14.214 22.574 23.471

Cash public assistance 4.025 8.564 16.312 ' 18.853
In-kind hematite' . 1.954 8.628 22.197 42.436

Percent of total means-tested benefits
which are:

,

In-Kind 32.7 49.3 57.5 69.2
Medicaid alone 22.9 32.0 37.8 42.7

AA Not available.

IMeans-tested income transfer programs are those which benefit only families with
law enough incomes and resources (assets) to qualify. Nonmeans-tested benefits

.have no Income or resource test.

2"Public housing' includes public and subsidized housing for low income families
under various public programs including: Low Rent Public Housing. and Sections 8,
.235, 236,N10\ 1, and 202b of the 1937 Mousing Act.

3Prior to the inception of Medicaid, various public assistance programs provided
medical assistance benefits to low income persons. The 1965 figure is for vendor
payments under these programs. See: Social Security Bulletin, June 1981.

4Exciudes 'paid' School Lunch benefits and Medicare.
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Table 18. All Persons: Comparison of the &Aber of Poor and Poverty Rates
Using Alternative Income Consdpts and Valuatien Techniques: 1979

(Numbers in thousands)

Income concept

Money inccele alone:
;ember of poor
Poverty rate

Money Income plus food and
_

housing: -

Number of poor
Poverty rate
Percent reductionl

Money Income plus food,
hetaing, and medical car,:
(excluding institutional
care expenditures):

Number of poor
-Poverty rate
Percent reduction)

Money income plus food.
hauling. and medical care
(Incluling
care expenditures):

Number of poor
Poverty rate
Percent reduction, .....

Valuation technique

Market
value

approach

Recipient or cash Poverty budget

. equivalent value share value
approach 4PFCmacA

23,623 23,62J 23.623

11.1 11.1 11.1

19.933
9.4

-15.6

14.023
6.6

-40.6

0.534
6,4

-42.3

20.218
9.5

44.4

18.393
8.1

-22.1

11.318
5.2

-25.7

20.743
9.8

-17.2

18.866
8.9

-20.1

18,866
8.9

iPercent reduction in the number of poor frca the curreot poverty estimate

based on money income alone.

-123- I
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Table 19. Female Householders, No Husband Present: Reductions in Poverty Rates
Using Alternative Valuation Techniques and Income Concepts: 1979

income concept
Market
value

approach

Racipiefl
value - cas:",

equilalent
apor^acn

Poverty
budget share

amorocch

BELOW POVERTY LEVEL

money triCame alone:
Poverty rate 34.8 34.3 , 34.8

,icrtety Income 'lus food and housing:
Poverty rate 27.5'

...-

28.1 29.1
Percent re: actionl -Z0.9 -19.2 -16.3

Money income plus food, howAng, and
medical care (excluding Institu-1
tional care expenditures):
Poverty rate 48.1 2E.5 25.5
Perc.nt :-..,nction! -47.9 -23.8 -23.8

Money income plus food. housing. and
medical care (including Institu-
tional care expenditures): .

Poverty rate 17.6 24.4 25.5
Percent reduction!" .-49.4 -29.9 -23.8

BELOW 125 PERCENT OF POVERTY LEVEL

Money income alone:
Poverty rate 43.1 43.1 43.1

Honey intone plus fol! and hodsimg:
Poverty rate 39.2 :1.6 40.0
Percent reduction". - 9.0 - 7.9 - 7.0

Money income plus food. housing, and
medical care (excluding Institu-
tional cars expennitures):
Poverty rate 31.1 37.1 38.6
Percent reduction! -27.8 -13.4 -10.4

Money income plus fomd, housing, and
medical care (including institu-
tional ere expenditures):
Poverty rate 30.4 36.2 38.6
Percent reduction' -29.4 -15.9 , -10.4

'Percent reduction In the number of poor Trait the current poverty estimate
based on ncnny intone alone.

124
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Tatle 30, .Oren in the Clvillen Labor Force. Selected Years. 1320-1981

fen-
'donna in the
labor force
ft,ocsands,

Waren in labor fore of:

Total laccr 3

Aita..cft-,...conoft

force workins age

...-/ 43.1 52.0

196 ^ ' 1!..:3:
42.6 51.1

42.971 42.3 SC.7

:978 42.202 41.0 50.1

40.067 A2.3 43.5

38.520 39.7 47.4
:::: 39.1 46.4

f57.01762 13.5 45.7

1973 34.561 38.0 44.7

11.320 37.4 43.9

12"' 22 .132 37.0 43.4

3570 2:.5,50 36.7 43.6

.9.a 25.212 33.0 39.3

:a- 33.272 32.3 37.6

..et 20.564 30.2 25.7

1950 18.412 25.6 33.9

:;45 19.304 29.2 25.8

:940. 13.007 24.6 25.9

:930 10.296 Z..9 23.6

.9,, 8.289 20.4 22.7

8.076 21.2 23.4

900 4.999 18.1 20.0

Basel on laec cataus popclation controls.

NOTE: Labor farce data far 1900 to 1930 refer to
gainfully employed workers. For 1900 to

1945, data arm for persona 14 years of CSA
and over; beginning in 1950. data are for
persons 16 years of age and aver.

SCZC1ES 8C can of Labor Statistics. Venn in the Labor Forces Some nw Data Series.

lelx=t S75 (1979). fable 1.
3=man of Labor Stat.:sties. Narita and Ycally CharacturatIca of the
Labor Forts. }larch 1979. by Scaarly Johnson Ppecial tabor Fora. Pe76rt 277

(January 1981). tablas ) and 4. 9. 90.
3=asu of Labor 3tatist1na..Mar1ta1 and 745017 Characteristics of Sorter's.
lunch 1980. tress Pales.. 80-767 (Decicsber 9. 1980), Tablas ) sod 4.

Duran. of Labor Statistics. Half of Nation. Children Haw. WorW..na gathers.
'roes Release 81-522 (NoveabsrlS. 1981). Table 7.



Table 21.
Number oftarners in families In Previous Years, Bilationship, and Median Family Income in 1980, by
Type of family' 1981 and 1970

Type of family and
nuebor of earners

1970 1981
Median featly
incOis in 1980Number

(thous.) 'Percent
Number
(thous.) Percent (Dollars

Total families..._ 51.237 60. 702 $21,003

Married-couple families. total 44.430 100.0 49.316 100.0 23.263

No earners 3,022 6.8 5,903 12.0 10.187

1 earner 16.268 36.6 13.900 28.2 19.368

Husband only 15.133 34.1 11.621 23.6 20.472

Wife only 797 1.8 1,707 3.5 13,612

Other relative only 339 0.8 573 1.2 16.148

i. 2 or more earners 25,145 56.6 29.513 59.8 28,025

'Wieland and wife 20,327 45.7 25,557 51.8 27.745

Husband and other, not wife 4,517 10.2 3.380 8.9 31.031

Husband non-earner 302 0.7 576 1.2 22.684

Other families. totally 6.801 044 11.385 ...

Maintained by .omen- 5.573 100.0 9.416 100.0 . 10.233

No earners 1.194 21.4 2.216 23.5 4.494

1 earner 2.468 44.2 4.612 49.0 10.350

2 or wore earnefs 1.911 34.3 2.589 27.5 10.673

Maintained by men-i 1.239 100.0 1.969 100.0 17.743

No earners 121 9.7 244 12.4 7.790

I earner.. 520 41.9 891 45.3 15,577

2 or ..)re earners 598 48.2 835 42.4 : 23.785

I! Divorced. separated. widowed, or never-married persons.

SOURCES' Bureau of Labor Statistics. Marital and Family Characteristics of the labor Faros, March 1979,
by Beverly Johnson. Special Labor force Report Mo. 237 (January 1981?. Table 1, p. 49.

Bureau of Labor Statistics. Ralf of Nation's Children have Working No re.

Press Release 81-522 (November 15. 1981), Table 3.
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r,cla 23. *clan a7c worked Between- Werreo, and first Birth. and avec: Who :screed Between
First and Second Births. as Percent cf Al: Ever-Serried 'omen 15-44 Years cf Age.
CY Year cf Tat Sarr1age. Ld::ceticcs at Marriage, and Pace: 1973

Year of first marriage
:on.:ect

19655-
1959

1963-
l954

1955 -

1959

,,BF:ENT 1.N0 SOAK= BETw723,
aA:-..B1AZE 31=1-r,

Al: scowl 51 59

Sect:

61 71 57
73 53 5:

Li...tat:on at narriage:

that :2 years 52 45
years 85 75 75

.nre than Z2 years 91 83 76

PESZENT WHO SCR= nrwal
FIRS: MO SECCND B:RTY5='

All women 5: 43 37

Pacer

to 50 43 35
Black e2 49 54

Education at mart:ago,

Less than 12 yeate 51 43 35
12 year 53 42 36
Mors than 12 years 47 47 43

if
Base includes only wen -msrriad moan 15-44 years of age in 1973. mho hare had a
birth (or intend a birth). mar* first marriad 1955-59. and had no premarital pregnancy.

2/
Base includes only eeer-'marriad women 15-44 pears of age In 1973. mho have had 2 birn
(or 1 birth and intend another) and ears first married in 1955-67.

SCUBC2: National Canter for Health Statistics. Patterns of SmplOyment Before and After
Childbirth, by L. L. BunTaas and J. A. Sweet. Vital and Seelth Statimities,

Series 23, Bo. 4 (January 1980), Table 3, p. 18, and Table 5, p. 20.
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laole 7.A. Percent of Ever-Married woman 15-4a Years of Age With 1 or %ore Children Ever
Born Who eermed 2.cring tne latest Pregnancy in 1970-73. And ?-tent of Even-
Married :omen 15-44 Years of Age With 1 or More Children Ever Born Ed.-cloyed
2,ring to Latest Pregnancy in :970-73 Who Returned to Work Since the Last Birth.
.y Parity. Race end Spar_ish Crigica 2.973

Face and rarity

airmen era worked
dJrigg the

latest pregnancy-

'Semen ,no retx-net
to work since the,
latest pregnancr

Prtrt
2/

Adjusted- I Adjusted2/
Percent pereert

E7,N:717Y

...-_:e 42 40 59 62

s's-k 50 53 73 63

Spanish irtg--7-' 5 37 AS 66 69

:cher race or ethnicity 23 32 (5) (3)

PAPZ7Y

1 !v. birth 6: 63 53 59

2 live births 36 34 65 65
3 live births 29 26 sr 62
A live births or more...-. 27 27 70 .65

11 Includes only pregnancies that ended In a live birth in 1970-73.

2' Adjusted by Multiple Classification Analysis for religious denomination. religious
participation. education. husband's income. age at birth of Intent child. occ4pstion,
region end piece of residence, year of latest birth. and either race or parity.

2/ Adjusted by X.C.A. for variables listed in footnote 2. replacing year of latest birth

by additional children expected.

1/ Persons of Spanish origin may be of any race.

SC:H12. Saticcial Center for Health Statistic!. Patterns of Enploynent leer. and
After Childbirth. by L. L. BUZTIMAS and J. A. Sweet. Vital end Rea/th Statistics,

Series 23. Po. 4 (Jannary 19S0). Tat3s 8. p. 23, and Table 12, p. 30.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Marriott.
Mr. MikRitiorr. Thank you, Mr_ Chairman.
Could you clarify one point for me? If it were not for the single

heads of households who are not getting child support, what would
the overall poverty rate be? If you would exclude that group, how
would that change the national poverty level?

Mr. CHAPMAN. Well, what we showed there was that the official
poverty rate does not now take account of inkind benefits, and so
we have a high rate of poverty based on cash income along . In 1979
it was 11.1 percent. Had we included the inkind benefits, such as
tood, housing, and medical care, and valued them at the market
value, it would have gone down to 6.4 percent.

If we did not count cash transfer benefits, the poverty rate would
be even higher than the official rate. We do include the cash bene-
fits in the official measurement of poverty but we do not count any
inkind benefits.

Mr. MARRiorr. What percent of the poverty rate consists of
Sing-le parent households?

Mr. CHAPMAN. It is now 48 percent. That rose from 24 percent in
1960.

Chairnian MILLER. Excuse me. Is that 48 percent of the house-
holds, or 48 percent of all the individuals?

Mr. CHAPMAN. Forty-eight percent of families in poverty.
Chairman MILLER. 5t the family unit?
Mr. CHAPMAN: Yes.
Mr. MARRIorr. Not taking into account noncash income?
Mr. CHAPMAN. That is correct.
Mr. MARRiorr. If you take into account noncash income, would

that change that number?
Mr..CHAPMAN. Yes, it would go down.
Mr. MARRiorr.'What would it be, do you know?
Mr. WEED. We do not have those figures with us today. We can

get them for you.
[The information referred to appears on p. 136, question 1.1
Mr. MARRIOTT. Let me ask you one other question. Do you have

any information onexcuse me.
Chairman MILLER. We will (-Dritinue the hearing through this

vote call.
Mr. Mmuttorr. One of the concerns that you said was one of the

reasons why we have the high poverty among the single head of
households is that those who ought to be providing for the children
simply are notonly some 30 percent.

Mr. CHAPMAN. Thirty-five.
Mr. Mmottorr. Only 35 percent of the people who should be

paying child support actually pay child support. N that correct?
Mr. CHAPMAN. I think the way I put it is that 35 percent of the

female-maintained families situation do get child support payments
from the father. I cannot turn it around and tell you what propor-
tion of fathers, but 31; percent of female-maintained familieS are
getting child support from the father.

Chairman MILLER. Excuse me, if the gentleman would yield, is
that 35 percent of' those who are beneath the poverty line or 35
percent of all female heads of households?

1q1
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Mr. CHAPN1AN. Thirty-five percent of
Mr. GREEN. That is of all female heads of households.
Mr. NIARRicn-r. Why is it so low?
Mr. CHAP.MAN. That is a good question. I do not know that we

have the answer to that.
Mr. GREEN. Well, not all of the women have agreements for

which the father is supposed to make payments. But even for many
of those who do, they do not get the benefits that they are supposed
to get.

Mr. CHAPMAN. A lot of menand-this has been a problem in a
number of Statessimply do not make the payments. I do not
think we have that sociological or legal explanation.

Mr. MARI:num It seems to me that maybe the law is just too lax
in that area. Does that appear to be a problem?

Mr. CHAPMAN. In some States, in fact, they have strengthened
the law. I believe Michigan is one.

Mr. GREEN. At the Census Bureau we do have reports on child
support and alimony that show how these proportions break down
by demographic characteristics, so we can make that available to
you. The estimates are at a national level, however. The sample is
not large enough to break them down by State.

[The information referred to appears on p. 136, question 2.]
Mr. MARRIOTT. I was going to ask that question. Do you have it

by State?
Mr. GREEN. No; the current population survey is not large

enough to give reliable estimates by State and we cannot really
identify the information in the 1980 census because we do not have
that type of income broken out separately. But we can at least
sketch out a national and regional picture for you, and we can
show how the recipiency patterns vary by the d;ffe7-,r*. characteris-
tics of women by race, by number of children by when
they were divorced, and so on.

Mr. MAkRiorr. Thank you.
Mr. Leland.
Mr, LELAND. Let me ask you, sir. My mother worked full time

when I was growing up. She and my father were .separated. She
was Catholic, so she could not get married, etc., and we left Mobile,
Ala., when I was 3 and she went to Houston, Tex., and worked as a
short-order cook in a little pharmacy, making hamburgers and
milk.shak 1 things like that.

My rno:. ff;?cided at about the time I was 5 to go back to coil-
lege. She s'Imilt several.years in college and, of course, there was no
such thing as day care or other facilities for my brother and me,
and since she was raising her boys by herself, we used to go to
work with her and we went to school with her in the summer.

We were rather fortunate because my mother was rather driven
to do better for herself and she eventually became a teacher and ,
she is now an area superintendent in her school district. By her ex-
ample we were able to make it.

We were very poor as I was growing up but we were very fortu-
nate. There zre opportunities, some limited opportunities, for
women to work and find better jobs than those my mother could
find while rearing two children.

13t
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I am trying to figure out basically what can those parents do,
those single parents, who are rearing children? What can they do
to offer better opportunities for their children?

Mr. CH; PMAN. Well, I do not know if the Census Bureau can tell
you that. Congressman, but I will say that there has been a change
in the nature of families that have been separated or divorced,
whether it is a woman raising her children alone, and that is that
they are better WI financially than they were in previous genera-
tionsyour generation and my generation.

And what the statistics tell us is not that people in this situation
are worse off, because they are not worse off. You can attribute
that to whatever you wantthe economy, the programs that have
been passed, whatever. By and large, families maintained by
women are doing better.

The problem is what shows up in the poverty statistics is that
there are so many more of them. We have this irony or paradox, I
guess, in our statistics for 1970 and 1980. It is that when you look
at family income, it went down. Individual income went up. Family
income went down.

But the paradox is that any given category of family did better,
that intact families, in particular, did better, but so did families
maintained by women. An inaividual family did better, but when
vou have this big increase in the category of families maintained
by women with no husband present, then that affects the overall
poverty picture and it drives the numbers up.

Mr. LELAND. OK. We have got greater numbers, an expanding
category, but these women today are better off, you are saying,
than they were in my generation,as I grew up?

Mr. CHAPMAN- That is right.
Mr. LELAND. But can they evolve out of the impoverished condi-

tions that they live in? My mother did only because she harl a
mother who was driving her, and she had some, I guess, cultural
pressures, if you will, because even though we were poor we were
middle-class oriented or aspiring.

Can women get out of the impoverished conditions that they live
in today even though they are better off? I think that basically if a
person is caught in the catch of poverty, poverty is poverty. I do
not know how you measure being better off.

Mr. CHAPMAN. Well, you have an interesting.question there and
it seems to me that you answered part of it when you talked about
motivation and outlook and so forth. As a matter of fact, I came
from a very similar kind of conditions in terms of family myself,
and the same sort of situation in terms of my mother seeking
higher education to pull the family as well as herself more stoutly
into the middle class.

And that motivation is important and it still makes a critical dif-
ference. But I think at this point I do not know if you are getting
beyond my depth, but you are getting beyond my calling as the
head of the Census Bureau, because we cannot look into people's
minds or hearts or motivations.

But I will tell you that there is something on the other side of
the picture that you need to look at, I think that policymakers
need to look at, and that is not only how do we provide for women
raising children alone, and particularly how do we provide them
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with the wherewithal to move out of the poverty situation--by the
way. many, many do, a high proportion dobut how do we keep
families intact in the first place?

Now there was a study done by Mr. Sehuerle, I believe his name
isS-e-h-u-e-r-l-e--at the American Enterprise Institute, that
showed that the Government deduction for dependents was $600 in
19-17. It is $1,000 today. And if it had kept pace with inflation by
1980 it would have been $4,400.

So if you want to ask where is the population that is on the
brink, where various economic stresses might propel them into a
family breakup that might not otherwise happen, it is that lower
middle-class group for whom the tax structure does not provide as
much as it did a generation earlier in terms of real help in raising
children.

Mr. LEU ND. So we need to look at the taxing process, possibly
reorient it, because people at the top are getting probably more
than ever before, tax breaks, and we should look at reorienting or
reprioritizing tax advantages at the lower level of the economic
spectrum as opposed to the higher levels?

Mr. CHAPMAN. Well, I am not going to get into I
would just point out to you that that group of people who are in
the middle class, and particularly the lower middle class, are im-
pacted by taxation and by other Government policies.

Mr. LELAND. Are you saying comparatively, though, that they
are paying more today than they did before, possibly more than the
people in the upper brackets?

Mr. CHAPN1AN. Well, everybody is, but the fact is that that deduc-
tion applies to everybody who has an income, so that while we
have programs of support for people in the poverty category with
chilc;.ren, the cost of raising children, which I mentioned has gone
up steeply in he past number of years, really impacts on every-
body above the poverty line. There we do not seem to pay much
attention.

Now the reason I mention the lower middle class is that they are
the ones that are the most vulnerable of slipping into poverty. It is
not a matter of equity. It is a matter of observation about where
people are in the situation, and in 1947 that was worth $600. It is
now worth $1,000 deduction. If it had kept pace with inflation, it
would be $4,400.

So there is a concern there that is legitimate. What ought to be
done about it? And I want to underline this. What ought to be done
about it from a policy standpoint is not the business of the Census
Bureau.

Mr. LELAND. I understand and I do not want to take the time of
the committee much longer. But let me ask this.

The increased numbers of impoverished female heads of house-
holds is due, if you can tell me, probably to the epidemic of teenage
pregnancy, who come usually from the lower economic scale in our
society. Is that not correct?

Mr. CHAPMAN. It comes from a combination of that and the
much higher divorce rates. We have had a doubling of the divorce
rate in the last dozen years, and high separation ratesthose three
things together.
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Mr. LELAND. One question. Black peopleand I am asking
this for obvious reasonsagain, my mother is a unique example,
but far be it from me to state that I represent the example of how
people can make it in America because I evolved out of an impov-
erished condition. But black women, as I understand it, are the
higher unemployed or employed at a lower status than any other
category of people. Is that not correct?

Mr. CHAPMAN. I do not know what your categories would be.
Mr. LELArs:D. There are more black womenthe proportion would

be higher unemployed or underemployed. Is that not correct?
Mr. GREEN. Well, the unemployment rates for blacks generally

are quite a bit higher than for whites.
Mr. LELAND. But statistically it seems to me, if I am not mistak-

enand I am not a person who remembers statistics very well
but it seems to me that black women add to the unemployment
rate of black people overall much more than other categories, if
you disregard youth unemployment in the black community. Is
that not correct?

Mr. GREE31. I think that is generally true.
Mr. LELAND. Historically black women have always been in

higher numbers or proportionately higher more the heads of house-
hold. I think that because of the status changing even more so
today and I guess what I am trying to get from you is, when we
consider this category of expanded heads of households, particular-
ly women single heads of households, that black women single
heads of households, also expand that category.

Is that not correct?
Mr. CHAPMAN. If I follow your question, I think that is correct.
Mr. GREEN. I think the point you touched on earlier is relevant

here. It is more difficult for a woman with no husband present, but
with children present, to get a job. Child care arrangements have
to be made. It is just a more difficult situation and most women
still retain custody of the children.

Of course, if it is a child born out of wedlock, then it usually
stays with the mother and so the woman is in a more difficult situ-
ation. Even as the economy improves with the availability of jobs,
it is not always so easy to get into the labor market.

Mr. LELAND. Particularly when you are black, and I am not
trying to bring into this discussion necessarily the nuances of
racism. But still it is a very looming problem in America today,
and I guess it is something for us to consider.

We heard earlier, by the way, that black people suffer more from
infant mortality than anybody else. The statistics are very impor-
tant to me and I know they are important to the committee.

Mr. GREEN. I guess the other point to emphasize is that the pov-
erty rates for each group separately, for women separately and for
men, are going down, but a large growth in the number of families
maintained by women with no husband present. The fact that their
poverty rates are higher than for male-headed families pulls up the
overall poverty rate, even though both groups are doing better
when viewed from their own perspective.

Mr. CHAPMAN. The question is how do you want to define this
problem. Is this a problem of worsening conditions for women
maintaining households and raising children, or is in fact that situ-
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ation getting somewhat better but that we are having such an ex-
treme expansion of that, category that we have a much greater ex-
ample of that problem and a much wider expression of it in the
population as a *hole?

Mr. GREEN. That is precisely what is happening.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman 'MILLER. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chapman, welcome to the committee. I wonder if I could ask

you a couple of preliminary questicns before I get to my main
point. You have given us the figures, I think, on the number of
single parent families in the poverty level. Do you have the
number of single parent families totally?

Mr. CHAPMAN. It has gone up, obviously, also.
Mr. GREEN. Actually, the third chart we F-esented was not re-

stricted to poverty. It showed the percent of all families maintained
by women with no husband present. That would be the third chart
in the handout. We also had a chart that showed what percent of
all poor families were maintained by women.

Mr. CHAPMAN. What we have, Congressman, I guess, is we have
it divided by race. We do not have the total for the population as a
whole. I think it is slightly above the white group.

Mr. GREEN. That is correct.
Mr. CHAPMAN. It was 12 percent in 1980 for whites and 40 per-

cent in 1980 for blacks, and I think it is about 15 percent for the
population as a whole. . _

Mr. COATS. You have figures that indi-ate the percentage in-
crease in the decade of the 1970's.

Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes. It went up in the category of white from 9
percent to 12 percent in that decade, and from 28 percent to 40 per-
cent on blacl4s.

Mr. COATS. And do you have figures that indicate the percent of
increase totally in one-parent families,I,A broken down in terms of
whites and blacks?

Mr. CHAPMAN. It would be slightly above that 9- to 12-percent in-
crease.

Mr. Cows. Maybe I am asking the question wrong. What has
been the percentage increase in one-parent families during the
decade of the 1970 s to the 1980's? 1-jow fast has it increased and
how much of a problem is it becoming?

Mr. GREEN. We do not have that summary statistic readily avail-
able. We can calculate it.

Mr. COATS. I had heard the figure 62 percent.
Mr. CHAPMAN. I know what you are talking about. All right. The

increase of single parent faniilies in the country as a whole is 69.1
percent, is it not?

Mr. GREEN. That is nonfamily households. That is not necessarily
single parent. It includes single individuals also.

Mr. COATS. Sixty-nine percent.
Mr. CHAPMAN. There are about four or five ways to cut this ques-

tion..
Mr. WEED. You are interested in single parent families and the

actual increase in the total number of them?.
Mr. COATS. Yes.
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Mr. WEED. From 1970 to 1981, we hate an increase among those'
maintained by women of 92.5 percent. That is almost double. And
among men there is a similar increase, 93 percent. And the
number that are maintained by men is now about two-thirds of a
inillion,.trr 666,000, and women numbered about 5.6 million.

Mr. COATS- We heard some testimony from the witnesses this
morning indicating that contrary to a lot of Piipular belief the in-
crease in divorce rate and, therefore, creation of new single parent
families, is correlated with good economic conditions.
'; Mr. CHAPMAN. Well, if you think that divorcejs caused by eco-
nomic conditions, then I guess you could argue itboth waysthat
people in hard times are more pressed, therefore, they are more
likely to get divorcedalthough in fact in the 1930's the divorce
rate was substantially lower than it was in the good period that fo17
lowed

The question is causality. What was driving that increase? Was
it the economy or was it something else? I know the argument
which is that in good times'.people can afford to get divorced and
live iseparate..y and still have an economic existence that is viable
for both. Thee is probably something to that, but the study that
we did, and the study by the University of Michigan survey
research center, showed about the same kind of relationship.

The dynamic is primarily running the other way. Although the.,
economy may have affected the divorce rates, the divorce rate does
affect the economic conditions of people because there is a tremen-
dous association of poverty with single parent status.

pr. GREEN. Also,.I do not think you can ignore the separation. If
divorce and separation were less common in the past, 'perhaps
there was more social stigma associated with it in the past than
there is now.

Mr. CHAPMAN. There are lots of other things driving divorce
rates thanAhe economy.

Mr. 07A129..Mill you be conducting interim studies that you could
provide W-04e comaiiittee on an updated basis so that we can meas-
ure, say, what has happened in the early 1980's versus what has
happened between 1970, and 1980?

Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes, and we would like to ly.t asked for particular
kinds of information, too. For example, as I have gotten into this, I
have found there are some holes in our Federal data. One in the
area of adoption. Apparently about 10 years ago we stoppec ..;ven
collecting data on that subject. So there are various subjects where
we can make some improvelpent in our Federal picture or statisti-
cal picture on families and we would be happy to have your advice
and suggestions in that respect.

[The information refeiTecl to appears on p. 13 ..,_questitin 3.]
Mr. COATS. One of the things are_hav een trying to accomplish

or we want to accomplish wit his committee is to. establish a reli-
able data base, and I am sure you can help us with that.

Mr. GREEN. I might add that in a year we will start the survey of
income participation this October. It will be much better suited for
examining these kinds of issues, because it will be a longitudinal
survey which will enable us to observe what happens to family as
it passes through divorce and separation.
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We plan to follow members in the survey. So we will see how
family finances change and how the labor force participation and
program participation changes as well.

Mr. CHAPMAN. One of the things I want to lea'e with you is the
observation that. I believe is in the paper, that pcwc-.-ty status is not
a steady status. Families move in and out of poverty according to
changes in family composition and other factors. A very high pro-
portion of all children will in fact be touched by tie condition of
living in a single parent family for some period of their lives.

The other side of the coin is that those who are in single parent
families might not remain in that status for their entire childhood.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Yes, two very quick requests.

- Since I was voting for part of your testimony and did not hear
everything you said, is it correct that your statements with regard
to poverty differ from what Mrs. Rivlin said today, although your
figures end in 1980 and hers go to 1983.

Would you briefly look at her statement' and give us your opinion
as to whether or not you agree with the figures that she has used
to determine how many families are in poverty and to infer what
the current trend is?(---%

Mr. CHAPMAN. Surety.
Mr. WOLF. The second request is, could you examine your statis-

tics on divorce and single parent families in conjunction with
those of Russia, England, Germany, Japan, and any other countries
you belive are appropriate to acquire a qualitative data base. By
analyzing trends in other countries, Mr. Chairman, we can com-
pare different systems and laws with current U.S. policy and recog-
nize constructive systcrns to apply to the problems we are discuss-
ing today.

Mr. CHAPMAN. We would be happy to do that..

VJ,The
information referred to appears on p. 136, question 4.]

LL.Woix. Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Johnson. ,
Ms. JOHNSON. I have nothing, thank vou.
Chairman MILLER: Are you able to break down the divorce rate,

at what point divorces occur in marriages-1 year, 3 years, 10
years, 20 yea,- Is that data available?

Mr. CHAPMAN. We can.
[The information referred to appears on p. 137, question 5.].
Chairman MILLER. Could it be made available to the committee?

It is not presented in this testimony, but if it is available tu
Census Bureau, I would appreciate it if it could be made availat;`e
to the committee.

Mr. WEED. Could you be a little bit more specific?
Chairman MILLER. I am interested in how many years into mar-

riage the divorce event occurs. Do 40 percent of them occur in the
first 3 years or the first year, and do yr.-,u find a lag and then at 20
years you find another event? I have some ideas about what hap-
pens, but I think it would be very important to the Congress, as we
study the various rights of various family members.
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It would be interesting to know how long people knew one an-
other and extended families and all of that through the institution
of marriage. I would like to know what those trends are.

Mr. WEED. They are available. I do not have them right here.
Chairman MILLER. OK. Thank you.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, let me ask. In the request for the com-

parative data, which I think is an excellent one, I think you men-
tioned divorce. I think it would be useful if we could have some
comparative data for other aspects that were covered in the testi-
mony this morning.

Chairman MILLER. Perhaps we should take the request of Con-
.

gressman Wolf, and see what other kind of comparative data we
would like, and get the minorit;, and majority staff together to take
the Census Bureau up on their 'offer. We should figure out where
there are holes in the current Federal data base with respect to the
concerns of this committee, and begin to fill the gaps.

Mr. LELAND. Mr. Chairman, in that regard, do you' have a break-
down? I do not know if this is relevant to ask, but do you have a
breakdown in regard to religion?

Mr. CHAPMAN. No, we do not collect that any longer. It has
gotten too controversial. It is one of those cases where it would be
very interesting to have it, but it would be very bard to get it.

Chairman MiLLER. It may be available. I am not sure. I was
going to say the committee may be able to secure that in some
form. The Census Bureau does not keep it, but religious institu-
tions run surveys on rates of divorce and marriage duration and
that sort of thing t hat we could try to secure.

Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MAttatorr. Just another question, back to divorce. Is it also

true that for the people who get divorced for the first time and
then remarry, there is a ,high rate of second divorces? Do you have
that information?

Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes, that is correct. 1. do not have the specific
number.

Mr. WEED. We had a survey in 1975 that showed generally that
the ;probability of a first marriage ending in divorce for women .
born in 1945 to 1949 would be about 38 percent. For those who then
remarried, the probability would be about 44 percent of the mar-
riage ending in divorce. So that survey indicated a, slightly higher
proPortion of redivorce in second marriages.

There are other data available that I am aware of, and it is a
co troversial area and you are apt to find other kinds of results dif-

fe ent from that. To my knowledge, they differ in the kinds of data
they used and in the way the analyses were done.

[The information referred to appears on p. 137, question 6.]
Mr. MARRIO7T. I would be very anxious to have all of those par-

ticulars and have it made available for the committee. And one
other thing: What type of statistics do you have on child abuse? Do
you keep records?

Mr. CHAPMAN. I do not believe that is a Census Bureau function.
You might try HHS on that.
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Mr. MAaatorr. You do not keep any statistics at all on the rate
of child abuse, the frequency of abuses, or the number of cases re-
ported? It is not in your jurisdiction?

Mr. CHAPMAN. No.
Mr. GREEN. I think that would be very difficult to collect from

our household surveys. But I believe there is an office within HHS
that does work on that.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you again for your time and for the in-
formation, and we look forward to working with you in the future.

Mr. CHAPMAN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Next the committee will hear from a panel

made up .of: Armand Nicholi, who is on ,the faculty of Harvard
Medical School, staff, Massachusetts General Hospital, and former
chairman, Massachusetts Governor's Commission on Children and
Family; Dr. Walter Williams, professor of economics, George Mason
University; and Rita Kramer, who is the author of "In Defense of
the Family," "Giving Birth," "Child Bearing in America Today,"
and "Flow to Raise a Human Being," and numerous contributions
to the. New York Times "Parents" column.

If she would come forward, please. We will hear from the mem-
bers of the panel in the order in which they/ were called. And
again, if you have prepared testimony it wilybe included in the
record in its entirety and we would like you to proceed in the
manner in which you are most comfortable., And we will hear from
all of the panelists and then make time available for questions.

[Information supplied by Bruce Chapman follows:J
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PIFORMATION ON POViRTY STATUS, CHILD SUPPORT, AND nivonf

Ouestion 1. How does the receipt of noncash benefits affect the poverty

states of families with a female householder?

families maintained by women with no husband present are far rmre vulnerable

to erenemic fwfdship than other families. A large percentage of them remain

below the poverty level even when the value of the major mezds-tested noncash

benefits they receive is counted as part of their incomes. However, the

inclusion of noncash benefits lowers the poverty rate substantially for these

families. (See attached table.) When selected means - tested benefits oere

counted at market value, only 16 percent of families with a female householder,

of husband present, were below the poverty level in 1979, compared with.30.per-

rent under the official definition of poverty that is based on money income

only. (It should be noted that market value is the most generous measure of

the Cash value of in-kind benefits. Use of other valuation methods would yield

smaller reductions in poverty.) The valuation of benefits also resulted in a

greater reduction in poverty for female-householder families than for families

in general, so that they accounted for only 44 percent of all poor family

households, compared with 48 percent under the official definition.

question 2, To what extent does the receipt of.child support and alimony pay-
ern-ts orovido for the economic needS of divorced or separated women?

The Census Bureau conducted a special survey in April 1979.that collected

detailed data on the receipt of child support, alimony, and property settlements.

It was found that of the IA million women who had children present from an absent

father, only about three-fifths were awarded or hadan agreement to receive child

support payments, and of the women who were supposed to receive child support,

only half received the full amount that they were due. (See U.S. Bureau of the

Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 112, "Child Support and

Alimony: 1918," U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.)

Question 3. What are the United States statistics for divorce in the 1970s

and 1980s?

Between 196h and 197h the number of divorces granted annually in the United

States more than doubled, rising from 499,000 to 1,083,000, After 1976, the

annual divorce total increased much more slowly, rising to,1,219,000 in 1981.

There was a slight decline to 1,180,000 in 1982. This was' the first decline

in the annual total since 1962. The annual divorce rate also 'doubled between

1966 and 1976, rising from 2.5 ,to 5.0 divorces per 1,000 population. The rate

remained stable for 197/, rose to 5.4 for 1979, and then fluctuated'at 5.2 in

1980, 5.3 in 1981, and 5.1 in 1982.

)upstion 4. What are the figures regarding divorce and single arent families

fe Russia, England, Germany, and Japan?

The U.N. Demographic Yearbook reports that in 1980 the divorce'ir4e per

1,000 population was 1.22 in Japan, 1.56 in Germany (Federal Republic),
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3.01 in England and Wales, and 3.50 in Russia (Soviet Union). By comparison,
the rate was 5.20 divorcesper 1,000 population in the United States in 1980.

It is generally very difficult to obtain comparable figures regarding family
composition because of the wide range of family/household definitions employed
by various countries and the differences in the way countries tabulate and
publish family data. We have obtained the following information, but we urge
that great caution be used in interpreting the data.

For Japan in 1915, there were 691,100 one-parent families, comprising 4.0 percent
of the 17,427,400 families with related children under 18 years, and 2.6 percent
of all families (27,028,100) irrespective of type or presence of children. For
Germany in 1980, there were 1,566,000 one-parent families, constituting 14.4 per-
cent of the 10,861,000 families with children under 18 years, and 6.9 percent of
the total 22,680,000 families of all types. For Great Britain in 1976, there
were /50,000 one - parent families, comprising 11 percent of all families with
dependent children under 18 years (about 6.8 million). For the Soviet Union
in 1979, there were 1.9 million one-parent families, comprising 12 percent of
the 66.3 million families of all types. By comparison, the United Sfates in
1982 had 6,541000 one-parent family households comprising 21.1 percent of the
31,012,000 family hnuseholds with own children under 18 years, and 10.7 percent
of the 61,019,000 family households of all types.

Ouestion 5. How many years into marriage does the divorce event occur? That
is, what is the distribution of marriages as they divorce?

hivorce.statistics for 1.978 show that the median duration of marriages ending
in divorce that year was 6.6 years in other words, half of the disrupted
marriages had lasted less than 6.6 years and half more than 6.6 years). Also
in 197B, of the divorces granted in that year, 4.6 percent lasted less than
1 year, 22.0 percent lasted less than 3 years, 67.0 percent lasted less than
10 years, and 88.7 percent lasted less, than 20 years.

Recent analyses based on marital-status life tables for the United States,
1976-77, show that, out of a cohort of 100 newly contracted marriages, a cumu-
lative figure of 2 would end in divorce before the first anniversary, 11 would
end in divorce before the third annniversary, 33 before the tenth anniversary,
and 44 rofore the twentieth anniversary. (See the attached article, "Divorce:
Americans' Style." from American Demographics, March 1982, pages 14-15; also,
see the attached report, "National Estimates of Marriage Dissolution and Survi-
vorship: United States," from Vital and Health Statistics, Series 3, No. 19,
published by the National Center for Health Statistics, November 1980.)

Question 6. What is the percentage of second divorces in remarriages?

A Census Bureau report based on the June 1975 Current Population Survey sh
that, for women born between 1945 and 1949, the projected proportion that
eventually end a first marriage in divorce was 38 pdrCent. Among wnm,,n born

in 1945-49 who ended their first marriage in divorce and, then rT,0 . a

kojected 44 percent would end their second marriage in divor data

show that the likelihood of a second marriage ending in divorce . ureater
than the likelihood that a first marriage will end in divorce. (See
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 297,
"Number, Timing, and Duration of Marriages and Divorces in the United States:
June 1975." U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1976.)

Attachments
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20233

OUSEHDLDS WITH A FEMALE HOUSEHOLDER, NO HUSBAND PRESENT: 1979

(Num5ere in thousands. Households as of March i9e0. Households are classified according

to the poverty statue of the family or the nonfamily householder)..

Characteristics
I

ALL INCOME LEVELS

Total households
Family households

With female householder, no husband present
Percent of total
Percent of family households

BELOW POVERTY LEVEL

Total households
Family households

With female householder, no husband present
Percent of total.
Percent of family households.
Percent below poverty level

Not counting
noncash benefits

(Official definition)

Counting noncash'
benefits at
market value-w

79,108 79,108
58,426 58,426
8,540 . 8,540
10.8 10.8
14.6 14.6

9,549 5,337
5,320 3:101

2,575 1,354

27.0 25.4

48.4 43.7

30.2 15.9

2/ Noncash benefits include food stamps, free or reduced price school lunches, public
housing, Medicare and Medicaid (including expenditures for institutional care). The

market value is the price of the good in the private market place (e.g., the market

value of food stamps is the face value of the stamps).

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Technical Paper No. 50, "Alternative Methods for

Valuing Selected In-Kind Transfer Benefits and Measuring Their Effect on

Poverty" (March'1982), table F-1.



More than I lin,. milh,m Americans
1,C,11111: ni.ifned no 1952, and no
doubt they all promised to rake iheir
111., sriniscs as )MO1,1111.1 "until
death do us Tire such good
intentions, hs 1977, when members
of the marriage cohort of 1952 cele-
brated their 25th wedding annivet-
sane., folly 446.000 couples. Of 29

unit, KO die Mee&
. Ir has taken the 1957 marriage

cohort use sears less to tech this
...One level of divorce. Of the 1.5 mil-
lion m.unaces Iserformed that year.
20 percent had ended in divorce by
1977. the 20,11 anniVeis.10 for those
who remained loge( lief Ely 1977.

had also ended about 10 per-
cent of the 1.6 million marriages per-
formed in 1962, before their 15th
aronsersars, and 23 percent of the

.1.9 million marriages performed in
191' before their lech antovec:u-s.
Mao' Liges di. not last as long as thil,
one did Si .h statistics support the
claim ot the 19705 to be the "decade
it 111%0.e."

1 he stit one s of the MI-
mice iiihorts just mentioned are nut
net comilete, however. ((current dr-

Mfrs Coln MIK% another 3 per.

.A Weed is idilf of chi !damage
J (Mital. Stilti:fli's the stem
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Divorce:
Americans'

Style

cent ache 1952 cohort will dtvorce.
for a total u(32 percent. The cohorts
of 1957. 1962, and 1967 will have
another 6. 10 and 17 percent, re.
spec tively, of ti.eir Mat riages end
in divorce. Indced, filly half of
all recently married couples could
eventiOly divorce.

The fact that many marriages end
in divorce does ...ot Ily mean
that marriage is no longer an Ameri-
can institution. A recent study of
American women aged 15 to 44 in
1976 showed that seven out of ten
divorcees remarried within five years
of their divorce. Divorced men are
non likely than divorced women to
remarry. Repeat marriages are be
coming common: In 1979. for exam-
ple, an estimated 44 percent of all
marriages were remarriages. up from
30 percent to 1969. Although more
couples now divorce. marriage:re-
mains the norm.

The duration of marriages can be
predicted in much the same way at
the length of life, using life tables.
With the life-table procedure. it is
possible to calculate the proportion
of marriages that can he expected to
survive to a specified wedding am.
IllVe Oaf S', the pen- entaae. of mat'
tinges that will end In divorce both
before and after a specified winner-
Nary, and the expected dination

by James A. Weed

marriages. The tables may be used to
predict future divorce statistics, or ro
calculate one's own odds.'

Achieving Anniversaries

Couples celebrating their 50th wed-
ding anniversaries are often curious
about the likelihood of marriages
reaching the "golden" anniversary.
Many will be disappointed by the an-
swer, Achieving the 50th anniver
sary is not as rate an event as might be
supposed. Even with today's high di-
vorce rates, one of eight marriages
will last until the 50th anniversary.
The proportion is somewhat higher
for first 'marriages and lower for re
marriages, because people generally
are older when they remarry and thus
less likely to survive ro a 50th an-
niversary, and because divorce fates
are higher when one or both spouses
have been married before.
"Vas pameoLo appla. aeon of the life .table Ina!,
be referred b1 as a "duranan.a marnage- table.
because it Pliant the 'urinal (or 4isiolutin) of
muniages in a hyperheaeal what as marriages
',tweed from.me annmenar..loskr not In eat h
one,...eat myna! the kirolhelioil manages toe
Wheel nr specified dissolution rates. including
Janne. des:A.01.6.4 death oft Ile Ti,,
vwlu presented m till, annle use dented 1110,
duratoa-41thatnage tables for the Vetted
Star.,, tend, the assuriplen thin the manager
see soh,n to the &sta., and death rates Its
doto Lf act) e stt mated
fia thc th. p,11916-77
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The Rise of Divorce
It hat'bern taking marriage. friar, If.% to rti Since
disiirie alt riling. as litany a, hall of all r ent marriage, totals]
mennialla end in 411,1lC

l'errrritagr at a rirrtrd rm rnJ
In flour., 1 .r ,,,, ar

l'offno.r of nuol.... enflna J,.onr
Dt ri77. it oar of marriage

ttattrt I11 14s,"t
tw.`

.for fv..064-

1-1-1on

40

-o

How Long NX7ill It Last?
First roattiages la,t longer than trtnartiages, the grage. Roth gain in
rapt-on! dui tno Noalller the disorie prone earl,: years
AO NI its! e. Tel duration a, death, rake !licit toll in !art sears
I al., isJ nolnkrt of s.o. or onor,,t trfna,mn., for riot mat ogra
and rf momoo. h. macro, dor1111

14,11,1 ,,,,,

11

A "triple kw es the highest tisk of
Inaacc in the hot ten sears of Mar.
mgc.i. ed dumnishing risk a,

the 111.0 r C11.111T....of

spsise dying, on the other hand. in-
crease with the length of a marriagif.
but this risk remains comparatively
low during and (or some time after
the seats when the risk of divorce is
high. A "mph. is hose marriage MI,
civvv ItY early seats cams something
of a reprieve.
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The declining risk of divorce afte
ti early years of marriage gteatly to

creases the chances of celebratmg fu
nue atm" ersattes for ample: who
have been together for same time.
For example, of 100 newly performed
matriages only 13 achieve the 50th
anniversary; but of 100 mart iages
that have survived to the 10th an-
tliversalT. 21 reach the 50th. Of
every 100 marriages that achieve the
25th anniversary, 32 also attain the

50th anniversary; and 53 of every IN
marriages that last until the 40th an-
niversary survive Ill the 50th.

Given current divorce and death
tares, we can estimate the chances of
;training other anniversaries. For
example, 63 percent of new mar-
riages survive to the 10th anniver
sari, 41 percent to the 25th. and 25
percent to the 40th. Among roar.
nages that reach the I Otb anniver
sail'. 65 percent also achieve the
25th, and 40 percent the 40th. Of
couples celebrating their 25th an
nivetsam 61 percent will be together
long enough to attain their 40th.

The probability of divorce de.
creases with the duration of mar
flage. At today's divorce rates. 39
percent of ma triages reaching the 5th
anniversary and 27 percent of those
reaching the 1011, will es entually end
in divorce. Bur only 11 percent of
those marriages that attain the 20th.
and 7 percent of those achieving the
25th anniversary, will subsequently
end m divorce.

The risk "(divorce aleclinesrapidly
in the early years of marriage. Com-
pare the figures in the previous para-
graph: Between the 5th and 10th
arm ivetsaties the probability of a fu-
ture divorce. Tech by 12 percent-
age points ((tom 39 to 27). but be.
Raven the 20th and 25th anniver
saner the probability declines by only
4 pointi ((tom I1 to 7).

Figuring the Odds

Another way to portray the recent
American divorce pattern is to calcu
late the percentage of marriages that
will end in divorce before ach ieving a
given anniversary. At current di-
vorce rates. 19 percent of a given
cohort of new Marriages will end in
divorce befote the 5th anniversary.
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"Today, a new marriage will last an average of 23.2 years. for
first marriages, the expected duration is two or

three years 'more than this, and for remarriages some five to ten'years lessi

rem rut elite the ICrh. 40 ix,
tent 151111e I lie ISth, 47 pone it he
low the 25th. an,1 'IQ pen ent 14.ttte
the it.`tit (Theme petsentages Ale
NIIlle, 1.11 bight:, than th1,1. rte-
ente,1.11 the 1N11.1111111111.1011111, AIIICIll

mainage .ohatts of
1952. 1957. 1962, and 19671s:cause
dooti e rates has.. so. L n,rn.1

111. matt algt, end with the
.1,14,1, .1.1.1. 1,1 are

11.1 1.4.0'1' ',1st'', 6. the 11,1, tit di.
toile A. 3 TeIth. the a utmliati,C
vett rouge tit t ,,tiplesit,oft ed Mat",
111Sell .111111,e1,115 Is 11.4 As 1.1110 AS It

11 sA lett' 111.1111.1ees Vie 111,1

s111111`1,1 sle.1111 II Nt .11111.1

111ZIlles s., that sle.1111.11,1 ors uo 111.11

11.1l1e it All 101 a IISes rt.11,41 Atte!
atattatee...eie Lan deiromair Stamm
calls the potential pen en, sit,onea
Lt a gssen anitiset,at.

II sse assntne tot it ample. that
oath Jlsonr can tinrupt inainages
lelole the 10th anmten.tn (the itl
of distuptin bs diiall, I tem). 49
pert en( ntatttages Nould end III
,Lsone hs the 25th arintsetsat%.
110111: f Ile 1976 -77 rates Ills is

ssi Isl1111 111.111 the 47

pert VIII 1111111 !etl, 1,1 110111 the

t1111 A11,1 tll 111.1111.11e tables, III
huh Jtsotce and death di,
ritat...a... This compamon

slentolistr.itcslm 111111:111A 1110cl:eel
of miirtalits is Jilting the earls Jet:-

of the AS el.eZt. 111.1111.1eS

Epectation of lstarriage

In 1.11`le tile eft -I Nadi files
s; oflt ag.-, ate sitntittatt:ed Iti .1

ktt,t,tt As the .els.lset
of le. it 14 r

%./ tt LI! 1,1111 I th 1.
.11, .1 74 it.t Ameris AirlsIng
the bete I.tFlo .11.1`1,111 st m 11-11.111t`
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"expected duration of a marriage jai marriages has declined. Between
init tared.- IA ferelll'S the numaser 1948 11113 1965 the expected durat ion
oil seas an art:rage marriage 1.a.41 be of marriage was 30 to 32 years. By
expected to last :stet the wedding. 1969 the figuie had dropped to 26.2

Today. a ne. marriage will last an years. and the 1976 -77 figure is a full
asetage r21.2 wars, hamsi on the three seats below that. Since the

and death 1,11,4 of 1'1.76-77. early 1960s, the expected duration of
lor lust 111.1e11.1t.,W, rhr 1,11C,Ied 111:1A'. 1111111Ligc, has declined about
1.11111 Is t.n or thtee seats mote than eight was, tit almost 25 percent.
Om. ,ind tor Tetuan tag., siinie Inc to This reflects the :tic tease
ten ...at it m Jevotces. especially considetitig

The es. ,tt.1 Atitatwit .A now the elli sit tAle JCS11111 in mortality
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How Marriages End
i it en.1 ni.,11.1KI.
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- tit ;
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If Only Death Did Us Part
Amitlivt ...is of at .1 a, MAI lag, end o elate Ito.

loiwrr nwrigagri nould Lor onls death, not door, e, .Hold end Ova,u.h
Nit, lined,. ikotild than 10 scat,. on

ii` se.ii tit niiiir Arno., no

0 10 IS to 41.

-is

- in 4

-x T

-

at a t4 00

that has courted OVCf the saint
senoil and tends to lengthen the
Npl, Wet' 41114,10041 of 111:1103g0. The
lechne alws reflects the fact that te

071.10,:ltZtts, 14101 't1 Nom,. hAt shorter
expected ihitation than first mar-
riages, have been accounting for a
growing share of the total number of
marriages performed each sear.

The expected tharato,nitf marriage
can Cal, 01.110d WI just It new

marriages but for any Unno,

The expected number Of seats 0
marriage temaining narrim
couples celebrating their first an.
T10:00tary 15 22.9 years, slightly les.
Os -ti the 23.2 yearsexpected mat.
r ,:esittst maimed. The first year is a
'tough one.

timsever, the expected number of
yearsof marriage remaining increases
for couples celebrating successor,
:111114,0,43004 from the 2nd to the
9th. At the 2nd anniversary an aver

age 23.0 seilf remain, and at the 9th
anniversary the figure is 24.5. Even
at the 15th anniversary the expected
duration of marriage is 2i. 4 eats*
shghtly more than the expected dina
1100 among newlyweds. For a mar.
nage that reaches the 15th anniver-
sary, the first 15 years cosi nothing in
expected duration,

This measure illustrates clearly
that the risk of divorce is high in the '

early years of marriage and declines
rapidly thereafter. Of course, as a
marriage "ages" it faces an increased
risk of disrupt ion due to the death of a
spouse, and the expected duration
eventually begins to decline as a re
silt. At the 25th anniversat the ex
pected urnber Of years ol
termini:1g is 19.1. Th...
which at'iralut the 40th
last on average an additional
11.3 ye.at And if your marriage
lasts 50 veal. the idds are ti will
last anothet 7.

Divorce Trends

Underlying all these probability cal-
culations is the fundamental as
sumprion that the current divorce
and death rates will continue un
changed for several decades.

Twenty years ago, the general di-
vorce tate was about the same as in
the years just before Wistlif War II
About eight or nine divorces sine
granted itch year pet ihoustoul.
tied women aged 15 yea, tar lt! t
1967, the rate was 1
1111.let 11.) theokeg,;;;.,.1 ..
ally per thousand married .1.171Cii.
But the 1979 rate of 77 8 was more
than double the 12,', ; is

The annual du ..r ap
Teats to be leseln,,.. ...If. E ten
1976 and 1977. the ...iv' teinacned
',hanged at 22.1 divorces per
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"The large number of divorces are themselves a force that
could keep the divorce rate high. With marriages

so often ending in disorce, many previously 'married people are joining
the pool of available marriage partners."

thousand ',honed 1,111C11 Atter in
reasnie ill 1978 and 1979. the rate

appears tii lie stable lur 1980, Jiatitch
ing tin rot ,s,,,al

Although the 411,01tc 131C iii.n Inc
leseling iitt. of Mt Wising 31 .1
shown pate than a few sears 40,
there is little evidense suggesting
when the tate will begin to di-Lithe,
of s en that un h a Jrcitnc will4K1:111.
Suer fetCllt di% taft r tate. 11970-
77) unihs char halt of 311
will end In door, e, some argue that

rim Immo' long sust.mt Stith LI

high lcsrl ,1 mahral 411111,1141.
its arul,ti have

f,ifed lia,it t s.ou1,1Isealde
eseti one third of married

ismples dor.. tug. lint that !est.! has
been te.idies1 by softie 111.1t-

ii3gt. u,hi arts
The Litge iliiinher of 4i1:1111: es aft"

.1 that could keep
the 1101e late high With MM.

13ges si often ending in disotte,
nuns ptesiolisk Mai ten) lrt'1'k air
10111111i: the isirol 013,111.1hle

p3iiliels Sins e the
.6,1.1'1,1 poll( (C11111( AM! !Villal.
nags 11.1St. .1 higher Os er,ill risk of

e, the general dItI oar tale is
likeR to f at a It111a.

Istithlot: III the t.thec dices t urn is
the to vii iii soung adults rii post-
pair their hist marnage In 1970.
soils 11 pew the %,111e11 and 19

petaent sit the men Ivies ram the ages
of 25 and ;.`4 had nese, been married.
In 1981. 22 percent Of the women
MO 34 (setae/114111e Men in that age
group had ['reser leen married 13r-
cause women who marry in their
twenties are nitwit less Irkels to di-
vots e than those who niaM in then
teens, the rterisi toward later mat -
crags. s,ndd tedoce doors,: tares.

No ore s predict is 111 CC( f atflt

furore divorce tares heCaliSe [hes are Divorce seems increasingly ac
'faience:1 hs so many different face erred today, as shvoters have be
nos. Dowi.ver. drvoree has become come more common- -1 her fact could
an important ingredient in the mari-
tal composition of the American
psipulation. F0f, example. in 1970
only 5 percent of the women aged 25
co 54 who had ever been married
were currently divorced. and only 3
persent welt. separated In 1981. 12
persent weir: droned and another 5
peft ellt separated

push the divorce rare higher still.
With mitre women entering the work
threes new warns in famsrs life may
lead to divorce. ans! 'onomic hard
times could create further stress.
While the future of divorce rare, re-
mains uncertain, divorce like mar
nage has become an American
insntrorrin
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STATE:HENT OF ARMAND NICIIOLI, JR., M.D., PEI. I)., FACULTY,
HARVARD MEDICAL SCI1001 STAFF, IHASSACHUSETTS GENER-
AL HOSPITAL, AND FORMER CHAIRMAN, MASSACHUSETTS
GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON CHILDREN AND FAMILY
Dr. Nicnou. Mr. Chairman, I am Armand Nicholi and I am a

physician with the Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts
General Hospital and a psychiatrist, and I speak on behalf of the
American Psychiatric Association, a professional society represent-
ing some 27,000 members. And my host here has been the Family
Research Council.

Of all that we know about human development, if one factor in-
fluences the character development and the emotional stability of a
person, it is the quality of the relationship he experiences as a

with both of his parents. Conversely, if people suffering from
severe nonorganic emotional illness have one experience in
common, it is the absence of a parent, through death or divorce,
time-demanding job or absence for other reasons. A parent's inac-
cessibility, either physically, emotionally, or both, can exert a pro-
found effect on the child's emotional health.

These impressions come from a vast body of research which
began over three decades ago and that led the World Health Orga-
nization over 20 years ago to make the statement: "What is be-
lieved to be essential for mental health is that the infant and
young child should experience a warm, intimate and continuous re-
lationship with his mother."

And more recent research has demonstrated the full emotional
impact on the child of the missing or the inaccessible father. What
has been shown over and over again to contribute most to the emo-
tional development of the child is a close, warm, sustained and con-
tinuous relationship with both parents.

The close physical contact that Dr. Braze lton spoke about this
morning, when a child is held, a very young infant is held very
close to one physically, we know that something goes on there, that
physically as well as ,emotionally that is essential over a long
period of time for the emotional health of the child.

Yet this physical and emotional accessibility of parents to one
another and of parents to children is 'extremely difficult to attain
in our society today, because of several, trends, and I would like to
mention just one or two:,

The ever-increasing divorce rate subjects an ever-increasing
number of children to physically and emotionally absent parents.
The divorce rate has risen some 700 percent since the beginning of
the century and it continues to soar. My understanding is that
there is about 1 million children a year involved in divorce cases;
13 million children, or over half of all the children in the United
States under 18, have one or both parents missing.

Within 3 years after the divorce, recent studies have shown, fa-
thers, many fathers, never see their children. Because of divorce,
an increasing number of homes have only one parent, and one-
parent families are growing at about 20 times the rate of two-
parent families.

The increasing number of married women who have joined the
labor force and work outside of the home, especially those mothers
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with young children, have on effect on family life. In 1948, 18 per-
cent of the Nation's mothers-worked otNide of the home. Today it
is over 50 percent.

What I find most disturbing about this phenomenon is that an
ever-increasing percentage of mothers who work are mothers of
very young children, who must work because of economic necessity.

Another trend, the intrusion of the television set into the Ameri-
can home, has had an effect on the American family that we have
not even begun to measure. The parents' inaccessibility contributes
to chiltkoo ,Imendhig enormous amounts of tim,4 watching televi-
sion. Thu towithion sa has become a babysitter in many homes.

Television acts as a two-edged sword: It both results from and
causes mental inaccessibility. When parents are home physically,
television often interferes with the meaningful interaction between
parents and between parents and children.

We are just beginning to experience the first generation brought
up completely on television. Some studies have shown that the
average viewing time of the American child from 6 to 16 years of
age is between 20 and 24 hours per week. If that child lives to be 80
and that continues throughout his life, he will have spent 8 to 10
years of his entire life watching television.

These are only a few of several trends contributing to a change
in child-rearing practices that has been taking place in this coun-
try during the past few decades. The change is this: In American
homes today, child care has shifted from parents to other agencies.
A home in which both parents are available to the child emotional-
ly as well as physically in some areas of our society has become the
exception rather than the rule.

s And I refer not only to the disadvantaged and the divorce homes
Where the father is missing and the mother works; I refer to even
the most affluent homes. Cross-cultural studies show that the U.S.
parents spend considerably less time with their children than
almost any other nation in the world.

Alth ugh both Russian parents work and although Russian chil-
dren sp d a great deal of time in family collectives, emotional ties
between .hildren and parents are stronger and the time spent to-
gether considerably greater than in the United States. There is rel-
atively little juvenile delinquency in Russia. Some Russian fathers
have said they would never let the day go by without spending 2
hours with their sons.

A study, as you may know, in a small community outside of
Boston, measuring how much time fathers spend with their very
young sons showed the average time per day is about 37 seconds.
From my clinical experience and from my research with college
students, I began to notice: (1) that a large number suffered from
an incapacitating symptomatic or characterological illnesses; (2)
that they seemed to have a number of dramatic early experiences
with a rejecting, inaccessible or absent parent; and (3) that when
we looked at their histories carefully, there appeared to be some
causal relation between the earlier experience and the emotional
illness they were suffering as an adult.

About 15 years ago, I began to study several hundred students
that dropped out of college for psychiatric reasons, and twoocharac-
teristics of the group were: (1) a marked isolation and alienation
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from their parents, especially their fathersand these were all
young menand (2) an overwhelming apathy and lack of motiva-
tion.

In addition, among those who had the most serious illness, that
is those who were hospitalized with schizophrenia and diagnosed as
schizophrenic, a large number had lost one or both parents through
death. When compared wit :h several control groups, this finding
proved highly significant st. zically, and this provided me with
my first clue chat there mit:h._ be some association between a miss-
ing parent and emotional iJ

As I began to work wits' pati'enits clinically, I began to realize
that absence through death \i,r..as '.ine most severe kind of absence,
but that there wer, !i)anv othef kinds of absence. Recent studies
we conducted among schoolchildren this past year in a Boston
suburb indicated that children v'lln had experienced divorce or
death within the family had a stiu:_istically significant, strikingly
higher incidence of emotional disorder than children from intact
families.

Over the past few years, research studies have been carried out
throughout the world trying to understand or refine-our under-
standing of this phenomenon, to try to understand why some chil-
dren are paralysed by the loss of a parent through divorce or death
and other children for some reasons that we do not understand
seem not to be affected at all, just like some children can contract
polio and be paralyzed by it and others seem to be not affected by
it.

Studies on missing fathers have been carried out in Several dif-
ferent countries. One published in the Archives of General Psychia-
try studied the periodic absence of the father on 200 children seen
at a military medical clinic where the father's.absence was due to
his military occupation. The children ranged from: 3 to 18 years of
age.

The researchers found early reaction to the father's departure,
strangely enough, resembled reactions to children who lose a
father by death: (1) ragefu5 p:otest ovetdesertion; (2) denial of the
loss and an intense fantasy !elationship with the parent; (3) efforts
at reunionthey would often try to call the father on the phone or
pretending they were speaking to him in the room(4), irrational

s guilt and a need for punishment; (5) exaggerated separation anxi-
eties and fears of being abandoned; (6) a decrease in impulse con-
trol; and (7) a wide variety of regressive symptoms.

When the fathers left home, the child was often allowed to do
things not, otherwise permitted. This made it difficult for the child
to internalize a consistent set of standards for controlling his be-
havior. In several instances, the father's leaving was followed by
disobedience, decline in school performance, and aggressive antiso-
cial behavior.

The child seemed unable to controi himself, and this loss of con-
trol of impulses is especially interesting in the light of the observa-
tion by many of us in psychiatry that more people come to see psy-
chiatrists today because of a lack of impulse control, whereas 15
years ago they came because of an inability to have contact with
their feelings and their impulses.
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Several ether recent studies bear on the absence or inaccessibil-
ity of the father, and all point to the same conclusions, and they all
make all of us feel somewhat guilty for not being more accessible.
A father absent for long periods contributes to: (a) low motivation
for achievement; (b) inability to defer immediate gratification for
later -rewards; (c) low self-esteem; (d) susceptibility to group influ-
ence. peer influence, from which most influence to take drugs or to
get involved in sexual activity takes place.

The absent father tends to have passive, effeminate, dependent
sons, lacking in achievement, motivation, and independence. These
are general findings, of course, with many exceptions.

Most children experience an absent parent as rejection, and re-
jection inevitably breeds resentment and hostility. The child may
express this outwardly in the form of violence or inwardly in the
form of depression, despondency, and self-injury.

The suicide rate in 10- to 14-year-olds in this country has dou-
bled, and in children 15 to 19 years old it has tripled during the
past 20 years. These trends have resulted in our society producing
a staggering number of angry, depressed, and suicidal children. Re-
search indicates that the loss or absence of a parent predisposes a
child to a vi iety of emotional disorders that manifest themselves
immediately or later in the child's life.

But what about the future? What can we expect if the divorce
rate continues to soar, and if some of these trends that interfere
with the emotional accessibility of parents to one another and to
their -,hildren continue?

First of all, I think the quality of family life will continue to de-
teriorate, producing a society with a higher incidence of emotional
illness than ever before known; 95 percent of our hospital beds, in-
stead of 50 p iTcent, may be taken up by mentally ill patients. The
nature of this illness will be characterized primarily by lack of im-
pulse control.

In this impulse-ridden society of tomorrow, we can expect the as- ,
sassination of people in authority to be an everyday occurrence. All
crimes of violence can be expected to increase, even those within
the family. Because battered children, if they survive, tend to
become parents who in turn abuse their children, the amount of
violence within the family will increase exponentially. Aggression
turned inward will also increase and the suicide rate will continue
to soar.

What can we do about these trends? I think that we must take
steps to reverse this process of producing empty and angry young
people whose rage erupts either in uncontrolled violence or in de-
pression and self-destruction.

When.a family disintegrates, to reduce it to its simplest terms,
both children and adults suffer a form of intense lonelinessthe
most painful and most frightening of human experiences. Loneli-
ness is so painful to even contemplate that modern psychiatry has
pretty much avoided the study of it.

People suffering from nonorganic disorders today --drug addicts,
alcoholics, workaholics, and many other kinds of emotional ill-
nessesmay in large measure be attempting to avoid the pain of
loneliness. When a person is left alone on a raft or in a chamber
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for long periods ol time. he will often develop hallucinations and
other psychotic symptoms to avoid this pain.

In addition. the first terrifying fear we experience as a child is
fear of being abandoned, of being left alone. Also, according to

research at the Mas,ac'nusetts General Hospital on dying patients,
the fear of being aban,loned is one of the last fears we experience
in tills life. And it is my- conviction that because of divorce rates
and family iisintegrat:.in that millions of people in this country
today struggl., at some level throughout their lives with s(..,rne form
of loneliness.

Let me say in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that-in a brief look at
the research in this area we have observed the high divorce rate
and ether trends in this Nation having a profound effect, not only
on chndren but on all aspects of our society. As this divorce rate
exploded upward in the sixties and seventies, clinical and labora-
tory research indicates that it is no coincidence that this trend was
followed closely by a parallel increase in juvenile violent crime and
in the tendency of a huge segment of our society to use psychoac-
tive drugs.

This drug taking began in the early sixties among a few college
students on the east and west coast. Today it involves between a
quarter and a half of our entire population; 20 million people
smoke marihuana daily, that one drug alone.

A vast body of research has shown that the drug-taking popula-
tion today, like the same population in the early sixties when it
was much smaller, is comprised of people of disaffection and rebel-
lion, who tend to come from broken and disorganized homes.

Chairman MILLER. Let me interrupt you there. Those were the
second bells, so we have to vote now. We will return soon for the ,

rest of your conclusion. Please excuse us.
[R cess.]
Mr. LELAN6 [presiding]. We are going to proceed. Dr. Nicholi, if

you would continue.
Dr. NICHOL'. Well, I was saying that as the divorce rate beg,17.,

increase in the sixties and then in the late sixties began to t,loot
straight up right through the seventies, with this accelerated rate
there has also been an increase, a parallel increase in juvenile vio-
lent crime and the use of psychoactive drugs, and a vast body of
research has shown that the absence of a parent through death, di-
vorce, or time-demanding job contributes to many forms of emo-
tional disorder, especially the anger, rebelliousness, low self-
esteem, depression, poor academic performance, and antisocial be-
havior that characterizes drug users.

The same characteristics that characterized drug users, this
.ianall group who began in the early sixties, interestingly enough,
characterizes the group of drug users today. They still have
the same characteristics that distinguish them from the rest of the
non-drug-using population.

Let me just make a few comments in closing about recommenda-
tions. Suffice it to say that the Government I think must recognize
that families are the vital cells that constitute the flesh and blood
of our society. When one family disintegrates, so does a part' of our \
society.
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Government must attempt through the media and through every
means possible 1) change the Nation's attitude toward the family,
so that it is giv,:n a higher priority. It seems to me that the Gov-
ernment and many of the institutions in this country are 'unthink-
ingly antifamily, and I think we need a revolution.

Mr. LELAND. Can you up and repeat that, please?
Pr: Nicnou. I said that I think that many of the institutions in

our society are unthinkingly antifamily. I think this is true with
our Governments as with our educational institutions, and our
business corporations, and so forth. They think and plan without
giving any thought the family. The family is kind of a body out
there that is a necessary evil that you give time to and then get
back to what is really important.

Because human behavior is complex, research must come from
many different disciplines. The Government must help the Nation
become aware that poor academic Performance, susceptibility to
peer influence, and delinquent behavior, as well as suicide and
homicide, have been found to be higher among children from di-
vorced homes or homes in which one or both parents are missing
or frequently absent.

The disruption of families not only imposes a vast economic
burden on the Nation, but inflicts upon individual citizens more
sorrow and suffering than war, poverty, and inflation combined.
Once these facts are comprehended, the Government and the
entire Nation will realize that the problem of divorce and these
other trends that adversely affect the family can no longer be ne-
glected.

To spend vast sums of money in other areas while neglecting the
area of divorce and family dissolution is like placing an expensive
roof on a'house while neglecting the raging fire in the basement of
that house.

I want to close by commending this committee for beginning an
exploration of this problem.

[Prepared statement of Armond M. Nicholi follows:]
PREPARED TESTIMONY OF ARMAND M. NICHOL!, JR., M.D., HARVARD MEDICAL t7:31:1100L,

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL

If one factor influences the character development and emotional stability of a
person, it is the quality of the relationship he experiences as a child with both of his
parents. Conversely, if people suffering from severe nonorganic emotional illness
have one experience in common, it is the absence of a parent through death, di-
vorce, time-demanding job or absence for other reasons. A parent's inaccessibility
either physically, emotionally, or both, can exert a profound influence on the child's
emotional health. These impressions come from a vast body of research which began
over three decades ago and that led the World Health Organization over twenty
years age to make this statement: "What is believed to be essential for mental
health is that the infant and young child should experience a warm, intimate, and
continous relationship with his mother . ." and then presented evidence that
many forms of psychoneuroses and character disorders are to be attributed to the
absence of the mother or to discontinuities in the child's relationship with his
mother. In the years following that statement, research throughout the world has
demonstrated that a separation from the mother, even for brief periods of hasptiali-
zation, and the quality of the mother's relationship with the child, can profoundly
affect both the child's physical and emotional developmnt. And more recent re-
search has demonstrated the fall emotional impact on the child of the missing or
inaccessible father. What has been shown over and over again to contribute most ±o
the emotional development of the child is a close, warm, sustained and continuous
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relatioriship with bc;t h par,rlis Vt!. the acceleratmg divorce ruse and several other
trends today in our soca.ty rakes this most difEcult to attain.

The ever-increasing divorce rate subjects an ever-increasing number of children to
physically and emotionally absent parents. The divorce rate has risen 700. percent in
this century- and continues to soar. Over a million children a year are involved in
divorce cases; 18 million over half of all U.S.) children under 1S have one or both
aarenrs missing. Within three years after the divorce decree half the fathers never
see trieir children. Because of divorce. an increasing number of homes have only one
parent. One parent families are growing at 20 times the rate of two parent families.

The increasing numbers of married women who ha .e joined the labor force and
girside Of the horneepecially those mothers with young children have a pro-

found ettect on family life. In 194S, IS percent of the nation's mothers worked out-
side of the home. In 11171 this figure jumped to 43 percent. Today it is over 50 per-
cent. The frequent articles describing how this phenomenon has increased marital
stress and contributed to the high rate of divorce have become all too familiar.
What I find most disturbing about this phenomenon is that an ever-increasing per-
centage of the mothers who vork are mothers of very young children, and who must
work because of economic necessity.

The obtrusion of the television set into the American home has had an effect on
the American family that we have not yet even begun to fathom. Parental inaccessi-
bility contributes to children spending enormous amounts of time watching televi-
sion. The television set has become a babysitter in many homes. Television acts as a
two-edged sword. It both results from and causes parental inaccessibility. When par-
ents are home physically. television often interferes with the meaningful interaction
between members of t he family.

We are just beginning to experience the first generation brought up completely on
television. Some studies have shown that the averagr viewing time of the American
child frorn f; to 11; years of age is between 20 and 24 hours per week. If he lives to be
SO, and that continues throughout his life. he will have spent 8 to 10 years of his life
watching television. Or to put it another way, if he lives to be 80, he will have lived
a little less than 80.000 days. Because he sleeps one-third of that time, he lives
about 20,000 days. One-fifth of his waking life or about 4,000 days will have been
spent watching television. We have only begun to realize the full impact of this phe-
nomenon on family life. Research showing the effects of T.V. violence on the behav-
ior of both children and adults has been less than encouraging.

These are only a few of several trends contributing to a change in child-rearing
that has been taking place in this country during the past few decades. The change

1 is this: in American homes today child-care hasVhifted from parents to other agen-
cies. A home in which both parents are available to the child emotionally as well as
physically has become, in some areas of our society, the exception rather than the
rule. And I refer not only to the disadvantaged and divorced home where the father
is missing and the mother works. I refer ti even the most affluent homes. Cross-

; cultural studies show that United States parents spend considerably less time with
their children than almost any other country in the world. Although both itussian
parents work rir! d although Russian children spend a great deal of time in family
collectives, emotional ties between children and parents are stronger and the time
spent together is considerably greater than in the United States:there is relatively
little juvenile delinquency in Russia. Some Russian fathers have said they would
never 2i.rt a day go by without spending two hours,with their sons. A study in a
srnall community in this country of how much time fathers spend with their very
young sons shows that the average time per day is about 37 seconds.

From my clincial experience and.from my research with college students, I began
to notice (1) that a lartgr number suffered from :in incapacitating symptomatic or
characterological conflict, (2) that they seemed to have in common a number of
traumatic early experiences with a rejecting, inaccessible or absent parent, and (3)
when we looked at their histories carefully, there appeared to be some causal rela-
tion between the earlier experiences and the emotional illness they were suffering
as an adult. About 15 years ago 1 began studying several hundred young men who
had cropped out of Harvard for psychiatric reasons. Two characteristics of the
I roup were (1) a marked isolation and alienation from their parents, especially their
fathers. and 12) an overwhelming apathy and lack ofmotivation. In addition, among
those who had the most serious illness, that is, those hospitalized and diagnosed as
schizophrenic. a large number lost one or both parents through death; when com-
pared with several control groups. this 'finding proved highly significant statistical-
ly. This provided me with my first clue that there might he a relation between a
missing parent and emotional illness. As 1 begin to work with patients clinicrnly, I
begin to realize that absence through death was the most severe kind of absence,
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but that there wore 2n.oty other kind, of ab,-.a,,.e. Recent studies we conducted
among sahool children this past year in a Boston suburb indicated that children who
had expt.rienced divorce or death within the family had a statistically significant,
strikingly higher incidence of emotional disorder than children from intact families.
Over the past few years, research studies have been carried out throughout the world
trying refine our understanding of this phenomenon and trying to refine our un-
derstanding of this phenomenon and trying to understand why some children are
paralyzed by the loss of a parent through divorce or death and others seem to be
unaffected f in the same way some people are paralyzed by polio and others not i. The
reearchi. fascinating and We could spend several hours discussing it.

Studies 00 missing fathers have been carried out in several different countries.
One published in the Archives of General Psychiatry, studied the periodic absence
of the father on 20o children seen at a military medical clinic where the father's
absence was due to his military occupation. The children ranged from 3 to IS years
of ace.

The researchers found early reaction to the father's departure resembled reac
tions to children who lose a father by death: tL rageful protest over desertion, i2)
denial of the loss and an intense fantasy readionship with the parent, tat efforts at
reunion, 1Ii irrational guilt and a need for punishment, 131 exaggerated separation
anxieties and fears of being abandoned, (6) a decrease in impulse and a
wide variety of regressive symptoms.

When the father left home, the child was often allowed to do things not otherwise
p-rnotted. fth- road -- it difficult for he ahild to internalize a consistent set of stand-
ards ter controlling his behavior. In several instances, the father's leaving was
followed by disobedience. decline in school performance. and aggressive antisocial
behavior. The child seemed unable to control himself and this loss of control is
especially interesting in light of the observation that more people today come to psy-
chiatrists l:tali:so of a lack of impulse control.

Several other recent studies bear on the absence or inaccessibility of the father
and all point to the same conclusions: A father absent for long periods contributes
to fa/ low motivation fur achievement, (I)) inability to defer immediate gratification
for later rewards, (c) low self-esteem (di susceptibility. to group influence and to juve-
nile delinquency: The absent father tends to have passive, effeminate, dependent
sons :ticking in achievement, motivation and independence. These are general find-
ings with, of course, many exceptions.

Must children experience an absent parent as rejection and rejection inevitably
breeds resentment and hostility. The child may express this outwardly in the form
of violence or inwardly in the form of self- injury. The suicide rate in 10 to 1.1 year
olds in the United States has doubled and in children 13 to 19 has tripled during the
past 20 years. These trends have resulted in our society producing a staggering
number of angry, depressed and suicidal children. Research indicates that the loss or
absence of a parent predisposes a mild to a variety of emotional disorders that
manifest themselves immediately or later in the child s life.

What about the future? What can we expect if the divorce rate continues to soar?
First of all, the quality of family life will continue to deteriorate, producing a soci-
ty with a higher incidence of mentLI illness than ever before known. Ninety-five
percent of our hospital beds may be taken up by mentally ill patients. The nature of
this illness will he characterized primarily by a lack of impulse control. In this im-
pluse ridden society of tomorrow we can expect the assassination of people in au-
thority :(4) be an every-day occurrence. All crimes of violence will increase, even
those within the family. Because battered childrenif they survivetend to become
parents who in turn abuse their children, the amount of vi within the family
will increase exponentially. Aggression turned inward will increase and the sui-
cide rate will continue to soar.

What can we do about them'? l're must take steps to reverse tha process of pro-
ducing empty and angry young people whose rage erupts either in uncontrolled vio-
lence or in depression and self-destruction. When a famiily disintegratesto reduce
it to its simplest termsboth children and adults suffer a .form of intense loneli-
nessthe most painful and most frightening of human experiences. Loneliness is so

.painful to even contemplate that modern psychiatry has pretty much avoided the
study of it. People suffering from nonorganic disorders prevalent todaydrug ad-
dicts, alcoholics, workaholics, and even psychoticsmay in larger measure be at-
tempting to avoid the pain of loneliness. When a person is left alone (ma raft or in
a chamber for long periods of time, he will often develop hallucinations and other
psychotic symptoms to avoid this pain. In addition, the first terrifying fear we eXpe-
rieric as a child is the fear of being abandoned, of being left alone. Also, according
to research at the Massachusetts General Hospital on dying patients, fear of being
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abandoia is one of the la::t fear: v a experience in this life. And it is my conviction
that because of divorce and family disintegration millions struggle with loneliness
at some level throughout their livesregardless of how closely they work with
people. For professional relationships can never give us the emotional sustenance
and support that the close, warm. personal relationships a healthy family life pro-
vide.

CONCLUSION

In a brief look at research in this area we have 0-,served the hig divorce r-te
and other trend' in this nation have a profound effect not only on ;dren but on
all aspects of our society. As this divorce rate exploded upward in the late fi(l's and
throughout the 70 s. clinical and laboratory research indicates that it is no coinci-
dence that this 1.!-ei-Irl was followed Closely by a parallel increase in juvenile violent
crime and :he tendency of a huge segment or our society to use psychoactive drugs.
This drug taking began in the earlv's 60's among a few college students on the east
and west coast. Today it involves between a quarter and a half of our entire popula-
tion. Twenty million people smoke marijuana daily. A vast body of research has
shown that the drug-taking population today, like this same population in the early
tilts when it was much smaller, is comprised of people of disaffection and rebellion
who tend to come frbm broken and disorganized homes. This same vast body of re-
search has shown that the absence of a parent through death, divorce or time-de-
manding job, contributes to many forms of emotional disorderespecially the anger,
rebelliousness, low self-esteem, depression, poor academic performance, and antiso-
cial behavior that characterizes drug users. Time limits discussing any detailed rec-
ommendations for action. Suffice it to say that the government must recognize
fully that families are the vital cells that constitute the flesh and blood of our soci-
ety. When one family disintegrates, so does a part of our society. 12i Government
must attempt through the media and through every means possible to change the
nation's attitude toward the family so that it is given the highest priority. (3) Gov-
ernment must encourage and sponsor research into the causes oldivorce. Because
human behavior is complex and multidetermined. research must come from many
disciplines. (4) The government must help the nation become aware that poor aca-
demic performance, susceptibility to peer influence and delinquent behavior as well
as suicide and homicide have been found to be higher among children from divorced
homes in which one or both parents are missing or frequently absent.

The disruption of families not only imposes a vast economic burden on the nation
but inflicts upon individual citizens more sorrow and suffering than war, poverty
and inflation combined. Once these facts are comprehended, the government and
the entire nation will realize that the problem of divorce can no longer be neglected.
To spend vast sums of money in other areas while neglecting the area of divorce is
like placing an expensive roof on a house while neglecting a raging fire in the base-
ment of that house. I commend this committee for beginning an exploration of this
problem.

Mr. LELAND. Thank you very much, doctor.
I am not sure who wants to go next.

STATEMENT OF RITA KRAMER, AUTHOR

Mrs. KRAMER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: I am
going to start with an apology for beginning my remarks to you
today by talking about myself. My only excuse for doing so is the
one given by Henry David Thoreau at the beginning of "Walden,"
where he says:

I should not talk h about myself if there were anybody else I knew as well.
Unfortunately, I a: .,ti,-aid to this theme by the narrowness of my experience.

Of course, like Thoreau before me, I am being a bit less than in-
genuous. Like him, I find reason to believe that my own experi-
encesand my reflections on those experienceshave some gener-
al relevance to the situation in which we all find ourselves today.

The situation to which I refer is a shifting of values I see as more
than the expectable change that comes with time, technology, and
thought as every generation succeeds its parents, and as one from
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which we stand to lose perhaps more than we will gain. Those
values now under attack from many quarters are those which
shore up the traditional family's authority, give parents the
strength to assert their beliefs while raising their children, and
assure the continuity of our society and our civilization.

Although I am concerned by this state of affairs, I am not hope-
less. because I believe that parents, a:though beleaguered, are not
helpless. And my own experience leads me to some suggestions I
would like to share with you here today for how families can be
defended from usurpations of their fur tions by the agencies of
Government and communicationsthe estate and the media.

I came of age, married, and had children in the years after the
Second World War. years characterized in this country by a great
faith in the future. We had fought a terrible war, but it was one
about which we had no ambivalence, and we had won what we per-
ceived as a victory for humanity, for freedom and individual rights
over slavery and collective brutalization.

We set about doing good abroadand I refer to such unprec
edented acts of international altruism as the Marshall plan and
other forms of relief war-ravaged countriesand reforming our
own society at home to an even more unprecedented degree. The
society I see around me in the United States today is one which
has legislated a greater degree of equality in a shorter time than
has ever an been accomplished without revolution and
bloodshed, but in one of those paradoxes that are inherent in histo-
ry, justice has been brought about at a certain cost to freedom. We
are now as individuals, as families, and as a society, at a point
where we must think carefully about where we want to go from
here.

How should we, as individuals and as a society, raise our chil-
dren? We are a self-conscious nation, free to ask such questions,
and for 200 years we have been listening to those, from Cotton
Mather to Dr. Spock, who are ready to give us the answers.

Beyond Dr. Spock, we now have various special interest groups,
various kinds of reformers in Government, the media, and the aca-
demic world, all seemingly agreed on at least one aspect of social
policythe need to bring about greater equality; to facilitate it
andif that does not work fast enoughto require it.

Now what does this have to do with how we bring up our chil-
dren, as individual parents and as a nation? i think something has
gone wrong in the way we interpret equality and that this misun-
derstanding is affecting the lives children live in their families and
in their schools, and eventually, by determining what kinds of
adults they become, must have an effect on the nature of our soci-
ety.

The equality on which the idea of this country was based was ie.-
tended to mean two things: equality before the lawthe same pro-
tection granted to all citizensand equality for each to go as far in
any direction as his own capacities and energies, his abilities and
amibitions, would take him.

However imperfectly realized, this was the ideal which defined
this Nation. Is it still so? It would seem not, and ironically it is
from efforts to do goodperhaps of a kind that cannot really be
done at a price we want to paythat many of our troubles come.
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The ,luestionable good I refer to is the guaranteeing of the re-
sults. not just the chance to compete for them, and the price is a
degree of social control that can end by changing the nature of a
free society.

The belief that everyone is owed something more than freedom
to make the most he can of himself is only one aspect of the distor-
tion of the ideal of equality. It is embedded in a context of values
which threaten to replace the traditional ones of effort, accomplish-
ment. and self-control: of competing to succeed in achieving-some
goal ibr the sake of which one has to work hard and even make
sacrifices: of the idea that to live a full life one must care for
othersnot humanity, just a few real people--more than for one's
self, and that this kind of commitment is most appropriately real-
ized in marriage and family life, which means raising children to-
gether, with all its pains as well as pleagUres.

Disappearing too is the :dea that there are certain moral impera-
tivesrights and wrongs for everyoneand certain loyalties, cer-
tain values. that are even worth dying for.

These traditional valuesmid, o class values, if you willare
threatened today by a contempt ).c the pursuit of excellence and
for loyalty, by the belief that rewards should be distributed regard-
less of effort, by the encouragement of self-expression and self-
gratilicatimi rather than self - restraint, and by the definition of
sexual activity as a kind of sport unrelated to lasting commitment.

If we ask what kind of children we need in a free society, .;.1.1 7ely
the answer is to be found in those traditional aspects of character
like conscience and loyalty, the capacity to defer. gratification of
one's impulses, to work toward the accomplishment of a long-range
goal, to empathize with others and to nurture the. young, even at
some cost to one's self. A free society is one which can do without
too many external restraints because it is made up of individuals

kf able and willing to exercise a degree of self-restraint.
I have come to my point. The best means we have of producing

such childrenthe kind we need if ours is to remain a free soci-
etyis through the traditional family. Weaken it and we are in
trouble.

The reasons lie in the nature of he process by which children
develop character. While the various professional child-care experts
can be found to disagree on almost everything else, to the great
and understandable confusion of parents, one thing that seems in-
disputab'e is the crucial role of responsive, consistent care in the
earliest years of life. What happens then greatly influences the for-
matici, of character and capacities. This crucial role is usually best
performed by a child's own parents. It is their right as well as their
responsibility. And it is this parental role that shapes the future of
our society by shaping its future citizens. The very young learn
through imitation and identification, and what behavior they imi-
tate and what values they identify with are what makes the differ-
ence between thoughtful caring men and women and self-centered
individuals who do not balanzc a sense of their rights with an
awareness of their responsibilities.

Young children need to define themselves in relation to figures
both affectionate and authoritative, givers of both love and disci-
pline, who at the same time, and in the same persons, both indulge
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and restrict. Without the need and the desire to resolve the tension
between the gifts and the demands of parental figures, a chili does
not internalize their rules, does not develop a conscience, nor
therefore the kind of character needed for a free society to survive.
For if you are going to have a minimum of external restraints in a
society, you will need to have self-restraint on the part of its mem-
bers. and when you do away with the traditional family structure.
with parents who are fond but capable of being firm as well, and
with clearly defined differences between genders and between gen-
erations: when you give functions to the school that best belong to
the home: and when you it ad young people to believe that without
much education or experience they can have something valuable to
say about shaping the institutions of education as well as those of
society at large, you shortchange both the young and the old, rob-
bing the young of what they need for authentic growth and robbing
the old of the chance to make use of their life's experience. The
move away from the traditional family and the dividing up of pa-
rental responsibility, a little to the schools, a little to the so-called
helping professions, a little to the children themselves, is, I believe,
a mistake because it weakens the most effective agency we have
for individual development in our culture.

We all go from helpless infancy to mature independence through
a series of stages as different in their particulars as they are uni-
versal ;n their sequence. What happens in infancy that in some
way determines everything that comes after is the formation of a
strong mutually satisfying attachmer'. between the infant and a
consistent caregiver in the context of a mutually engaging dialog.
Unless he has become attached to someone special enough and im-
portant enough to he worth giving up some of his infantile plea-
sures for, accepting the first restraints of civilization, a child won't
develop the capacay for self-restraint he'll need in order to learn
later on.

Through a process of identification with his parents' clearly ex-
presSed but not violently imposed rules, a child will internalize
those rules and make them his own, a part of himself rather than
external structures to be followed only when someone is looking.

This is how conscience begins and it begins only when the givers
of love and the setters of limits are the same figures. This process
requires only the care that most normal people give their own chil-
dren as a matter of course and without too much though',.

But it is too important to leave to chance strangers, and cannot
be done very well by professionals in institutions, by groups of
people who come and go in the child's life, or by anyone who is not
familiar with the subtle individual ways that child expresses his
needs.

The demand for day care for infants and young children of moth-
ers who do not haVe to leave the home out of economic necessity, so
they can "realize themselves" in the job market, is one of the
things that threatens to weaken the family. It weakens the connec-
tions between its members and robs children of what they need
most in those early years.

But restoring the prestige of mothering and of the intact two-
parent family is only the beginning. Parents remain crucial in
their 'children's lives, but their influence lef,isens somewhat when it
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o,.,mes to he shared with authorities outside the home. And what
the i.:11-per\,,.1ve media have not done to deernphasize the impor-
tance of mothering the young by telling women almost any-
thing else they can find to do is more important to the world and
more fulfilling to themselves, our society takes another crack at in
the school years.

The latency years, from about the time a child gets his second
set of teeth until reaching puberty. are crucial in their own way.
They are a time in which the community has traditionally protect-
ed the child from the distractions of sexual arousal that lie just
around the corner in order to provide a state of mind conducive to
learning, to mastering the skills and becoming acquainted with the
ideas children will need in order to take their place as adults in an
increasingly complex, demanding. sometimes bewildering world.

If we do not teach the skills to understand our culture and trans-
mit the values to appreciate it, how will it be carried on?

Cur schools today seem to be trying to fulfill every kind of need
except the basic ones of literacy, ability to reason and solve prob-
lems, and acquaintance with the history of our culture, its arts and
sciences. They are asked to promote social change, to deal with the
individual problems of unsocialized children, and to instruct the
young in sex.

The problem with sex education as it is being taught in our
schools today is that it is iv-it education but indoctrination. It does
not confine itself to what used to be called the facts of lifehuman
biology, the anatomy and physiology of the male and female repro-
ductive systems, and, at an appropriate age, the processes of inter-
course, pregnancy and birthmatters which the planners of sex
education curricula today scornfully refer to as "the plumbing,"
but with a store of information and a set of beliefs about sexual
behavior that makes it a casual matter, equally acceptable under
ahy circumstances and whatever one's "preferences."

Will you believe me if I tell you that books written and pufifished
for schoolchildren explain that sex can be enjoyed not only with
members of the same sexjust "different strokes for different
folks"but even with members of other specieshygiene is the
only cautionary note introduced hereand inform the young read-
ers that sadomasochism is one of the "preferences" sexual partners
may agree oncomparable %to having a taste for mushrooms or
caviar? It is at least debatable whether public funds should be used
by the Government to instruct the young in how to masturbate,
how to perform oral sex, how to think about infidelityit is
common, in marriage as well as out, and changing sexual partners
is no more a matter of concern than changing jobsand premarital
sex among the youngit improves communication between adoles-
cents. These are not jokes I have written for the occasion, but quo-
tations from texts taken from classroom and school library shelves.

These books and others like them are part of a curriculum in sex
education which, along with sensitivity training sessions and
values clarification workshops, are funded by the Government
through generous grants to a number of organizations like Planned
Parenthood and the Sex Information and Education Council of the
United States, which contract for teaching materials used in class-
rooms in virtually every school district today. We are talking about
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quite Li gro'.th indastry. And while programs in sex or "family
life- ecl..Lcation. which are being introduced into earlier and earlier
grades in elementary school, encroach on the responsibilities and
prerogatives of parents, they also distract the teachers' attention
from the teaching of basic skills.

There is no hard dataonly anecdotal evidenceon the effects
these programs are having on the children enrolled in family life
and sex education courses one way or the otherwhether they in-
crease or decrease teenage .'xual activity or teenage pregnancy
but it stands to reason that teenagers who are instructed in the va-
rieties of sexual experience in detail, taught to appreciate the
mannolci possibilities and told not to feel guilty about anything
they do. must certainly infer that they are being encouraged to tr?,
it as soon as possible. In fact, in "family life and sex education
courses the only thing that is considered wrong or abnormal is feel-
ing guilty.

So ,ve teach our children every attitude about sexual behavior
except thoughtfulness and responsibility, remove from it all mean-
ing except the gratification of the moment, tell them it is all right
to do whatever feels good. In fact, the only thing they are never
told is not to do it. not Vat. That would interfere with sexual free-
dom.

But the new freedom turns out after all just to be the new nar-
cissism. And the lessons not learned in sex education are taught ill
values :-Lirification, a course of study that makes it clear that all
values are equally meaningfulor meaninglesssince they are all
subjective.

Values clarification teaches one thing: To be sure of your own
feelings, of what it is you want. Clarified values stop short with
gratification of a rather primitive and immediate nature and never
consider that an individual might be gratified by doing right, even
at some cost to his appetites.

It is time to challenge the stereotype that represents anyone who
raises questions, however thoughtful and articulate, about the cur-
rent pieties such as the value of sexual "liberation," as necessarily
some kind of redneck or sour reactionary. We ought not to be
ashamed of our virtues, private or public, of taking some pride in
being civilized as well as generous, both as individuals and as a
country.

When parents find out what actually goes on in these courses
they sometimes do object, feeling that their privacy has been invad-
ed and their prerogatives taken over, but their confidence has been
weakened along with their authority. Who wants to be sneert3 at
for being out of step with the times? Who wants to be labeled a
reactionary? And surely the experts, the educators, the helping
professionals, the newspaper and magazine writers and TV com-
mentators must know best?

Parents who are strong and sure individuals will take a stand
against the cheapening and distortion of human experience where
they can, but what they deserve from the schools and the media is,
if not support, at least less undermining. And what they deserve
from Government policymakers is more understanding of the real
needs of children and less readiness to use publicly funded pro-
grams in ,ays that weaken the authority of the family and loosen
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the that bind tho .eneratians. the ties on which the persistence
,Jf a cu:tere depends their efforts to bring about social change,
to effect an equality that denies distinctions of oh kinds, between
the sexes and the generations as well as between degrees of merit
td aceomplishment.

But -yen strong parents will find they have their work cut out
for them far beyond childhood. Adolescence begins at puberty, and
ends presumably wheal the young adult has consolidated a sense of
identitysexual and vocationalsufficient to result in a commit-
ment.

While puberty is a l-Aological event, adolescence is a social con-
strut. a fairly recent invention designed to do many -a-kings from
keeping the young Out of the labor force to providing a necessarily
extended period for learning about the world and one's self. Nei-
ther of these tasks of the teenager is made any easier by the atti-
tude taken by the social scientists who encourage, and the media
which exploits, the notion that it is the phase-related business of
the adolesc-nt to rebelagainst himself, his parents, and his soci-
ety.

Since the adolescent often finds rebellion an easy way out of the
harder tasks that face him, he is all too ready to comply and live
out the fantasies of the very parents and teachers he is presumably
rebelling against. But many careful studies in recent years have
shown that the tribulations of highly visible but small numbers of
over- and under-privileged youngsters do not represent the average
expectable experience of youth in this country, most of whom are
more interested in joining the adult world than radically changing
itat least until they can learn more about how it actually works.

What we owe them is a chance to develop in a family with a
mother and a father committed to their nurture, schools that
transmit the rich culture that is their heritage together with the
skills to extend it, and a public policy that does not do away with
too much of their freedom to pursue exceilen:e in its zeal for egali-
tarianism.

1Prepared statement of Rita Kramer follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Rim KRAMER. AUTHOR

I am going to start with an apology for beginning my remarks to you to:1i y by
talking about myself. My only excut-e for doing so is the one given by Henry David
Thoreau at the beginning of Walden, where he says, "I should not talk so much
about myself if there were anybody else whom I knew as well. Unfortunately. I am
confined to this theme by the narrowness of my experience."

Of course. like Thoreau before rr., I am being a bit less than ingenuous. Like him,
I find reason to believe that no: c ,wn experiencesand my reflections on those expe-
rienceshave some general reit- ance to the situation in which we all find ourselves
today. The situation to which I refer is a shifting of values I see as more than the
expectable change that comes with time, technology, and thought as every genra-
t ion succeis its parents, and as one from which we stand to lose perhaps more than
we will gain. Those values now under attack front many quarters are those which

shore u the traditional family's authority, give parents the strengths to assert
their beliJs while raising their children, and assure the continuity of our society
and our civilization. Although I arir concerned by this state of affairs, I am not hope-
less, because I believe that parents, although beleaguered, are not helpless, and my
own experience leads me to some suggestions I would like to share with you here
today for how families can be defended from usurpations of their functions by the
agencies of government and communicationsthe state and the media.

I came of age, married and had children in the years artair the Second World War.
years characterized in this country by a great faith in the future. We had fought a
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had ri.) ambivaler.ce, d ed w-cr.
:-...,erceiv.-sd gi for --L '.Iiinci individual rights over

s.,...ery and saLille-gt:-..e about doing good abroadI refer to
international altru.sm as the Marshall Plan and other forms

rela to ..ar-ra'..aged countriesand ref.A-rnira; cur own society at home to ;at:.
even tri..re an; necederited degree. The society I see around me in the United States

ta- ha- ;+!.4L-Li:t7d a greater degree of e....ivaLly in a shorter time than
O.,--en accomplished without revolution and b.1,-,0d.shed... but in one

ot 'A-1,s... paradoxes that are initerent in history. justice has been brought about ar a
to freed.= We are now. as individuals. as families. and as a society, at

a pa 'n, v.-ere h ink careful:. at....ut where we want to go from here.
sh..,u:d we. as :niiv-Juals and tis a sl...ciety. raise :Jur children? We are a self-

,':-..:est:orts. and for two hunflrE---1 years have
nose. t'ott,.:3 Mather to Dr. Spock. who are ready give us

.g..-wrs nutt groups. various
!eformers in govermr.er, the media. and the ac-aderni:: world. all seemingly

agreed nn least pi,licythe need to bring :lbw', greater
and :hat d...es.n.t. work fast enoughto require it

nal di 4-, to do v.ith his we- bring up our childrenas
parents and as a

ha- gone wren g ill the way we interpret: equality and !II: th.o,
the children live in their families and it, 'r.eh

by determining -shut kinds of adults they become. mu.- ..,%-
.1!.1 Zi rt of our
1 h- equaLt. -Al.:: it the idea of this country was based was intended to nieu-i

,ou bef..re the 1:1Wthi- same protection granted to 311 citizens,
.-sit;a:.ty ,r far in direction as his 0..vn capacities and ener-

s. b:s of a-, aid e Ian:
i. the wh:- h defined this nation. Is it

1: seem het. and Iroro;ally it is from etforts top do-good-perhaps of a
!H.! c,-n' t dent- l 5 3rIt many .- our

The I refer to is ;la, the resttlts. not just the
,:itance to 1. .r theta. and the price is a degree of ial control that can end
by chanazing i-At na: Jrf. ot a free socit-17..-.

The bel:ef :hat owned !something more than freedom -to make the
rriost is-only one aspect of the di,tortiun of the ideal of eo_uality, It
.s eiribedded in a context of vilues which threaten to replace the traditional ones of
effort. aLcomplishmenn and self%contrul: of competing to succeed in achieving some
goal for the s.ike whi,:h one has to work 'hard and even make sacrifices-,-of the
do T HI! t. life one must care fur othersnot "humanity.- just a. few real

peot,..- men- than for ine's self and that this kind of commitment is most apprqpri-
it elyr-s-aled in marriage and family lifewhich means raising children together_
w.th all it pains as ve'l.as Ple:74iares. Disappcarir.g too is the idea that their are
eer:ain moral imprativesnghts and wrongs for everyoneand certain loyalties,
eerlain values, that are even worth dying for.

trAttional vluesmiddle-class vIdues, if you will--,-are threatened today
Inc a cori!eititdt for the pursuit or ewellenct. and for lavalty. by the belief that re-
wards sh..uld be distributed regardless of effort. by the enouragement of self-expres-
-ion and sell-t;ratification rather than selfre:straint and by the definition es sex, opl
acto..fy as a kind of -port unrelated to lasting commitment.

If we .k,k what kind of children we need in a free society, sorely the answer iWto
fonn,t in those traditional aspects of char:ActWr like conscience and

,opagitY deter gratifications of one's impulse. _to work toward the accomplish-
roen: k-rnvit hip. with others and to nurture the young. even

. ost self A' free so<:iety is one which can do without to man:. exter-
nal re,traint., b-".";IT;,`, rookt. up of individuals !-b' and -wilting to exercise...-i
degree of soft-restr.aint.

I. a' corn, to rat point. The by,: means we have to producing such childrenAbe
kind- it .itirs to remain,a free society-- is through ti-- ; traditional family.
Wt-akcn and t.-re in trouble.

The reasons he in the nature .,:1 the pro. -is by which children devvlop character,
Wh:1e the var-:eus proe,sii.nal child .care grin It found to disagree on almost
-..erything the great and und,-r-staindable confusion of parents, one thing
that indi!,0111:0114' P, the critical rile or responsive: consistent care itt the earli-
est years of What happet;s they influences the formation of character:
and capacities This crucial: role is us oat 1?--,t performed by a child s own parenLs.
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It is their right as well as their responsibility. And it is their parental role that
shapes the future of our society by shaping its future citizens. The very young learn
through imitation and identification, and what behavior they imitate and what
values they identify with are what macs t*le difference between thoughtful caring
men and women and self-centered inc viduals who do not balance a sense of their
rights with an awareness of their responsibilities.

Young children, need to define themselves in relation to figures both affectionate
and authoritative, givers of both love and discipline, who at the same time, and in
the same persons, both indulge and restrict. Without the need and the desire to re-
solve the tension between the gifts and the demands of parental figures, a child does
not internalize their rules, does not develop a conscience, nor therefore the kind of
character needed for a free society to survive. For if you are going to have a mini-
mum of external restraints in a society, you will need to have self-restraint on the
part of its members, and when you do away with the traditional family structures,
with parents who are found but capable of being firm as well, and with clearly de-
fined differences between genders and between generations; when you give func-
tions to the school that best belong to the home; and when you lead young people to
believe that without, much eduction or experience they can have something valuable
to say about shaping the institutions of education as well as those of society at
large, you short-change both the young and the old, robbing the young of what they
need for authentic growth and robbing the old of the chance to make use of their
life's experience. The move away from the traditional family and the dividing up of
parental responsibility, a little to the schools, a little to the so-called "helping pro-,
fessions," a HUM to the children themselves, is, I believe, a mistake, because it
weakens the most effective agency we have for individual development. in our cut-
Lure.

We all go from helpless infancy to mature independent through a series of stages
as different, in their particulars as they as universal in their sequence. What hap-
pens in iniancy that in some way determines everything that comes after is the for-

mation o a strong mutually satisfying attachment between the infant and a consist.
ent care giver in the context of a mutually engaing dialogue. Unless he has become
attache. to someone special enough and important enough to be worth giving up
some I his infantile pleasures for, accepting the first restraints of civilization, a
chil won't develop the capacity for self-restraint he'll need in order to learn later
on.

' hrough a process of identification with his parents' clearly expressed but not vio-
lent y imposed rules he will internaliie those rules and make them his own, a part
of himself rather than external structures to be followed only when someone is look-.
ing. This is how conscience begins and it begins only when the givers of love and the
setters of..limits are the same figures. This process requires only the care that most
normal people give their own children as a matter of course and without too much
thought. But it is too important to leave to chance strangers, and cannot be done
very well by professionals in institutions, by groups cf people who come and go in
the child's life, or by anyone who isn't familiar with the subtle individual ways that
child expresses his needs.

The demand for day care for infants and young children of mothers who do not
have to leave the home out of economic necessity, so they can "realize themselves"
in the job market, is one of the things that threatens to weaken the family. It weak-
ens the connections between its members and robs children of what they need most
in those early years. But restoring the prestige of mothering and of the intact two-
parent family is only the beginning. Parents remain crucial in their children's lives
but.their influence lessens somewhat when it comes to be shared with authorities
outside the home. And what the all-pervasive media has not done to de-emphasize
the importance of mothering the very young by telling womealmost anything else
they can find to do is more important to the world and more fulfilling to them-
selves, our society takes another crack at in the school years,

The latency years, from about the time a child gets his second set of teeth, until
. reaching puberty, are crucial in their own way. They are a time in which the com-
munity has traditionally protected the child from the distractions of sexual arousal
that lie just around the corner in order to piovide a state of mind conducive to

learning, to mastering the skills and becoming acquainted with the ideas children
will need in order to take their place as adults in an increasingly complex, demand-
ing, sometimes bewildering world. If we do not teach the skills to understand our
culture and transmit the values to appreCiate it, how will it be carried on? .

Our schools today seem to be trying to fulfill every kind of need except the basic
ones of literacy, ability to reason and solVe problems, and acquaintance with the his-
tory of our culture, its arts and sciences. They are asked to promote social c::%nge,
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to deal with the indo.idu,il problems of unsocialinal children, and to instruct the
young in sex.

The problem with sex education as it is !wine taught in our schools today is that
it is riot education but indoctrination. It does not conline itself to what used to be
called "the facts of life".---bunion biology, the ;mammy and physiology of the mule
and handle reproductive systems and, at an appropriate age, the processes of inter-
course, pregnancy ;inch birthmatters which the planners (il'scx education curricula
today scornfully refer to as "the plumbing." but with a store of infbrmation and a
set of 11(.11,.`k about sexual behavior that makes it a casual matter, equally accept-
ahle under any cirurosta,ices and whatever one's "preferences." Will you believe
file if I tell you that honks written and published for schoolchildren explain that sex
can be enjoyed nol only with members of the same sex (just "different strokes for
different foiks"i but even with members of other species (hygiene is the only cau-
tionary note introduced here) and inform the young reader that sadomasochism is
one of the "preferences" sexual partners may agree on (comparable to having a
taste for mushrooms, or caviar). It is, at least debatable whether public funds should
be used by the government to instruct the young in how to masturbate, how to per-
form-oral sex. how to think about infidelity lit is common, in marriage as well as

and changing sexual partners is no more a matter of concern than changing
jobs) and premarital sex :Miring the young lit improves communication between ado-
lescentsi. These are not jokes I have written for the occasion, but quotations from
texts taken from classroom and school library shelves.

The...0 hooks and others like them are part of a curriculum in sex education
which, along with sensitivity training sessions and values clarification workshops,
are ,funded by the government through generous grants to number of organiza-
tions like Planned Parenthood and the Sex Information and Education Council of
the United States, which contract for teaching materials used in classrooms in yin(
wally every school district today. We are talking about quite a growth industry.
And while programs in sex or "family like" education, which are being introduced
into earlier and earlier grades in elementary school, oncroach On -the responsibilities
anti prerogatives of parents. they also distract the teachers' attention fror6 the
teaching of basic skills 1

There is no hard anecdotal evidenceon the effects these programs
are having on the ch (trolled in family life and sex education courses one way
or the other whet lit increase or decrease teenage sexual activity or teenage,
pregnancybut it stands to reason that teenagCrs who are instructed in the va-
rieties of sexual experience in detail, taught to appreciate the manifold possibilities
and told not to feel guilty about anything they do must certain infer that they are
being encouraged to try it as soon as possible. In fact, in "family life and sex educa-
tion' courses the only thing that's considered wrong or abnormal is feeling guilty.

So we teach our children every' attitude about sexual behavior except thoughtful-
ness and responsibility, remove from it all meaning except. the gratification of the
moment, tell them it's all right to do whatever feels good--in fact the only thing
they're never told is not to do it. Not yet. That would interfere with sexual freedom.

But the new freedom turns out after all just to be the new narcissism. And the
lessons not learned in sex education are taught in Values Clarification, a course of

.study that makes it clear that all values are equally mcaningfulor meaningless
silicae they're all subjective. Values Clarificatioin teaches one thing: to be sure of
your own feelings, of what it is you want. Clarified values stop short with gratifica
tion of a rather primitive and immediate nature and never consider that an individ-
ual Might be gratified by doing right, even at some cost to his appetites.

It's time to challenge the sterotype that represents anyone who raises questions,
however thoughtful and articulate!, about the current pieties such as the value of
sexual "liberation," as necessarily some kind of redneck or sour reactionary. We
ought not to be ashamed of our virtues, private and public, of taking some pride in
being civilized as well as generous, both as individuals and as a country.

When parents find out what actually goes on in these courses they sometimes do
object, feeling that their privacy has becn invaded and their prerogatives taken
over, but their confidence has .been weakened along with their authority. Who
wants to be sneered at for being out of step with the times, who wants to be labeled
a reactionary? And surely the experts, the educators, the helping professionals, the
newspaper arid magazine writers and TV commentators must know best?

-Parents who are strong .and sure individuals will take a stand against the cheap-
--ening- and distortion of human experien&s where they can, but what they deserve

from the schools and the- media is, if not support, at least less undermining. And
what they deserve from government policy-makers is more understanding of the
real needs of children and less readiness to use publicly funded programs in ways
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hat wi.:11-0.'11 f n I ly rind loose the ties that hind the genera.
flan the ties on which the ptu-seitence 14 a culture dependsin their effort to
bring :Thom social change, In effect an equality that denies distinctions of all
kinds- hkqW1'111 I ht sexes and the generations as well as bet.',een degrees of merit
and accomidishment.

But parents will find they hove their work cut out for them far
iwyold ;Adolescence bci-tios at puherty, and ends presumably when the
young adult has consolidated a sense of identitysexual and vocationalsufficient
to result in comittm.nt. While puberty is a biological event, adolescence is a
social coma rut. a fairly recent invention designed to do many things from keeping
the vomig out of the ';11mr fork'', to providing necessarily extended period for learn-
!Ng the world and one's sell Neither of these tasks of the teenager is made
any easier by tae attitude taken by the social scientists who encourage, and the
media which explait -. the notion that it is the phase-related business of the adoles-
cnt to rebelagainst himself, his parents, and his society. Since the adolescent
often finds rebellion an easy way out of the harder tasks that face him, he is all too
ready to comply and live t the fantmues of the very parents and teachers he is
presumably rebelling :igainsl. But many careful studios. in recent years have shown
that the tribulation: of highly visible but small numbers of over- and under-privi-
leged youngsters tlo not represent the average expectable experience of youth in this
country, most of whom are more interested in joining the adult world than radically
changing it -at least until they can learn more about how it actually works.

1,:liat we owe them is a chance to develop in a family with a mother and a father
committed to their nurture, schools that transmit the rich culture that is-their heri-
tage togi.ther with the skills to extend it, and a public policy that doesn't do away
with too 'Mich of their freedinn to pursue excellence in its zeal for egalitarianism,

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Williams..

STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER WILLIAMS, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY, VA.

Mr. WILLIAms. Gentlemen, my comments will be very short, and
you do not have them for the record, and I have made. some notes.

I think, first of all, we need to look at our problem for what it is.
Our problem in America is that you men, Congressmen, are elected
to office and you retain that office through promising that you will
use the powers of your office to confiscate that which is the proper-
ty of one American and give it to another American to whom it
does not belong. Or you promise one American that you will confer
upon him a privilege that will be denied another American. In my
opinion, H. L. Mencken was quite right when he described an elec-
tion as an advance auction of the sale of stolen property.

Now, the characterization of our problem this way should not be
construed as a personal attack on the Members of Congress, be-
cause it is we, that is the people,,who are to blame, because we give
you the incentive structure that conducts and controls your behav-
ior.

Now; through this process of what I call legalized plunder, there
are some unanticipated side effects, which is the subject of theSe
hearings on children,- youth, and tote family. First, let us look at
inflation, which is no less than Government theft. When I was a
child my mother' taught me that when you earn $2, perhaps very
much like Mickey Leland's mother told him, that when you earn
$2, save $1. And I am sure it is these kinds of lessons that allowed
Me to get out of'the ghettos.

But I cannot teach my daughter, my _young daughter, the same
lesson, because she will say to me: Well, daddy, if I save a dollar it
will be a nice 90 cents at the end of the year, and then the IRS is
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going to take some of that. So it pays her to sps-nd as fast as possi-
ble.

That is what inflation does. It causes people to be more now-ori-
ented, rather than fut ire oriented, and that is one of the problems
that we arc 1)(4e-inning to see with our young people. It makes
people spendt h nifty and attacks the value of thrift.

Inflation and expectations of inflation give rise to high interest
rates. Now, economists translate high interest rates as meaning the
future is not worth very much, so that therefore you do not become
future-oriented, you become more now-oriented. And of course, Lhat
is what we see happening in the United States.

Another impact of Government programs on the family are its
many laws regulating economic activity. One set of these laws
which I have done a lot of research in are the labor laws. The mini-
mum wage law is one prime example. It has destroyed many oppor=
tunities kpr teenage employment, particularly the most disadvan-
taged teenager, being the black teenager. It has effectively priced
him out of the market.

Again, let. me refer back to a personal example. Back in the late
forties, earlyfifties, when I was a kid, I shoveled snow from the
Reading Railroad platforms and washed dishes and bussed tables at
Morn & Liar-dal-Cs, delivered mail during the Christmas holidays,
worked at Sears packing boxes, picked blueberries,. .swept super-
market floors.

Now, obviously these jobs helped make ends meet. But more im-
portant than the little bit of money that I got from these jobs was
the self-respect and pride that I got from being financially semi-in-
dependent. I learned how to find a job' in the first place, I learned
you could not spit in the foreman's face and still keep your job.

So there are'a lot of things that kids can get from early work
experiences which are denied thew by numerous labor laws. Now, I
go back to my neighborhOrdtoday. Those kids, in so-called racially
enlightened times, they d6 not have the opportunities for upward
mobility that I had. Congress has legislated them out of jobs
through minimum wage laws and labor laws and special privileges.

For example, kids cannot sweep supermarkets in many cities any
more, and that is because Congress has given labor unions the
power to tell a supermarket owner, either you hire the members of
our union or you get no labor at all. And a 1,1-year-old, kid cannot
be a member of' the Retail Clerks Union.

Now, the sad fact of business about kids, teenagers, is that they
are ideal people to dump on.. That is, they have very little politiCal
clout. That is, after all, hoW many Congressmen, how many of you
owe your office to the teenage vote? But many Congressmen do, on
the other hand, owe their office to the union vote. So it is a matter
of looking at the bottom line in many respects.

Other Government attacks on family institutions include pro-
grams which encourages children to abandon their aging parents.
After all, with the massive handout programs many young people
might say, why should I honor my mother and father when I can
get somebody else to, through the Government programs.

Another Government attack on family institutions is the discrim-
inatory tax, system which encourage couples to shack up rather
than to marry, or the Government sponsorshipanother attack on
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family.and undermining of family is the Government sponsorship
of contraceptives to minor children with neither parental knowl-
edge or permission.

Perhaps another thing you will see on the horizon as a result of
Government programs is older people who have been married all
their M.O.-Atli-lay pay them to get divorced 'shortly before they re-
ceive their social security check, because they may stand to gain
from that.

Essentially, what we are witnessing the United States is a na-
tionalization of the family. We hear people talking about the high
illegitimacy rate. Well, this is no mystery. It is not an act of God.
'l'hat is, when you lower the cost of a woman having an illegitimate
child you expect far more illegitimate children.

And the sad state of affairs for black children is that 55 'or' so
percent of black children are born out of wedlock, very often to
teenage mothers. And you .hear many people talk about, as--was
mentioned a little bit earlier here, about the infant mortality rate
among blacks, and there perhaps was an illusion that it may re-
flect racial discrimination in our society. I think that is so much
nonsense. 'l'hat it-;, the infant mortality rate of babies born to 14-
year-old women happens to be higher than the infant mortality
rate of fully mature women who have babies when they dre 25
years old.

Education of our youngsters is a national disgrace. Among the
findings of the President's National Commission on Educational
Excellence is that 1:3 percent of all 17- year -oils in our country are
functionally illiterate, 40 percent of black 17-year-olds are function-
ally illiterate. This can hardly be said to be the result of a so-called
Reagan budget. cut.

The decline in education in the United States canie in the face of
unprecedented Federal, State, and local expenditures on education.
The solution to the problem will not lie in even greater expendi-
tures on education. The solution to the problem lies in stripping
the education establishment of its monopoly power and eliminating
its Government lobby arm, namely the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion.

When 1 talk about reorganization, we have to introduce account-
ability into the system. Teachers get paid and they receive raises
whether kids can read and write or not. Administrators in school
districts, they get paid and receive raises whether kids can read
and write or not. And sadly enough, many kids get their diploma
whether they can read and write or not.

The delivery of education in the United Statesneeds to be reor-
ganized so that parents can have a greater choice, rather than
being held captive by the educational monopoly. The best way to
provide fbr this I believe is through educational vouchers, and less
effective, though superior to the status quo, is the President's pro-
posed tuition tax credit.

Now, if Congress will not dismantle the Department of Educa-
tion, it could at least mandate that the Department of Education
cease abetting fraud on the taxpayers. For example, you might de-
clare it illegal for the Department orEducation to give money to
schools which lie about their children, their student/ certification,
that is grant fraudulent degrees, that is, give a kid 'a degree that
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means thatal least on the face of it, he can read and write at the
12th grade level, and when the kid cannot read and write at the
fourth or filth grade level.

Basically, in conclusion, there is a Negro play titled "Careen Pas-
tures." In it God says to the Angel Gabriel, somewhere in the play
God says: "Every time I passes a miracle, I has to pass four or five
more to catch up with it.'

Now, I think that is an insightful description of the problem of
Government. That is, you Congressmen, you create a special advan-
tage for one American, that causes a special disadvantage for an-
other American. Then you try to maybe help that American that
you have already caused the disadvantage. You try to give him a
special privilege, and that causes a disadvantage for another
American. And it goes on and on.

So in conclusion, my modest request or my modest proposal for
the solution of many of our problems, no. only those of the family
and children and youth, is that we have to recognize that Congress
cannot create a miracle. So it ought to get out of the miracle-
mak ing business.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Marriott.
Mr. MARRiorr. Thank you.
Dr. Williams, you have said some interesting things and probably

some of the folks up here are a little uneasy, but I think you have
said some very true things. You indicated that one reason we have.
so many problems with so many babies born into poverty is be-
cause thkre is a pattern of illegitimacy which then leads to these
other problems.

How do we in our society correct that? Are not sexually active
children going to be sexually active, regardless of what government
does or does not do? Or is there a way to head this off?

Are television and government activities popularizing these
things and putting ideas in the heads of kids, or are they coming
naturally? I guess my point is, what do you think we ought to do,
to change this, if this in fact is a cause of some of our problems?

Mr. WiLmAms. Well, first of all, I think one of the things that.we
recognize is that so far as blacks are concerned, I think that the
racial discrimination bogeyman has been overworked. And that is
not to say there is not racial discrimination. There is plenty of
racial discrimination in our society. There is all kinds of discrimi-
nation.

But blackS had back in 1940 an illegitimacy rate around 8 or 9
percent, and it is much more than that now. So we say, well, what
happened in the interim? Well, surely one of the things that.hap-
pened is the cost of having illegitimate children has gone down:

iThat is, it costs less. That is, back in 1940 or 1920, whatever the
case may be, a kid 13, 14 years old, if she had an illegitimate child,
I do not believe she was eligible for aid to families with dependent
children.

I do not believe thingS were 'made as comfortable for her. be-
lieve that there was far more ostracizing of the kid who had a child
out of wedlock. I remember wheni was growing up a kid, let us say
a girl got pregnantwe called- it "knocked up in those daysshe
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nt down II or SOD( to live with her relatives because she
.mharrasstnent to the family.

,v;:ti..lys, kids get pregnant, they continue to go to school, and
s a lower overall co;t for engaging in that. kind of behav-

wl ,Av, there might he some spiritual reasons for this, but an
colmnist, when he evaluates things, he asks, well, if there is a dif-
terence, has there been a change in the cost structurethat is,
when you lower the cost of doing something, people generally do.
more of it, When you raise the cost of doing something, people gen-
erally do less of it

So 1 would look for where the costs have changed.
Mr. Mmdorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman NIn.LEn..Nir. Leland.
Mr. LELANn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Williams, I do not agree with anything you have said and I

am really disappointed in the gentleman from Utah, in his over-
ture that there might be more promiscuity in the black community
causing these problems that .you have alluded to than in any other
community.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I not say that.
NI r. lyi.ANo, I lire you did not Say that, but the gentleman

from 7tah said th,i, And it really upsets me. I do not think that
there is any more promiscuity in the black community than in any
other community.

realise that we are here to address problems dealing with fami-
lies. youth, and children, but one of the problems might be, and
your imi:',:ation is that, indeed, Members of Congress might be
very, ver Ignorant of what is going on in our communities around
the country.

Mr. \\Timms:is. Yes. you are.
Mr. I,ELANn. Particularly as relating to the problems of ethnic

minorities. I think that We might want toI do not know if you
agree with me or not, and obviously on principle you do not agree
with me on most of anything.

Mr. Mmdo. WoUld the gentleman yield?
NI. LELAND. I Would he very happy to yield.
NI r. MA10(107, The gentleman from Utah did not in any way

mean to infer t.here was more promiscuity in the black community.
I was simply tiaking the point that there is in fact a great deal of
promiscuity. and some of the problems that we face today in our
society have to be a result of that promiscuity. That was the point.
It was not intended to he

Mr. LE AND. I understand. It upset this member very much, be-
cause what I heard the gentleman from Utah say was that the
reason there were many problems that we were talking about in.
the black community is because there is a high degree of promiscu-
ity. And I think if the gentleman would research the record in.
regard ..to what he said, he will read the same thing that I heard.

Mr. Mmudorr. Well, if that was the case, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to correct the record to indicate that the point to be made is
that there is a great deal of promiscuity. We were simply talking
with this witness about his concerns in the black community, and I
assume there is as much problem in that community as there is in
any other community.
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Mr. la.a.ANo. Well, I certainly appreciate that and I appreciate
tF e correction.

Chairman MILLER. The gentleman will be able to correct the
record.

'The preceding- remarks weve amended by Cong. Dan Marriott.]
Mr. LELAND. Dr. Williams, you are an expert, obviously, on prob-

lems in the black community as they relate to economics. You
stag ,l that there is a problem in the illegitimacy rate of children,
that they are conceived because there is a lesser cost to families.

Let me just ask you, is that. a fact? Is that.true, that there is
some kind of lessening of cost for people to bear children in the
black community?

Mr. WILIJAms. To the extent that if you are a single parent, a
parent without a father, and you get food stamps, you get housing
subsidies, and you get AFDC payments, that lowers the cost. Now,
whether it lowers'it relative to whites is a. different question.1 am
not quite sure of the answer to that question.

Mr. LELANin. Why would you want to pick on black people? Why
would' you suggest that black people are an isolated case?

Mr.'Wn.i.iAms. I stated that the black illegitimacy rate is nearly
rtii percent nationally. That is what I stated, I did not state that it
was a problem only of the black community.

Mr. LELAND. But you talked about the cause. You were saying
that the black illegitimacy rate resulted 'because there is a lessen-
ing of costs. DQ you understand that there are indeed more numeri-
cally white people en those Federal subsidies than there are black
people in this country?

Mr. Wit.mAms. I understand that very well, Congressman. But
what I 'am saying, 1 am saying that I made a general case for ille-
gitimacy. When the cost of illegitimacy goes down, even for purple
people, there will be more of it.

Mr. LELAND. Are you aware of the fact that indeed if we look at
the abortion rate in this country that probably more white people
have abortions than are black people, thus indicating to some
extent a statistical imbalance in what you call the illegitimacy
rate?

Mr. WILLIAMS. 'Well, there are many factors that may cause that,
such as not having abortion. But we are still stating that there is a
:5)- percent illegitimacy rate, and the bottom line is ftat is a hell of
a startoff on life.

Mr. LELAND. Why do you want to pick on black people? I do not
'understand it.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Some of my best friends are black, so I am not
picking on black people. I am trying to solve the probleMs of black
people, to solve the problems of black people and Americans in gen-
eral.

Mr. LF:LAND; So you do' not want to provide the black people the
subsidies they so vitally need. Do not provide them day care, do not
provide them.with--

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did I say that?
Mr. LELAND [continuing]. With subsidies for lunch programs or

breakfast programs. . -

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did I say that?
Mr. LEt-AND. Yes, you did.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not say that.
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Mr. 1,ELANn. me what you said. I apologize if you did not say
that or infer that.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know whether you can read my mind, but
I did not state that

Mr. LELAND. This gentleman is replying in question to the state -
in nts that you have said previously On record to this committee,

Mr. Wtt.taAms. Today?
NI r. I,ELAND. Yee.
NIT:. WILLIAMS. And %%Ilit is your question, again?
Mr. LELAND. WVII, you are saying that if in fact Government sub-

sidies are c:lusing people to beor to have illegitimate children in
the black community, because in fact it makes it cheaper for people
to have more childrenwhich I quarrel with violentlythen in
fact you are admitting to the fact that Government subsidies are
the cause of illegitimacy in the black community.

Now, how can vou arrive at that conclusion?
Mr. WILLIAms. It very well may be. I am saying, if you lower the

cost, you look at the mechanism that lowers the cost of illegitima-
cy, and if indeed it is Government subsidies, well indeed yes, it is
Government subsidies.

MAY, what. it raises is a question, and that is: If you are going to
help people, then you have to find out whether you can help them
in a way that you do not hurt them, that you do not make them
worse .off or make that condition permanent. Now, that does not
saythat does not say that I am for seeing starving children who
happen to be born to teenage mothers.

But all I am saying is that when you set out to help somebody
you have to say, well, how much or what is the influence of my
help to that person on the person's own incentives to help them-
selves? Now, that goes white people and it goes for black people.

Mr. 1,ELAND. So then, why would you isolate the black people in
your.testimony? That is what I cannot understand.

You are trying to answer questions that I think are unanswer-
able, particularly when you deal with the question of poverty.

It seems to me that as far as you are concerned, at least as evi-
denced by your expert testimony, black people have not been af-
fected or are less affected by racial discrimination and economic de-
privation than what are saying in Congress, that is, those of us
who understand and have sonic empathy for black people. You ap-
parently disagree when we suggest that because of historical, depri-
vation, because of racial discrimination, black people have not been
educated to the extent necessary to afford them opportunities for
prenatal care, for postnatal care, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, if you hold that point of view you are abso-
lutely wrong. And you are also wrong with respect to some of the
remarks that you made a little earlier. You said that, for example,
you did not agree with anything I said..

Now, Isaid, part of my testimony said, that part of the problem
in the United States, and which is a big problem of blacks, is that
you Congressmen are in the business of 'conferring special privi-
leges on some American persons and denying them to others. Now,
you said you disagree with that.

Mr. LELAND. I do disagree.
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Mr. WiLLIAl-vis. Now, what you doI will give you an explicit ex-
ample. What you as Congressmen do, you tell one American citizen
through the ICC that you can drive a truck along the highways of
the United States, and you over there, you cannot. That is the kind
of special privilege granting that you do.

You tell one you') of Americans that we will give you a license
to do some kind of activity, we will give you authorization. To an-
other American you say, and you will be denied that privilege.

Now, that has a differential impact on blacks. That is, when
blacks became urbanized all these rules were in place that Con-
gresS, and local governments, and State governments erected, so
that. there. was not open opportunity for blacks as there was for
other immigrant groups when they became urbanized.

And that is precisely what Congress is in the business of doing. It
is conferring privileges (,,a one American and denying them to
other Americans. And it is not simply that, you are proposing or
many Congressmen have proposed that we take a dollar from one
man, using the IRS to confiscate his dollar, and give it to another
person.

Mr. LELAND. This country-
Mr. WILLIAMS. That is what in fact you do. Now, whether you

think it is for good or for evil, that is in fact what you do.
Mr. LELAND. I might, Mr. Chairmanand I am totally disor-

iented with the testimony, but let me say to you, very calmly if I
can, I think we have opposite ideologies. My point is that this coun-
try was built on the Judeo-Christian philosophy that, indeed, we
should bestow charity on those people who, indeed, could not pro-
vide for themselves. Benevolency cannot be rendered without any
kind of subsidy, rendered by the cost of those things that are costly
in this society.

And thus Congress has to come to the aid of those people who
cannot provide fir themselves. That is the only way that blacks,
and Hispanics, and women have been able to afford opportunities
today in this country to date. There is a reversal of the process, we
realize, with a new philosophy implemented by this administration.

But at the same time, we cannot ignore theprogress that has
been made since in fact that kind of charity was manifested by the
laws and the subsidies of tax dollars in the area of kducation, med-
icaid, and medicare, housing and nutritional opportunities for
young people who could not afford to eat.

Mr. WILLtAms. Well, look, you are playing games with words. We
are not bestowing any charity. The IRS does not ask me, please
give them some money. They say: Damn it, Williams, you give me
money. That is not charity.

Mr. LELAND, I never thought I would say this, but thank God for
the IRS.

Mr. WILLIms. That is not charity;. that is legalized plunder.
Mr. LF.LAND. I yield the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman.

[Laughter.]
Mr. MARtuorr. What I was trying to arrive at earlier was simply

that one of the things we are trying to do in. this committee is to
develop accurate information and an accurate data base. And the
question I was raising before we got into this was, does in fact the
increasing incidence of teenage sexual activity result in additional
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costs to society. And I think the answer is yes, whether it is black,
or white, or whatever, and we ei-J, take that other point up later.

liut I would like to ask, if I could, Dr. Nicholi and Mrs. Kra'ner
if they might re,,pond on the real effects of television and wilt or
or not there any evil -nee that von see out there that tole% csion
does, 1111100(1, cause a change in moral values; or does, indeed, lead
to crime ,ind those types ()I' things.

:\ lot of kids watch TV, I watch a lot of TV. I know ow children
watch a lot of TV. I wonder if you could just comment, do we have
any real evidence that television in fact leads to some of these
other problems that we have talked about? Mrs. Kramer, do you
want to respond':'

Mrs. KRAMER. Well, I think there is a great difference between
you N.itc,ing television and your children watching television, and
the difference is that a grownup is better able to assess what he
sees. Children when they watch television are having their time
and energy displaced from other kinds of things that they need in
order to grow up,

taut my greatest objection to television actually is not the nature
and substance of the programing, which I find deplorable enough,
but the nature of the activity itself. It is a totally passive activity.
Little kids. sit like catatonics in front of the television set, instead
of using their minds, their imagination. their bodies, their capacity
to relate to ether people.

I think that the greatest. harm it does is when it is used, let us
say, as a babysitter. It keeps a kid quiet, but it keeps him at the
same time from maybe learning something by quarreling with his
brother or getting under his mother's feet and having to work out
those relationships.

The only way I would think that television watching is harmless
for children is when they are doing it with their parents and dis-
cussing what is going on, because I think the only way small chil-
dren learn anything is in the context of a relationship with adults.

I would just like to add that there are a number of studiesI do
not have them at my fingertips, but I can provide the documenta-
tionthat show that even the much vaunted results of programs
like Sesame Street. designed to educate children who are otherwise
presumably not getting enough stinmlation, prove not to be really
functions of the television programs at all, but of the involvement
with adults in the activity, in watching and talking about it; and
that whatever short-term results there are seem to be are not last-
ing.

Dr. Nictiol,I. I would tend to agree with that. I think the most
damaging effects of television that we have observed thus far is
that it interferes with what I have tried to convey was so impor-
tant in human development in my testimony, and that is that it is
the interaction between parents and children, between human
beings with one another, that makes human beings human. And
the television set interferes with that process.

If you walk into a home today, the lights are dimmed and there
are dark forms that are sitting in the darkness, and the interaction
is between the set usually and the individuals, rather than between
the individuals. T think that that is perhaps the most damaging
effect of it.
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I think that that is only one of many, many things that inter-
feres with that all-important interaction, and that I think contrib-
utes significantly to the divorce rate and to the kinds of emotional
problems we find in children tday.

I think the television set also reflects the kind of moral confusion
t hat our sol,iety is in generally, and therefor( certainly does not in
most instances help a person to develop a moral sense or more
moral convictions in terms of how to conduct his life.

Mr. MARRiorr. One last clues' 9n. Is there any hard data, hard
facts, that working mothersthe l'act that women work outside the
home really leads to more problems with the children? Does it
really depend on .he mother and the home and other circum-
stances'?

Can -you draw any conclusions that these women who have to
work to maintain the home, that that in fact does result in any sig-
nificant problems for kids? We had a number of children here
today that were children of one-parent families and they seem to
be perfectly fine and leaders, And yet, we hear the general consen-
sus that the working mothers, that they have to work for economic
reasons, and that leads to a lot of other problems and so forth.

Can you just address that? Do you have any hard ,data on that
issue?

_Mrs, KRAmER. I would like to say that what makes the difference
in the child's life is the nature of parenting, the kind of relation-
ship, the kind of care the child gets. Now, a kid knows the differ-
ence between a mother who has to work, like Congressman Le-
land's mother or my mother, and a mother who has to work be-
cause she is out to realize herself, because that is he voice that she
hears in the culture.

I think that you have to distinguish between the possible eficts
on a child of having a mother who is not there because she cannot
be there, and he knows it and the mother knows it, but who is
present emotionally in his life and makes it clear what her expec-
tations are and a mother who has chosen not to be there. caring for
him.

The other thing is that it matters very much who takes care of a
child n the very early years of life. That really, as I tried to say in
my testimony, determines a great deal about how that child will
respond to the world and other people later on, and I think that
efFarts should be made by policyniakers to encourage, rather than
to discourage, the presence of mothers of very young children in
their lives Nvliete possible.

Chairman MILLER. Will the gentleman yield?
In pa.7t this question asked, is there really hard data on different

affects on children raiised by mothers who want to realize them-
selves and mothers who have to work?

Mrs. KRAMER. Yes; II forgotthere was something I wanted to
say specifically to that point, and that is that I do not want to be

'disrespectful to the question; I only want to be somewhat disre-
spectful toward 1-1-rd data in the social sciences. I think that re-
search in the social sciences tends to be more social than scientific.

Most studies in the social sciences today are adversarial. They
are designed to demonstrate something, rather than really find out
what something is about. You can find studies that will show
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almost anythini; that you want to shoN, many of them funded by
the Government.

Chairman But your conclusion is that the child knows
the difference between a mother who wants to realize herself and a
child whose mother ha= to work out of necessity?

Ki;AmER. What I mean to say is Illutl I am infini.,mg from
hell~ of knowledge than ! think we :ire all drawing on hero ahout

children leitril devoloP, \hich I think ProhahlY hits more
!...1,11 it-, about what is important in children's lives and what

chat 'CI.* h;111 many statistical studies which simply
wnh what can he measured. isolating it from the complex var-

ialde-: of ;Ionian behavior and psychological response.
Ch.orni.41 Are you not at 'the same tune inferring a

whole : -et of attributes to a class of people generally. without know-
ing the individual set of circumstances in that home, in that
family?

Mrs. lintAmER. I do not mean to. because every family is different
and every individual is different. But. I would only say that I would
inter from what we know about the mental and emotional lives of
children that it would make a difference to them to feel that their
mother preferred to v:ork than to know that she had to work.

Chairman Aren't you stating conclusions about a class
without stating the basis from which those conclusions are derived.

Mrs. KRAMER. I ,.1n1 not clear what you mean by a class.
Chairman MIi i tat. Well, a class of women who decide to work to

realize themselves, a class of women who choose to work rather
than work out of necessity. You are attributing attributes to that
family, without knowing whether or not that choice was successful
for that family. for all of the things you-wanted them to be success-
ful for.

I'm merely pointing out that amounts to a blanket statement
about those classes.

Mrs. KRAMER. Yes, I cannot tedl you that there is one specific
study that shows you that.

Chairman NIILLEit. I just want to know the basis upon which that
conclusion is arrived at. If that is your opinion, that is one thing.
We ought to know that is your opinion. if it is a question of fact,
line. One is not necessarily more valuable than the other. It is just
important that we know the basis upon which the statement is
made.

Mrs. KRAMER. The statement is an inference based on what we
know about child development. some of which I have tried to sum-
marize here. And it is gone into in much more detail in the book
that was given to you. Those clinical and longitudinal observations
about now children grow and what is important for their develop-
ment and for the acquisition of character aro really the kinds of
datarather than studies which isolate specific measurable attri-
butes of human behaviorfrom which I think we have the most to
learn about child development, which has more to do with identifi-
cations and attachments than these externals that are measured.

Chairman ikinitiER. I get the sense, Dr. Nicholi, ycili want to com-
ment on this. But I also want to recognize Congresswoman John-
son.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you.
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I just wanted to say one point before we go on. Would it not be
just as accurr,le to infer from the body of information that you
have presented that there s a difference in those families where
the employed female values the work she is doing, and that the
quality of the child's experience would be a function of the rela-
tionship between the fentalc and her work end the value she atta-
ches to it in a positive sense, whether it is for economic or whether
it is cause-related or whatever, and her ability to-make that value
clear to her child, as well the nature of the quality of the time that
she spends with the child'?

Mrs. KaAmER. I must make clear that T am talking about very
young children, in the first 2 or 3 years of life. They are incapable
of having any concept of the importance of the work their mother
does. They only know if she is there or not.

"Quality time" does not apply, either, if you are talking about
very young children. The thing is being there as they change and
grow. meeting their daily needs.

Mrs. JOHNSON. One moment. Do you think that a child at that
age is able to differentiate between the nature of the employment
of the mother?

Mrs. KRAMER. No, I am saying that it is not.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Do you think the child is able to sense the differ-

ence between the woman who is attached to her employment for
economic survival and the woman who fs attached to her employ-
ment for psychological survival, if you will?

Mrs. KRAMER. No. I wal, talking about older children, who would
be able to realize that. That was in another context. I want to
make it clear that I am aware of the probler is of the many women
who do have to work.

And when I suggest that women stay home with their small chit-
dren, I am of course addressing myself to )4/omen who have the
option. We have to firld other ways to help women who do not.
That is another question.

Chairman MILLER. How does a child fe.. about the mother who
goes out and donates time to the Red Cross?

Mrs. KRAMER. A very young child-would also find her an absent
mother. I would not recommend it.

Chairman MILLER. But it would not necessarily decide whether
the woman was realizing her self-worth.

Dr. Nicholi. you wanted to comment?
Dr. Nictiou. Well, perhaps the real issue in all of this, I think

human behavior is too complex to really pinpoint answers to some
of the questions you raise. It seems to me that perhaps the most
important thing is whether or not the mother sees her role as a
mother as important and significant, and somehow that gets con7
veyed if the mother or the father does not value that role.

I think that gets conveyed and they are not emotionally accessi-
ble to their child, even though they are there X11 the time. And the
child experiences that as rejection and anger..

As far as the datahard data we do have a lot of research data
that does indicate that parentsor children from homes with one
or both parents missing do have a much higher incidence of var-
ious kinds of emotional disorder.
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1 Mt:t1tin;111 1111.1.Y1( Ca:11111'd It may be that the lowest common
,ienoininator in this discussion is whether or not the parents want
tiLit relationship. value that relationship. and are willing to trans-
!+r that warmth and caring to the children in the family. If that'

.,ppen.4. vie:. can perhaps predict things about the impact ofexler-
that family structure. whether it is TV, whether it is

It,, or video coin te.ichines, or 'sex education. or schools.
What we kn,y. about the core relationship in that family seems

tH, key, and what you have ;Jointed out. As you find parents
dri!: aw.iv from valuing that ation.sl-L) with their children,

;:pp,;ir or lose interest or spend lov,-quality time with the
that then I est, other factors start to take on greater impor-

t.i,
NiC11!)1.1. The point that I am making, Mr. Chairman, too, is

! think that there are all kinds of trends in our society and
of our itvtitut ions that encourage the one and discourage the

!her And I think we need kind of a revolution in our thinking in
rdtF reve7.se some `If these trends that are causing what we

been talk.0g about. -
Ch.urtnan Mur.En. Mr. Coats.

CoA e. Dr. Nicholi. is it not also true that a mother or a.
rc can hi hone every second of every day and still be absent
froir, the viiihr

VE't,. that is true, and I cart understand where your
luestion is coming from. because I know that people in Congress,
like those of us in the professions. are bothered by not being there
,ery much. And I think that it is true that when one is there it is

!-tant that one is there fully and completely. That is, yoU can
ht :;.ere physically and still be absent emotionally.

Mr. CoATs. So it i, not just a measurement of time spent.
Mr. Nii itot.t. it is not a measurement of time spent. But I think

!hal. like (ta Congresswoman that asked about quality of time,
Ht 1 it 1:-1 ikt flee air that we breathe. We certainly need quality of

hut unless we have a minimum quantity we are not going to
e And when we are talking about very young, children and
);.1t-trli.:-. e;:pe,:ially their mother, we are talking about that

;wnim.1111 tI qiiantity that is vital.
Mr. Coits. You referred throughout your p,':.per and your presen-

7:ily.);1, t) cmui i(1111ii :111,4.11t:t.. ('an you give us some examples or
...h.truk:tf.! !St ics Of What you mean by emotional absence of the

:1

Dr. Nietini.i. "it's. I think That when a father is there, if' he is pre-
.upied with his work he usually does not hear what his children

are trying to say to ,him, or often what his wife is trying to say to
him People live together for a long period of time and when they
,,)one to see me as a professional they will often communicate with

another and hear one another for the first time things that.
they have been saving for 1(1 or 15 years.

that there is sornAlr:ng about not being there emotionally,
.

tt between parents or beiv."een adults; that 1 think is very impor-
:

1. and a very critical part of what is happening in the deteriora-
it.4) of our families and .causing divorce. Also being there with our
hildren, I think that we can he there physically and not listen to

them where we are telling them what t.o do, or .else we may be

17f)
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there I- --eoccupied with other things, that we are not emotional-
ly '.vith them.

Mr. You are saving that, even though death and divorce
have the most profound impacts on children -emotional absence is
also significant.

Dr. Nicnott. I think that is very true.
Mr. COATS. Is that measurable impact in terms of the behavior-

al characteristics that you describe?
Dr. NICHOL!. It certainly is measurable clinically in the families

that we see in the homes of the individuals that we deal with. We
think that there is a great deal happening in our society that is
kind of anti-family, where careers and self-fulfillment is given the
highest priority. And although I suppose this is very important. I
think all of our institutions seem to foster that at the expense of
the family that is out there, that is kind of a necessary evil that we
give time t and then get back to what is really important.

This is .-rtainly done in the medical profession, in our medical
schools and hospitals.

Mr. CoA..rs. Dr. Brazelton spoke this morning about touching and
nurturing of the just-born child You have talked also about close,
warm. sustained, and continuous relationships, which I assume
would include touching and nurturing.

Dr. NICHOLL Absolutely. With the newborn, of course, the'only
real way we have of being involved with them is touching them
and holding them. I mean, we cannot very well carry on a conver-
sation with them.

Mr. COATS. But you do not see that necessarily ending or stop-
ping at a certain 'Age?

Dr. NICHOL!. Absolutely not. I tal,ci great pride in the fact that
my lS-vear-old son would throw his arms around me when he sees
me for the first time.

Mr. COATS. What do we do with the millions of children who are
not part of the family unit, therefore are not receiving that atten-
tion?

We must recognize that millions of children only have one
parent or have absent parents. How do we provide that important
nurturing to them? What kinds of alternatives can we at?

Dr. NIcnou. I think one thing this committee can do ,.,,at can be
enormously important in dealing with this, and that Le thai, we
need to understand what it is that helps E.ame people come through
this experience, some children, without being scarred and why
other people are so badly scarred by it. We may find that one-
parent families have other kinds of surrogatesgrandparents or
people in the neighborhood that step in and take the role of the
missing parent.

Mr. COATS. Have any studies been done on that?
Dr. NICHOLL I am not aware of them. I do not think that we re-

fined our understanding that much.
One of th( .hings -in building a data base I would think would be

to support research that would explore that and find out how we
can help these mothers that are burdened with supporting, with
the economic support of the family, and also with the emotional
support, providing the support, having to provide the support, of

1 WO



both the tnot her and the missing father. I think that is something
that would be kniormously helpful.

CoATs. Thank yen.
Chairman MILLER. M.rs. Kramer, I un,',.srstand or have an air-

plane to catch. and %t:t want to thank :,-ou very rch for coming

KRAMER. Thank you very much for giving me this opportu-
.

n-!y.
chnif:nal :\III,LER. Mr. Wolf,

you le:ive. I want to thank you very much for
var i.estimeny tod:ty. I will read your testimony in its entirety
aLtain. i-uku plan to read your book, and after I have finished it I

would like the opportunity o write and comment about it.
Mrs..KRAMEI:. Th k you so much.
Mr. Wol,r. I want to follow up. please, on something you alluded

to. It seems to me that divorce is the biggest issue as this is the
major point that your statement concentrated on.

You make a recommendation on page S that the Government
must encourage and sponsor research into the causes of divorce.
What do you have in mind there? Do you suppose that the Govern-
ment should do it or that the Government support private re-
search?

I)r. Nicifin.z. Well, I think that it needs to be done, but I do not
think that we really understand why people are breaking up at
such a rapid rate, why it has been accelerating. We really do not
understand what is happening and why it began to accelerate in
the early sixties and then shot almost straight up through the late
sixties and earls' seventies.

Th:tre \are a lot of myths about being single again and about di-
yor,--, There is a kind of lower tolerance for stress, I think, in our
society. When you talk to peopic, this huge segment of our society
that ta!kt:s Psychoactive drugs, it is almost 9.ways to reduce feelings
of stress, psychological stress_

But when stress comes up in a relationship--and it comes up
even in the most ideal relationships, as all of us knowpeople,
rather than try to work it out, just run away from it, or feel that
they do not have to put up with it and feel that they can start over
again.

I think there needs to he some re-education in this area. I think
that once people get into trouble, it immediatfel- hecomes an adver-
sarial situation, so people often get Caught up . iorce even when
they are not often sure they wa:It. it. And ever -ear afterward, as
some studies have shown, a great. number of people feel that it Iwo
been a mistake.

And I wonder if' there is not some way that we could at least
slow the process down so that people can really think about wheth-
er or not it their best interests and it is what they .'c-ally
want.-

Mr. Worx. Who would you recommend do that, work on that:, and
make that study? Somebody whois a liberal Democrat or somebody
who is a conservative Republicah-or somebedy who really is not
anything, is a moderate? \Vhat, one group er agency or what place
could we go?
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Dr. Nicitol.I. Om' el tilt. things that surprised me when I came to
this-

Mr. WOLF. I'm ggesting we need someone that everybody can
have confidence in. A lot of the witnesses v..h re going to testify
throughout the next year are going to step on toes. Some of their)
are going to object to what I believe in to be right and some will
oppose the beliefs of other members on this committee.

Who would you recommend to really look into, this, so that all of
us. if that is possible, could believe in, and have confidence in the
report?

Chairman MILLER. I cannot wait for your answer. [Lau [Nerd
Dr. NienoLL I was going to say that I was hoping a committee

like this. because you are dealing with something that is so vitally
important to all of us. I mean, all of us spend the most significant
parts of our lives within the family, and I do not understand how
this can he discussed in partisan terms. I mean, why can you not
work together on this?

Mr. Woi.r. Well, I think we can.
Dr. Nicom.i. Put it outside of a political setting. As a physician, I

am puzzled by it.
Mr. Wm.)... I am sure we all will. But as we all know, when stud-

ies are completed, people base the quality on the reputation of an
institution, the reputation of the GOvernment agency or the cre-
dentials of the individual. For exemple, does he have a Ph. D. or
did he graduate from college? People do base judgments on such
things ar., it-is important that whoever did do work on such a
major stud) carries the credibility that George Miller, and Frank
Wolf and five other people from different perspectives can say, that
makes sense, and reconcile differences of opinions and support the
recommendations.

I think we will make an effort, but I am looking for guidance. Is
it the National Institute of Health? Should we farm out to several
groups? Do you have some religious factors involved?

I)r. NICHOLL I am not ducking that question. but it is very diffi-
cult for me to tin a particular F,. 1p down. Certainly the National
Institutes of Health would be but I think that it needs to be
multidisciplined, with many different disciplines, because there are
so many facets to the problem and I think it should be getting the
most qualified people and certainly the best people in various disci-
plines to explore this on a nationwide basis.

Mr. WOLF. One other questien, maybe for both Dr. Williams and/
youself. Do you agree that we should also be studying the wejr
family, if that is an appropriate term, the family that is really/ ot
having any problems. Shouldn't we study what they are doing
right, so we can telegraph to the world that if you do certain things
and act in certain ways it is going to be better than if you do not?

Should we study not only the problem areas, but the goodayeas?
I)r. Nichol'. I would say yes, absolutely. We need to know what

it is that holds families together, what it is that comprises healthy,
strong families, and see if we can come up with common denomina-
tors there s) that we can help the, rest of the population.

Mr. WoLE. Are there any studies available today which make
any conclusions about healthy. strong families?
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Nicil,qt .No ht there ;ire 1,rts of commcntt; made that this is
what n,ht to ic lonc .

:Mr. \\o!1-- 1 bet ieve that this committee should study all of the
problem :reas %vhich includes health examples and adults who
c:Ir! T ht p:-::'1,14.)toi,,:;i1 burdens of disruptive childhood situations

them tod:.:. :Ind who can obviously no longer benefit from pre-
postr:ital care. We must study the entire scope of problemati(
Ue5 -nd utilize this 1-.',vledge for today's, old and .vm.ip,

and for future generations. true tie committee to use this
iroach and akin',..; plY recur

fV. Dr. Williams, I do not know 'cr, hether or riot you live in
er, ,.onc,ressi,mil district. I know you work at George

which it My (1tstrit. Y011 may be interested to know that I
'.v:e born ic:d raise:: in southwest Philadelphia, and I appreciate
the basis ler- a lot comments.

Thank you. zind thani youboth for coming.
No: 1 d.!: not live in v:our district.

\',ton I think You ,could havo, voted for me if you did.
,I.aughterH

Ch;;ir:mtli MILLER. I do not think we should ler.ye :he suggestion
here that the single parent family is somehow evil.

It is pos.-able to raise 'iealthy children, is it not, and to have a
healthy relationship with that child. alt Dough it may be rm .7e chili-
cub, given just the i...conoinics? But isn't it possible in that circum-
stance to have a-healthy relationship'!

Dr. Nicwit.i. Absolutely. 1 guess. :Mr. Chairman. you were not
here during the conclusion of n1v testiniOny. But I think that the
vast body of inf,:rmation we lam,:e- -and . is dot.. that has been col-
lected over the past Pt or .14-yearstells us that the emotional
:health of a child rests most heavily upon a close, warm, sustained
relationship .vith both parents, and when _one parent. is: missing,
that can make a child more vulnerable to various kinds of prob.

That dues not mean thatmany children have lost both parents
Illrot_Th death and have come out of it relatively unscathed, and
we do not understand why that is. But we know that when they do
use a parent, that does make them at higher risk.

Chairman MILLER. I am not questioning that at all. I just do not
want its to, in the first day of hearing, leave the impression that
somehow this is an evil institution. It is a fact of life ano the ques-
tion is. what do we do to strengthen it and take away same of those
vulnerabilities'?

Dr. Nicnor.r. I do not think we cn talk about these things in
terms blame or that one situation is bad. We need to be aware
till' data and to act accordingly.

Mr. Vs.iu.r. Would Inc, gentleman yield'?
aairman Mil.t.Etr. Yes.

Mr. I agree that. a single parent can responsibly carry out
the job of raising children. As Congressmen, we are often removed
from our families and the situation lends itself to a single-parent
Family description. I know this from my own experiences. Perhaps
the situatior. ,s better when only one parent is available on a high
quantity-quality allowance. We need to look at all these factors.
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Chairman Th:;uk you very rnt:ii, both of you, for spend-
ing the afternooi with us and giving us the benefit of your testimo-
ny. And again. I hope that members of ihe committee have enjoyed
today and have learned what this eJrnmittee will concern itself
with in the months ahead.

Whereupon, -!2:i p.m the committee was adjourned.?
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Dear Hr. President:

Aliquippa Elpoentarr School
Aliquippa, Fa. 15 01.
April 28, 1983

Inflation is one of the biggest problems facing Children
today.

Prices are always changing cm foods and goods and are
getting Mgher and higher. The prices on utility hills
keep gang up.

America has Many senior citizens and retired people. a5-:'

cause of hugh unemployment and plants closing down, things are
critical. Many people are on welfare or with low incomes.
These people are really hurt by inflation. Even people who
have jobs are having a hard tine making ends meet.

Here's what can be done abort inflation: There r.352 ES

an immediate freeze an prices to stop it. Laws mustfbe made
to keep businesses.and companies from raising their prices
whenever they feel like it.

Inflation MUST ES STOPPED1 The governmalt can do this

Carla McCoy
Age 8
Credo 3

X01
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